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Abstract

Increasing electricity demand and environmental concerns have meant that electricity
retailers, governments and environmentally motivated NGOs are seeking to increase the
efficiency of residential electricity consumption. However, to date attempts to manage
household electricity demand or increase efficiency have had only sporadic success. In
seeking to address these challenges there has been limited investigation into how
households make energy efficiency choices.

In this thesis it is argued that an

understanding of how households make the choice to alter their electricity consumption
will inform the development of more effective demand management strategies. Hence
the research problem that forms the basis of this investigation is: how are household
decisions made to reduce electricity consumption/increase efficiency? Research from
both the household efficiency literature and the household decision-making literature
(part of the consumer behaviour literature) has been used to inform this investigation.

An understanding of household efficiency choices was established through the use of
nine focus groups and a survey of 4000 households in regional NSW. The data from the
focus groups provided insights into the black box that is household decision-making and
informed the development of a survey instrument. Three types of information were
collected using the questionnaire: 1) the characteristics of each household, 2) the nature
of the decision processes used in each household and 3) the past and predicted future
decision outcomes in the household.

This thesis broadens the current understanding of household decision-making through
the simultaneous examination of three areas of household decision-making theory. The
first area of theory examined is the use of the Engel model of individual consumer
decision making to explain household decisions (Engel, Blackwell and Kollatt, 1978).
The second area of theory examined is the use of influence strategies in household
efficiency decisions (Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee, 1996) and the third is the decision role
structure of households (i.e. who is making the decision) (Herbst, 1954; Davis and
Rigaux, 1974). The custom in examining these areas of theory has been to try an
unravel the truth of decision making within households, resulting in a body of literature
that is heavily focused on high involvement purchase based decisions, made by couples
x

or couples with children, that is difficult for marketers to use in practice. The aim of
this research is to investigate the presence of trends in household decision making
across households.

The results of this research provided at least six key insights into household efficiency
choices. Firstly, 41.5% of households do not believe that it is necessary to increase
their efficiency. This indicates the need for awareness based campaigns if a market
wide increase in efficiency is desirable. Secondly, the recognition of the need to alter
electricity consumption in the household does not always lead to efficiency outcomes.
Accordingly it is important for marketers developing demand management strategies to
include a call to action in their communications.

Thirdly, in contrast to need

recognition, information search is predictive of both past efficiency behaviours and
household interest in demand management strategies. Hence, this is a useful point of
contact for marketers attempting to influence household efficiency choices. Fourthly, it
was found that household types differ in their use of influence strategies. This finding
also builds on past research in the household decision making literature by providing
substantial evidence of the value of influence strategies as a basis for market
segmentation. The fifth key insight from this research is that efficiency decisions are
more likely to be made jointly than to be dominated by one member of the household.
This is in keeping with the notion that decisions made cooperatively have more
efficiency outcomes.

In combination these findings point to the importance of

marketing campaigns that target multiple household members and promote cooperative
decision making when it comes to household efficiency.

The sixth key insight from this research is the identification of “household norms” as a
part of the household decision making process. Household norms are the implicit rules
of behaviour that households use to simplify the decision making process. These norms
are developed over time and can shape long term efficiency behaviours.

This is

demonstrated by the significant positive relationship between household norms and past
investment and curtailment behaviours. Household norms have not been examined in
the household decision making literature previously, but the results of this research

xi

suggest that they are an important aspect of household decision making processes that
should be examined more in the future.

Overall this research has built on past research by combining information about
household characteristics, decision processes and decision outcomes. Together this
information provides a rich understanding of household efficiency choices, their drivers,
how they are made and how the decision processes that take part in the household can
influence efficiency outcomes. This information provides marketers and researchers
alike with knowledge of how households make efficiency choices and therefore how
those choices can be influenced. This is powerful data based on a greater understanding
of the household which can be used to develop more successful demand management
programs.

xii

Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 The Background of the Research
Electricity retailers are currently in a position where they need to improve the efficiency
of electricity consumption by households.

This need is driven by the increasing

imbalance between electricity supply and demand at critical peak periods (Crossley,
2006; Gottliebsen, 2010) and increasing social pressures to reduce the environmental
impacts of electricity. These needs have been a common catalyst for research into the
area of household electricity efficiency, and many researchers have investigated how to
alter electricity efficiency behaviours in households (e.g. Gardner and Stern, 1996;
Scott, Parker and and Rowlands, 2000; Stern, 2000; Poortinga et al., 2003; Abrahamse
et al., 2005; Parker, Rowlands and Scott, 2005; Steg, Dreijerink and Abrahamse, 2006;
Faiers, Cook and Neame, 2007). However, due in part to a focus on organisational
needs in this literature, few of those studies have investigated how household choices to
increase efficiency are made.

The result is that much of the research into increasing household electricity efficiency
overlooks the most important element of the equation, the consumer. In doing so,
researchers have ignored the fundamental assumption of marketing, i.e. that
organisational goals can be achieved by satisfying consumer needs. Arguably, if an
organisation aims to alter household behaviour, it is first necessary to understand the
consumer, which in this case is the household unit, and why they choose to alter their
electricity consumption.

Accordingly, the aim of this thesis is to develop an

understanding of household efficiency choices.

In particular, which household

characteristics influence those choices, how those choices are made (i.e. decision
processes), and their influence on decision outcomes. These three elements are the key
aspects of household decision-making examined in this thesis and will form the basis of
a conceptual model developed in Chapter 2.
Figure 1-1: Three key aspects of household decision-making examined in this thesis

Household
Decision Outcomes
Decision Processes
Characteristics
1.2 The
Household Decision-making and Efficiency Literatures
1

Two areas of literature can inform an understanding of household efficiency choices: 1)
the household efficiency literature and 2) the household decision-making literature
which is within consumer behaviour. Drawing on the household efficiency literature
will provide information about the characteristics of households that influence
efficiency outcomes, such as attitudes, motives, demographics and situational variables
(e.g. household size). In addition, the household decision-making literature can provide
a better understanding of the decision processes that are occurring within households.

The connection between these two areas of research is in the fact that both look at the
interaction of people within a household unit. Studies of electricity consumption and
efficiency have examined households and characteristics of their members and
determined that the behaviour of the people within the household does influence the
level of electricity consumption (Seligman, Darley and Becker, 1978; Guerin, Yust and
Coopet, 2000). Whereas, studies in household decision-making have examined the
characteristics of household members, the interaction of people within the household
and to a lesser extent how these interactions influence their consumption decisions (with
particular emphasis on major purchases such as houses, vacations or major household
appliances) (e.g. Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003; Levy and Lee, 2004; Wilkes and Laverie,
2007).

Given the similarity in the objects of examination (i.e. households) and the fact that
decision-making is linked with behaviour (Guerin et al., 2000), it is probable that the
decision-making processes in the household will influence decision outcomes such as
efficiency behaviours (curtailment) or efficiency based purchases (investment).
Therefore the application of the knowledge from the household decision-making
literature may be useful for unravelling the electricity consumption choices and an
examination of electricity decisions may provide additional insights to the extant
understanding of decision-making within households.

2

Both of these areas of research were popularised during the 1970‟s. The efficiency
research was motivated by a number of energy supply related incidents at the time1,
(Guerin et al., 2000) and researchers were focused on finding ways to reduce energy
consumption in the household and consequently reduce demand for electricity. For
instance, at this time Morrison and Gladhart (1976) and a number of other colleagues
conducted a five year longitudinal study into electricity use in households in the
Lansing area. In the Lansing study the researchers drew on some of the early household
decision-making literature (e.g. Cox, 1975; Davis, 1976), demonstrating an early link
between these two areas of research. However, despite the early links between these
two areas of research, since that time each has developed independently.

At the same time as the efficiency studies were taking place, researchers in the area of
household decision-making were “trying to dispel the „mythical idea‟ that 85% of every
family dollar is spent by women” (Davis, 1976, p. 242). The general aim of the
household decision-making researchers at the time was to determine who in the
household was responsible for allocating the dollars spent in the household and should
therefore be targeted by marketers. The aim of this research is to reacquaint these two
areas of study through a contemporary exploration of household efficiency decisions.
By drawing on both areas of literature it is hoped to develop a richer understanding of
household efficiency choices. As well as providing empirical evidence to inform this
research, each of the literatures provides two different types of insight into the
household efficiency decisions. The efficiency literature fundamentally informs the
contextual discussion in this research and provides insight into relevant explanatory
variables, while the household decision-making literature provides the theoretical basis
for the thesis.

The insights gained from those two areas of literature will assist in developing an
understanding of how households arrive at the decision to increase their efficiency,
through making a purchase or changing their behaviour patterns. That understanding

1

In 1973 OPEC imposed an oil embargo and thereby challenged the United States and other countries for
control of oil prices. During the subsequent energy crisis, oil prices increased rapidly from $2 a barrel in
1971 to $17 a barrel in 1973 and to more than $35 dollars a barrel by 1980; from 1976-77 there was a
natural gas shortage that was thought to be due to supplies running out but was actually the result of
bureaucracy; and in 1979 there was an oil shortage due to a revolution in Iran (Guerin et al., 2000).
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This insight may, in turn, provide useful

information for marketers such as those in electricity companies attempting to develop
strategies to manage demand for their product, either for environmental or supply
related reasons. Indeed, Gronhoj (2006, p. 492) argued that “knowledge of influence
processes within this domain has relevance for both public organisations as well as for
businesses targeting families in their marketing”. Further, Andreason and Kotler (2003,
p. 29) captured the importance of understanding household level efficiency decisions in
the following quote:
“because the ultimate decision about whether to engage in a voluntary
behaviour is in the hands of each target audience member, effective behaviour
change programs must begin with an understanding of where target audience
members stand with respect to the behaviour being advocated.”
Accordingly, when trying to understand how to increase household efficiency, it is
important to develop an understanding of consumer choices to improve energy
efficiency. In particular, the way households make the decision to engage in different
efficiency behaviours, such as investment and curtailment behaviours, and finally, if
these decisions differ between household types. However relatively little attention has
been given to exploring these aspects of decision-making. This is despite the espoused
importance of understanding the household unit in the literature, as demonstrated in the
following quote:
“while family as the fundamental unit of analysis remains central to how many
consumption decisions are made, it has received relatively insufficient attention
from scholars in the areas of marketing and consumer behaviour.” (Commuri
and Gentry, 2000, p. 1)
The initial importance of exploring the way households make decisions arose out of the
recognition that for many purchases household members act as a buying unit rather than
individuals (Davis, 1976; Wind, 1976). The implication of this recognition was that
theories of individual decision-making were not sufficient to explain the way decisions
were made by family or household units (Commuri and Gentry, 2000).
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Further complicating the examination of household decision-making (HDM), is the
finding that decision processes differ across the context of the decision, depending on
the product/service category under consideration (Belch, Belch and Ceresino, 1985;
Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003). This contextual nature of HDM suggests the need to
explore decision process in a variety of contexts; however, much of the previous
literature has focused on large decisions that are made infrequently, such as the
purchase of a new home, a vacation, a new car, new appliances or furniture for the
household (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Kirchler, 1999; Martinez and Polo, 1999;
Belch and Willis, 2001; Belch and Willis, 2002) or small household items such as
groceries (e.g. Bodur, Arora and Aribarg, 2002; Wilkes and Laverie, 2007). Further,
studies have been limited to purchases that would be made jointly and as a result have
focused on couples/families where such decisions are likely to be made. For this reason
households such as share houses have been overlooked in the analysis of household
decision-making. The ubiquitous nature of electricity use provides the opportunity to
include households such as share houses.

For the purpose of this project, decision-making strategies and processes will be
explored within the context of two general decision outcomes: 1) the decision to
increase efficiency (reduce usage) by making a purchase (investment) and 2) to
increase efficiency (reduce usage) by changing behaviours within the household
(curtailment) (see Appendix 1 for a more detailed discussion of investment and
curtailment). Looking at both types of decision in this project allows for a comparison
of household decision strategies for the two different decision types. This comparison
will help to disentangle the “repertoire of… decision-making strategies” referred to by
Erasmus and Boshoff (2003, p. 332), by demonstrating the differences, if any, that exist
between decisions that end in investment versus decisions that end in curtailment
outcomes. In addition, knowledge about how to influence behaviour change, as well as
purchase decisions, is particularly relevant for marketers that find themselves in a
position of needing to reduce consumption. Examples of marketers in this situation
include electricity retailers, who increasingly experience periods of overstretched
supply, or non-profit organisations trying to persuade households/individuals to reduce
harmful behaviours such as drinking, smoking or littering.
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In the context of household electricity efficiency, there is some evidence of factors that
may influence certain aspects of the households decision-making process, such as the
factors that may stimulate need recognition, including bills, household temperatures and
environmental concerns (e.g. Crossley et al., 1986) which are discussed in more detail
in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.1. However, there is not a clear understanding of how
households search for information or indeed if need recognition, information search and
evaluation of alternatives are a part of all decision-making processes households go
through. It is proposed that an understanding of household decision-making processes
and the elements that affect them is important for increasing our knowledge about the
household as a consumption unit, and also for the development of marketing strategy
aimed at managing consumer demand. Hence, the following research problem is posed:
Research Problem: How are household decisions made to reduce electricity
consumption/increase efficiency?
In order to address this research problem a number of research questions need to be
answered:

RQ 1: What processes do households use to make decisions to reduce electricity
consumption?
RQ 1a: Do these decision processes vary across household types?
RQ 1b: Do these decision processes vary across decision types (e.g. investment or
curtailment)?
RQ 2: What is the relationship between the characteristics of the household and the
decision processes used?
RQ 3: What is the relationship between household decision processes and decision
outcomes?
RQ 4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision outcomes also
predict decision processes?
The remainder of this chapter includes an explanation of the methodology employed in
this thesis, a summary of the key findings of the research and a description of the
structure of the thesis.
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1.3 Household versus Family Decision-making
In this research it is proposed to shift the emphasis in theory from family decisionmaking to household decision-making. This is in keeping with the sentiment expressed
by Commuri and Gentry (2000, p. 4) in the following quote:
“A cursory review of research on family consumption and decision-making
behaviour would lead one to wonder whether the field should be called spousal
decision-making or whether one should continue to use the misleading term
„family‟.”
As suggested in the quote, much of the extant research is focused on households
composed of a traditional married couple with or without children (see a more detailed
discussion in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2). By broadening the current theory to include
non-familial2 and non-traditional household types (share households and single parent
families) this research will contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of
decision-making in household units. Accordingly, the unit of analysis in this research is
the household.

1.4 The Scope of the Project
The examination of households in this thesis will be based on research conducted into
household decision-making in the marketing and consumer behaviour literature. A
variety of studies have been conducted into household decision-making in the
economics literature; however for the purpose of this research, the scope of
investigation is limited to the developments in the marketing literature (especially
consumer behaviour). This decision is based on the desire to move away from the
assumptions of rational decision-making and utility maximisation that are common to
the exploration of household decision-making in the economics literature. Also this
choice was made to avoid research attempting to precisely model household decisionmaking behaviour (McKenzie-Mohr, 1994; Adamowicz et al., 2005) and based on the

2

Sociological studies of familial/dyadic relationships, historically characterise a family as “a heterosexual
male and a heterosexual female who are legally married, and who have or will procreate‟ (Wilkes and
Laverie, 2007, p. 2).
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need to limit the scope of the thesis.

Household decision making is a complex

phenomenon. In keeping with the desire not to precisely model household decision
making behaviour, a choice was made not to model interactions in this research. Rather
the goal was to model the direct effects between independent and dependent variables,
and not to examine two-way and higher order interactions between the independent
variables and how these influence dependent variables.

Further, this research includes both exploratory and confirmatory research. During the
development of the conceptual model in Chapter 2 hypotheses are only included when
the relationship being tested is confirming/disconfirming the findings of past research.
Jaeger and Halliday (1998, p. S64) argued that “explicit hypotheses tested with
confirmatory research usually do not spring from an intellectual void but instead are
often gained through exploratory research.” Consistent with their argument in this
research, hypotheses are not included if the relationship being examined is exploratory.
As Jaeger and Halliday (1998, p. S64) suggest “the end goal of exploratory research…is
to gain new insights, from which hypotheses might be developed” (Jaeger and Haliday,
1998, p. S64). Hence, one of the outcomes of this research will be to provide new
understanding about the relationships between household characteristics, household
decision making and decision outcomes that can be used to hypothesize relationships in
future research.

Also, the research draws almost exclusively on research focused on household/family
decisions, and not individual decisions. This is in recognition of the more complex
nature of household decisions as opposed to individual decisions (Kang and Hsu, 2005),
and again the need to limit the scope of the project. However, it is important to
acknowledge that while household decisions are examined only one respondent is
sampled from each household. Hence this research is based on each respondent‟s
perception of the decision-making that takes place within their household.

Further, this research is focused on decision processes across households not within
households. Much of the past research has focused on ascertaining the “truth” of how a
8

decision has been made in individual households. However, due to the fact that this
information cannot be generalized to the greater population it has arguably been
difficult for marketers to utilize. Also as Lee and Marshall (1998, p. 89) suggest:
“Ultimately any individual‟s true motivation for making a particular choice is
known only to him or herself and the level of research sophistication required to
discern accurately the difference between direct and indirect influence is
daunting.”
The truth about one decision-making process in one household and whether or not one
household member got their own way is not particularly useful for marketers, because
(borrowing from the segmentation literature) these aspects of the decision-making
process are not accessible or measurable for marketers and are therefore not easily
applied in practice. However, the findings of this research provide an understanding of
trends that occur across household types and therefore provide information that can be
usefully applied in practice. For instance, the finding that single parent households use
authoritarian influence strategies to make investment decisions, suggests the importance
of targeting the single parent with specific marketing strategies. This desire to examine
household decisions more broadly leads to the choice not to include some areas of the
household decision-making literature, such as power (Douglas, 1983; Webster and
Reiss, 2001) and sex role orientation (Qualls, 1987; Gentry, Commuri and Jun, 2003) as
these are more pertinent to the motives of individuals when interacting in a household.

1.5 Usefulness of Findings for Marketing Practice
Due to a focus on what is happening within households, much of the existing research
into household decision-making has limited application for marketing practice across
the broader market. This is due to the small sample sizes and ungeneralisable results
that commonly characterise the research in this area3. Indeed, as Erasmus and Boshoff
(2003, p. 332) purport, there is a need for “research to bring about a closer fit between
theory and practice”. In order to provide findings that marketers can readily employ it
is important to conduct research into household decision-making across households,

3

See a more detailed discussion of this limitation in Appendix 2.
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rather than within households, in an attempt to identify the underlying forms of
decision-making that are used. Moore-Shay and Wilkie (1988, p. 458) highlight this
need in the following quote:
“One of the most important areas for future research is thus to better specify
and examine the relationship between major social, economic and demographic
trends and aggregate patterns of household consumption.”
Therefore it is apparent that a broader understanding of household decision-making is
required. That is, an understanding of household decision-making processes, across a
more representative range of household types, in decisions to alter behaviour as well as
make a purchase. That understanding also needs to be broader in the sense that it can be
generalised to the population and therefore usefully inform marketing practice. In order
to develop this understanding, it was important to examine a household decision that
could occur in all household types and could result in a decision to either a make a
purchase or alter behaviour. Decisions about household electricity consumption, in
particular the efficiency of consumption, were ideal for addressing these needs.
Therefore, each of the research questions posed was addressed in the context of
household efficiency decisions.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis
A broad definition of the research, the relevant literatures, the research problem and
research questions and the scope of the thesis form the basis of Chapter 1. Chapter 2
consists of an examination of three areas of the household decision-making literature
that need development: the consumer decision process (need recognition and
information search), influence strategies and decision role structure. Based on the need
to further develop these areas of understanding, a conceptual model is developed based
on the available empirical evidence from the efficiency and household decision-making
literatures. In this chapter each of the research questions are posed and a number of
hypothesized relationships are proposed.

In Chapter 3 the realist perspective of this research is explained and the two stages of
data collection are detailed. A two stage mixed method research design was employed
10

in this research.

Stage one of the research consisted of qualitative focus groups

employed for two purposes: 1) to develop insights into household efficiency decisions
and to build on existing knowledge of these decisions and 2) to test and develop the
survey instrument used in stage two of the research. Nine focus groups were conducted
in three areas with 76 participants. Stage two of the research consisted of a quantitative
mail survey of regional households in NSW. The sample consisted of 4000 customers
of an electricity retailer in regional NSW. Of the households sampled, 1104 responded
yielding a response rate of 27.6%.

In addition, the data analysis techniques that will be employed are explained.

In

particular, thematic analysis is conducted on the focus group transcripts utilising the
NVivo software. A variety of bivariate and multivariate techniques are used for the
quantitative analysis. In particular, factor analysis, a number of forms of regression
analysis (e.g. ordinary least squares, logistic regression and tobit regression) are applied
to the data.

The results of the above analyses are reported in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 4
presents the findings from the focus groups. This includes a discussion of two new
variables that emerged from the discussion: household norms and the efficiency
champion. The identification of household norms (or implicit rules of behaviour) in
household decisions making process was a significant contribution from the focus
groups. A brief literature review related to this construct is included in Chapter 4. The
presence of an efficiency champion also emerged as a characteristic of some households
that was anticipated to influence efficiency decisions and outcomes. Hence, both of
these variables were added to the conceptual model in Chapter 4 along with a number of
additional influence strategies.

The results of the quantitative mail survey are reported in Chapter 5. To begin the
chapter, the response rate and characteristics of the sample are outlined. Then each of
the research questions shown in Section 1.2 are systematically addressed using a
combination of factor, and several types of regression analysis.
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Finally, in Chapter 6 the contributions of the research are outlined and the answers to
the research questions detailed. This thesis contributes to the current understanding of
household efficiency decisions in a number of ways. Firstly, the research constitutes an
investigation of the relationship between household characteristics4, decision processes5
and decision outcomes6.

Prior to this research the role of decision processes in

household efficiency decisions had not been investigated. Briefly, it was found that
household characteristics are related to each of the elements of the decision process
examined in this research; however not all elements of the decision process are related
to decision outcomes.

For instance, education, household composition and home

ownership, together with pro-environmental beliefs and past price sensitive behaviours
influence need recognition in the household; however, need recognition is not
significantly related to the decision outcomes examined.

Similarly, education,

perceived efficiency knowledge and price sensitive behaviour are predictive of
information search, however in contrast to need recognition, information search is
positively related to both past and predicted future decision outcomes in the household.

Secondly, past theories of household decision-making were extended in a number of
ways. For example, need recognition and information search were examined in more
detail than previously, in the household context.

A new taxonomy of influence

strategies was developed and three additional categories were added to the existing
categorisation of decision role structure. Household norms were identified as a new and
important element of household decisions to consider when attempting altering
behaviour. In addition, each of these aspects of the decision-making process was tested
for their influence on purchase and behaviour based decisions across a variety of
household types.

4

Demographic, dispositional, situational, and behavioural variables.
Need recognition, information search, influence strategies and decision role structure, plus household
norms identified in the focus groups.
6
Investment and curtailment, plus five demand management strategies: audit, smart metering,
remote load control, subsidies and voluntary load reduction (outlined on pages 14-16 of the
questionnaire in Appendix 11).
5
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1.7 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the context for this research and outline the
structure of the thesis. Next in Chapter 2, past research is examined in more detail, each
of the research questions is discussed and a number of hypotheses are proposed. At the
end of the chapter a model is proposed that forms the framework of the analysis for this
thesis.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1

Introduction

In Chapter 1 it was established that there is a need to understand how households make
the decision to alter their electricity consumption. In particular, this understanding
would be useful for marketers who need to communicate demand management
messages to households, such as electricity retailers and policy makers. As discussed in
Chapter 1, developing this understanding requires an examination of two bodies of
literature: the household decision-making literature, which provides the theoretical basis
for this research and the efficiency literature, which provides the context.

The focus of past research on household decision processes has been on establishing
exactly what happens in each household. In contrast, the aim of this thesis is to identify
underlying frameworks of household decision-making, across the population, which can
be usefully applied by marketers. With this aim in mind, three relatively established
areas of household decision-making theory were chosen for examination and expansion
in the context of household electricity efficiency. The first was the consumer decisionmaking process (CDP) (Engel et al., 1978). Specifically, two aspects of the CDP were
examined: need recognition and information search. The second was the decision role
structure in households, as examined in the seminal work by Davis and Rigaux (1976)
and finally, the third area of theory examined was the application of influence strategies
in decision-making processes (Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee, 1996). Using these three
areas of theory as a basis, a model of household decision-making was developed. The
resultant model demonstrates the relationship between the variables of interest in this
research, as shown in Figure 2-17.

That is, the relationship between household

characteristics and decision processes and decision processes and decision outcomes.
Figure 2-1: Overview of conceptual model

Household
Characteristics

7

Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes

The full model is shown on page 65
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The discussion in this chapter is structured around the development of the conceptual
model. Specifically, the chapter is broken into four sections: The first is a general
review of the extant knowledge about household decision-making.

During this

discussion, three research questions are posed:

RQ1: What processes do households use to make decisions to reduce electricity
consumption?
RQ1a: Do these decision processes vary across household types?
RQ1b: Do these decision processes vary across decision types (investment vs.
curtailment)?

The following three sections relate to one of the three parts of the model, beginning
with decision process (Section 2.3), followed by the characteristics of the household
(Section 2.4) and finishing with decision outcomes (Section 2.5). In Section 2.4, it is
found that there is limited evidence in the household decision-making literature about
how some of the variables of interest, such as demographic variables, motives and
attitudes, influence the household decision-making process.

Accordingly, it is

determined that exploration is necessary into the types of variables that influence
household decision processes, which lead to a second research question:

RQ2: What is the relationship between the characteristics of the household and
decision processes used?
The next relationship explored was that between decision process and decision
outcomes, which forms the basis of Section 2.5. Similar to the findings of the previous
section, there was relatively little evidence about the aspects of the decision process that
influence decision outcomes. Again, exploration was required to begin characterising
this relationship, and consequently and third research question was posed:

RQ3: What is the relationship between decision process and decision outcomes?

Given the dearth of research in the household decision-making literature and the
availability of research in the efficiency literature, it is proposed that the variables
previously found to influence decision outcomes may also influence the processes that
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lead to those outcomes. Based on this proposition a number of predictive variables
from the efficiency literature are included in the model, and a fourth research question is
identified:

RQ4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision outcomes
also predict decision processes?

In summary, the following discussion begins with a review of the household decisionmaking literature and the identification of areas where a contribution can be made to
current understanding. Following this review, a conceptual model is developed which
illustrates the concepts of interest and the framework for analysis in this thesis.

2.2 Areas in household decision-making literature needing
development
2.2.1 Who versus How
Much of the research in the household decision-making literature has focused on who
makes decisions in the household and the different roles household members play in
these decisions (e.g. Davis, 1976; Commuri and Gentry, 2000), as demonstrated in
Figure 2-2. This figure was developed based on an analysis of approximately 175
papers in the household decision making literature, where each paper was assessed in
terms of its focus (who vs. how) and the household types examined (family, couple,
children, or non-traditional household).
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Number of articles related to this area

Figure 2-2: Areas needing development in the household decision-making literature
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Reviewing early research in this area, Davis (1976) commented on the need to conduct
investigations into a number of areas of household decision-making. One area he
suggested was important was understanding how households (families) make decisions.
Echoing his sentiment almost 30 years later, Commuri and Gentry (2000, p. 8) stated
that „too much research has focused on “who” and too little on “how”. An exploration
of how household decisions are made would provide some understanding of the types of
decision-making strategies households employ, a task which Adamowicz et al (2005, p.
397) suggested is one of the „the most vexing challenges” for researchers in the area of
household decision-making. Vexing, because there is “evidence that a repertoire of
consumer decision-making strategies may be used depending on the product, situation,
context and previous experience” (Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003, p. 332).

As demonstrated in Figure 2-2, there has been substantially more research focused on
who makes decisions in the household and who achieves their desired outcome in the
decisions. Of the research that has examined how decisions are made; much is focused
on conflict and conflict resolution (Qualls and Jaffe, 1992; Kirchler et al., 2001;
Gronhoj and Olander, 2007). Other studies of the process of decision-making have
focused on the application of influence strategies in decision-making (Spiro, 1983;
Nelson, 1988).

Park (1982) also examined this notion of conflict, however his
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contribution to the research was the finding that household members actively engaged
in conflict avoidance, and in doing so, “muddled through” the decision-making process.
In fact, what Park (1982) highlighted was the elusiveness of a delineated household
decision-making process.

Despite the recognised need for research in this area (Davis, 1976; Commuri and
Gentry, 2000), few definite findings have been forthcoming. Those that have are still in
need of development; for example, Gronhoj (2006, p. 491) found that “peaceful as well
as more conflict-ridden, day-to-day influences between family members are a common
phenomenon,” suggesting there is more to the picture than conflict or conflict
avoidance. For this reason, there is a need to further explore household decisionmaking to try to unravel the “muddling through process”.

To achieve this it is

important to begin with an in depth understanding of what is taking place in households.

Consequently, the first research question posed in this thesis is

RQ1: What processes do households use to make decisions to reduce electricity
consumption?

2.2.2 Comparison of decision-making across different household types
It is possible, if not likely that household decision-making will differ across household
types, hence it is important to identify and explore these differences. Since the 1950‟s,
household decision-making has focused on traditional household types, almost
exclusively sampling married couples, or a married couple with children (e.g. Herbst,
1954; Kenkel, 1963; Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Park, 1982; Qualls, 1987; Beatty and
Talpade; Levy and Lee, 2004; Thomson, Laing and McKee, 2007), although more
recent studies have begun including De Facto couples (Martinez and Polo, 1999;
Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003; Razzouk, Seitz and Prodigalidad-Capo, 2007), single
parents (Hamilton and Catterall, 2008) and the occasional study has looked at gay and
lesbian couples (Webster and Reiss, 2001; Reiss and Webster, 2004; Wilkes and
Laverie, 2007).

However, for the most part studies have ignored non-traditional

household types such as single parent households, blended families and non-familial
households, such as share households. The absence of non-familial households in these
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studies has no doubt been the result of the fact that fewer joint decisions are made in
these household types. Nevertheless, there are some products that are jointly consumed
by all household types and electricity is one of those products.
Further, much of the seminal research was conducted between the 1950‟s and 1980‟s
(see Appendix 3). Over time, as roles in the household have changed, the variety of
household types has increased. A reduction in the incidence of marriage, an increase in
the prevalence of divorce and changing sex role orientations are all factors that have
influenced the variance in household types. These changes are the result of changing
social norms and are reflected in changes to family law and Commonwealth law since
the mid 1970‟s, such as the “legal recognition of De Facto partnerships, reducing the
legal and financial need to marry and the formal recognition to same sex relationships in
Commonwealth legislation” (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009, p. 9). Consequently,
there is now a need to broaden the focus of research to incorporate the household types
that make up contemporary Australian population, including groupings of non-related
household members (i.e. share households), single parent household and same sex
households.

Furthermore, Reiss and Webster (2004, p. 1827) have suggested

“consumer researchers have a responsibility to both their discipline and to society as a
whole to attempt to describe and explain the decision-making outcomes and processes
of non-traditional households”.

Thus, there has been an obvious skew in this literature towards traditional household
types; however it is perhaps pertinent to pose the question, are decision processes likely
to be that different in non-traditional household types? The available evidence suggests
that they may be. For instance, when examining contemporary couples, Webster and
Reiss (2001) found that the influence of aspects of relationships, such as who should
assume certain roles in the household (i.e. sex role orientation), differed between
married couples versus cohabiting heterosexual, gay and lesbian couples. Similarly,
Wilkes and Laverie (2007), examined the purchasing decisions in lesbian couples and
found that lesbian couples‟ decisions tended to be more syncratic (egalitarian) than
those found in husband/wife couples. Actually, the researchers expressed surprise in
the degree of the difference they found, as is illustrated in the following quote: “we did
not expect such a dramatic difference between previous research findings on
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husband/wife couples and lesbian couples in our study” (Wilkes and Laverie, 2007, p.
71). Similarly, Razzouk et al (2007) compared married and cohabiting households and
found that married couples were more syncratic than cohabiting/De Facto couples in
their decision-making style. However, apart from these examples, research into nontraditional household types is scant.

Hence, there is some evidence to suggest that decision-making differs across household
types. But it appears that there has not yet been a systematic comparison of decisionmaking styles across household types, beyond the scope of couples/traditional families.
The aim of this project is to capture information about a variety of household types,
familial and non-familial, traditional and non-traditional in order to further explore
these potential differences. This understanding is important for marketers as these
household types make up an increasing proportion of the population (Webster and
Reiss, 2001). Different segments of the market delineated by household type, such as
gay and lesbian couples, have been singled out as potentially profitable target markets
due to characteristics such as “relatively high disposable income” (Kahan and Mulryan,
1995). Further, share households often consist of consumers who are in transitional
periods of their life, and it is when consumers are in these transitional periods that
consumption changes may occur and “…there may be opportunities for marketers to
induce brand switching more easily…”(Commuri and Gentry, 2000, p. 4). Therefore,
understanding how these consumers/households differ in their decision-making
processes may provide valuable information for marketers attempting to target these
types of households.

Accordingly, the second part of research question one is

RQ1a: Do decision processes vary across household types?

2.2.3 Decisions to purchase versus decisions to alter behaviour
As well as broadening the types of households examined, research in this area needs to
be broadened to incorporate different types of decisions. In Chapter 1, Section 1.2, two
types of efficiency decisions were briefly outlined: decisions to make a purchase
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(invest) and decisions to alter behaviour (curtail)8. The majority of research to date has
concentrated on decisions related to purchase-based outcomes (i.e. investment) (e.g.
Sharp and Mott, 1956; Cunningham and Green, 1974; Davis and Rigaux, 1974;
Szybillo, Sosanie and Tenebien; Corfman and Lehmann, 1987; Holdert and Antonides,
1997; Ruth and Commuri, 1998; Martinez and Polo, 1999; Verma and Kapoor, 2003;
Wilkes and Laverie, 2007) (shown in green in Figure 2-3 below)9 and ignored decisions
that lead to behaviour change outcomes (i.e. curtailment). As shown in red in Figure
2-3, only three studies have examined environmentally motivated behaviour (Gronhoj,
2006; Ward, 2006; Gronhoj and Olander, 2007) and one of those examined electricity
consumption (Gronhoj and Olander, 2007). As a result, relatively little is known about
household decisions to alter consumption behaviour.

Figure 2-3: Decision categories explored in the literature

Therefore, it is argued that the understanding of how decisions are made also needs to
be broadened to include behaviour based decisions, such as the decision to reduce

8

More detailed discussion in Appendix 1
Similar to Figure 2-2, was derived based on an analysis of 175 papers in the household decision making
literature. The product category for each paper was noted (some articles looked at multiple product
categories e.g. Davis and Rigaux (1974).
9
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electricity consumption, and other environmentally motivated behaviours, which are
becoming more prevalent in households (Gronhoj, 2006). As Gronhoj (2006, p. 492)
suggested, “the impact of family dynamics on environmentally oriented consumption
practices in a family household remains relatively unexplored”.

Further, it is also important to look at how mundane everyday decisions are made,
because it is these decisions that substantively influence the consumption levels of
products like electricity (Seligman et al., 1978). Gronhoj (2006) noted the importance
of examining “peaceful everyday activities”, and Erasmus and Boshoff (2003, p. 332)
argued that “traditional models of decisions making fail to acknowledge decisionmaking strategies that aim to reduce cognitive effort”. Indeed, examining these aspects
of the decision process, as well as the competitive, conflict ridden aspects, may provide
a more detailed view of the decision processes households are employing. As Gronhoj
and Olander (2007, p. 218) contend:
“Since external demands for a more comprehensive inclusion of environmental
concern in the everyday activities of the households have increased through the
last decades, a better understanding of the consumption practices, influences
and patterns of interaction within a family household would seem relevant.”
Further, a number of authors have espoused the importance of looking at decisionmaking across decisions, as illustrated in the following quote from Douglas (1983, p.
452):
“the highly complex, dynamic and interrelated character of many family
decisions, suggests that decision-making processes should be studied across
decisions rather than in relation to a given decision independently…it seems,
more likely to capture the essence of family decision-making.”
Therefore, in order to further develop an understanding of how decisions are made
across households, it is also important to examine different types of decision processes
and identify their differences and similarities. Finally, if this information is to be of use
in marketing practice it needs to be information that marketers can use.

Therefore the second part of research question one is:
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RQ1b: Do decision processes vary for purchase versus behaviour change
decisions?
To try and achieve a closer fit between theory and practice, it was decided to identify
the elements of the household decision process that had emerged from past research and
could potentially be examined across households, generalised for a population and
therefore could be used by marketers. A number of appropriate taxonomies were
evident in past research that could be tested across a larger population sample,
including: the consumer decision process, influence strategies, and decision role
structures. Each of these areas of theory had been well developed and trialled in the
context of couple based households and who is making a decision and therefore there
was an empirical benchmark to use when examining these theories in a broader context.
Further, looking for trends across households in this way overcomes the need to
completely clarify the “muddling through process” or decision process that occurs in
individual households, and therefore the need to capture information from multiple
household members about individual preferences. Each of the areas of theory that are
examined in this research is detailed in the next section.

2.3 Three aspects of the household decision-making process
In order to further understand household decision-making and to examine how it
influences decision outcomes, three established areas of household decision-making
theory were chosen: the consumer decision process, influence strategies and the
decision role typology employed by Davis and Rigaux (1974), referred to from here as
“decision role structure”10.

Each of these areas of theory have been frequently

examined in the traditional contexts that characterise the household decision-making
literature (i.e. purchases made by married couples and married couples with children)
and have been found useful in these contexts. Hence, it was considered that they were
appropriate areas of theory to use to explore decision-making in the current context. In
the following sections, each of the three areas of theory is detailed and their

10

As it provides a classification of the structure of decisions within the household i.e. husband dominated,
wife dominated, joint and syncratic.
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appropriateness for this thesis is discussed, beginning with the consumer decisionmaking process.

2.3.1 Consumer decision-making process
The consumer decision-making process (CDP) (Engel et al., 1978) is a well established
and recognised explanation of the steps that individual consumers go through when
making a decision. However, it is recognised that consumers do not always linearly
follow each step in the model; rather this model serves as a guideline for understanding
this decision-making process (Lee and Marshall, 1998). As Solomon (2007) suggests,
consumers do not use the same process for every decision; decisions may vary in their
level of importance, risk, deliberation and as such can be characterised as
habitual/routine response, limited problem solving decisions and extended problem
solving decisions. Indeed, Solomon (2007, p. 306) suggests „consumers tailor their
degree of cognitive “effort” to the task at hand‟11. Further, Martin and Kiecker (1990)
suggested that stages of the process can occur in parallel/simultaneously. For the sake
of this project, it is argued that rather than being linear, this model illustrates critical
events that take place in decision processes (e.g. need recognition equates to household
members recognising a problem that needs a solution and therefore is considered the
beginning of the process) and as such it provides a useful framework for the
examination of decision-making process.

The advantage of using models such as the CDP as a basis for examining the household
decision-making process “lies in the fact that they offer a starting-point for scientific
research, and a variety of questions for empirical study can be derived from them”
(Kirchler et al., 2001, p. 81). Further, the establishment of an underlying framework
such as this provides a basis for understanding the similarity and differences in
decisions across household types and decision types (Davis and Rigaux, 1974). For
example, when comparing decision stages across stages of the household lifecycle,
Reilly et al (1984) found little variation in the process, suggesting that for the product

11

Emphasis in the original.
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category examined12, the steps in the CDP were relevant regardless of where the
members of the household were in the household lifecycle
Researchers have frequently used Engel‟s et al‟s (1978) five stage consumer decisionmaking process (CDP) to examine household decisions (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974;
Belch et al., 1985; Holdert and Antonides, 1997; Lee and Marshall, 1998; Martinez and
Polo, 1999; Belch and Willis, 2002; Levy and Lee, 2004; Wilkes and Laverie, 2007). In
particular, these researchers have examined variations of the following themes: which
household member participated in each stage of the decision-making process, what level
of input they had at each stage, if they influenced other household members at each
stage and if their participation is consistent or varied according to stage. Further, this
information is sometimes aggregated to determine an overall decision type/structure, as
was the case in the studies conducted by Davis and Rigaux (1974), Belch, Belch and
Ceresino (1985) and Belch and Willis (2001)13. However “all of these [studies] suffer
from the same problem: they begin by assuming that households actually go through [all
of] these stages” (Davis, 1976, p. 247). Although the above statement by Davis (1976)
was made before many of these studies were conducted, a review of the more recent
studies suggests the comment by Davis (1976) still resonates.

Despite the emphasis in research on participation in the CDP, only a small number of
studies have used the CDP framework to examine something other than who is making
or influencing the decision. For example, Mochis and Moore (1979) examined the
types of influences and information sources an adolescent in the household would use in
the decision-making process.

However, although they spoke to a member of a

household group, this study examined what influenced individual decision-making in
the households rather than a decision relevant to the whole household. In addition, Park
(1982) developed a “decision plan14” for the sub-decisions that husbands and wives
were making at each of the decision stages. These decision plans were then compared

12

Unspecified in the paper at the manufacturer‟s request.
Though not all studies have included the same stages of the decision-making process; for example
Davis and Rigaux (1974) and Belch et al (1985) used three of the stages while others such as Woodside
and Motes (1979) and Erasmus and Boshoff (2003) used as many as nine (each specified a number of
additional stages).
14
The “decision plan refers to a blue print of an intended course of action that the decision maker has
developed internally in a goal hierarchical structure” (Park, 1982).
13
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to see if there was congruence between how the husband and the wife made decisions.
Park (1982) found a lack of congruence between the choice criteria of the spouses,
which lead him to suggest that household decision processes were characterised by
conflict avoidance and were therefore more of a “muddling through process” than a
rational focused process (Commuri and Gentry, 2000). This, now common depiction of
household decision-making provided an overall view of the nature of the household
decision process; however it did not clarify which stages were present nor the actions
taking place in each.
More recently, in keeping with Davis‟s (1976) sentiment, Erasmus and Boshoff (2003)
conducted qualitative research to try and determine what decision stages if any were
occurring in decisions to buy major household appliances. The result of this study was
a nine stage decision process15, specific to the context of appliance purchase, which was
not entirely different to the original process suggested by Engel et al (1978). Indeed,
the findings of this study supported the fact that the consumer decision process was a
reasonable starting place for examining household decision-making; although it
suggested that the process was somewhat more complex.

Hence, while it has been assumed to be the case in the past, as yet there is relatively
little evidence that the various stages of the CDP are relevant in household decisionmaking; and if the complexity of the process varies across decision types (e.g. purchase
decisions versus behaviour change decisions).

Thus there is still a need to establish which stages or critical events of the individual
decision process are relevant in context of household decision-making. Further, the
relevance of these decision stages needs to be examined in a variety of contexts (e.g.
purchase and behaviour change), since as Erasmus and Boshoff (2003) suggested,
household decision-making varies according to product category, situation, and context.
Accordingly, in this study, three aspects of the consumer decision process will be
examined within the context of household electricity decisions: namely need

15

Needs Assessment, information search, store visits, financial decisions, evaluation, choice, purchase,
delivery and installation (Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003).
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recognition, information search and the final decision16.

Firstly, research will be

conducted to try and identify if the need to alter electricity consumption has been
recognised in the past, what stimulated that need recognition and if there is a difference
between respondents who have recognised a need and those who have not. Secondly,
whether information search occurs, what information sources are employed and which
information sources are most useful? Thirdly, how do these stages of the decision
process influence past and future decision outcomes and do these stages of the decision
process differ for different decision outcomes e.g. investment or curtailment (discussed
in more detail in Section 2.5)?

2.3.1.1 Aspects of the CDP examined in this thesis

Each of the questions above is now addressed during a discussion of the two aspects of
the CDP that are examined in this research: need recognition and information search.

Need Recognition
Need recognition or problem recognition occurs when “an individual senses a difference
between what he or she believes to be the ideal versus the actual state of affairs” (Engel
et al., 1978). Unlike the information search stage of the process (discussed below), this
aspect of the decision-making process has received relatively little attention in the
individual decision-making literature (e.g. Bruner and Pomazal, 1988; Brush, Clemes
and Gan, 1997; Hill, 2001; Punj and Brookes, 2002) and even less in the household
decision-making literature (e.g. Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003; Marell, Garling and
Laitila, 2009). Nevertheless, Bruner et al (1988, p. 49) suggested that understanding

16

The choice to examine only three stages of the decision process was made primarily because
investment and curtailment are broad categories that include a variety of possible product and behaviour
choices, and therefore it was difficult to generalise about pre and post purchase evaluation. This
difficulty was based on the anticipation that pre and post purchase evaluation are closely tied with
specific outcomes such as deciding not to use the drier or investing in insulation for the house. Further,
as suggested by Levy and Lee (2004, p. 323) “using too many stages would be cumbersome” especially
when there are a variety of other aspects of the decision process that need to be examined in this research.
Nevertheless, the examination of influence strategies and decision role structure in this thesis contributes
to an understanding of the dynamics of household decision-making that may influence the evaluation of
alternatives.
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need recognition and in particular how to activate action based on need recognition are
“among the most critical marketing activities”.

In keeping with this notion, Erasmus and Boshoff (2003) have demonstrated that need
recognition is a critical event in household decision-making processes. In addition,
Bruner and Pomazal (1988) and Marell et al (2009) provide evidence that influencing
need recognition can influence purchase intentions, with the later demonstrating this
finding in the context of household car purchases. These findings suggest that an
understanding of need recognition in household decisions can inform marketing
practice; for example it could inform marketers attempting to increase efficiency
behaviours in households.

Therefore, it is argued that an exploration of need

recognition in household decision-making is needed. In order to understand household
decisions it will be useful to examine what stimulates need recognition in the context of
energy efficiency, whether or not there is a difference between people who have
recognised a need and those who have not and the relationship between the need
recognition and decision outcomes.

Information Search
The information search phase of the decision-making process is an area of research in
itself.

In this area, information search is defined as the “the degree of attention,

perception and effort directed towards obtaining environmental data or information
related to the specific purchase under consideration” (Beatty and Smith, 1987, p. 85)
Consumers use different communication channels for different reasons (Waller et al.,
2007) and information search can be driven by purchase efficiencies or by an interest in
learning more about the area (Steenkamp and Gielens, 1992). The later is especially
anticipated to be the case in environmentally motivated choices.

While an in-depth examination of the information search stage of the decision process is
beyond the scope of this project, these findings do suggest that an understanding of the
channels households use in their electricity decisions may provide useful information
for marketers (Martinez and Polo, 1999). Firstly, as it shows where household members
go to become informed when making a decision and secondly because this information
can provide marketers with knowledge about the most effective channels to use to
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effectively communicate with their consumers. Therefore, an understanding of this
stage of the CDP can be of assistance to marketers when deciding how best to
communicate with their customers.

Information search in household decisions has not been looked at in detail very often;
however there are some instances where it had been examined in the literature. For
example, Davis and Rigaux (1974, p. 59) found that “information search was
characterised by considerably more role specialisation than either of the other two
phases for almost all of the products studied” and that this specialisation varies by
family and by product category.

Summary
Based on the above discussion it can be seen that there are a number of aspects of the
CDP that need further examination if it is to be applied to the context of household
decision-making. Firstly, more research needs to be conducted to understand how
household members are recognising needs, searching for information and making the
final decisions. Secondly, the appropriateness of the CDP for explaining household
behaviour change (curtailment) decisions has rarely been examined. Thirdly, the ability
of the CDP to describe decision-making has not been examined across household types,
and fourthly the CDP has rarely been tested on a representative sample of the
population. Accordingly, this research will attempt to address these four areas in the
literature through an examination of the CDP in household decisions to alter electricity
consumption. Thus, the CDP forms the first part of the model of household efficiency
decisions proposed in this thesis.

Figure 2-4: Part 1 of proposed model of household efficiency decisions

Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
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Within the framework of the CDP, members of the household may try to influence the
outcome of the decision using different influence strategies. These influence strategies
are the next area of household decision-making theory that can be examined to broaden
current understanding of household decision processes.
2.3.2 Influence strategies
Influence strategies are the tactics that members of the household employ to influence
the outcome of decisions (Spiro, 1983; Kirchler, 1993). They include strategies like
using persuasive arguments, bargaining or using emotional tactics (Lee and Collins,
2000). These strategies are not necessarily used in isolation; often members of a
household will employ a mix of strategies to influence the decision (Kim and Lee,
1996). Influence strategies have commonly been examined in the literature as a means
of understanding conflict and decision outcomes in household decision-making (e.g.
Howard, Blumstein and Schwartz, 1986; Nelson, 1988; Qualls, 1988; Kirchler, 1993;
Lee and Collins, 2000). In fact, influence strategies are often referred to as conflict
resolution strategies (Kim and Lee, 1996).

Studies in this area of household decision-making have either developed or tested a list
of influence strategies (e.g. Sheth, 1974; Spiro, 1983; Howard et al., 1986; Nelson,
1988; Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Kirchler, 1999; Lee and Collins, 2000; Thomson et al.,
2007), or explored relative influence among household members (e.g. Wind, 1976;
Corfman and Lehmann, 1987; Qualls, 1988; Foxman, Tansuhaj and Ekstrom, 1989;
Corfman, 1991; Kirchler, 1999; Ward, 2005). The majority of these studies have
examined how these influence strategies are applied within households. However,
researchers have rarely examined whether there is a pattern in the application of these
influence strategies across the population (e.g. Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee, 1996).
Further, studies have only looked at the use of strategies by couples (e.g. Spiro, 1983;
Nelson, 1988; Kirchler, 1993; Kim and Lee, 1996; Kirchler, 1999), or couples with
children (e.g. Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Lee and Collins, 2000; Ward, 2005; Thomson et
al., 2007); they have not looked at other household types, such as single parent
households or share households. The absence of this information means that it is
difficult for marketers to apply the findings of these studies.
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Thus far there is a relatively narrow understanding of the use of influence strategies;
however, there is some empirical evidence that influence strategies differ across
household with different demographic characteristics (e.g. Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee,
1996). These findings suggest that this aspect of the decision process may be useful for
distinguishing between different groups in the population (RQ5) as households with
similar demographic characteristics may behave in a similar way17. Previously, Spiro
(1983) examined the use of influence strategies by husbands and wives. In particular,
she looked at the intensity of use and also the way the couples combined strategies. By
using cluster analysis she demonstrated that the frequency with which influence
strategies were used in household decisions differed according to family income, age of
respondent, age of the youngest child, and education. This study provided one of the
first links between groups in the population and their use of influence strategies (Lee
and Collins, 2000); however, consistent with the trend in this literature the ability to
generalise the findings of this study was limited by the small sample size (n = 98
couples). Similar to Spiro (1983), Kim and Lee (1996) also used a cluster analysis to
differentiate between couples. Rather than looking at the frequency of use, Kim and
Lee (1996) examined the mix of strategies employed by husbands and wives. They also
found some evidence that the use of influence strategies was linked to the demographic
characteristics of the household (e.g. education, years of marriage and personal income)
(Kim and Lee, 1996). Again because the analysis was based on a sample of only 103
couples, generalisations of the findings are likely to be subject to error. Nevertheless,
these studies demonstrated that influence strategies could be used to provide well
differentiated groups/segments in terms of demographic and attitudinal characteristics.

As a result of her research, Spiro (1983) developed a list of six influence strategies that
are employed in household decisions. The list included the following strategies: expert,
legitimate, bargaining, reward/referent, emotional and impression management as
shown in Table 2-1.

17

The notion that influence strategies are influenced by demographic variables is based on resource
theory (Spiro, 1983). Resource theory suggests that conflict resolution in the household may be
influenced by the resources of household members, such as their income and education (Spiro, 1983)
(Kim and Lee, 1996).
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Table 2-1: Spiro's Influence Strategies
Spiro’s (1983) Influence
Strategies

Definition

Expert

One household member has more knowledge/or experience relating
to the specific decision

Authority/Legitimate

Influence is based on the belief that a particular household member
should make the decision (e.g. based on role expectations)

Bargaining

Household members agree to an outcome in a current decision if they
can choose the outcome in a future decision

Reward/Referent

Household members who desire an outcome offer a reward to others
if they also agree to that outcome

Emotional

Household members use emotion laden reactions to influence
decision outcomes

Impression management
/ Persuasion

Household members who desire an outcome try to persuade others to
go along with the desired outcome

Adapted from Spiro (1983); definitions altered slightly to suit a broader range of households than only
husbands and wives. Impression management referred to as persuasion in the remainder of the
discussion.

The use of this taxonomy as a basis for inquiry into the use of influence strategies is
evident in much of the research that has been conducted in this area (e.g. Nelson, 1988;
Qualls, 1988; Kim and Lee, 1996; Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Kirchler, 1999; Lee and
Collins, 2000; Kirchler et al., 2001; Thomson et al., 2007). Based on the prevalence of
this list of influence strategies in the literature, it is considered that this is an appropriate
list of strategies to represent those employed in household decision-making and
therefore to use in this research.

Overall, these studies provide some theoretical and empirical evidence that the
influence strategies used in household decisions may be linked to other characteristics
of the household, such as income, age or education (e.g. Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee,
1996). The presence of this link suggests that households with similar characteristics
may employ similar influence strategies and therefore there is evidence that these tactics
can be generalised. Accordingly, influence strategies were considered an appropriate
aspect of the decision process to examine across a representative sample of households.
In addition, the examination of a broader range of household types (not just couples), a
number of decision types, and a broader range of household characteristics may provide
greater understanding of the use of the influence strategies and the value of
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understanding their role in household efficiency decisions. The types of household
characteristics

examined

include

demographic,

dispositional

and

situational

characteristics and are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.
Further, a number of studies have examined this list and provided evidence that Spiro‟s
(1983) taxonomy captures the types of strategies employed in household decisions. For
example, in an effort to identify an accurate taxonomy of influence strategies, at least
two researchers have compiled and examined lists of the influence strategies from past
research (i.e. Nelson, 1988; Kim and Lee, 1996). Nelson (1988) compiled a list of 38
strategies from previous research and then asked respondents to indicate how likely they
were to use those strategies. Similarly, Kim and Lee (1996, p. 160) used a list of 33
strategies from past research in the form of statements (e.g. “I voiced my opinion
loudly”) and asked respondents whether they agreed or disagreed with the statements.
Based on the responses, both studies employed factor analysis to determine if there
were any underlying factors in these lists of strategies. Nelson (1988) uncovered four
factors while Kim and Lee (1996) uncovered six factors. However, as Kim and Lee
(1996, p. 161) suggested, “there is an overall resemblance between these strategies
(theirs) and those presented by Spiro and Nelson”. Further, Lee and Collins (2000)
examined four previous studies (i.e. Sheth, 1974; Davis, 1976; Spiro, 1983; Qualls and
Jaffe, 1992) and the lists of influence strategies they presented. Based on their analysis,
Lee and Collins (2000) also presented a list of five strategies that closely resembled that
of Spiro (1983).

Hence, Spiro‟s (1983) list of influence strategies is considered

appropriate for use in this research. Therefore, influence strategies form the second part
of the proposed model of household decision-making.
Figure 2-5: Part 2 of proposed model of household efficiency decisions

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
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2.3.3 Decision Role Structure
Another aspect of household decision-making that has been regularly examined in the
literature is household decision role structure (Davis, 1976).

These decision role

structures have been consistently examined in the literature since Wolfe (1959) made
the distinction between families with different role structures.

As with understanding of the consumer decision process and influence strategies, it is
important to further develop understanding of the household decision role structures,
most famously employed by Davis (1976). In particular to see if this categorisation tool
captures participation by household members in different/non-traditional household
types and decision types and can be generalised across the population. This is important
for a number of reasons. Firstly, “if a decision typology can be established to represent
greater homogeneity among households…then it may be useful as a basis for market
segmentation” (Hempel, 1974, p. 298). Secondly, if decision roles can be linked to
other more easily measured characteristics of the household such as demographic
characteristics, attitudes and behaviours, then it may be easier to predict decision role
structures (Hempel, 1974) and therefore the appropriate household members to target
with marketing communication. Understanding whom to target has been the suggested
benefit of many studies in this area of research (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Belch and
Willis, 2001; Ward, 2005; Razzouk et al., 2007), however few have succeeded in
providing generalisable information that marketers can use. Thirdly, Commuri and
Gentry (2000, p. 19) suggested that “understanding decision processes and the bases for
decision roles holds potential for the development of a much needed theory of family
decision-making”. Also, this taxonomy of decision role structure needs re-examination
in a society that is quiet different from that Wolfe examined in 1959.

Similar to each of the aspects of the household decision-making process discussed thus
far, researchers have focused on decision roles structure in purchase decisions and have
not looked at decisions to alter behaviour. The types of products examined have
included: cleaning products, cosmetics, restaurants, schools and insurance, furnishings,
appliances, clothing, alcohol, cars and holidays (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Belch et
al., 1985; Ruth and Commuri, 1998; Belch and Willis, 2001; Wilkes and Laverie,
2007). However, none of these studies examined a household‟s decision to alter their
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consumption behaviour.

Hence, again there is a need to broaden the depth of

understanding in this area.

Further, in keeping with the need to expand this typology to include a variety
households types, the role of children also needs to be included.

A number of

researchers have examined the role of children in the household decision making
literature. One of the earliest studies was conducted by Berey and Pollay (1968), who
revealed the influence of children on cereal purchase, since then a variety of researchers
have examined the role children play in the decision process (e.g. Olshavsky and King,
1984; Belch et al., 1985; Foxman et al., 1989; Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Blackwell,
Miniard and Engel, 2006; Thomson et al., 2007).

However, consistent with the

discussion of consensus above, a common challenge in these studies is accurately
determining the role of the child in decision making. As Commuri and Gentry (2000, p.
5) report this research is plagued by inconsistencies between the reports of the parent
and the child, and “the role of the child in family decision making depends in part on
whom one asks”. Accordingly the role of children will be included in this examination.

There are four commonly recognised decision role structures within the literature:
husband dominated, wife dominated, syncratic (joint) or autonomic decisions (Herbst,
1954; Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Belch and Willis, 2001) (see Figure 2-6). In general,
these decision types are derived by examining household consensus about which spouse
(husband or wife) participates in three of the stages of the CDP (initiation/need
recognition, information search and final decision) (Davis and Rigaux, 1974) across a
range of product categories. The various combinations of who participates in each of
these roles, across a series of decisions (product categories) leads to the classification of
decision types. For example, if the husband alone initiates the decision, searches for
information and makes the final decision in all or the majority of decisions, the
household decision role structure is husband dominated. If the wife carries out all three
stages of the decision-making process in the majority of decisions the households
decision role structure is wife dominated. Further, if both husband and wife report that
both participate in each stage of the decision, across the decisions investigated, this is
referred to as a syncratic (or joint) decision-making. Finally, if both report that within
the same household the wife dominates some decisions (e.g. choice of white goods) and
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the husband dominates others decisions (e.g. choice of television) this is referred to as a
household characterised by autonomic decision-making.

As shown in Figure 2-6, Davis and Rigaux (1974) differentiated between decision types
based on the relative influence of each spouse, and the extent to which each spouse
specialised in specific product areas. Much of this research that has built on Davis and
Rigaux‟s (1974) work has looked at perceptions of relative influence at the different
stages of the decision-making process, across a variety of product categories (e.g.
Filiatrault and Ritchie, 1980; Belch et al., 1985; Belch and Willis, 2001). Researchers
have sampled multiple members of each household and asked them to specify the ways
that decisions were made in their household. The aim in these studies has been to
combine the answers from each household member and determine what actually
happened in the interaction among household members. This form of research, by its
nature is difficult, and as a result with one or two exceptions (i.e. Olshavsky and King,
1984; Belch et al., 1985), the majority of research employing this model has only
captured couple households and mostly married ones (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974;
Hempel, 1974; Ruth and Commuri, 1998; Belch and Willis, 2001).
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Figure 2-6: Davis and Rigaux's (1974) depiction of decision roles
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In other words, by interviewing each household member researchers have tried to
triangulate responses in order to arrive at a consensus. This need for consensus is
evident in the following quote from Davis and Rigaux (1974, p. 60): “As soon as the
researcher tries to explain the differences in role structure among families, the level of
consensus within families becomes critical”.

In keeping with Davis and Rigaux‟s

(1974) sentiment, the focus of researchers has been on achieving consensus rather than
developing an overall framework that captures decision roles structure in the household.
It is argued that this need for consensus among household members has limited the
evolution of the understanding of how households make decisions and the ability to
consider a broader range of household types.

While researchers have focused on

accurately establishing decision role structures in households, they have not stopped to
ask whether an understanding of the absolute truth in each household is necessary.
Indeed, the assumption of truth in itself is relative to the perspective of the researchers.
Especially when given the findings of past studies, it seems that it may not be possible
to achieve a consensus about what actually happened (e.g. Park, 1982; Ruth and
Commuri, 1998).
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In practice, capturing this level of detail from each household (i.e. responses from all
members) is resource intensive and would be difficult to achieve on a large scale, and as
a result is prohibitive for marketers to make use of this approach. Illustrating the
challenge of using this approach for segmenting households, Ruth and Commuri (1998)
found that participation in decision-making differed over time. In particular, Ruth and
Commuri (1998) examined the same decision at two different time periods and found
differences in who participates in the same decision18. In fact, more often than not
researchers have found a disparity in the reports of each household member, hampering
their ability to reach a consensus (e.g. Park, 1982).

Therefore, given differing

perspectives and changes over time, trying to ascertain the truth of who dominates the
decisions in each household may be of little practical use to marketers. Consequently,
the focus in this thesis when examining decision role structure is to identify common
trends across households rather than within each household.

While there has been previous research into decision roles, Belch and Willis (2001)
found that the roles of household members in decision processes are changing.
Husbands and wives are behaving differently and also there is a movement towards
joint decision-making (Lee and Collins, 2000).

Belch and Willis (2001) also

commented on the changing nature of the family, and the necessity to include unmarried
cohabiting couples in their sample19.

Similarly, and reiterating the sentiment of

Commuri and Gentry (2005), Wilkes and Laverie (2007, p. 61) argued that “there is an
urgency to pay attention to diverse households that have long been under-researched”.
Wilkes and Laverie (2007, p. 61) conducted an investigation into the decision role
structures of lesbian households. While they were still examining a couple household,
they were examining a non-traditional household type. Hence, there is an apparent need
to examine decision role structures across a range of household types, incorporating
decision role structures beyond husband or wife dominated or joint. Consequently,
another role of this research will be to develop an extended classification of decision
role structures, and to test the effect of these decision role structures on energy
efficiency.

18

The findings of this study are limited for a couple of reasons: firstly only 36 couples were sampled and
secondly the decisions in each time period are based on the interviewee‟s recall of an event that had
occurred 8 years previously and a recent event.
19
Despite this recognition, their findings were presented in terms of husbands and wives only
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Figure 2-7: Part 3 of proposed model of household efficiency decisions
Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

Hence, each of these three areas of household decision-making theory (CDP, influence
strategies and decision role structure) will be examined more broadly in this research, as
shown in Figure 2-8: Aspects of the household decision-making process examined in
this research below. Having determined the aspects of the household decision-making
process that are to be examined, in the following sections the characteristics of the
household that influence those decision processes are identified, drawing on both the
household decision-making and household efficiency literatures.
Figure 2-8: Aspects of the household decision-making process examined in this research

Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated
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2.4 Characteristics of the household that may influence household
decision-making processes
As well as understanding the decision-making processes being employed in households,
it is also helpful to identify what variables influence these processes. This information
can assist marketers, if it can be used to predict household choices. For example,
understanding what household characteristics influence efficiency choices could be
invaluable in the development of demand management (DM) strategies to influence
household electricity consumption. There are two sources of information that can help
to identify which variables influence how household decisions are made. Firstly, from
the marketing literature there is evidence of the types of variables that influence the
three aspects household decision-making identified in Section 2.3 above (also shown in
Figure 2-9 below). Secondly, within the efficiency literature there is evidence of the
types of variables that influence decision outcomes; it is argued that if those variables
influence outcomes they may also influence the decision processes that lead to those
outcomes.

Hence, the findings from each of these two areas of knowledge were

examined to determine which variables could be expected to influence household
decision processes.
Figure 2-9: Characteristics of the household anticipated to influence the aspects of the decisionmaking process
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Demographic Variables

Dispositional Variables

Situational Variables

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

Household Norms
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The use of the second area of literature, i.e. the efficiency literature, leads to a further
research question:

RQ4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision outcomes,
also predict decision processes?
From the examination of both areas of literature it was established that there are three
broad types of variable that potentially influence household decisions: demographic,
situational and dispositional variables, as shown in Figure 2-9.

The relationship

between these variables and decision processes is an area that has received relatively
little attention in the household decision-making literature. In the next section the
specific variables of influence will be discussed.

2.4.1 Demographic Variables
Relatively few studies have examined the types of variables that influence household
decision-making20. This type of examination was common in early studies (e.g. Sharp
and Mott, 1956; Wolgast, 1958; Cunningham and Green, 1974; Ferber and Lee, 1974;
Hempel, 1974; Munsinger, Weber and Hansen, 1975) but has become less common
over time. This may be in part due to the increasing use of smaller sample sizes, and
hence the lack of statistical power for identifying predictive variables. Nevertheless,
from the studies that have measured the influence of demographic variables, some
evidence has emerged to suggest that variables of this type may be useful for predicting
household decision-making behaviour. Conveniently for this research, some of the
studies that have captured information on demographics have looked at the CDP
(Livette, 2007), influence strategies (Spiro, 1983; Kim and Lee, 1996) and decision role
structure (Green and Cunningham, 1975; Munsinger et al., 1975; Razzouk et al., 2007).
The demographic variables that commonly emerged as relevant to these aspects of
household decisions were: income, age, length of marriage/marital status, education,
occupation and number of children (e.g. Sharp and Mott, 1956; Wolgast, 1958; Spiro,
1983; Foxman et al., 1989; Martinez and Polo, 1999).

Therefore, there is some

20

Of approximately 70 papers examined in this research, only 19 of them examine demographic variables
and only 15 of those examine the influence of those variables on aspects of the household decisionmaking process.
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evidence in the household decision-making literature to suggest that demographics may
be useful for differentiating households in terms of their decision-making styles.

As mentioned above, the variables that predict decision outcomes may also influence
the decision processes employed to arrive at those outcomes. There have been a variety
of studies that have examined which demographic variables influence efficiency choices
(e.g. Dillman, Rosa and Dillman, 1983; Olsen, 1983; Black, Stern and Elworth, 1985;
Walsh, 1989; Ferguson, 1993; Scott, Parker and Rowlands, 2000; Poortinga et al., 2003;
Parker et al., 2005; Sardianou, 2005). In these studies, at least five demographic
variables have been empirically linked to household efficiency decisions, namely:
income, education, age, home ownership and household composition. Hence, similar to
the evidence from the household decision-making literature, an examination of the
efficiency literature suggests that demographic variables are a means of differentiating
the efficiency outcomes (investment and/or curtailment) a household is predisposed to
choose.

On the basis of the examination above, the following demographic variables were
identified as potential predictors of household decision-making processes: income, age,
education, household composition/type (including number of children), length of
marriage/marital status, and home ownership, as shown in Table 2-2. In Table 2-2, each
of these demographic variables is listed and then the studies that have examined each of
these variables in the decision-making and efficiency literature are listed. As shown
across the top of the table, the studies looking at the variables are broken down into
their focus on the key areas of interest in this thesis: CDP, decision role structure,
influence strategies, investment and curtailment. Most of the studies shown have found
a significant relationship those that have not are denoted by an asterisk.
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Table 2-2: Evidence of the relationship between demographic variables and decision-making

Variable

Consumer
Decisionmaking
Process

Income

Martinez and
Polo (1999)

Education

Martinez and
Polo (1999)

Age

No of Children/
Household
Composition

Marital
Status/Length
of Marriage

Decision Role
Structure
Sharp and Mott
(1956)
Green and
Cunningham
(1975)
Munsinger et al
(1975)*
Ferber and Lee
(1973)*
Munsinger et al
(1975)*
Rosen and
Granbois (1983)
Martinez and Polo
(1999)
Sharp and Mott
(1956)*
Wolgast (1958)
Green and
Cunningham
(1975)
Munsinger et al
(1975)*

Hempel (1974)

Livette
(2006)

Munsinger et al
(1975)*
Kim and Lee
(1996)

Home
ownership

Influence
Strategies

Investment

Curtailment

Filitrault and Ritchie
(1980)
Spiro (1983)
Foxman et al (1989)

Dillman et al
(1983)
Black et al (1985)
Walsh (1989)
Scott et al (2000)*
Poortinga et al
(2003)

Dillman et al
(1983)*
Olsen (1983)
Black et al (1985)
Scott et al (2000)*
Poortinga et al
(2003)
Dillman et al
(1983)
Olsen (1983)
Black et al (1985)
Scott et al (2000)*
Poortinga et al
(2003)
Sardianou (2005)*

Spiro (1983)
Kim and Lee (1996)

Black et al (1985)
Parker et al (2005)
Scott et al (2000)*
Sardianou (2005)*

Spiro (1983)
Foxman et al (1989)

Dillman et al
(1983)*
Black et al (1985)
Walsh (1989)
Ferguson (1993)
Poortinga et al
(2003)

Dillman et al
(1983)
Olsen (1983)
Black et al (1985)
Scott et al (2000)
Sardianou (2005)

Spiro (1983)
Foxman et al (1989)

Black et al (1985)
Ferguson (1993)
Scott et al (2000)
Poortinga et al
(2003)
Parker et al (2005)
Sardianou (2005)

Sardianou (2005)

Sardianou (2005)*

Sardianou (2005)*

Black et al (1985)
Walsh (1989)
Hassett (1996)
Scott et al
(2000)*
Parker et al
(2005)*
Sardianou (2005)

Black et al
(1985) Walsh
(1989)
Hassett (1996)
Scott et al
(2000)*
Parker et al
(2005)*
Sardianou
(2005)

(* = relationship not significant)

In the next sections, the findings relating to each of these variables are examined in
more detail. Further, when the evidence permits, anticipated relationships between
these variables and aspects of the household decision-making process are hypothesized.
The first variable examined is income.
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Income
Income was found to be a significant variable in both the household decision-making
and the efficiency literatures, as illustrated in Table 2-2. This variable has been linked
to general conservation intentions (Sardianou, 2005), and to both investment and
curtailment behaviours (Poortinga et al., 2003). It has also been associated with the
three aspects of household decision-making examined in this thesis: the consumer
decision process (Martinez and Polo, 1999), the use of influence strategies (Spiro, 1983;
Foxman et al., 1989; Kirchler, 1993; Kim and Lee, 1996), and finally the decision role
structure of the household (Sharp and Mott, 1956; Wolgast, 1958; Green and
Cunningham, 1975). The presence of income as a significant variable in these studies
suggests that it is useful for predicting both decision outcomes and decision processes.

H1a: Income is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need recognition
and information search)
H1b: Income is significantly related to the combination of influence strategies
employed in the household
H1c: Income is significantly related to the decision role structure in the
household

Education
Similar to income, there is empirical evidence that education is related to all three of the
aspects of decision-making, and the two decision outcomes of interest (shown in Table
2-2); despite a number of studies finding no significant effects21. For example, Ferber
and Lee (1974) and Munsinger et al (1975) found no relationship between education
and decision role structure, although, in more recent studies, both Rosen and Granbois
(1983) and Martinez and Polo (1999) found that education was related to decision role
structure. Further, both Spiro (1983) and Kim and Lee (1996) found that education
distinguishes the combination of influence strategies that households use and Martinez
and Polo (1999) found that education differentiates household member participation in
stages of the CDP. Finally, in the efficiency literature a variety of studies have linked
education to curtailment (e.g. Black et al., 1985; Parker et al., 2005) and investment

21

As demonstrated by authors with an * next to their names in Table 2-2
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(e.g. Dillman et al., 1983; Olsen, 1983; Black et al., 1985; Poortinga et al., 2003).
Hence, the available literature suggests education may be predictive of both decision
processes and decision outcomes.

Based on the available evidence the following relationships are hypothesized:

H2a: Education is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need recognition,
information search and number of sources used)
H2b: Education is significantly related to the use of influence strategies
H2c: Education is significantly related to household decision role structure

Age
Another demographic variable that has been related to efficiency outcomes and to
household decision-making is age. Age has been significantly related to decision role
structure (Wolgast, 1958; Green and Cunningham, 1975) and to the use of influence
strategies in the household (Spiro, 1983; Foxman et al., 1989) (as shown in Table 2-2).
However, there is limited evidence of a relationship with the CDP. Similarly, there is
evidence from the efficiency literature that age is related to the outcomes of household
efficiency decisions. Unlike income, age has been shown to have a negative influence
on investment and curtailment behaviours. The age of an individual has been found to
be negatively related to respondents‟ intention to conserve, the number of conservation
actions they report (Sardianou, 2005) and their acceptance of conservation strategies
(Olsen, 1983; Poortinga et al., 2003). The majority of studies have found that the older
a respondent gets, the less likely they are to engage in investment (e.g. Walsh, 1989;
Ferguson, 1993; Poortinga et al., 2003) or curtailment behaviours (e.g. Olsen, 1983;
Scott et al., 2000). Thus, there is evidence from both areas of literature that the age of
members of the household may influence both the decision process and decision
outcomes. Accordingly, the following hypotheses are proposed.

H3a: Age is significantly related to the combination of influence strategies
employed in the household
H3b: Age is significantly related to the decision role structure in the household
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There is insufficient evidence in the past literature to hypothesize if age will be
significantly related to the CDP. For this reason, the relationships will be examined in
exploratory analysis.

Household Composition
Aspects of a households‟ composition have been related to decision role structure
(Hempel, 1974), the use of influence strategies in the household (Spiro, 1983; Foxman
et al., 1989) and decision outcomes (Table 2-2). For example, Hempel (1974) found
that family size and stage in the lifecycle were related to agreement between spouses in
decisions (e.g. either joint or autonomic decisions), while, Spiro (1983) found that age
of the youngest child (indicator of stage in lifecycle) in the household was useful for
differentiating groups in terms of the combination of influence strategies they
employed. Similarly, Foxman et al (1989) found that the number of children in the
household was related to perceptions of influence.

Further, the majority of the

efficiency studies examined found that households with children or teenagers find
investment more acceptable (e.g. Poortinga et al., 2003) and are more likely to engage
in investment or retrofitting behaviours, than households without children (e.g.
Ferguson, 1993; Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2005). In keeping with this finding,
other studies found that as the number of household members increased, households
were more likely to invest (Black et al., 1985) and the number of conservation actions
they intend to carry out and reported having completed also increased (Sardianou,
2005). Hence, overall it appears that knowledge of household composition is important
in predicting both decision processes and decision outcomes. Based on those findings
the following hypotheses are proposed22; however rather than using the term household
composition, household type will be used.

H4a: Household type is significantly related to the decision role structure of the
household

22

Rather than using an existing taxonomy of household type, it has been decided to build on the
categorisation that has been used previously in the household decision making literature. That is,
beginning with the most commonly examined households in the literature married couples, or married
couples with children and adding more contemporary household types, such as single parent households,
and share households and gay and lesbian households. For more detail see discussion earlier in this
chapter in Section 2.2.1.
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H4b: Household type is significantly related to the use of influence strategies in
the household (or is useful for differentiating households)
Again there is insufficient evidence to hypothesize that there is a relationship between
household composition and the CDP or household decision-making.

Home Ownership
It is anticipated that people who own their own homes are more likely to invest in
energy efficiency than those that rent. This is because home ownership constrains one‟s
choice to invest in energy efficiency.

Illustrating its relevance to understanding

efficiency decisions, a variety of studies have found that home ownership directly
influences investment-based conservation choices (e.g. Black et al., 1985; Walsh, 1989;
Hassett and Metcalf, 1995; Sardianou, 2005) (see Table 2-2). In contrast to these
findings, two different studies by the same authors (Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al.,
2005), examined home ownership and found it to have no effect. However, it is argued
that this finding is a result of self selection bias in the sample which reduced the
capacity of the study to demonstrate a significant effect, rather than a true representation
of the role of homeownership in efficiency decisions23. This variable has not been
examined in the household decision-making literature; nevertheless it may be relevant
for non-traditional households. For example non-familial groups who live in rental
accommodation, such as share houses, are anticipated to have less commitment to the
group and therefore types of influence strategies employed may differ from a familial
household. Hence, the variable was also included in the model and the following
hypothesis proposed:

H5: Home ownership is significantly related to influence strategies

Marital Status/Divorce
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 above, much of the research into household decisionmaking has examined only married couples or married couples with children, and as a

23

Both studies used the same sampling technique and an analysis of Scott et al‟s (2000) sample revealed
that 94% of respondents were home owners.
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result studies have examined the length of marriage and its impact on decision-making
(e.g. Munsinger et al., 1975; Kim and Lee, 1996; Livette, 2007) (as shown in Table
2-2). However, in this research the aim is to broaden the scope and to examine nontraditional household types. In addition, one of the things that has changed household
composition has been the increased prevalence of divorce (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2009) and the resultant change in household types (e.g. re-married couples
and blended families). For this reason there was a need to examine the impact of
divorce on household decision-making rather than marriage. Hence, divorce is included
in the model; however, given the lack of testing in the past and because there is no
theoretical explanation regarding the nature of the effect of divorce on these variables,
no relationship will be hypothesized. Rather an exploratory examination of its influence
on decision-making will be conducted.

Figure 2-10: Demographic variables included in the model
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
H1a
H2c

Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Type
Home Ownership
Divorce

Influence Strategies
H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

In summary, seven demographic variables will be examined in this research to
determine their impact on the aspects of the household decision process being
examined, specifically: income, education, age, employment status, household
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composition, home ownership and divorce (as shown in Figure 2-10).

Having

examined the influence of demographics, in the next section, the dispositional variables
that may influence decision-making in the context of household electricity efficiency
are identified and discussed.

2.4.2 Dispositional Variables

In addition to their demographic characteristics, the dispositional24 characteristics of the
household members (e.g. motives, attitudes and past behaviours) may also influence
their decision processes and choices of decision outcomes. The evidence about the role
of these variables in the efficiency and household decision-making literatures is varied.
For instance, there is some empirical evidence in the efficiency literature that motives
and attitudes influence decision outcomes (e.g. Seligman et al., 1978; Black et al., 1985;
Crossley et al., 1986; Ellen, Wiener and Cobb-Walgren, 1991; Parker et al., 2005).
However, there has been relatively little contemporary research in the household
decision-making literature about the role of these dispositional variables in decision
processes. Given the absence of evidence about what dispositional variables influence
the decision processes employed within households, there is a need to further explore
the role of motives, attitudes and past behaviours in household decision-making.

Accordingly, in the following sections the current understanding about the role of each
of these dispositional variables in household decisions is examined and potential
relationships identified.

Due to the absence of information from the household

decision-making literature, in this discussion the weight of evidence will come from the
efficiency literature, and where they are available, findings from the household
decision-making literature will be noted.

Again similar to the discussion above,

relevant variables will be added to the conceptual model and, where there is sufficient
evidence, hypotheses proposed.

24

Disposition refers to a person‟s usual temperament, their tendencies or their habits (Collins 1995).
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2.4.2.1 Motives

Motives are energising forces that activate behaviour in a particular direction (Neal,
Quester and Hawkins, 2004; Blackwell et al., 2006; Kotler et al., 2007; Solomon,
2007). Knowledge of what motivates households to act, and the subsequent direction of
that action, may provide an understanding of the types of decision processes households
engage in (RQ1). Different motives may lead to different decision processes across
households (RQ1a), and different decision types (RQ1b). Due to the nature of the
household decision-making literature, few studies have examined the role of context
specific motives in decision-making. As the focus of the household decision-making
literature has been on who is involved and how decisions are made, there has been little
examination of antecedents to the process such as motivations.25 However, a number of
studies have examined the relationship between motives and efficiency outcomes in the
efficiency literature (e.g. Seligman et al., 1978; Olsen, 1981; Verhallen and Van Raaij,
1981; Crossley et al., 1986; Scott et al., 2000).

In particular, an analysis of the efficiency literature reveals that three types of
motivation are commonly identified and examined more often than others: savings,
home comfort and environmental concern (e.g. Seligman et al., 1978; Olsen, 1981;
Verhallen and Van Raaij, 1981; Crossley et al., 1986). Each is now examined in more
detail beginning with savings, and similar to the discussion of demographics above, an
understanding of what predicts decision outcomes will be used to identify the types of
motives that may influence decision processes in the context of household efficiency
choices.

Price Consciousness/Savings
There has been considerable emphasis in efficiency research on the influence of
changing price on consumption behaviours; based on the belief that savings was the
primary factor motivating efficiency behaviours. Indeed, in an early review of the
literature, Olsen (1981) suggested that consumers‟ most commonly cited reason for

25

Hence a further contribution of this research will be to examine the roles of context specific motives in
decision-making.
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their conservation actions was current energy prices. Consistent with Olsen‟s (1981)
findings, subsequent research has yielded similar results. For example, in Australia
Crossley et al (1986) found that 17.7% of respondents changed room heating actions to
save money and 27.7% changed water heating for the same reason, and in the US Parker
et al (2005) found that 62% of respondents chose to invest in a home energy evaluation
in order to lower their electricity bills. Similarly, Gronhoj (2006, p. 497) in a qualitative
study found „a preoccupation with the economical rather than the environmental
consequences of using excessive amounts of hot water”. Indeed there are numerous
studies demonstrating the role of saving money in motivating efficiency behaviours
(e.g. Van Raaij and Verhallen, 1983; Crossley et al., 1986; Wiener and Doescher, 1994;
Osterhus, 1997; Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2005).

Despite the apparent predominance of the savings motivation in the literature, Crossley
et al (1986) provided evidence that other motives also influence household efficiency
decisions, such as home comfort, environmental beliefs and convenience. Further, these
authors demonstrated that motives were not mutually exclusive and depended on the
context of the decision, suggesting that perhaps motives may influence the decision
processes involved. Specifically, Crossley et al (1986) interviewed 448 household and
found that consumers were motivated to act by different variables depending on the type
of energy consuming behaviours under consideration.
Table 2-3: Motives prioritised for different end uses

Electricity End
Use

Prioritisation of motives for each end use
Motive 1

Motive 2

Motive 3

Heating

Comfort (42.4%)

Savings (17.7%)

Beliefs about energy saving
(15.7%)
(environmental concern)

Cooling

Comfort (71.8%)

Beliefs about energy saving
(5.5%)
(environmental concern)

Savings (4.6%)

Water Heating

Savings (27%)

Convenience (15.7%)

Beliefs about energy saving
(14.6%)
(environmental concern)

(Crossley et al., 1986)
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As shown in Table 2-3, consumer motivations to act may vary depending on the type of
electricity efficiency they were considering, e.g. climate control or water heating.
Hence, it appears that as Stern (1992, p. 1224) says, „money is not the only important
motive for conservation‟ and while savings do motivate behaviour, they may do so in
combination with other motives. Home comfort was one such motivation.
Home Comfort
A number of early studies were able to link attitudes towards home comfort with energy
consumption behaviours. For example, Seligman et al (1978) found that home comfort
was consistently the most important dispositional variable for explaining variance in
electricity consumption. The reliability of this finding was verified when Samuelson
and Biek (1991) replicated Seligman et al‟s (1978) research and found similar results.
These studies established that household consumption behaviours were motivated by a
desire to maintain or increase their level of home comfort.

Other researchers have examined how a desire for home comfort influences the
adoption of energy efficiency behaviours with several studies finding a significant
relationship (e.g. Verhallen and Van Raaij, 1981; Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al.,
2005)26. But the impact of this motive on conservation behaviour was found to be
dependent on the type of conservation behaviour in question. That is, researchers have
found that home comfort has a negative impact on self-reported curtailment, but a
positive impact on self-reported investment behaviours (Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al.,
2005). In other words, the more important home comfort is to an individual, the less
likely they are to conserve through curtailment and the more likely they are to conserve
through investment type behaviours.

These findings were consistent with the

perceptions of investment as comfort increasing and curtailment as comfort reducing,
discussed in Appendix 1. Thus, the same motive could have quiet opposite effects on
investment and curtailment behaviours. Coming back to household decision-making,
this finding provides some additional evidence to suggest that this motivation may
explain variance in decision processes (RQ1a and RQ1b).

26

The consumption behaviours examined in the Verhallen and Van Raaij (1981) paper can be classified
as curtailment behaviours.
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Environmental Consciousness
A concern about the environment is the third motivator of efficiency behaviours that is
commonly examined in the efficiency literature; indeed much of the research addresses
energy efficiency from an environmental perspective27. A number of studies have
found that concerns about the environment and energy supplies are a motivation to
become more energy efficient (e.g. Verhallen and Van Raaij, 1981; Crossley et al.,
1986; Scott et al., 2000). However, the findings are arguably less definitive than those
for savings or home comfort. Some studies have found concern for the environment to
be a strong motivator, as in the case of Verhallen and Van Raaij (1981) who found that
concerns about energy shortages explained 29% of the variance in self reported
curtailment behaviours. Similarly Scott et al (2000) found that a fifth (21%) of their
respondents listed climate change as one of their top three reasons for investing in a
home energy audit.

However, other studies have not found environmental consciousness to be significantly
related to reductions in energy consumption (Seligman et al., 1979). Further evidence
regarding the lack of importance of environmental motives is found in the study by
Scott et al (2000). They found surprisingly, that while respondents reported being
motivated by environmental concern, their self reported curtailment behaviours, such as
switching off lights and closing blinds, were negatively related to environmental
concern. Wallenborn et al (2005, p. 3) observed that „we have seen that very few
people make consumer choices in order to protect the environment. At best, they
integrate environmental protection criteria in their choices to select an option among
others that meet their primary motivations‟. Hence, there is still a need to examine the
role of environmental concern in household efficiency decisions28.

In general, there is evidence to suggest that a number of factors motivate consumers to
change their consumption behaviours. But the degree to which different motives drive

27

Environmental consciousness has also been examined as an attitude or the belief that there is a problem
that needs fixing e.g. the energy crisis or climate change (see Appendix 4). However, for this research,
environmental consciousness is only included as a motive.
28
While space does not permit an extensive discussion, other significant motives for engaging in
conservation behaviours have been found in the literature. These include: sense of duty (Olsen, 1981);
convenience, personal satisfaction, and habit (Crossley et al., 1986); improving the resale value of the
home (Scott et al., 2000); and the need for specific advice (Parker et al., 2005).
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consumers to alter their behaviour may depend on the type of decision (e.g. the form of
conservation behaviour considered and the type of electricity end use examined).
Further, it is not clear how motives influence decision processes within the household.
The same motive could lead to either an investment or a curtailment outcome, but does
the same decision process get used regardless of the outcome. For instance, it can be
imagined that a household motivated by savings, who ends up choosing a major
investment outcome (i.e. insulating their house), may have gone through a more
extended decision process than a household motivated by savings who choose to curtail,
(e.g. by hanging the washing out instead of using the dryer). However, there is little
empirical evidence to indicate whether this is an accurate assumption. As these three
motives have been found to have a significant influence on decision outcomes, they are
included in the conceptual model Figure 2-11: but due to a lack of evidence no
hypotheses are drawn about the nature of their effect on the household decision-making
process.

Figure 2-11: Model with motives added
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Type
Home Ownership
Divorce

H1a
H2c

Influence Strategies
H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated
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2.4.2.2 Attitudes

As opposed to motives which stimulate behaviour, attitudes guide behaviour. Attitudes
are composed of the individuals‟ knowledge and beliefs (cognitive aspect), favourable
or unfavourable emotional responses or feelings (affective aspect) and behavioural
intentions (conative aspect) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Aaker et al., 2005). They
structure and guide the way individuals respond to their environment (i.e. act) (Fishbein
and Ajzen, 1975; Aaker et al., 2005). Attitudes are of interest in this research for a
number of reasons. Firstly, they have been identified previously in the marketing
literature as a useful way to differentiate between groups of consumers (e.g. McDonald
and Dunbar, 1998; Vyncke, 2002). Secondly, there is some evidence that attitudes are
predictive of efficiency outcomes (e.g. Black et al., 1985; Ellen et al., 1991; Parker et
al., 2005), and thirdly, attitudes have historically been found to be predictors of
behavioural intentions (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) and an antecedent to behaviour
(Ouellette and Wood, 1998).

Accordingly an examination of attitudes towards

efficiency may be useful for predicting differences across household types (RQ1a),
decision processes and decision outcomes (RQ1b).

The role of attitudes in household decision-making has been examined on occasion.
However, the attitudes examined tend to be attitudes towards decision-making such as
sex-role orientation (e.g. Rosen and Granbois, 1983; Qualls, 1987; Webster and Reiss,
2001; Lee and Beatty, 2002; Lee and Schaninger, 2002), rather than attitudes relevant to
the context of the decision. Nevertheless, at least one of these studies has demonstrated
a link between attitudes and household types. In particular, Lee and Schaninger (2002,
p. 262) found that different types of households (non-traditional childless vs. traditional)
“…do exhibit significantly different consumption and attitudinal patterns…”. This
finding suggests that there may be value in further examining the role of attitudes in
household decision-making.

Attitudes have been examined more frequently in the efficiency literature; however, the
link between attitudes and efficiency behaviours has been difficult to establish.
Nevertheless, a review of the efficiency literature revealed two commonly examined
attitudes: personal efficacy (e.g. Black et al., 1985; Ellen et al., 1991; Sardianou, 2005)
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and energy knowledge for inclusion in this research29. The findings relating to each of
these attitudes are now examined, beginning with personal efficacy.

Personal Efficacy
Personal efficacy relates to a person‟s perceptions of their ability to control their own
actions and control factors that affect their life (Bandura, 1991). This concept therefore
has two aspects: first, it relates to how confident an individual is that they can perform a
desired behaviour (Azjen, Fishbein and Fishbein, 1980), such as investment or
curtailment; and second it relates to the degree to which the individual believes that his
or her actions will make a difference to events such as climate change or an energy
crisis (Ellen et al., 1991). A number of studies have found beliefs of personal efficacy
to be related to socially or environmentally conscious actions. One such study found
that consumers beliefs about their contribution to environmental problems was a strong
predictor of reported conserving actions (Sardianou, 2005).

Similarly, Ellen et al

(1991) found that participants with a greater belief in their ability to make a difference
were more likely to perform environmentally conscious behaviours. The implication of
this finding, according to Ellen et al (1991, p. 111), is that „…both public and private
policy makers who seek to encourage voluntary behaviour on behalf of the environment
should try to enhance consumer perceptions that their own actions will improve the
environment‟. However, despite the strength of this assertion, a careful investigation of
the literature suggests that increased personal efficacy does not always directly
influence conservation behaviour (for more detail see discussion in Appendix 7).

While there appear to be some links between beliefs about personal efficacy and
environmentally conscious behaviours in general, the available evidence suggests that
this attitude has only an indirect influence on actual consumption behaviour. While it
may be the case that „consumers, who perceive that their marginal contribution is
ineffective, are less inclined to save energy‟ (Van Raaij and Verhallen, 1983, p. 53), as
yet there is not sufficient evidence to fully support the inclusion of this variable in a
predictive model of efficiency behaviours.

However, further examination of this

29

Again, environmental consciousness has also been examined as an attitude or the belief that there is a
problem that needs fixing e.g. the energy crisis or climate change (see Appendix 4). However, for of this
research, environmental consciousness is only included as a motive.
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variable may provide a greater understanding of exactly what influence beliefs about
personal efficacy have on behaviour and on the efficiency decision-making process. In
particular, it will be important to determine whether or not low beliefs in personal
efficacy are a barrier to increased residential efficiency behaviours. If efficacy is a
barrier, it may influence the decision-making process; particularly, if some members of
the household believe a difference is possible and others do not. Further investigation
of the role of this variable in household efficiency decisions is therefore needed and
efficacy is included in the conceptual model.

Energy Knowledge
Consumer knowledge about energy/electricity is a second attitudinal variable that has
been examined in the past to determine its role in explaining conservation/efficiency
actions.

Energy knowledge has been found to have a significant influence on

curtailment behaviours, such as consumption shifts to off-peak times (Herberlein and
Warriner, 1983) and minor curtailments, such as turning off lights in empty rooms and
only running full loads in the dishwasher (Scott et al., 2000). This is despite, the fact
that researchers have found that often consumers‟ knowledge of their energy use is poor
(e.g. Shippee, 1980; Kempton and Montgomery, 1982; Van Raaij and Verhallen, 1983;
Kempton et al., 1984; Crossley et al., 1986; Stern, 1992). Overall, it appears that
energy knowledge is a relatively good predictor of efficiency behaviours. In addition to
influencing the outcomes of decisions energy knowledge may influence aspects of the
CDP such as the level of information search household members employ in making
their decisions. For example, Bettman and Park (1994, p. 254) found that “consumers
with little prior knowledge did not appear to search, as the task may have been too
overwhelming”.

Further Park, Mothersbaugh and Feick (1994, p. 71) argued that

“consumer knowledge is an important construct in understanding consumer behaviours
such as information search”. Hence, this variable is also added to the conceptual model.
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Figure 2-12: Model with Attitudes added
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Type
Home Ownership
Divorce

H1a
H2c

Influence Strategies
H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness
Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

2.4.3 Past Behaviours
Finally, past behaviours are the third type of dispositional variable of interest in this
research. Past behaviours provide evidence of attitudes and motives in action; and
therefore may be useful for predicting future behaviours. There is an ongoing dialogue
in the literature about the value of past behaviours for predicting future behaviours
(Ouellette and Wood, 1998). For example, while some argue past behaviours predict
future behaviours (Triandis, 1980), other researchers suggest they are only an indication
of behavioural intentions (Azjen et al., 1980; Ouellette and Wood, 1998). Following a
meta-analysis of studies employing behaviours as predictive variables, Ouellette and
Wood (1998, p. 61) found that “…past behaviour emerged as a significant predictor of
future behaviour, independent of intentions, attitudes, norms and control”. Particularly
relevant to this research, Oullette and Wood (1998) suggested a difference in the
complexity of decision processes depending on the frequency of past behaviours. Thus
these authors provide some evidence that past behaviours may be related to household
decision-making processes.
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Due in part to the focus of much of the household decision-making research on who
makes decisions, the role of past behaviour in predicting decision processes has
received very little attention. Given the findings that past behaviours can be predictive
of future behaviours and may influence decision processes (Ouellette and Wood, 1998),
the decision was made to include a number of behavioural measures in the model.
Three measures were chosen: pro-environmental behaviour, price sensitive behaviour
and comfort sensitive behaviour30.

The three chosen are parallel to the motives

discussed above in Section 2.4.2.1, as this allows a comparison of motivational and
behavioural measures to determine which had the better explanatory power. It also
allows an assessment of the congruency between what people say and what they do.

Pro-environmental behaviour is the only one of these three behaviours which has been
examined in either of the literatures. Specifically, a few studies have included measures
of pro-environmental behaviour in their examination of the factors influencing
efficiency behaviours (e.g. Roberts, 1996; Gatersleben, Steg and Vlek, 2002).
Gatersleben et al (2002, p. 354) found that pro-environmental behaviours were
“marginally related to household energy use”. While this behavioural variable appears
often in the literature, most studies have explored its antecedents, rather than the
predictive ability of past behaviours on future behaviours (Roberts, 1996; Roberts and
Bacon, 1997; Straughan and Roberts, 1999; Meinhold and Malkus, 2005). Based on
this assessment, current understanding would be improved by the exploration of past
behaviours and their influence on both the household decision-making process and
efficiency outcomes.

Accordingly, three behavioural measures (pro-environmental

behaviour, price-sensitive behaviours and comfort-sensitive behaviour) were added to
the conceptual model, as shown in Figure 2-13.

30

Most of the behavioural measures in the efficiency literature have focused on end use/efficiency
behaviours such as the number of investments carried out, or the responses to demand management
programs e.g. Guerin et al (2000).
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Figure 2-13: Conceptual model showing past behaviours

Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process

Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Type
Home Ownership
Divorce

Dispositional Variables

H1a
H2c

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness
Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Need Recognition
Information Search

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

Having identified and discussed the dispositional variables in the model, the next
section is dedicated to the discussion of situational variables and their relationship with
the household decision-making process.

2.4.4 Situational Variables
Along with the demographic and dispositional variables identified above, situational
variables have also emerged from the literature as predictive of efficiency behaviours.
Situational variables refer to the aspects of the household‟s dwelling that influence their
behaviour such as house size, age and type. A number of studies have demonstrated
that the addition of situational variables to a model of efficiency behaviours improve the
explanatory power of the model (e.g. Black et al., 1985; Walsh, 1989; Scott et al.,
2000). The influence of variables of this type has been demonstrated in the literature,
but there has been little if any examination of their influence on the household decision60

making process. Consequently, including situational variables in the model will help to
answer two research questions; first it will inform, RQ4, i.e. whether the variables that
influence outcomes also influence processes, and secondly, what variables differentiate
household decision processes across household types (RQ1a).

Accordingly, in the next section the types of situational variables that have been found
in the literature to influence investment and curtailment choices are identified and
discussed, beginning with house size.

House size
One commonly measured situational variable in the energy efficiency/conservation
literature is the size of the house or dwelling in which household members reside31. The
evidence of relationships between household size and investment or curtailment is
mixed. While Walsh (1989) found that house size is directly related to investment in
improvements such as insulation and fittings storm windows, Powers et al (1992) and
Parker et al (2005) found no relationship between house size and participation in home
energy audits. Also looking at insulation, Ferguson (1993) found that house size had a
marginally significant positive relationship with investment in insulation, but a negative
relationship with investment in upgrading appliances/equipment.

These findings

suggest that there is not as yet a definitive indication of how house size is related to
investment, but rather that house size has a differential effect on different types of
investments.

Regarding curtailment behaviours, a number of studies have found a direct relationship
between house size and curtailment behaviours; however these studies have also
produced contrary findings. For example, while Black et al (1985) found a positive
relationship between house size and major and minor curtailment, Scott et al (2000)
found that house size had a negative impact on curtailment. Thus the relationship
between house size and curtailment is not clear from the literature.

31

In the studies reviewed, household size was measured in one of two ways, either by the number of
rooms in the house (e.g.Black et al., 1985; Ferguson, 1993; Sardianou, 2005) or the size of the house in
square meters (e.g.Walsh, 1989; Powers, Swan and Lee, 1992; Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2005).
While number of rooms is a frequently used measure, Ferguson (1993) argued that the number of rooms
was not a particularly reliable measure of house size, because room size may vary across houses.
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In summary, while there is some indication from the literature of a relationship between
house size and efficiency choices, the evidence from the literature regarding the nature
of the relationship is ambiguous, particularly for curtailment behaviours. House size
may be related to investment and/or curtailment and further the relationship may be
negative or positive. Clearly, while household size may be a variable that influences
efficiency decisions, further exploration is needed to fully explicate this relationship.

Age of the House
There is some empirical evidence that the age of a consumer‟s house is related to
efficiency behaviours.

Unlike the size of the house, previous studies have only

examined the relationship between the age of the house and investment type behaviours
(not curtailment). However, like size it appears that the age of the dwelling may be
related to only certain types of investment. For example, Walsh (2003) and Ferguson
(1993) both explored the impact of tax incentive/grant based policies on encouraging
retrofitting behaviours (installing better insulation), and both found that people living in
older houses were more likely to retrofit. However, while retrofitting (e.g. insulation),
was related to house age it was not related to upgrading equipment/appliances in the
household (Ferguson, 1993). This finding indicates that the relationship is specific to
certain types of investment only. Yet other studies have looked at home energy audits
and found no relationship between the age of the house and participation in the home
audit (e.g. Powers et al., 1992; Parker et al., 2005). Thus, it appears that the influence
of house age on investment behaviours may depend on the nature of the investment.

Type of House
The type of house respondents live in (i.e. unit versus detached) has been repeatedly
linked to investment type behaviours, although this variable has not been examined as
often in the literature as other variables discussed above. In particular, households
living in detached houses were found to be more likely to invest in energy efficiency
than households living in units (Walsh, 1989; Ferguson, 1993; Sardianou, 2005). For
instance, Ferguson (1993) found that respondents in detached dwelling were more likely
to have invested in efficiency by retrofitting e.g. installing insulation and draft proofing
the house. Sardianou (2005) also found that households residing in detached houses are
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more willing to engage in both energy conserving actions including both investment and
curtailment. Hence, the evidence suggests that those in a detached house are more
likely to have invested in the past and may be more willing to do so in the future.

Conclusion
The above discussion illustrates that there is evidence in the literature to support the
proposition that situational variables explain some of the variance in household
conservation behaviours. For example, people in detached houses are more likely to
invest in energy efficiency than those in units.

However, the nature of these

relationships is not clear for all variables. It appears that in some cases the influence of
situational variables may be specific to only some investment or curtailment behaviours.
The implication of these findings is that further research needs to be conducted to
accurately determine the impact of situational variables on efficiency behaviours and
the decision processes that lead to those efficiency behaviours.

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, there are three parts to the model
examined in this research: (1) the characteristics of the household, (2) the characteristics
of the decision process and (3) the outcomes of the decision process. In the discussion
thus far, the characteristics of the household and the decision process have been
detailed. As a result, two stages of the conceptual model have been developed, as
shown in Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14: Model with all of the relevant characteristics of the household included

Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Employment Status
Household Composition
Home Ownership
Divorce

Dispositional Variables

Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
H1a
H2c

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness
Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Situational Variables

Need Recognition
Information Search

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

House Size
House Age
House Type

No additional hypotheses are added to the model beyond this point, as the relationships
examined next are exploratory in nature. Hence, Table 2-4 provides a summary of the
hypotheses that are examined in this research.
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Table 2-4: Summary of Hypotheses
N

o

Hypotheses

H1a

Income is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need recognition and information
search)

H1b

Income is significantly related to the combination of influence strategies employed in the
household

H1c

Income is significantly related to the decision role structure in the household

H2a

Education is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need recognition, information
search and number of sources used)

H2b

Education is significantly related to the use of influence strategies

H2c

Education is significantly related to household decision role structure

H3a

Age is significantly related to the combination of influence strategies employed in the
household

H3b

Age is significantly related to the decision role structure in the household

H4a

Household composition is significantly related to the use of influence strategies in the
household

H4b

Household composition is significantly related to the decision role structure of the
household

H5

Home ownership is significantly related to influence strategies

In the following section, the third and final aspect of the model (i.e. decision outcomes)
is explained and the final variables are added to the model. Two types of outcome are
explored: past behaviours (past investment and curtailment), and interest in participating
in future efficiency programs.

2.5 Past and predicted future decision outcomes
Decision processes do not always lead to a decision to act, indeed Morrison and
Gladhart (1976) suggested that household efficiency decisions are often characterised
by non-decisions rather than decisions, and consequently maintenance of the status quo.
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However, those decisions that do lead to a change in investment or curtailment may
provide insights into processes that lead to action and the factors that influence certain
outcomes. In turn, those insights could be used to develop marketing plans aimed at
increasing household efficiency, through the development of appropriate demand
management programs. Two types of decision outcome are of interest in this research:
past efficiency choices, and predicted future choices of efficiency programs.

As

suggested in Section 2.4.3, past behaviours are of interest because they may be
predictive of future behaviours (Ouellette and Wood, 1998). Similarly, predicted future
choices are of interest as they provide measure of behavioural intentions, which have
also been linked to behaviour32. These outcomes are included in Figure 2-15 in the next
section.

2.5.1 Past Efficiency Choices
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, there are two general types of efficiency that a
household can choose to engage in, either investment or curtailment behaviours. Each
of these choices differs in the actions that follow the decision. For instance investment
leads to a purchase (repeated infrequently), whereas curtailment requires behaviour
change on the part of the household (requiring on-going repetition). Hence, a household
decision process to alter electricity consumption can lead to two quite different
outcomes. Examining both investment and curtailment provides an opportunity to
compare decision processes across decision types (RQ1b). That is, decisions to change
behaviour, versus decisions to make a purchase.

32

The link between intentions and behaviour, while espoused in the attitude literature (Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1975) has been subject to criticism (Crano and Prislin, 2006). Nonetheless, an examination of
empirical evidence from a range of studies suggests, that on average, behavioural intentions explain 28%
of the variance in behaviour (Crano and Prislin, 2006). Hence, there is evidence to suggest the value of
examining behavioural intentions.
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Figure 2-15: Conceptual Model including past efficiency choices
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2.5.2 Predicted Efficiency Choices/Behavioural Intentions
Demand management strategies employed by electricity retailers represent the types of
efficiency choices a household may encounter in the future. Demand management
strategies are initiatives employed by companies such as an electricity retailer, to reduce
the consumption of their product33. These types of efficiency initiatives are of interest
in this research for two reasons. Firstly, they provide a measure of behavioural
intentions and thus can been used to predict future choices. Secondly, an understanding
of household preferences for efficiency programs, and how household decision-making

33

As a result of current peak load constraints, capital expenditure constraints and regulatory constrains,
electricity retailers are turning to demand management strategies to increase the efficiency with which
their product is consumed, as illustrated in the Strategic Review of Demand-side activities conducted for
Country Energy in December 2006 (CRAInternational, 2006).
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influences those preferences will inform marketers attempting to communicate demand
management programs to consumers.

There is a body of interdisciplinary research that focuses on the development and
implementation of electricity demand management programs aimed at reducing
residential electricity consumption through the use of investment and/or curtailment.
Within this body of literature researchers have examined three broad types of demand
management program: price based programs, information based programs and quantity
based programs. The primary difference between each of these demand management
types is the way that reductions in consumption are encouraged. Specifically, price
based demand management strategies refer to the use of financial incentives and/or
disincentives to stimulate behaviour change. These types of strategies „are based on
microeconomic and psychological-behavioural theories of change, which emphasize the
importance of reward and punishment in altering people‟s actions‟ (Olsen, 1983, p.
185). Based on the notion that people are motivated by money, these rewards and
punishments take the form of opportunities for financial gains or penalties/losses.

Alternatively, information based campaigns seek to change behaviour by changing
attitudes and beliefs through the provision of information, by educating, persuading,
supporting and reinforcing (DeYoung, 1993). The basic premise of information based
behaviour change campaigns is that if consumers are informed about „the problem‟ e.g.
climate change, and believe that through their actions they can overcome „the problem‟
then they will be motivated to change their behaviour. Finally, quantity based strategies
refer to strategies where constraints are placed on households to reduce their usage
either voluntarily or involuntarily. The degree to which the consumer is given a choice
depends on who is conducting the demand management strategy. For example, a
government program may mandate a maximum usage for consumers, and if that usage
is exceeded the consumer would face some form of penalty. As discussed by (Burke,
2006; King, 2006) another form of quantity based strategy would see the utility can
offer to sign consumers up to a remote load control program where the utility has the
ability to control appliances remotely, such as heaters or air conditioners, similar to the
off peak hot water system used in Australia. While quantity based strategies are another
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possible option for managing demand, there is a limited literature this form of demand
management. As Stern (1992, p. 1229) has noted „Most of the behavioural research on
changing residential energy use assesses two of the major classes of policy instruments:
money…and information. Relatively little has addressed the other types of policy
instruments‟. While the reference by Stern is now somewhat dated, further literature
search has identified few references on this topic.

Overall, there is much dialogue in the literature about the most appropriate demand
management strategies for organisations to implement and a review of this literature
suggests that demand management programs combining incentives (i.e. price,
information and quantity controls) are likely to achieve greater success. However, a
detailed discussion of which demand management programs are best is beyond the
scope of this project. The aim in selecting demand management programs to include in
this research was threefold. Firstly, the programs chosen needed to represent the types
of programs that have been employed in the past, i.e.it was important to include a price
based strategy, and information based strategy and a quantity based strategy or a
program combining some of these elements. Secondly, it was necessary to include
versions of those programs that encouraged either investment or curtailment behaviours
or a combination of the two. Finally, as this project was based on providing a realistic
solution for an industry partner it was important to ensure that the programs selected
included those which the industry partner was considering implementing34.

Five

potential demand management programs were chosen to be included in this project in
order to capture these three requirements. The five demand management strategies
were chosen: a home energy audit program, a smart metering campaign, a remote load
control program, a subsidy program, and finally a voluntary load reduction program.
These five programs are detailed in Figure 2-16, (this is how they were explained to the
respondents in the questionnaire). Then Table 2-5 is used to illustrate how each of these
programs fills the three requirements just specified.

34

This was outlined in Country Energy‟s Strategic Review of Demand-Side Activities (CRA
International, 2006)
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Figure 2-16: Explanation the five demand management programs
Program 1 Home Energy Audit
An energy efficiency expert would visit your home and provide customised advice on ways
to increase the energy efficiency of your house.
What is
Involved? You would need to arrange a time for an efficiency expert to visit your home.
The audit would cost approximately $250 per house.
Likely
Savings

Carrying out the suggested changes could save an average household up to 25% of your
annual bill.

Program 2 Home Energy Use Meter
Your household would be provided with an in house meter that would tell you how much
electricity you were using and how much it was costing.
A Country Energy representative would come to your home and install a small meter in
your one of your living areas
What is
Once installed you will be able to see how your electricity use falls as you change your use
Involved?
of various appliances
Similar to current household meters, the meter would be owned by Country Energy and
would not cost you anything to install.
You would have the opportunity to make savings based on how you chose to adjust your
Likely
consumption. An average household could potentially save between $10 and $120 per
Savings
quarter.
Program 3 Remote Control Program
Households with air conditioners or pool pumps would be given a financial incentive to
allow Country Energy to turn those appliances off remotely during critical peak periods.
During critical peak periods Country Energy would turn your air conditioner or pool-pump
What is
off for part of every hour e.g. 7.5 mins in every 30 minutes period. This would save
Involved?
electricity but not substantially impact on the room temperature or pool.
This would only be necessary a couple of times in the year, but would occur during the
hottest days of summer and coldest days of winter.
Likely
Savings

Country Energy would pay you $10 per quarter to allow them to remotely control your air
conditioner or pool pump.
Plus you would achieve the savings from reducing the use of the appliances.

Program 4 Subsidies to Improve Energy Efficiency
A subsidy will be provided to install insulation or for the purchase of an energy efficient hot
water system.
What is
involved? You would need to fill in an application form to obtain the subsidy.
Likely
Savings

This would lead to a saving of up to $300 on the installation of insulation and up $1200 on
the purchase of a more energy efficient hot water system.

Program 5 Voluntary Reduction of Electricity Use in Critical Peak Periods
A discount on your electricity bill will be provided if you turn off unnecessary appliances
(e.g. air conditioners, heaters, TV’s, pool pumps) when you receive an SMS or text
message asking you to do so for a specified period of time (e.g. 1 hour).
What is
Country Energy would SMS/text you the request 12 hours in advance of the time that they
Involved?
would like you to turn off the appliances.
In order to maintain your discount, you would be asked to comply with 2 out of 3 requests
to turn off appliances.
Likely
Country Energy would give you a $40 credit on your account for signing up to this program,
Savings
and then a $10 credit each time that you turned off appliances when asked.
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Table 2-5: Characteristics of each demand management program
Required Characteristics
Demand
Management
Program
Home Energy
Audit
Smart
Metering
Remote Load
Control
Subsidies

Encourages
Investment




Encourages
Curtailment



Information
Based

Quantity
Based

Considered
by Country
Energy*

















Voluntary
Reduction

Price
Based






* As per Country Energy‟s Strategic review of demand-side activities (CRA
International 2006)

Each of these is included in Figure 2-17 which represents the final conceptual model.
This will provide a framework for the examination of household decision-making
processes in the context of household electricity efficiency. This model builds on
previous research by combining the findings from both the efficiency and household
decision-making literatures.
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Figure 2-17: Characteristics of the household anticipated to influence the aspects of the decisionmaking process
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Composition
Home Ownership
Divorce

H1a
H2c

Aspects of the
Consumer
Decision-making
Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
Past Efficiency Choices

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Influence
Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role
Structure
Situational Variables
House Size
House Age
House Type

Investment
Curtailment

Predicted Future
Efficiency Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Joint
Husband
Dominated
Wife Dominated

2.5.3 Predictions about the relationships between Decision Processes and
Decision Outcomes
There is an absence of empirical evidence about the relationship between decision
processes and decision outcomes in the household decision making literature. As a
result it is difficult to develop hypotheses about the nature of these relationships.
Nevertheless, it is possible to develop some expectations about the relationships that
may exist.
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2.5.3.1 Consumer Decision Process

Need recognition is recognised as the beginning of the decision making process (Marell
et al., 2009) and is referred to as a discrepancy between an actual state and a desired
state that leads to action to overcome that discrepancy (Engel et al., 1978; Marell et al.,
2009). As such, it may be anticipated that recognising the need to increase efficiency
will in turn increase the likelihood of engaging in an efficiency outcome (e.g.
investment/curtailment or a demand management program) to overcome that
discrepancy. While the available evidence is limited, Marell et al (2009) did find that
the way a need is recognised can influence the type of car purchased by a household.
Hence, while no relationship is hypothesized it is anticipated that need recognition may
be positively related to the number of investment and/or curtailment behaviours a
household has engaged in previously and their interest in participating in future demand
management initiatives.

Similar to need recognition, it may be anticipated that information search behaviours in
the household will have a positive impact on efficiency outcomes in the household.
There is scant research about the direct relationship between information search
activities in the household and efficiency outcomes. However in Section 2.4.2.2, it was
highlighted that energy knowledge has been found to have a significant influence on
efficiency behaviours, such as curtailment (e.g. Herberlein and Warriner, 1983; Scott et
al., 2000) and from this it may be inferred that an increase in efficiency knowledge,
resulting from information search, behaviours may have a positive influence on
efficiency outcomes. Based on this assumption it is anticipated that conducting an
information search may also have a positive relationship with decision outcomes.
2.5.3.2 Influence Strategies

Influence strategies are the next aspect of the household decision-making process
included in the model. The use of influence strategies has been suggested to influence
the outcomes of decisions (e.g. Kim and Lee, 1996; Ward, 2005). Rather than looking
at the relationship between influence strategies and decision outcomes, the examinations
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of decision outcomes have focused on how individual household members employ those
influence strategies to achieve their desired outcome (e.g. conflict resolution). That is,
they have focused on the interaction of the household members. As a result there is
little, if any, empirical evidence about the link between the use of influence strategies in
the household and whether or not they are significantly related to decision outcomes
(such as making an investment in efficiency). Nevertheless the fact that the aim of
using an influence strategy in a decision is to direct the outcome of that decision
suggests that influence strategies and decision outcomes may be linked. Kim and Lee
(1996, p. 159) alluded to this influence when they suggested that “…the type of strategy
used by spouses in conflict resolution may also be a determining factor of the joint
decision outcome”, but they did not test this relationship. Hence, it is anticipated that
influence strategies may be related to the decision outcomes, and the examination of
this relationship will be an additional contribution of this research.
2.5.3.3 Decision Role Structure

Decision role structure is the final aspect of the decision making process that was
examined in Section 2.3.1.1. In the examination of decision role structure, researchers
such as Davis and Rigaux (1996), Belch et al (1985) and Wilkes and Laverie (2007)
have examined who in the household takes part in the various stages of the decision
making process and therefore who makes the decision (i.e. is it dominated by one
household member or is the decision made jointly). As a result, researchers have been
able to determine which household member is more likely to make the decisions and it
is conceivable that this information may be predictive of the outcome of a decision. For
example, it has been found that the colour of the car is more important to the wife than
the husband (Belch and Willis, 2002), therefore there may be a link between wives
making the decision and the colour of the car chosen, but researchers have not
empirically tested this relationship. Accordingly, it is probable that the knowledge of
who in the household makes a decision may be linked to the outcomes of that decision.
For this reason, it is expected that decision role structure will be related to the outcomes
of efficiency decisions in this research.
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2.6

Conclusion

In summation, this chapter consisted of four areas of discussion. The first, Section 2.2,
was an examination of the current household decision-making literature and the need
for knowledge development in three areas: (1) the household decision-making process,
(2) if those processes differ across household types, and (3) if they differ across
purchase decisions.

Having established the need for this research, the next three

sections of the chapter were dedicated to developing a framework of decision-making to
be used as a basis for investigating. This framework was developed based on existing
research in the household decision-making literature and the household efficiency
literature.

In particular, Section 2.3 consisted of an assessment of the current knowledge of the
decision-making process, and the addition of three aspects of the household decisionmaking process to the conceptual model: the Consumer Decision Process (i.e. need
recognition and information search), decision role structure and influence strategies.
Next, in Section 2.4, the characteristics of the household that influence those three
aspects of the decision process were identified, including demographic, dispositional
and situational variables. Based on an examination of the literature, relevant variables
were added to the conceptual model and where possible relationships hypothesised
between the characteristics of the household and the household decision-making
process. Finally, in Section 2.5, two types of decision outcome were added to the
conceptual model: past efficiency behaviours (investment and curtailment) and
predicted future efficiency choices (five potential demand management strategies). This
led to the specification of the final conceptual model, shown in Figure 2-17, which will
provide the basis for this investigation. Using Figure 2-1 from the introduction to this
chapter as a basis, Figure 2-18 illustrates how this research project contributes to current
understanding in both the household decision-making and efficiency literatures.
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Figure 2-18: Illustration of how this research builds on past research in the household decisionmaking and efficiency literatures

Areas of understanding commonly examined in the household decision-making literature

Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes

Relationship between variables commonly examined in the efficiency literature

Household
Characteristics

Decision Outcomes

Relationship between variables from both literatures examined in this research

Household
Characteristics

Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes

Specifically, the existing literature has examined two types of relationship. In the
household decision-making literature researchers have looked at decision processes and
decision outcomes. Researchers in the efficiency literature have also examined decision
outcomes and how the household characteristics influence those outcomes as shown in
the Figure 2-18. The proposed research project combines the information from both
areas of research and provides a more complete understanding of the relationship
between the three types of variables: household characteristics, decision processes and
decision outcomes. In doing so, this research will inform the efficiency literature by
exploring the role of decision processes in household efficiency.

In addition, the

research will inform the household decision-making literature by exploring antecedents
to decision-making processes and how those processes may differ across households
and decision types.

Chapter 2 constituted the identification of the need for this research and illustrated the
relationships it will explore using a conceptual model. Now in Chapter 3, a mixed
method research design is outlined, following a brief discussion of the philosophical
assumptions of this thesis.
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Chapter 3 Methodology

3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 it was established that further information is required about the processes
households use to make decisions and if those processes vary across different types of
households. In particular, extant research about these decision processes was examined,
in the context of household energy efficiency, and a number of factors were highlighted
that had been found in the past to influence investment and curtailment. In addition, a
number of areas for further development were highlighted and a number of research
questions were proposed. The purpose of Chapter 3 is to describe the data collection
processes used in this thesis to attempt to answer those research questions, to justify the
appropriateness of those methods and finally to detail the limitations of the research
design.

In brief, the methodology employed in this research consisted of a two stage mixed
method research design, as illustrated in Figure 3-1: The Research Design. In Stage 1,
qualitative focus groups were employed to explore efficiency decisions in a household
context. At the outset, the focus groups were exploratory in nature, providing an
opportunity to take an in-depth look at household efficiency and decision-making in the
context of regional NSW. Then, as the qualitative data collection progressed, the aim of
the focus groups changed to become more confirmatory in nature, as the findings of the
past research and the initial exploratory focus groups were examined in more detail, and
a survey instrument was developed to further test these findings in the next stage of the
research. Stage 2 consisted of a quantitative survey intended to capture data for two
purposes. The first purpose was to determine if the findings of the literature review and
the focus groups were consistent across a larger sample of the population and could
therefore be generalised. The second purpose was to provide further information about
household decision-making and how different household types and decision styles
related to efficiency choices and preferences for efficiency programs.
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Figure 3-1: The Research Design

Stage 1: Qualitative Focus Groups
Phase 1 Exploratory
Phase 2 Confirmatory + Questionnaire development

Stage 2: Quantitative Survey
Questionnaire 1: Investment
Questionnaire 2: Curtailment

Used together in this way, qualitative and quantitative methods can add weight, depth,
credibility and reliability to a study (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992). Qualitative methods
provide understanding of a concept, while quantitative methods test if this
understanding can be generalised across a population.

Collecting data using a

combination of methods allows for the triangulation of findings and a more complete
view of the phenomenon of interest (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b). For this reason, a
mixed method research design was considered ideal for addressing the research problem
proposed in Chapter 2; i.e. how are household decisions made to reduce electricity
consumption/increase efficiency?

In addition, the mixed method research design

allowed for the development and confirmation of knowledge that could subsequently
applied in a real world marketing context.

This chapter contains a detailed explanation of this research design and the way in
which the data collected by each technique will be analysed.

However, before

embarking on this explanation it is first important to recognise the underlying realist
assumptions that have influenced this research.

3.2 Paradigm
The design of a research project is driven by the researcher‟s philosophical and
contextual beliefs and assumptions about the social world; often referred to as the
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research paradigm (Ponterotto, 2005). These beliefs and assumptions form a structure
within which the researcher can investigate a phenomenon of interest. This structure or
framework incorporates the researcher‟s view of reality (ontology), the nature of his or
her inquiry into that reality (i.e. objective or subjective) (epistemology) and the way that
he/she attempts to gain an understanding of that reality (methodology) (Perry, Riege and
Brown, 1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003a; Ponterotto, 2005).

Consequently, a

researcher‟s view of reality determines the techniques that he or she employs to
understand reality. For this reason the paradigm underlying research projects is often
evident in the methodological choices made (Patton, 1990).

Positivism, realism,

constructivism and critical theory are four commonly recognised research paradigms
which constitute distinct frameworks for inquiry.

In the positivist framework of inquiry, the researcher believes in a perfectly
apprehensible reality that can be objectively measured (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b;
Ponterotto, 2005). The positivist researcher employs quantitative research methods,
such as experiments and surveys, that allow for the strict control of variables to
empirically test and verify hypotheses (Perry et al., 1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b).
The aim of this nomothetic35 form of inquiry is explanation that ultimately leads to
prediction (Ponterotto, 2005). As positivists believe in one true reality, they employ a
variety of rigorous measures to ensure the accuracy of the results of the research; two
such measures are reliability and validity (these are discussed in more detail in Section
3.4.1.1).

Similarly, in the realist framework of inquiry, the researcher believes that there is one
reality (Perry et al., 1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003a; Ponterotto, 2005). Also, like a
positivist, a realist engages in nomothetic forms of inquiry, in an attempt to find general
trends that apply to the general population as opposed to an individual. However,
unlike the positivist, a realist believes that reality is too complex for humans to fully
understand; and therefore, that reality is only imperfectly apprehensible (Perry et al.,
1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003a; Ponterotto, 2005).

In other words, the realist

acknowledges that while some aspects of reality can be measured objectively, other

35

“Nomothetic research has a primary goal of prediction and explanation of a phenomenon rather than
individual in depth understanding” (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 128).
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aspects (e.g. the human aspects) are complex and the researcher‟s ability to view those
aspects of reality is subject to error (Perry et al., 1999; Healy and Perry, 2000). For this
reason, a realist employs multiple qualitative and quantitative methods to try and
triangulate36 the most accurate view of reality possible. As a result mixed method
research designs are often employed by researchers operating within the realist
framework of inquiry (Perry, Riege and Brown, 1998; Sobh and Perry, 2006).

In contrast to the two paradigms discussed above, researchers operating within the
constructivist-interpretivist framework of inquiry do not believe in one apprehensible
reality.

Rather they believe in the existence of multiple, apprehensible and valid

realities (Perry et al., 1999; Ponterotto, 2005). The constructivist researcher operates
within the assumption that reality is a construction in the mind of the individual. This is
an idiographic37 form of research in which it is assumed that reality can only be
understood through the subjective interaction between the researcher and the research
participant as they explore the “lived experiences” of the individual research participant
(Ponterotto, 2005). The constructivist considers themself a „passionate participant‟ in
their research and employs qualitative methods, such as grounded theory or interpretive
case studies, to investigate or interpret the individual‟s truth, through discussion. For
these researchers, it is developing an understanding of the research subject‟s reality that
is important (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b).

Consistent with the constructivist perspective, researchers operating within the critical
theorist framework, believe in multiple subjective realities (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b;
Ponterotto, 2005). The key aspect differentiating critical theorists is that they believe
these views of reality are mediated by power and shaped by underlying historical forces,
such as social, political ethnic and economic values (Perry et al., 1999; Denzin and
Lincoln, 2003b; Ponterotto, 2005). Researchers working within this paradigm aim to
transform/liberate the world within which they live, through their research (Perry et al.,
1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b) and “the researcher‟s proactive values are central to
the task purpose and methods of this research” (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 129). As a result,

36

This use of a combination of methodologies to approximate reality is termed triangulation (Jick, 1979;
Patton, 1990).
37
Idiographic research and assessment, focuses on understanding the individual as a unique and complex
entity (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 128).
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research of this type is conducted by passionate individuals who are deeply involved
with the phenomena being researched. These researchers aim to explore the tension
between conflicting forces through discussion, attempt to understand the way in which
those forces shape reality, and with the hope of liberating those that suffer as a result of
power inequities (Ponterotto, 2005).

Given the differences in these frameworks of inquiry, it is important to acknowledge the
realist paradigm underlying this research and to justify why the two stage, mixed
method research design chosen is an appropriate means of developing an understanding
of “reality”. As a realist, it is the belief of the researcher involved in this project that
while some aspects of household decision-making can be measured objectively (e.g.
past investment and curtailment behaviours), other aspects (e.g. attitudes and
motivations) are complex and the researcher‟s ability to view those aspects of reality is
subject to error. For this reason, a complete understanding of how households make
decisions, though desirable, may be difficult to capture. “Realists consider there is only
one reality although several perceptions of that reality must be triangulated to obtain a
better picture of it” (Perry et al., 1998, p. 6). Each form of data collection provides a
“window into reality” (Perry et al., 1998, p. 6) and a combination of these views
provides a more detailed picture of the phenomenon of interest. Accordingly, the
proposed research design provides the opportunity to capture several perceptions,
through the application of qualitative focus groups and a quantitative survey, which can
be triangulated to provide a more complete understanding of household efficiency
decisions.

Supporting the appropriateness of this choice, Perry et al (1999) argued that realism is
appropriate for the marketing discipline, because it captures both the subjective
intangible nature of the consumers‟ beliefs, values, and dispositions etc and the
objective measurable aspects of dollars spent, services used and places of residence. In
addition, Sobh and Perry (2006) justify the use of the realism framework to investigate
marketing problems that include the complexity of human interaction and are
complicated by context. This is ideal for this research as the context of household
efficiency behaviour is complex and complicated by the interaction of a number of
parties in each household unit. Sobh and Perry (2006) argued that the other three
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paradigms are not useful for this type of inquiry for the following reasons: positivism
does not allow for the dynamism of context, and constructivism and critical theory are
too focused on the subjective realities of individuals to provide useful insights that can
be generalised across research participants, or in this case household units.
Hence, realism is ideal to “to better specify and examine the relationship between major
social, economic and demographic trends and aggregate patterns of household
consumption” (Moore-Shay and Wilkie, 1988, p. 458), which Moore-Shay and Wilkie
(1988) argued is one of the most important areas of future research in the area of
household decision-making.

Now, having outlined the philosophical perspective

underpinning this project, in the following discussion each aspect of the proposed
research design is detailed and its choice justified.

3.3 Stage 1: Qualitative Research
As mentioned in the introduction, the first stage of this project consisted of qualitative
research. Jarratt (1996) suggested that the fundamental goal of qualitative research is,
understanding. In keeping with this sentiment, the fundamental goal of qualitative
research in this project was gaining an understanding of the issues associated with
household energy efficiency and the aspects of household decision-making processes
that have been largely unexplored in the past.

3.3.1 Focus Groups
Focus groups were the qualitative instrument of choice in this project; they were
employed for two purposes: 1) to develop an understanding of household behaviour in
the context of electricity use and 2) to develop the survey instrument. Hence, the focus
groups were conducted in two phases. Phase 1 consisted of exploratory focus groups
and Phase 2 was employed to further develop concepts that arose out of Phase 1 and to
pre-test and refine the questionnaire that was used in Stage 2 of this research.

Focus groups are a form of group interviewing, where the discussion is focused on a
particular topic or subject; in this case household efficiency decisions (Denscombe,
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1998). In a focus group, the social interaction of participants and the dialogue that
results from this interaction enhances the depth of the information collected (Patton,
1990; Gibbs, 1997; Denscombe, 1998; Stewart, Shamdasani and Rook, 2007). This
social interaction stimulates discussion, recall and perception.

Focus groups were

chosen over in-depth interviews for a number of reasons: specifically, they were a costeffective way to collect an abundance of in-depth information (Fontana and Frey, 2003).
The nature of the discussion topic was not sensitive (Denscombe, 1998) and hence did
not require the privacy that an in-depth interview would afford. In addition, they
allowed for the collection of “high quality data in a social context where people could
consider their own views in the context of the views of others” (Patton, 1990, p. 335).

There were a number of characteristics of focus groups that made them a useful
exploratory tool in Phase 1 of the qualitative data collection. To begin with, it was
important for this project to be able to uncover how decisions are made. Focus groups
suited this purpose as Fontana and Frey (2003) suggest they are useful for uncovering
not only what consumers do, but also how they go about doing it. In addition, this form
of data collection allows the researcher to determine what concepts are salient to
respondents and importantly, why they are of particular salience (Gibbs, 1997). In the
context of this research, focus groups provided the ideal opportunity to explore whether
or not households considered household energy efficiency important and why. Finally,
focus groups were considered particularly appropriate for unravelling efficiency
behaviours, as through using focus groups „the gap between what people say and what
people do, can be better understood‟ (Gibbs, 1997, p. 2).

There are other characteristics of focus groups that made them an ideal tool to use to
further develop the concepts uncovered in Phase 1 and to refine the survey instrument.
Firstly, they have been found to provide a useful way to design and pilot test ideas and
materials for use in quantitative studies (Krueger and Casey, 2000; Stewart et al., 2007).
Used in this way, focus groups can increase the reliability and validity of the research
instruments employed in quantitative research. Secondly, focus groups provide access
to „emic‟ data, which is data that „arises in a natural or indigenous form‟ (Stewart et al.,
2007, p. 40).

Focus groups provided a greater understanding of the language

consumer‟s use and the types of efficiency alternatives that they consider.

This
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understanding aided in the development of useful questions, in appropriate language, to
use in the quantitative stage of the research. Finally, focus groups were functional in
Phase 2 as they illustrated how groups differed in their perspectives about the different
aspects of the questionnaire, (Krueger and Casey, 2000; Barr, Ford and Gilg, 2003;
Stewart et al., 2007), and the way in which different questions were interpreted by each
group.

3.3.1.1 Focus Group Design

Having determined that it was appropriate to use focus groups, the next step of the
research was to develop a moderator‟s guide for the first round of focus groups. There
were a number of factors to consider when designing the moderator‟s outline. These
included: the specific information required from this stage in the research, the amount
of structure to be imposed on the group discussion, and the nature of the questions that
would be used. Each of these factors is now reviewed.

The first consideration when developing this guide was to find the best means of
revealing the type of information desired to answer the research questions posed in
Chapter 2.
RQ1: What processes do households use to make decisions to reduce
electricity consumption?
RQ1a: Do these processes differ across household types?
RQ1b: Do these processes differ across decision types (investment and
curtailment)
RQ2: What is the relationship between household characteristics and decision
processes used?
RQ 3: What is the relationship between decision processes and decision
outcomes?
RQ 4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision outcomes,
also predict decision processes?
The second factor considered when developing this guide was the level of structure to
impose on the focus group discussion. Similar to the consideration of the type of
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information desired, „the amount of structure and the directness of the moderator must
be determined by the broader research agenda that gave rise to the focus groups‟
(Stewart et al., 2007, p. 38). The agenda for Phase 1 of the qualitative research was to
explore household efficiency decisions and determine if the variables found to influence
these decisions in the past literature were still relevant and potentially uncover variables
that may not have emerged in past research. Accordingly, it was decided to limit the
amount of structure employed and to use a number of open ended questions and some
projective questions to guide the discussion. However, to address the need to be able to
compare between focus groups, it was necessary to ensure that some questions were
asked in every focus group.

The third factor to consider was question design, based on our understanding of the
information needed and the desired structure of the focus groups. When designing
questions a number of things were taken into account. These included, the number of
questions to ask (directives), the most appropriate type of questions to use (open ended,
projective), the purpose of asking the question, and the complexity of the questions
(Stewart et al., 2007).

The number of questions (directives) was an important consideration, because it was
important to cover all the topics necessary, whilst still leaving time for participants to
discuss each topic with sufficient depth (Krueger and Casey, 2000; Stewart et al., 2007).
For Phase 1 a list of seven broad areas of questioning were developed, with a number of
sub-questions for probing responses.

This allowed room for the development of

discussion and the exploration of responses to ensure that they were understood. It was
also recognised during development of the moderator‟s guide that these questions may
evolve from focus group to focus group based on the findings of each. In the end, two
different moderator guides were used; these are shown in Appendix 8.

Given the need to explore consumer attitudes and intentions, it was decided to use a
combination of open ended and projective questions in the focus groups. Each type of
question served a different purpose and served to provide a focus for the discussion.
Open ended/unstructured questions were employed in order to stimulate conversation
and to explore and identify the issues related to energy efficiency that the participants in
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the focus groups considered important (Stewart et al., 2007). The early questions were
open ended and their order influenced by the flow of conversation; however questions
towards the end of the group became more specific and close ended to ensure that issues
of importance were covered.

In addition, a number of projective techniques were used in an attempt to uncover the
underlying beliefs, attitudes and motivations of the respondents that may not have
emerged during other discussion (Catterall and Ibbotson, 2000). Projective techniques
provide an indirect form of inquiry that is useful for identifying latent beliefs and
motivations (DeVellis, 2003; Netemeyer, Bearden and Sharma, 2003). They can also
create a more interesting focus group process for the respondent, inspiring his or her
curiosity (Catterall and Ibbotson, 2000). In fact, the participant‟s enjoyment of the
process can also add to his or her willingness to impart information and to cooperate
with the moderator (Catterall and Ibbotson, 2000).

The type of projective technique chosen was the third person technique, which involved
respondents imagining themselves as someone else and providing answers as that
person.

Specifically, respondents were asked to imagine that they were energy

efficiency advisors, providing advice for different types of households and were asked
to tell us what advice they would give. This question provided a list of the efficiency
behaviours that respondents were aware of and the behaviours considered common to
specific groups. This also gave an indication of the barriers that respondents from
different household types were perceived to have.

3.3.1.2 Focus Group Sampling

During Stage 1 of the research, the aim was to gather a depth of information rather than
a representative sample. Hence, the object of sampling participants for the focus groups
was to find a number of respondents that would yield rich, in-depth information about
their efficiency behaviours. For this reason, a non-probability technique, purposive
sampling, was chosen as this allowed for the provision of information rich cases
specific to the context (Patton, 1990; Denscombe, 1998).

This type of sampling

allowed the researchers to build on the information gleaned from the literature review
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about energy efficiency and to individually select participants that would produce the
most valuable information (Denscombe, 1998).

The type of purposive sampling used was stratified purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990).
This consisted of identifying different sub-groups or strata within the population that
were significant to sample and conducting focus groups with relatively homogeneous
groups of participants from each of the strata. In this study, the strata were based on
two criteria - household composition and age; this allowed for the exploration of themes
that were relevant both within and across strata (Patton, 1990; Denscombe, 1998).
These strata were chosen on the basis that the decision-making styles of these groups
may vary due to the presence or absence of children and the varying motivations of
different age groups. As shown in Table 3-1 below, participants in the focus groups
were chosen to represent three different groups in the population: 1) young
independents living in groups or couples, 2) households with children 3) empty-nest
households and the elderly. Sampling in this way allowed the gathering of information
from those sources that were felt would offer the most useful insights, and also provide
an opportunity to compare behaviours between delineated groups/strata (Krueger and
Casey, 2000).

The number of focus groups conducted was based on theoretical

saturation and the need to sample at least three groups from each of the strata outlined
above.

Table 3-1: Focus Group Sampling

Focus Groups

Phase 1

Phase 2

Round 1
Bathurst

Round 2
Port Macquarie

Round 3
Wagga Wagga

Share households or young
couples with no children

Round 1. Group 1

Round 2. Group 1

Round 3. Group 1

Households with children

Round 1. Group 2

Round 2. Group 2

Round 3. Group 2

Empty-nest or elderly
households

Round 1. Group 3

Round 2. Group 3

Round 3. Group 3

The aim was for 8-10 participants per focus group

Limitations
Despite their advantages, it is important to recognise the limitations of using focus
groups. Some commonly cited limitations are a restricted ability to generalise the
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findings to a larger population, the potential for bias as a result of group effects or
moderator effects and the difficulty of accurately analysing the data (Stewart et al.,
2007). While generalisability was not the goal of the focus groups, the number of focus
groups conducted was governed by theoretical saturation, at which point few new
concepts were emerging from the discussion (Krueger and Casey, 2000). Also, the
application of a two stage research design in this research provided an opportunity to
test the generalisability of the findings on a more representative sample of the
population. In addition, in recognition of the potential problems caused by groups and
moderator effects in focus groups, efforts were made to limit the impact of these effects.
For example, a relatively homogeneous group was selected for each focus group
(Malhotra et al., 2006)38 and a carefully developed moderator guide was used (see
Appendix 8) (Krueger and Casey, 2000; Stewart et al., 2007). Another strategy used to
overcome group effects was taking the opportunity to poll the room and in doing so to
gain the opinion of each individual.

One such group effect that influences focus groups responses is the potential for social
desirability bias. Past research has reported on the incidence of social desirability
biases in survey responses, (Bang et al., 2000; Gatersleben et al., 2002) and it was a
concern that in a social setting like a focus group, the need to present socially desirable
answers may have presented a problem.

To overcome this limitation, during the

opening of the focus groups emphasis was placed on the need to be open and honest in
answers and to reserve judgement on participant responses. Also research participants
were informed that there were no right or wrong answers to any of the questions and,
further, that the aim of the discussion was to explore differences in opinion not to reach
a consensus. Also, it was suggested that the researcher‟s agenda at this point was not to
endorse environmental behaviours but to capture what is actually happening in homes.

Another possible limitation of this research is the choice to focus group test only one
individual from each household as opposed to multiple members from one household.
The household decision-making aspect of this project is one example of where the
ability to fully apprehend the truth is difficult. Past research has found that within the

38

Commonality among group members avoids interactions and conflicts on side issues (Malhotra et al.,
2006, p. 194).
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household, each person‟s perception of events is slightly different, as are their roles,
motivations and beliefs about the way the decision happens (Kirchler et al., 2001). This
research is based in the realist paradigm, where the aim of research is to uncover
underlying trends and frameworks in the population, while recognising that truth about
some complex issues are not perfectly apprehensible. In keeping with this notion, our
interest is to disentangle decision-making strategies that are common to households, as
opposed to trying to apprehend the absolute truth about what happens in an individual
household. This is because it is this broader view of decision-making that is relevant
for marketing practice. Another disadvantage of having multiple people from one
household is that it would lead to „group think‟39, or dominant members of the
household inhibiting responses within the focus group setting (Denscombe, 1998).
Hence, the choice to include only one household member in each focus group was
considered to be appropriate.

In the previous section the choice of focus groups for data collection was justified and
the nature of the data collection procedures were detailed. In the next section the
methods that will be employed to analyse the resultant data are discussed.

3.3.1.3 Analysis

In keeping with the realist perspective discussed in Section 3.2, the transcribed focus
group discussions formed texts which were considered to provide “a window into the
human experience” (Ryan and Bernard, 2003, p. 259); in this case the household
decision-making experience.

In particular, the transcripts were examined using a

thematic analysis where the whole text was inspected for common themes that were
represented by “chunks of text” (Ryan and Bernard, 2003, p. 274). Thematic analysis is
“a form of pattern recognition within the data, where emerging themes become
categories for analysis” (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006, p. 4). The recognition and
establishment of patterns assists the researcher in the interpretation of the data (Braun
and Clarke, 2006). Though not always recognised as an analytic method, Braun and

39

Group think is a mode of thinking that people engage in when they are deeply involved in a cohesive
in-group, when the members‟ strivings for unanimity override their motivation to realistically appraise
alternative courses of action (Irving, 1972).
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Clarke (2006, p. 77) argued that this is “an accessible and theoretically flexible
approach to analysing qualitative data”.

Thematic analysis was considered appropriate for this research as it provided a way to
confirm or disconfirm themes that had come out of the literature review and to
subsequently identify any additional themes of interest (Miles and Huberman, 1994). In
beginning with a conceptual framework, and then examining the data, a realist analysis
differs from post modernist approaches, such as grounded theory, where themes are first
generated from the qualitative data before being compared to the past research (Sobh
and Perry, 2006). Braun and Clarke (2006) refer to the approach used in this study as
theoretical thematic analysis. It is argued that this systematic approach to analysis (i.e.
theory then analysis) is useful as it allows the researcher to utilise existing knowledge to
direct their inquiry and also as a benchmark for examining the data. This existing data
can draw attention to new themes and emphasize missing themes in the qualitative data
collected and in doing so allow the researcher to enhance current understanding.

As indicated above, the themes that were considered relevant in the analysis were
determined based on their representation in past literature and the degree to which they
helped answer the proposed research questions (Braun and Clarke, 2006), such as RQ1
„what processes do household members use to make decisions to reduce their electricity
consumption?‟ To ensure the accuracy of the data analysis, the focus groups were
recorded, and then coding was conducted from exact transcripts of the discussion, while
listening back to the focus group dialogue. This ensured that the nuances in discussion
that were not evident in the transcript were included in the analysis. The coding was
done by the primary researcher and as she was present at each of the focus groups either
as an assistant or as a moderator, analysis began simultaneously with data collection
(Cavana, Delahaye and Sekaran, 2001). Also a coding scheme (Wiggins, 2004) was
developed where each of the transcripts was reviewed and references that related to
specific themes were coded verbatim into nodes using a software package called NVivo.
Programs like NVivo are considered useful for organising long focus group discussions
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and when understanding and concepts are expected to emerge and evolve during the
analysis (Wiggins, 2004)40.

One of the common criticisms of qualitative research in the past (especially from the
positivists) has been that it is lacking in rigour.

However over time qualitative

researchers have developed a number of measures of the quality of their research.
Where reliability and validity are considered measures of the robustness of quantitative
data (Healy and Perry, 2000), credibility, auditability and fittingness are three measures
of robustness that are common to qualitative research (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003).
Engaging in practices that increase the credibility, auditability and fittingness of the
qualitative analysis, ensure that the method of analysis is transparent, and can be
retraced by other researchers.

While primarily advocated by post modernists for

assessing the robustness of qualitative research, these measures demonstrate the quality
of the qualitative data collection and analysis in this project. Though realists have not
often advocated these measures, they are nonetheless arguably relevant for all
qualitative research.

A number of techniques were employed in the analysis of focus group transcripts in an
effort to ensure their robustness (credibility, auditability and fittingness).

Firstly,

concepts were considered important when comparison of the dialogue from the focus
groups “revealed the repeated presence of specific content areas” (Chiovitti and Piran,
2003). In addition to the frequency of their appearance, the resonance of those repeated
content areas/themes with the researcher‟s experiences, and with the other focus group
participants was assessed to determine their suitability/credibility. For example, new
concepts that came up in the Phase 1 focus groups were compared to previous findings
and then included and discussed in more detail in the Phase 2 focus groups to determine
their significance to other participants and to build on the understanding of the concept.
This process assisted in the credible development of concepts, as did the use of “the
participant‟s actual words” in the description of those concepts (Chiovitti and Piran,
2003, p. 430). Further adding to the credibility of the analysis, post-comment focus
group sheets were used to “keep track of insights that occurred during data collection”

40

Wiggin‟s refers to the predecessor of NVivo, i.e. NUD*IST.
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and a personal journal was used to keep track of insights that evolved during the coding
process (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003, p. 432). This provided a record of the researcher‟s
views and insights about the phenomenon.

Secondly, having looked at credibility, the next issue is ensuring the auditability of the
analysis. Chiovitti and Piran (2003) suggest two means of increasing auditability: 1)
specify the criteria used to interrogate the data and 2) specify how and why the
participants were selected. Accordingly, the following questions were used during
analysis: 1) what is the respondent referring to? 2) what is the response of other
participants, 3) how does the response fit with or inform the current understanding? 4)
what does this suggest about household decision-making processes? 5) what does this
suggest about household types? 6) what does this suggest about purchase or behaviour
based decisions? and 7) what is missing or not being said? In addition, participants for
the focus groups were sampled using purposive sampling as discussed above.
Recruitment was conducted by scouts and the scouts were given specific instructions
about recruitment (see Appendix 9). Finally, each of the themes that emerged from the
focus groups was compared to previous findings.

This comparison allowed for a

measure of the fittingness of the findings (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003). It also helped to
delineate which themes confirmed or disconfirmed previous findings and which
constituted new understanding of the phenomenon of interest.

That finalises the description of the qualitative data collection and analysis that was
carried out in this research. Next, the quantitative stage of the research and the mail
survey used in this thesis are described.

3.4 Stage 2: Quantitative Research
In contrast to qualitative research, quantitative research is a search for a means to
quantify, generalise and predict the characteristics of a population (Jarratt, 1996)
through the examination of the relationship between variables (Punch, 2003) at one
point in time in a subset of the population (Aaker et al., 2005). The aim of the
quantitative stage of this research was to build on the understanding developed in Stage
1 and to test if the findings of the focus groups could be generalised to the larger
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population.

Specifically, the survey instrument applied in Stage 2 provided more

detailed evidence about how decision processes differ for different decision types
(purchase versus behaviour change) and also allowed for a comparison of decision
processes across household types. In addition, the data collected provided an indication
of which households were more interested and willing to engage in a number of demand
management strategies. Where the data collected in Stage 1 provided understanding,
the data collected in Stage 2 provided the information that could be used for predicting
future behaviours and developing appropriate marketing strategies to achieve demand
management objectives.

3.4.1 Questions and Scales: Selection and Development
Scales were used to measure a number of constructs in this project. For those constructs
that were already established in the literature, existing measures were used. These
measures were chosen based on a number of criteria: 1) their performance in past
surveys based on measures of reliability and validity; 2) their relevance to the contexts
of household decision-making and efficiency; and 3) their suitability for use in the
methodological context of this research.

For those concepts with no established

measures in the literature, questions were developed based on the findings of the
literature review and the first round of focus groups. Each of the scale measures
employed are discussed in detail; however, prior to that discussion, reliability and
validity are described to provide a basis for the discussion of scale suitability.

3.4.1.1 Reliability and Validity

Measures of reliability and validity are an important consideration when selecting scales
as they indicate the level of potential measurement error in the data. The minimisation
of measurement error41 is important because it creates noise in the data which can
negatively influence the precision of the findings (Hair et al., 2006).

In order to

minimise measurement error, a researcher must ensure that the scales (measures) used

41

Minimising “the degree to which the observed values are not representative of the „true‟ values” (Hair
et al., 2006, p. 8).
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are both valid and reliable.

That is, that each scale is accurately and correctly

measuring what it is intended to (valid) and that it does so every time it is used (reliable)
(Davis, 1996; Hair et al., 2006).

The ways in which a researcher can judge the

reliability and validity of measurement scales is discussed below, beginning with a
discussion of reliability, because a scale must be reliable in order for it to be valid42
(Neuman, 2003; Hair et al., 2006).

Reliability
A reliable scale is one that will produce consistent results in replication (Malhotra et al.,
2006). Tests for the reliability of a scale can be broadly classified into those that
compare the constancy of responses to the entire scale over time, with the same group
of respondents43, versus those that measure the degree to which the individual items in
the scale are correlated44 (referred to as internal consistency reliability) (DeVellis, 2003;
Aaker et al., 2005; Malhotra et al., 2006).

The most commonly cited measure of reliability is an internal consistency measure
referred to as Cronbach‟s Alpha or the coefficient alpha (DeVellis, 2003; Hair et al.,
2006). Cronbach‟s Alpha is presented as a value between 0 and 1, which in effect
represents an average of all the split-half coefficients resulting from all possible
combinations of items in a scale, minus the error in the scale (Aaker et al., 2005;
Malhotra et al., 2006). As a general rule, a value of less than 0.6 is considered to
indicate insufficient internal consistency in the scale (DeVellis, 2003).

Validity
While reliability refers to the consistency of a scale, validity indicates the degree to
which the scale is correctly and accurately measuring the construct it is supposed to.
There are two main measures of validity: face or content validity, and construct validity.
These in turn refer to a subjective assessment of whether the scale appears to measure
what it is supposed to, and the scale‟s level of correlation or non-correlation with

42

However, it is important to remember that reliability does not equate to validity (Neuman, 2003; Hair et
al., 2006).
43
Test-retest reliability, and alternative forms of reliability.
44
Split-half reliability, and Cronbach Alpha.
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measures of other constructs (DeVellis, 2003; Aaker et al., 2005; Malhotra et al., 2006).
Each of these types of validity is now discussed in more detail, beginning with face
validity.

Face/Content Validity
Face validity, also called content validity, refers to the subjective assessment of whether
or not the items in a scale adequately represent the universe of items related to the
concept that is being measured (DeVellis, 2003; Aaker et al., 2005; Malhotra et al.,
2006). In other words, face validity refers to whether or not an expert would consider
that the items in the scale capture enough of the necessary domain elements to measure
the construct. Assessing face validity is a useful first step in evaluating the degree to
which the scale accurately and correctly captures the construct; however, due to the
subjective nature of face validity, it is important to explore other measures of the
validity of a scale to ensure the robustness of the measure.

Construct Validity
The second type of validity, which is used to understand the measurement error in a
scale, is construct validity. Construct validity is based on confirming the theoretical
link between the scale and the construct being measured, i.e. the degree to which the
scale being used shows the construct being measured is acting as it is theorised to
(DeVellis, 2003; Hair et al., 2006).

In order to establish construct validity, the

researcher needs to be able to demonstrate both the convergent and discriminant validity
of the scale.

That is, that the items within the scale are similar to each other

(convergent), but are different to items from other scales (discriminant) (DeVellis,
2003). Convergent validity is similar to internal consistency reliability (mentioned
above) because it measures the homogeneity of items within a scale (DeVellis, 2003).
Hence, similar to reliability, Cronbach‟s coefficient alpha can be used as a measure of
convergent validity. Another measure that can be used to demonstrate convergent
validity (<0.7) is a correlation analysis of the scale items (Hair et al., 2006). However,
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when reported, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA45) is considered a more rigorous
measure of convergent validity. As a rule, convergent validity is high when the factor
loadings of all items are statistically significant and ideally higher than 0.746 (Hair et al.,
2006).

Discriminant validity refers to the absence of substantial correlations between scales
where each scale measures a separate construct; however, a correlation analysis is
insufficient to determine discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2006). Discriminant validity
can be tested using several different approached. For instance, discriminant validity is
demonstrated through EFA or CFA if factors load without cross loadings (Hair et al.,
2006). However, this is a rudimentary approach for testing discriminant validity; a
better approach is to compare the chi-squared value of the individual scales with the
chi-squared value of the combined scales to determine whether the individual scales
perform better than the combined scales (Hair et al., 2006). But, according to Hair et al
(2006) the most robust measure of discriminant validity involves comparing the square
of the correlation between the two scales and the estimated variance for either of the
two scales. If the variance is higher than the squared correlation value, then the scales
have discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2006).

As mentioned above, in addition to measuring the reliability and validity of scales, two
other criteria were applied in order to determine the most appropriate scales to use.
Those criteria were whether the measure has previously been used in the contexts of
household decision-making or efficiency, and their suitability for use in the applied and
methodological context of this research. In the following sections, existing scales are
discussed for each of the variables of interest and the most appropriate scale is chosen
based on their performance for each of the criteria mentioned above. For most of the
constructs of interest, scales previously used were selected. Those used in the context
of efficiency behaviours or household decision-making were evaluated first and the best
available in the context of the research was used. However, if the scales used in the

45

There are two types of factor analysis exploratory and confirmatory. Exploratory factor analysis is
used in the initial stages of research to identify underlying structures in data, whereas confirmatory
factors analysis is a more advanced method of analysis used to test theorised relationships between latent
variables (DeVellis, 2003; Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007).
46
The factor loading represents the amount of variance in the construct explained by the scale item,
minus the error (Hair et al., 2006).
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context were found to be lacking in rigour or contextual relevance for this research, then
scales were evaluated from outside the applied context (e.g. price consciousness/savings
discussed below in Section 3.4.2.1).

3.4.2 Dispositional Variables
A number of motives and attitudes have emerged from the literature as important in
household decisions to alter their electricity consumption. These were identified in
Chapter 2 as price consciousness/savings (motive), home comfort (motive) and
environmental consciousness (motive), perceived efficacy (attitude) and knowledge
(attitude). The scales used to measure each are discussed in the following sections.

3.4.2.1 Motivations

A review of the motivation measures used in the past - in the context of energy
efficiency research - reveals that motivations have often been measured in relatively
simple ways; either by asking a respondent to simply report what motivates them
(McMakin, Malone and Lundgren, 2002) or by presenting the respondent with a list of
identified motives and asking them to rank which motive is more important (Crossley et
al., 1986; Wiener and Doescher, 1994; Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2005).

Few studies have sought to measure any of the motives in-depth. Some researchers
have investigated one motive in isolation; for example, Herberlein and Warriner (1983)
developed a scale to measure price consciousness.

However, as demonstrated by

Crossley et al (1986)47, multiple motives can be influential in a single decision. Hence,
for the purpose of this study a decision was made to measure each of the three motives
identified previously (price consciousness/savings, home comfort and environmental
consciousness) independently using an attitude type scale and a behavioural scale. In
this way the general importance of the motives for each household could be measured
and each of the motives could be compared in terms of their influence on past and
future investment and curtailment behaviours. The decision to include both a motive

47

Table 2-3, Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.1
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scale and behaviour scale was based on the importance of motives in the decisionmaking process, the desire to find the most appropriate measure of motives for the
context and also mixed findings in past research where attitudinal scales alone were
used (as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.3). The measures used for measuring each
motive are now discussed, beginning with price consciousness/savings.

Price Consciousness/Savings
A least three studies have reported using attitudinal scales to measure the motivating
influence of savings in decisions to alter electricity consumption (Crossley et al., 1986;
Wiener and Doescher, 1994; Osterhus, 1997). The scales used in each of these studies
are shown in Table 3-2. Then, in Table 3-3 the performance of each of the scales, in
terms of the measure mentioned above is reviewed.

Table 3-2: Scales used to measure savings in electricity context
Author

Scales

Osterhus (1997)

Weiner and Doeshcer
(1994)

Crossley et al
(1986)

Not prepared to spend money to save energy
(5 point Likert scale from disagree strongly - agree strongly: Mid point neither agree or disagree)

I'm not prepared to spend money to save energy in my home
I haven't got the money to invest in saving energy, even if I get it back later
I regard putting my money into saving energy as a good investment
Savings
(5 point Likert scale, question not specified)

I track my monthly electricity costs pretty carefully
I think it is silly to spend money lighting up areas of the home when no one is home at the time
Before I would buy or replace a furnace, I would try to figure out which fuel -gas or electricity- is
going to be the cheapest in future years
Personal Benefit/Attractiveness of the Financial Credit (Reward)
(7 point Likert disagree - agree)

The bill credit we would receive each month in the summer is a sufficient incentive to participate
in the (Program)
The incentive offered by the (utility program) is a very attractive feature of the program

As shown in Table 3-3 below, in only two of these scales were any measures of
reliability or validity reported (Wiener and Doescher, 1994; Osterhus, 1997). In the
study by Wiener and Doescher (1994) the reliability score was 0.65, but no measures of
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validity were reported and the price variable was not found to be significant.

In

contrast, Osterhus (1997) had a much higher reported reliability than the other two
scales with an alpha of 0.84. Also, as shown in Table 3-3 both discriminant and
convergent validity were established using the robust measures discussed in Section
3.4.1. These findings demonstrated that the Osterhus (1997) measure of saving was
significantly different from scales measuring other constructs and that the items within
the scale were measuring one construct, combined these measures demonstrated
construct validity.

Despite the demonstrated reliability and validity, the Osterhus

(1997) scale is undesirable because it only has two items, and an examination of the
results reveals that only one of the two items loaded in a factor analysis. Hence while it
performed moderately, there is a rationale to look more widely for a suitable scale.
Table 3-3: Performance of scales in Table 3-2
Author

Reliability

Validity

Weiner and
Doeshcer (1994)

Crossley et al (1986)

Evidence of discriminant
and convergent validity
established when this
Not reported

scale emerged from a list
of 28 items (in a principal
components factor
analysis)

α = 0.65

Not reported

Context

Context

(applied)

(method)

Context (theory)

Predicting
household
responses to

Early version

Environmental

energy

of SEM

science

conservation
policy
Predicting

Telephone

response to

survey

DM initiatives

Binomial

using load

Logit

control devices

Analysis

Public Policy
and Marketing

Osterhus (1997)

Convergent Validity (all

α = 0.84,

items in the factor

Impact of pro-

analysis loaded

social

significantly on the factor)

consumer

Discriminant validity (the

strategies on

estimated variance is

electricity load

higher than the square of

control

Two phase
mail survey,
CFA, Chi-

Marketing

squared and
ANOVA

the correlation value)
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Accordingly, it was decided to review scales that had been used to measure this
motivation in the marketing literature, in an attempt to find a more robust scale.
Referred to as price consciousness as opposed to savings (similar to Wiener and
Doescher (1994)), a number of scales had been used to measure this motivation in the
marketing literature (Bruner, Hensel and James, 2005).

These included scales

developed by Wells and Tigert (1971), Darden and Perreault (1976), Lichtenstein,
Bloch and Black (1988), and Lichtenstein, Ridgway and Netemeyer (1993). Of the five
scales reviewed, all had been used in multiple studies and all had reported reliability
scores. The weakest of the scales in terms of reliability were the scales used by Wells
and Tigert (1971) and Lichtenstein et al (1988) with alphas falling between 0.5 and 0.8.
In contrast, the scales used in the study by Darden and Perreault (1976) and Lichtenstein
et al (1993) consistently achieved alphas of between 0.82 and 0.86, suggesting the
superior reliability of these scales. Similarly there was limited reported validity for the
scales developed by Wells and Tigert (1971) and Lichtenstein et al (1988), whereas
Darden and Perreault (1976) and Lichtenstein et al‟s (1993) scales were both shown to
have discriminant validity using CFA.

Having determined that two of the scales were reliable and valid (Darden and Perreault
Jr, 1976; Lichtenstein et al., 1993), the next step was to look at the face validity of the
scales and to determine how relevant the scale items were to the context in question.
Neither of the two better performing scales had been used in the context of energy
efficiency. However, one scale had focused on the respondent‟s willingness to expend
time and energy to save money (Lichtenstein et al., 1993); this was particularly relevant
as the notion of effort and savings had been related to efficiency attitudes and behaviour
in earlier studies by Seligman et al (1978; 1979). Based on this analysis it was decided
to employ the scale used by Lichtenstein et al (1993), shown in Table 3-4 below.
Accordingly, this variable will be hereafter referred to as price consciousness.

A

number of changes were made to this scale as a result of the focus groups, as this is
relevant at this point in the discussion, these are now outlined.
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Table 3-4: Price consciousness scale used in the questionnaire
Scale

Lichtenstein, Ridgway
and Netemeyer (1993)
cf Bruner et al (2005)

Author
Price Consciousness

I am not willing to go to extra effort to find lower prices [r]
I will grocery shop at more than one store to take advantage of low prices
The money saved by finding low prices is usually not worth the time and effort [r]
I would never shop at more than one store to find low prices [r]
The time it takes to find low prices is not usually worth the effort [r]

Changes to the price consciousness scale as a result of the focus groups
The price consciousness scale (shown in Table 3-4) was drawn from The Marketing
Scales Handbook Volume IV (Bruner et al., 2005). However, in order to use the scale
in this project it was necessary to make a number of amendments to the scale to ensure
it fitted the context of this research. These changes included changing the wording
slightly and adding two additional scale items to capture the influence of price
consciousness on both investment and curtailment decisions. The final scale used in the
questionnaire is shown below. The last two scale items shown are the additional two
items that were added. Following the second round of focus groups in Phase 2, an item
was removed due to ambiguity (i.e. I am willing to put money into saving electricity,
because it is a good investment). The price consciousness scale used in the final version
of the questionnaire is shown in Table 3-5.

Table 3-5: Price consciousness scale used in final version of the questionnaire
Scale

Adapted from Lichtenstein,
Ridgway and Netemeyer
(1993)

Author
Price Consciousness

I am not willing to go to extra efforts at home to save money on electricity bills [r]
I will shop at more than one store to take advantage of lower prices on home appliances
The money saved finding lower prices for appliances is usually not worth the time and
effort [r]
I would never shop at more than one store to find low prices for home appliances [r]
The time it takes to try and save money on my electricity bill is usually not worth the effort
I am willing to change the way I do things at home if it will save money
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Home Comfort
One home comfort scale has been used a number of times in the efficiency literature
when measuring motives as a separate construct. This scale originally emerged from a
factor analysis of a list of scale items developed by Seligman et al (1978), as shown in
Table 3-6.

Table 3-6: Home comfort scales

Samuelson and Biek
1991

Seligman, Darley and Becker 1978
and Seligman, Kris, Darley, Fazio,
Becker and Pryor 1979

Author

Scale
Comfort
I find I can't relax or work well unless the house is air conditioned in the summer (0.78)
I have trouble falling asleep at night without the air conditioner on at night (0.76)
How uncomfortable would you be if you turned your thermostat setting up 3 degrees from its
usual setting (0.45)
While others might tolerate turning off the air conditioner in the summer, my own need for
being cool is high (0.78)
It is just too uncomfortable to have my indoor temperature over 75 Degrees F in the
summer months (0.63)
It's not worth it at all to sweat a little in the summer to try and save energy (0.74)
Comfort and Health
(6 point Likert scale, strongly agree to strongly disagree with a neither agree nor disagree mid
point) (This is an abbreviated version of Seligman et al 1978/1979))

1) While others might tolerate turning up the thermostat in the summer, my own need for
being cool is high
2) It's essential to my family's health for the house to be kept cool in the summer

Since the scale was first used by Seligman et al (1978), a number of replication studies
have been conducted (Becker and Seligman, 1981; Samuelson and Beik, 1991). While
the early studies by Seligman et al (1978/79) used exploratory factor analysis (principal
components) on small samples with populations of 56 and 69, as shown in Table 3-7,
the later studies applied CFA to more representative sample; for example Samuelson
and Biek (1991) looked at a population of 1000 respondents. The results of the CFA
used in the later studies demonstrated convergent validity (home comfort items loaded
onto the one factor as expected), and the absence of cross loadings implied discriminant
validity, however, no other measure of discriminant validity; was reported. The scale
was originally used in the context of electricity efficiency and was developed for a
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specific end use i.e. air conditioner use, hence Seligman et al‟s (1979) items were
focused on cooling the home.

Table 3-7: Performance measures for comfort scales

Samuelson and Biek 1991

Seligman, Darley and Becker 1978 and
Seligman, Kris, Darley, Fazio, Becker and
Pryor 1979

Author

Reliability

Validity

Context
(applied)

Context (method)

This factor emerged from an
The reliability of

exploratory factor analysis in two

this scale in its

iterations of data collection,

original

suggesting a degree of

Residential

application is

convergent validity.

energy

not reported

However, the size of the sample

conservation

with very small

was small in both iterations (Study

(Air

sample sizes

1 n=56, Study 2 n=69) e, also

conditioning)

(56 couples and

there were a large number of

69 couples)

cross loadings suggesting a lack

PCA, followed by
regression analysis
of factors compared
to consumption
data
(Numbers in
brackets indicate
factor loadings)

of discriminant validity
No reported
reliability
measure.
However
findings
consistent with
two previous

Convergent validity, discriminant
validity demonstrated through
CFA, (i.e. items loaded as
theorised and there was an
absence of cross loadings)

Attitudes
towards
energy
conservation

CFA
Telephone survey
(n=1000)

studies

Given the limited tests of validity, it was difficult to accurately determine the suitability
of this scale, however, given its use in similar applied and methodological contexts, and
the fact that it was linked to electricity consumption behaviours in the past, it was
decided to use this scale, but to try and amend the scale to overcome some of its
weaknesses. For example, if comfort emerged as an important construct in the first
stage of the focus groups, it was decided that a number of items would be added to the
scale, in order to achieve face validity (capture the universe of variables representing
home comfort). Again, for the sake of continuity, the changes made to the scale as a
result of the focus groups are now discussed.
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Changes to home comfort scale as a result of the focus groups
Home comfort did emerge in the focus groups as an important motivation in household
electricity efficiency decisions. Consequently, as mentioned above, an amended version
of the Seligman et al (1978) scale was employed to measure this construct. The scale
included the two highest loading factors in the original Seligman et al (1978) scale
(shown in Table 3-6 above), plus a number of additional items, developed using focus
group responses. Specifically, the items chosen from the original scale were “I find I
can‟t relax or work well if the house is too hot/cold” and “While others might tolerate
being too hot/too cold, my need for a comfortable temperature is high” (Seligman et al.,
1978, pp. 235-36)48. In addition, three items were added following the first round of
focus groups. These were based on statements made by participants about the trade off
between efficiency and comfort and the bill and comfort and an attempt was made to
keep them neutral in terms if winter heating/summer cooling. Specifically the items
were, “I want to be efficient, but I also want to be comfortable”, “I would prefer our
house to be a bearable temperature than to have a low electricity bill”49 and “When it
comes to comfort, I will sacrifice the bill occasionally”. These items were tested in
Phase 2 of the focus groups and the third item was dropped, based on the fact that
participants found it hard to answer and the need for a parsimonious list of scales. The
final scale included in the questionnaire is shown in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8: Home comfort scale used in the final version of the questionnaire

Adapted from Seligman,
Darley and Becker
1978/79

Author

48
49

Scale
Comfort
I find I can't relax or work well unless the house is too hot/cold
While others might tolerate being too hot/too cold, my own need for a comfortable
temperature is high
I want to be efficient, but I also want to be comfortable
I would prefer our house to be a bearable temperature than to have a low electricity bill

These two items were amended to capture both summer and winter temperatures e.g. “hot/cold”.
Shown in italics in Table 3-8
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Environmental Consciousness
When looking for a scale to measure environmental consciousness, the scale that
initially seemed the most obvious choice was the commonly applied New
Environmental/Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP) (Dunlap et al., 2000) (shown in Table
3-9 below)50. Olli, Grendtad & Wollebaek (2001) commented about this scale that, „it
has been regularly used in this applied, methodological and theoretical context; it has
demonstrated reliability and validity and is regularly referred to as a measure of
environmental concern‟. Further, Dunlap et al (2000, p. 428) suggested that „…the
NEP items appear to constitute a fundamental component of people‟s belief systems
vis-a-vis the environment‟. The NEP is a well recognised measure of environmental
beliefs, with established rigour (Olli et al., 2001). The original 12 item scale was
developed in 1978 by Dunlap and Van Liere, and then evolved to a 15 item scale,
shown in Table 3-9 following revision and retesting of the scale in 2000 (Dunlap et al.,
2000; Olli et al., 2001). This scale has been used repeatedly in the context of proenvironmental behaviours and has consistently performed well, as shown in Table 3-10.
It has a high level of reliability, regularly achieving a Cronbach alpha of greater than
0.80, and a number of studies have demonstrated the criterion, construct and content
validity of the scale (Dunlap et al., 2000).

The second scale that was considered appropriate to measure environmental
consciousness was developed by Gatersleben et al (2002). These authors used a 12item scale to measure environmental attitude and beliefs. As shown in Table 3-10, the
internal consistency/reliability of the scale (Cronbach‟s alpha) was 0.84, however no
other measures of validity were reported. For this reason, it was decided to use the NEP
based on the fact that it is the more commonly applied of the two scales and there is
more evidence that it is both reliable and valid scale, despite its criticisms (Dunlap et
al., 2000). The implication of this choice was that the findings of this study could be
compared with the findings of a variety of other studies conducted in the area that have
also used the NEP scale.

50

A number of other scales have been used to measure either environmental concern or consciousness.
See Appendix 5 for a brief review of those scales and why they were not considered in this research.
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Table 3-9: Scales measuring environmental consciousness
Author

Scale
New Ecological Paradigm
(5 Point Likert scale (Strongly agree, mildly agree, unsure, mildly disagree, strongly disagree)

1) We are approaching the limit of the number of people that the earth can support
2) Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs
3) When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences
4) Human ingenuity will ensure that we do NOT make the earth unliveable
Dunlap et al 2000

5) Humans are severely abusing the environment
6) the earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them
7) Plants and animals have as much right as humans to exist
8) The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern industrial nations
9) Despite our special abilities humans are still subject to the laws of nature
10) The so-called "ecological crisis" facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated
11) The earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and resources
12) Humans were meant to rule of the rest of nature
13)The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset
14) Humans will eventually learn enough about how nature works to be able to control it
15) If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe
Environmental Awareness
(5 Point Likert scale (Strongly agree, mildly agree, unsure, mildly disagree, strongly disagree)

Environmental Pollution affects my health
Gatersleben et al 2002

Environmental Problems have consequences for my life
I worry about environmental problems
I can see with my own eyes that the environment is deteriorating
Environmental problems are a risk for the future of my children
Environmental problems are exaggerated
Too much attention is paid to environmental problems
The attention given to the greenhouse effect is exaggerated
Saving threatened species is an unnecessary luxury
I am optimistic about the environmental quality in the future
A better environment starts with myself
People who do not take the environment into account try to escape their responsibility
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Table 3-10: Performance measures for environmental consciousness measure
Author

Reliability

Validity

Dunlap et al (2000)
Dunlap et al (2000)

α = 0.83

provide evidence from
previous studies of the

Original NEP used in

criterion validity, content

efficiency context by

validity and construct

Poortinga et al

validity of this scale

2002/2004 achieved

(Some criticism that the

α = 0.76

model is

Gatersleben et al
(2002)

multidimensional)

Context
Applied

Commonly
Used widely in

employed in

contexts

survey research

including

and analysed

efficiency,

using factor

farming, various

analysis,

interest groups,

correlation

and ethnic

analysis and

minorities

regression
analysis
Survey research

Convergent validity is
α = 0.84

implicit in the high alpha

Measuring pro-

score, however, no

environmental

measure of discriminant

consumption

validity was reported

Context Method

factor analysis,
correlation
analysis and
regression
analysis

Changes to environmental consciousness scale as a result of the focus groups
Consistent with past research, environmental consciousness emerged as an important
motive for efficiency during the focus groups. However during the pre-test of the
questionnaire the NEP was identified as problematic. The items of this scale were
consistently pointed out and negatively appraised in the focus group. The items of this
scale had been mixed with the items of the other scales being measured, but invariably
the participants would isolate the items of the NEP scale as the ones they considered
awkward. Specifically, they indicated that the items were “ambiguous”, “irrelevant”,
and “difficult to answer” as they “depended on the context”. Based on this response it
was decided to replace the NEP scale with the scale used by Gatersleben et al (2002).
As shown in Table 3-10, this scale had received a similar if not slightly higher
reliability score than the NEP with an alpha of 0.84. It also had fewer scale items,
which was an advantage given the length of the questionnaire, and the items were less
abstract; which was one of the problems with the NEP.
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3.4.2.2 Attitudes

In addition to the three scales used to measure motives, two scales were needed to
measure the attitudinal variables of interest: personal efficacy and perceived energy
knowledge.

Personal Efficacy
At least three scales have been used to measure efficacy in the context of
environmentally conscious behaviour, as shown in Table 3-11. The first was a two-item
scale used by Ellen et al (1991) in a study looking at the role of efficacy in motivating
environmentally conscious behaviour. The scale had limited reliability with and alpha
of 0.55 and no reported convergent validity; however, discriminant validity was
demonstrated using a comparison of the Chi-squared values of combined versus
independent scales. The second measure was employed by Seligman et al (1978/79)
and Samuelson and Biek (1991). Neither of the studies that employed this measure
explicitly reported the reliability or validity of the scale; however its consistency when
replicated suggests a level of reliability.

In addition, convergent validity and a

rudimentary degree of discriminant validity was demonstrated through CFA, i.e. items
loaded onto the factors they were expected to and there were no cross loadings.

The third measure of efficacy used in the context of energy efficiency is the Pearlin
Mastery Scale (Pearlin et al., 1981), which was originally used to measure efficacy in
personal stress. This scale was employed by Meinhold and Malkus (2005) in a study on
the environmental behaviour of adolescents. These authors altered the original scale
used by Pearlin et al (1981) to suit the environmental context of their study by adding
three additional environmental scale items51.

Using this amended ten item scale

illustrated in Table 3-13, Meinhold and Malkus (2005) achieved a Cronbach alpha of
0.78, though no measure of validity was reported.

51

The three additional scale items were not reported in the study; however Jana Meinhold was generous
enough to provide the information.
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Table 3-11: Personal efficacy scales

Ellen et al 1991

Author

Scale
Perceived Consumer Effectiveness
(5 point Likert scale)

There is not much that any one individual can do about the environment
The conservation efforts of one person are useless as long as other people refuse to conserve
Role of the individual (Personal Efficacy)

Samuelson and Biek 1991

(6 point Likert scale, strongly agree to strongly disagree with a neither agree nor disagree mid
point)

(This is an abbreviated version of Seligman et al 78/79)
If everyone in the country tried to conserve energy at home there would probably be a real
impact upon the nation's overall energy consumption
Overconsumption by individuals has contributed to this country's energy problem
The current energy situation facing the U.S. is largely due to real worldwide shortages of fuel
needed to produce energy
A large amount of energy is wasted in America by individuals who overcool (or overheat) their

Original Pearlin et al 1981;
Meinhold and Malkus 2005 (Environmental context)

homes
Pearlin Mastery Scale
How strongly do you agree or disagree with these statements about yourself?
1) there is really no way I can solve some of the problems I have
2) Sometimes I feel that I'm being pushed around in life
3) I have little control over the things that happen to me
4) I can do just about anything I really set my mind to
5) I often feel helpless in dealing with the problems in my life
6) What happens to me in the future mostly depends on me
7) There is little I can do to change many of the important things in my life
8) Environmental problems are so large that there is really no point in me trying to solve them
9) I can't do anything about global climate change. I'm only a teenager
10) Things that I do for the environment can make a difference
(Items 8,9,10, were added to the original scale by Meinhold and Malkus 2005)
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Table 3-12: Performance measures for efficacy scales
Author

Reliability

Validity

Context
(applied)

Context
(method)

Ellen et al 1991

Discriminant validity of this scale was

Alpha = 0.55

demonstrated using a comparison of the

Measuring

chi-squared scores of a fixed scale

perceived

(combined scale), versus a free scale

consumer

(individual scales) using CFA.

effectiveness

However the authors questioned the

in motivating

convergent validity of the scale (stating

environmentall

that "it is possible that neither indicator is

y conscious

uni-dimensional" p.108). This finding was

behaviours

CFA,
multivariate and
uni-variate stats
and MANCOVA
and ANOVA

Original Pearlin et al 1981;
Meinhold and Malkus 2005
(Environmental context)

Samuelson and Biek 1991

also suggested by the low alpha score.
No reported
reliability
measure.

Some evidence of convergent validity,

Attitudes

However

discriminant validity demonstrated through

towards

findings

CFA, i.e. items loaded as theorised and

energy

consistent with

there was an absence of cross loadings.

conservation

CFA
Telephone
survey (n=1000)

two previous
studies
There is no
information on
reliability in the

The reliability score suggests a degree of

Pearlin et al

convergent validity.

study.

No other measures of validity were

Meinhold and

reported

Adolescent

Hierarchical

environmental

regression

behaviours

analysis

Malkus report
α= 0.78

When choosing a measure of personal efficacy it is important that the measure captures
the two aspects of personal efficacy discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.2; that is, the
degree of confidence an individual has that they can perform a desired behaviour and
the degree to which the individual believes that his or her actions will make a
difference. The scale used by Meinhold and Malkus (2005) captures both of these
aspects of personal efficacy, suggesting the face validity of the scale. When compared
to the other two scales, the Meinhold and Malkus (2005) scale has a higher reliability,
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although unlike the other two scales measures of construct validity were not reported.
Based on its use in a similar applied and methodological context, the reliability of the
scale and the implied face this scale was selected as a suitable measure of efficacy to
use in this research.
Changes to personal efficacy scale as a result of the focus groups
As mentioned above, Meinhold and Malkus (2005) amended the personal efficacy scale
to suit the context of their research by adding three items. Similarly, in this study it was
necessary to amend the scale to suit the context of the research. The three items added
by Meinhold and Malkus (2005) were retained and the wording of the scale items was
changed to suit the context of household efficiency. Similarly the original scale items
were also amended to suit the context of this research. When changing the scale items
to suit the context it became apparent that one of the original scale items “Sometimes I
feel that I am being pushed around in life” was not relevant to the context and for this
reason that item was left out of the scale applied in this research. Further, an additional
scale item was removed following the Phase 2 focus groups, leaving a nine item scale.
The final scale employed in the questionnaire is shown in Table 3-13.
Table 3-13: Personal efficacy scale used in the final version of the questionnaire

Adapted from Pearlin et al 1981; and
Meinhold and Malkus 2005

Author

Scale
Personal efficacy
I can’t do anything about climate change
We have little control over the amount of electricity consumed in our household
Reducing our electricity use is not going to make a difference to environmental problems
Things that I do for the environment can make a difference
Environmental problems are so large that there is really no point trying to solve them
If my household chose to, we could reduce our electricity consumption by altering out
behaviours
If we chose to, we could spend some money and increase the efficiency of our house
I often feel that we are powerless to deal with electricity consumption issues in our household
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Perceived Energy Knowledge
Deciding on an energy knowledge scale requires deciding whether to measure actual or
perceived knowledge and whether to look at general or specific knowledge. As this
project examines a wide variety of behaviours it was decided to measure general
knowledge. In addition, it was decided to measure perceived knowledge, because what
a consumer thinks they know impacts on how they go about making a decision, and
there is support for the validity of a respondent‟s subjective assessment of their
knowledge (Park and Lessig, 1981; Park et al., 1994; Cordell, 1997).

As mentioned in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2.2, many past measures of knowledge have
been inconsistent, and research has provided limited statistical support for the scales
that have been used. One study that did employ a knowledge scale was Bang et al
(2000) who asked a series of questions about respondents‟ familiarity with a variety of
concepts.

Questions included: “How familiar are you with ways to reduce your

electricity consumption through behaviour?” “How familiar are you with ways to
reduce your electricity consumption through upgrading aspects of your house?” and
“How familiar are you with the price of electricity?” The scale achieved a satisfactory
level of reliability with a Cronbach alpha of 0.76, but no validity measures were
reported. In terms of the context of application and its reliability, the Bang et al (2000)
scale was suitable for use in this research; however it required the delineation of
specific behaviours, which was undesirable for this project as there were too many
behaviours of interest to capture with one scale.

Instead a general measure of

knowledge was needed. For this reason, instead of using the scale developed by Bang
et al (2000) it was decided to examine scales that had been used in the marketing
literature to determine if a more appropriate scale was available.

A review of scales used in the marketing literature revealed at least six scales for
measuring knowledge. Of these six scales three were similar to the Bang et al (2000)
scale, in that they required the specification of particular areas of knowledge
(Mangleburg and Bristol, 1998; Bearden, Hardesty and Rose, 2001; Mason et al., 2001);
for this reason they were they were not selected. Consistent with the requirements of
this project, the remaining three scales (Srinivasan and Ratchford, 1991; Mukherjee and
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Hoyer, 2001; Roehm and Sternthal, 2001) provided a more general measure of
knowledge, utilising phrases like “compared to the average person”, and “in general”.

Having compared the scales on the basis of specificity, the next measures used to
determine suitability were the reliability and validity of the scales, and the degree to
which they could be adapted to the context of energy efficiency without significantly
changing the items. The first was a three-point scale measuring how knowledgeable a
respondent perceived they were compared to others. It was used by Mukherjee (2001)
and achieved an alpha of 0.80, though no measure of validity was reported. The second
was a five-item scale developed by Roehm (2001); it had been employed once and had
achieved an alpha of 0.89; while no validity measures were reported, the scale was
found to be uni dimensional in a factor analysis suggesting convergent validity. The
third was a seven item scale developed to measure a respondent‟s perception of their
knowledge compared to the average person (Srinivasan and Ratchford, 1991). This
scale has been used a number of times and has achieved Cronbach‟s alphas of between
0.87 and 0.93, indicating that the scale is a reliable measure of knowledge.
measures of validity were reported for this scale.

No

Given the absence of validity

measures and the similarity of reliability scores it was difficult to separate the scales,
though the third scale had achieved higher alphas and had been employed more often.

On closer inspection of these three scales, it emerged that there were three types of item
that appeared in each. Firstly a statement of knowledge comparative to others (i.e.
“Compared to others I know…”), secondly a statement of perceived knowledge (i.e. “I
know a lot/don‟t know a lot…”) and third a rating of expertise, either by the respondent
or based on friends (i.e. “My friends think I am an expert…”). Based on the need to use
a parsimonious scale and the repetition of these items in scales that had performed
similarly it was decided to limit the scale to three items that dealt with these common
themes.

The knowledge items included in the questionnaire were adapted from

Srinivasan (1991) and are shown in Table 3-14.
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Table 3-14: Perceived energy knowledge scale used in the questionnaire

Adapted from
Srinivasan and
Ratchford (1991)

Author

Scale
Energy Knowledge
Compared to the average person, I know a lot about household energy efficiency
I don’t understand a lot about household energy efficiency (r)
My friends consider me an expert on household energy efficiency

In summary, two scales will be used to measure efficiency related attitudes and three
scales used to measure motives. Each of these scales will be measured using a five
point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Bradburn et al
(2004, p. 331) suggested that “for attitude related work four to five scale points are quite
sufficient to stimulate a reasonable reliable indication of response direction”. A table
including all of the scales and scale items is included in Appendix 6, new scales and
scale items are shown in bold. In addition to the scales mentioned above, three scales
were included to measure the influence of past price sensitive, comfort sensitive and
pro-environmental behaviours on household decisions processes.

These behaviour

scales are discussed in the following section.

3.4.2.3 Behavioural Variables

The link between attitudinal variables and household efficiency behaviour has proven
difficult to establish in the past (as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.3). For that
reason, in this research in was decided to measure behaviour as well as attitudes. Based
on research suggesting that past behaviour was a useful predictor of future behaviour,
especially in the context of repetitive behaviour, (Ouellette and Wood, 1998; Smith et
al., 2008), it was anticipated that the behaviour measures employed might provide a
more useful characterisation of households than motives. Consequently, three scales
were used to measure respondent behaviours. In keeping with past research, it was
decided to measure behaviours that related to the three motivations mentioned above:
savings, comfort and environmental concern. Thus, the following three scales were
included: a scale measuring price based behaviours, a scale related to comfort based
behaviours and a scale that measured environmental behaviours.
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The intent in including these scales was to capture the frequency with which the
behaviour occurred. They were developed using an aided recall technique. That is, a
list of behaviours was specified rather than asking the respondent to list the types of
behaviour that they engage in (Bradburn et al., 2004). Aided recall is useful because it
overcomes the problem of forgotten behaviours (Bradburn et al., 2004) and in this study
allowed for the specification of relevant behaviours.

When developing a list of

behaviours an attempt was made to parsimoniously represent the universe of behaviours
that were of interest. While environmental behaviour scales had been used in the past,
behaviour based measures for savings and comfort were less evident. For this reason
two new scales were developed. The first of those was a price sensitive behaviour
scale.

Price Sensitive Behaviour
While an established measure of price sensitive behaviour was not evident in the search
of the literature, a number of scale items that were related to price sensitive behaviour,
such as checking the bill, had been included in past scales (e.g. Roberts and Bacon,
1997).

Hence a scale was developed for this research which included a list of

behaviours that were considered to be price sensitive. The first item was borrowed from
past research (Roberts and Bacon, 1997), and three other scales items were developed to
ensure that both investment and curtailment behaviours were represented. The scale
was answered on a five point rating scale indicating frequency, and the response
categories were: not at all, some of the time, half of the time, most of the time and all of
the time. The items in the scale are shown in Table 3-15.

Table 3-15: Price sensitive behaviour scale used in questionnaire
Price Sensitive Behaviour Scale
We check our electricity bill
We spend more money to purchase energy efficient appliances
We try to lower our electricity bill by changing the things that we do
We spend money on our home to reduce our electricity bill
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Comfort Sensitive Behaviour
Similar to price sensitive behaviours, there was not a comfort sensitive behaviour scale
evident in the literature, and so a scale was developed. Again this scale was developed
based on the principles of aided recall discussed by Bradburn et al (2004). In particular,
the items in the scale related to the use of electricity to change the ambient temperature
in the house and the extent to which household members conducted behaviours that
required additional effort (e.g. turning appliances off at the wall). The scale items are
shown in Table 3-16.
Table 3-16: Comfort sensitive behaviour scale used in questionnaire 52
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour Scale
We use electricity to keep the temperature in the house about the same all year
We use our air conditioner in the summer
In winter, we run our heater on high as soon as we get up/get home
We turn our appliances off at the wall (r)
We use the blinds and curtains to regulate the heat in our house (r)
We use a clothes dryer

Pro-Environmental Behaviour
In contrast to the two behaviour scales mentioned above, a number of scales have been
used to measure environmentally conscious behaviours. For example, Roberts (1996)
used a scale aimed at measuring ecologically conscious consumer behaviour (ECCB).
They presented a list of 30 items, however following a factor analysis they removed
eight items, which formed a second factor, and seemed to be related to price sensitivity.
These items also cross loaded and did not perform well. The remaining 22-item scale
had a high level of internal consistency with an alpha 0.9653 and also demonstrated
discriminant validity when compared to environmental concern (measured using NEP)
and perceived behavioural control. All of the remaining items had a loading of greater
than 0.6 and together explained 45.9% of the variance in ECCB.

However, on

52

In hindsight there are a number of issues with this scale. For example, two of the items specify a time
period, and then require a response in terms of time period making them difficult to answer. Also the
question uses the term “you” but the terms in the scale items refer to “we” (aka the household).
53
Although a high alpha score was reported, it is important to note that alpha scores are not a recognised
for behaviour scales.
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examination the 22 remaining items in this scale were purchase related behaviours;
hence in order to capture curtailment additional items would need to be added. Given
the need to amend the scale and the length of the scale it was decided to look at
alternate measures.

Gatersleben et al (2002) tested two environmental behaviour scales that differed in
terms of the environmental impact of the behaviours in the scale. These authors argued
for the importance of using a pro-environmental behaviour scale that captures
behaviours that make a difference versus those that are commonly perceived to be proenvironmental. However, a review of the scale with the more efficient behaviours
suggested by Gatersleben et al (2002) revealed that many of the items may be carried
out incidentally in households and not for the express purpose of efficiency. For this
research it was considered important to capture actions that people are engaging in
deliberately, not behaviours that just happen to be pro-environmental. However, while
Gatersleben et al (2002) discussed the scales they do not reproduce them in their
entirety.

The scales used in both of these studies measure pro-environmental behaviours.
However, an inspection of the types of pro-environmental behaviours captured by each
reveals that they are either not well suited to the regional Australian context, such as
buying brown coffee filters (e.g. Gatersleben et al., 2002), or do not capture enough of
the types of in home, non-purchase related behaviours (e.g. Roberts, 1996), parallel to
the curtailment behaviours, that are of interest in this study. For these reasons, it was
decided to develop a new scale for this research, building on the scales used in the past.
In particular, the scale used by Straughan and Roberts (1999) was used as a guide and it
was shortened to only include one statement about each of the behaviours mentioned i.e.
driving less, recycling etc. This scale was then tested in focus groups before being
included (as shown in Table 3-17) in the final version of the survey.
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Table 3-17: Pro-environmental behaviour scale used in questionnaire
Pro-environmental Behaviour Scale
I make a conscious effort to reduce our water use
I try to recycle as much as possible of our household waste
I compost whatever rubbish I can
For short trips, I walk/ride the bike instead of taking the car
I buy environmentally friendly products
I use recycled paper products
I buy organic products
I grow vegetables for our own use
I take my own bags when shopping

3.4.2.4 Household Decision-making Variables

Having decided on questions to measure motives, attitudes, and behaviour, the next step
was to ask respondents about decisions making processes in their household. A number
of measures were used to try and understand the decision-making process within each
household. These included a measure of need recognition and the ways in which needs
were recognised, a measure of information search and the sources of information used;
and a measure of the types of influence strategies used in the household. Finally, a
question was employed to determine if different household members were participating
in different decision roles and as a result the types of decision category that could be
identified (e.g. joint or wife dominant). Each is reviewed in the following section,
beginning with need recognition.

As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1.1, need recognition signals the beginning of the
decision-making process.

Hence a question was asked, “had household members

recognised a need to alter consumption behaviour”. If the answer was yes, then the
respondent was aware of a decision and would be able to answer the other decisionmaking questions; if the answer was no they were routed out of the section. Also, if the
respondent answered “yes” they were then given a list of possible ways that they may
have recognised the need and asked to indicate the event/s that stimulated need
recognition. The list was developed based on focus group discussions; an “other”
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category was also included to capture any events that may have been missed (see
Question 3.2 in Appendix 11)

Similar to need recognition, information search is an accepted stage in the decisionmaking process. If a respondent had answered affirmatively to the need recognition
questions, they were then asked if they had searched for information when making the
decision. If they answered yes they were asked to indicate the information sources that
they had used, on a list again developed based on the focus group discussions, and
finally they were asked to specify the most useful source of information they had used
(see Question 3.4 Appendix 12).

The next question about decision-making was related to the use of influence strategies
in the household. As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2 the use of influence strategies
is a recognised part of the household decision process. Respondents were presented
with a list of influence strategies and asked to indicate which of the influence strategies
were used either when making decisions to change behaviour (Sample 1) or make a
purchase (Sample 2). The influence strategies were presented as a list of statements
referring to the each of the strategies, which included: expert, authoritarian, bargaining,
reward, emotions and persuasion. Three additional items were added to the list based
on the findings of the focus groups: conflict avoidance, indifference/apathy and joint
decisions. These strategies are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.3. The
aim of the question was to determine which of these strategies each household used,
however, during the focus groups, it became apparent that multiple strategies might be
used within one household and so the response categories were changed from “tick the
category that is most like your house” to a five point Likert scale for each item
measuring frequency of use (i.e. not at all, some of the time, half of the time, most of
the time, all of the time).

The final question included in the household decision-making section of the
questionnaire was related to decision roles and types of decisions. One question was
used in the questionnaire to capture both decision-making style and decision roles; this
was an extension of the original questions asked to capture decision types by Davis and
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Rigaux (1974) and replicated by Belch et al (1985) and Belch and Willis (2002). The
question asked which household member participated in different buying decision roles.

The first aim of this question was to capture who was participating in the decision to
allow for the characterisation of decision types54. In order to achieve that aim it was
necessary to extend the original taxonomy from only capturing traditional households
with a husband, wife and child55 to capturing a broader range of household types.
Hence, rather than the limited options offered in past studies56, respondents were given
nine options (husband, wife, De Facto partner, single parent, son daughter, other
relation, non-related household member, more than one non-related household member)
and asked to indicate which of the nine household members participated for each
question (see Question 3.9 in Appendix 12). In doing so it was possible to capture a
wider variety of household types.

The second aim of the question was to capture household decision roles, i.e. how
household members were participating in each of the stages of the household decision
(based on Engel et al‟s (1978) decision-making model). Davis and Rigaux (1974)
chose to only measure three stages of the decision-making process (initiation,
information search and the decision, shown in Table 3-18); however, for the purposes of
this research it was decided that it would be prudent to capture all five stages of the
decision-making process so as to capture all five of the buying decision roles.
Accordingly, it was decided to include two additional questions to capture the two
buying decision roles, which were not represented, influencer and purchaser (shown in
Table 3-18).

54

In the past Davis and Rigaux (1974) found four types: husband dominated, wife dominated, syncratic
and joint.
55
“child” included in Belch et al (1985).
56
Three options: husband, wife and joint (Davis and Rigaux 1974) and four options: husband wife, child,
family in disagreement (Belch et al 1985).
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Table 3-18: Questions capturing decision styles and decision roles based on Davis and Rigaux
(1974)
Decision Roles
Represented
Initiator

Author

Questions

Original
Davis and
Rigaux
Questions

Who is the first in the household to recognise the need?
Who provides and collects information about possible
alternatives?
Who makes the final choice?

Additional
Questions

Who influenced the decision?

Influencer

Who paid the bill/made the purchase?

Purchaser

Information Seeker
Decider

Having outlined the measures used to examine decision-making in the household, in the
next section each of the predicted future choices/demand management programs
presented to the respondents are detailed.

3.4.2.5 Demand Management Programs

As well as past behaviour, it was desirable to measure predicted future choices. This
was important to determine if past behaviours, motives and attitudes were predictive of
anticipated future choices and also for the industry partner to gauge the acceptance of
different demand management programs. The demand management programs were
selected based a discussion with the industry partner and a review of their demand
management strategy statement (CRAInternational, 2006).

Also taken into

consideration was the need to include programs that represented investment and
curtailment choices. The five programs chosen and included in the questionnaire are
listed in Table 3-19.

Table 3-19: Demand management programs examined in the questionnaire
Demand Management Programs
Program 1: A Home Energy Audit
Program 2: Smart Metering
Program 3: Remote Control Program
Program 4: Subsidies to Improve Energy Efficiency and
Program 5: Voluntary Reduction of Electricity Use in Critical Peak Periods
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As these were hypothetical programs it was not possible to capture actual behaviour.
However two additional questions were asked to judge the respondents commitment to
participating in the program should it be offered. That is, having indicated their level of
interest, respondents were then asked, “If Country Energy decided to run these
programs would you like to be contacted?” (yes/no). If they answered affirmatively
they were then asked to indicate which programs they would like to be contacted about
and finally “If you would like to be contacted, please write your name in the space
below”. If respondents were prepared to write their name on the questionnaire, which
up until that point had been anonymous, this was considered to indicate a degree of
commitment and as such added weight to the ability of the measure to predict future
behaviours.

The description of these demand management strategies was tested and refined during
the questionnaire pre-test in the focus groups.

The description of each program

included in the questionnaire was shown in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.2 and is repeated here
now for the reader‟s convenience.
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Table 3-20: Explanation the five demand management programs (repeated from Chapter 2)
Program 1 Home Energy Audit
An energy efficiency expert would visit your home and provide customised advice on ways to
increase the energy efficiency of your house.
What is
Involved? You would need to arrange a time for an efficiency expert to visit your home.
The audit would cost approximately $250 per house.
Likely
Savings

Carrying out the suggested changes could save an average household up to 25% of your
annual bill.

Program 2 Home Energy Use Meter
Your household would be provided with an in house meter that would tell you how much
electricity you were using and how much it was costing.
A Country Energy representative would come to your home and install a small meter in your
one of your living areas
What is
Once installed you will be able to see how your electricity use falls as you change your use
Involved?
of various appliances
Similar to current household meters, the meter would be owned by Country Energy and
would not cost you anything to install.
You would have the opportunity to make savings based on how you chose to adjust your
Likely
consumption. An average household could potentially save between $10 and $120 per
Savings
quarter.
Program 3 Remote Control Program
Households with air conditioners or pool pumps would be given a financial incentive to allow
Country Energy to turn those appliances off remotely during critical peak periods.
During critical peak periods Country Energy would turn your air conditioner or pool-pump off
What is
for part of every hour e.g. 7.5 mins in every 30 minutes period. This would save electricity
Involved?
but not substantially impact on the room temperature or pool.
This would only be necessary a couple of times in the year, but would occur during the
hottest days of summer and coldest days of winter.
Likely
Savings

Country Energy would pay you $10 per quarter to allow them to remotely control your air
conditioner or pool pump.
Plus you would achieve the savings from reducing the use of the appliances.

Program 4 Subsidies to Improve Energy Efficiency
A subsidy will be provided to install insulation or for the purchase of an energy efficient hot
water system.
What is
involved? You would need to fill in an application form to obtain the subsidy.
Likely
Savings

This would lead to a saving of up to $300 on the installation of insulation and up $1200 on
the purchase of a more energy efficient hot water system.

Program 5 Voluntary Reduction of Electricity Use in Critical Peak Periods
A discount on your electricity bill will be provided if you turn off unnecessary appliances (e.g.
air conditioners, heaters, TV’s, pool pumps) when you receive an SMS or text message
asking you to do so for a specified period of time (e.g. 1 hour).
What is
Country Energy would SMS/text you the request 12 hours in advance of the time that they
Involved?
would like you to turn off the appliances.
In order to maintain your discount, you would be asked to comply with 2 out of 3 requests to
turn off appliances.
Likely
Country Energy would give you a $40 credit on your account for signing up to this program,
Savings
and then a $10 credit each time that you turned off appliances when asked.
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3.4.3 Survey Method, Questionnaire design and Sampling
Having conducted qualitative research in Stage 1, the aim in the second stage of
research design was to survey a representative sample of the population that would
allow for the generalisation of results. Surveys can be either self administered or
administered face to face (de Leeuw and Hox, 2008). For the purpose of this research a
self-administered approach, i.e. a mail survey, was deemed most appropriate. As with
all survey methods mail surveys have advantages and disadvantages, as shown in Table
3-21 below. Mail surveys can be wide reaching and low cost, however data collection
is slow and questions cannot be too complex. Indeed, de Leeux (2008) found that while
there was more unit non-response and item non-response to mail questionnaires, overall,
when questions were answered the data collected in mail surveys tended to be of better
quality.

Also when dealing with sensitive issues there seemed to be less social

desirability in responses and less non-reporting of income information and less
acquiescence. Similarly consistency and reliability of responses tended to be better
when the respondent was in control and had the opportunity to answer questions at his
or her leisure. In addition, through the industry partner there was access to a clean, up
to date mailing list and the opportunity to sample a large group of 4000 households.
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Table 3-21: Comparison of survey methods

Criteria

Mail
Questionnaire

Personally
Telephone
Internet
Administered
Questionnaire Questionnaire
Questionnaire

Cost

Low

High

Moderate

Very Low

Speed of data
collection

Slow

Immediate

Immediate

Fast

Ability to reach
geographically
dispersed segments

High

Very Low

Medium

Very High

Length of
questionnaire

Long (4-12
pages)

Long (30-60
minutes)

Medium (1030 minutes)

Long (4-12
pages)

Questionnaire
complexity

Simple Only

Simple to
Complex

Simple Only

Simple to
Moderate

Good

Poor

Moderate

Good

Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

Possible

Rapport with the
respondents

None

High

Moderate

None

Interviewer bias

None

High

Medium

None

Need for interviewer
supervision

None

Yes

Yes

None

Response rate

Low

Very High

Moderate

Moderate

Hard-to-recall data
obtainable
Respondent
anonymity

(Frazer and Lawley, 2000)

Hence, a mail survey was deemed appropriate given its ability to reach geographically
diverse groups, the quality and reliability of the data and the minimisation of social
desirability bias, and the relatively low cost of this approach. Mail surveys are the most
commonly employed method of data collection in both the household decision-making
literature and the household efficiency literature (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974;
Seligman et al., 1978; Belch et al., 1985; Black et al., 1985; Crossley et al., 1986;
Samuelson and Beik, 1991; Webster and Reiss, 2001; Barr, Gilg and Ford, 2005; Steg et
al., 2006). Questionnaires have come under criticism for use in household decisionmaking, as the ability of a mail survey to capture the complex nature of household
decisions and multiple household members has been regularly questioned (Davis,
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1976). For this reason, in the household decision-making literature the questionnaire
often forms part of a mixed method data collection (Martinez and Polo, 1999; Gronhoj,
2006; Ward, 2006).

This trend is echoed in this thesis where the complexity of

household decisions is first examined in the focus groups and then the generalisability
of those findings is tested in the mail survey.

In addition, the ability to sample more than one member of the household in a mail
survey is limited and the researcher has little control over who completes the
questionnaire. Further, research has shown that people in the household will respond
differently (Park, 1982). Nonetheless, as previously stated in Section 3.2, the aim of
this research is to examine underlying trends/frameworks in decision-making, not to
ascertain the absolute truth of each individual household‟s decision process.

3.4.3.1 Questionnaire Design

There are a number of important issues to consider when creating a survey instrument.
First, what questions should be included in the instrument and what format should those
questions take? Second, what is the most effective design for the survey instrument?
Third what is the most effective way to implement the survey? And fourth, what is the
best way to accurately sample the population of interest? Addressing these issues helps
to create an effective instrument and is important for attempting to minimise the effect
of four types of error: measurement error, non-response error, coverage error, and
sampling error (Dillman, 2000). The way in which each of these issues was addressed
in this study is discussed in the following sections. This includes a discussion of the
findings of the focus groups, pertaining specifically to the development of the survey
instrument.

Question Choice and Development
The choice and development of questions in a research project is an important
consideration for a number of reasons. Firstly, the choice of which questions to include
is important as this determines the information that will be collected. Bradburn et al
(2004, p. 323) suggested that “the first step in deciding what questions to ask, involves
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precisely defining what information is needed and writing the fewest number of
questions to obtain it”. Accordingly, the research questions that form the basis of this
project provided the basis for the choice of questions.

Specifically, the information

required to address those research questions included: the characteristics of each
household (including demographic, dispositional and situational factors), an
understanding of the household decision-making process, and the types of decisions that
had been made in the past and predicted choices in future decisions.

Secondly, the choice of questions is important because the questions in a survey
instrument are “the surveyor‟s tool for gaining responses” (Dillman, 2000, p. 33), and
the way in which those questions are asked has a significant impact on the types of
responses gained (Bradburn et al., 2004). Dillman‟s (2000, p. 32) summation of the
characteristics of an ideal question was one that was answerable, unambiguous, and
begging a response, such as a query that “every potential respondent will interpret in the
same way, be able to respond to accurately, and be willing to answer”. Thirdly, the
effective use of questions can minimise the impact of measurement error. Measurement
error occurs when answers are inaccurate, imprecise or difficult to compare across the
sample (Dillman, 2000), all of which reduce the quality of the data collected. For these
reasons the questions included in the survey instrument were carefully developed, as
illustrated in the discussion of scales in Section 3.4.1.

Where possible, questions that had been successfully employed in the past were used
rather than developing new questions. Their previous use provided a measure of their
robustness and helped to ensure that questions were clear, specific and measured the
desired constructs (Dillman, 2000). When existing questions were not available or not
suitable, new questions were developed. For those questions that had to be developed,
emic data was used where possible (as discussed in Section 3.3.1). This was drawn
from the Phase 1 focus groups and statements were developed based on the language
used by participants. In addition, all questions (new and existing) were tested with a
sample of respondents in a series of six focus groups (Phase 2). Campanelli (2008)
suggests that testing is the only way of assuring that the survey question, does indeed
communicate to respondents as intended (c.f.de Leeuw, 2008, p. 176).
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Accordingly, following the literature review and Phase 1 focus groups an initial survey
instrument was developed. This included an introductory letter, a cover letter and a
questionnaire. These materials were tested in two ways. First, pre-tests were conducted
with a small group of colleagues, changes were made and then the amended
questionnaires were tested with a number of participants from the population of interest
(using focus groups), as suggested by Bradburn et al (2004). In total, six focus groups
were conducted in which the questionnaire was tested using a debrief method (Willis,
2005). In the debrief method, respondents were asked to complete the questionnaire
and then to discuss their experience, impressions and issues. In particular, respondents
were first asked to provide overall impressions, and then they were taken through the
instrument page by page and each of the questions was discussed. The questions were
used to stimulate recall and probe experiences of the questionnaire and are included in
Table 3-22. The specific design choices made in the development of the questionnaire
are detailed in Appendix 11.
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Table 3-22: Moderator Script for pre-testing the questionnaire in the focus groups

Can you each please fill in the questionnaire in front of you, (it will take about 30 minutes, there is no
hurry take your time to work through it). If there is anything that you don't understand/don't like/do
like/wouldn't answer, please write this on the questionnaire as you go through. We will have a chat about
it after
Questionnaire in general
What was your overall impression of the questionnaire?
in one word?
If too long, how much do you think it should be reduced?
Was there anything you didn't understand or found confusing?
Was there anything that was hard or took a long time to answer?
Was there anything you didn't like?
Was there anywhere that you needed more information?
Were questions and instructions easily understood and not ambiguous?
Could you provide accurate information and do so quickly?
Are there other questions that you think need to be asked?
Did you think anything was missing? Categories/ concepts/words (e.g. for questions 1.7/1.8, 3.9)
Were there any parts that you skipped over, did not read fully, or found like you would skip if
you were doing this at home?
Was the survey interesting to complete?
Cover
When you look at the cover what do you see? (did you like/dislike it)
Would the cover letter encourage you to complete the survey?
Would the cover encourage you to complete the survey?
Incentive
Pen in the mail
Stamps in the mail
Entry into a draw to win appliances
Go through the questionnaire page by page
Did you understand the question?
Was it hard to answer?
Was it easy to answer?
Were there options missing that you would have liked to have/needed?
Focus on household decision-making section
Do these categories capture what would happen in your household?
If I were to ask other members in your household, do you think that they would the answer the
question in the same way?
Is this the way decisions happen in your household?
Any other comments
Was there anything that annoyed/worried you?
How did you feel when you had completed the questionnaire?
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3.4.3.2 Questionnaire Pre-test and Development

As mentioned above, part of the questionnaire development process involved the use of
focus groups to test and refine the instrument, i.e. the Phase 2 focus groups. As a result
of the Phase 2 focus groups a variety of changes were made to the questionnaire, these
included both change in the content and in the appearance of the document. For
instance, scale items were refined or replaced (as with the NEP scale discussed in
Section 3.4.2.1), which was especially important for newly developed scales. The cover
and overall appearance of the document went through several iterations as did the
ordering of the questions. For the sake of brevity the majority of these changes are not
detailed at this time, with the exception of two significant changes that resulted from
findings during the focus groups

The first of these major changes was the addition of a scale to measure a new construct
“household norms”. This construct emerged during the Phase 2 focus groups and is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.457.

This construct was new to the

literature, so a three item scale was developed and included in the questionnaire to
examine the role of household norms in household efficiency decisions. The three
items used in the scale are shown in Table 3-23. These items referred to three measures
that were considered to indicate the use of norms: rules of behaviour, the presence of
acceptable or unacceptable behaviours and the use of sanctions.

Table 3-23: Household norms scale used in the questionnaire 58
Household Norms
When it comes to electricity use, some behaviours are just not acceptable.
If someone in my household is using electricity in an unacceptable way, someone will
speak to them about it.
We have rules about electricity use in our household

57

“The norms construct is conceptualised in Chapter 4, section 4.4.4 based on a group norms definition.”

58

To avoid repetition, a complete list of the scale items used in the final draft of the questionnaire are
presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.5, Table 5-10 during the quantitative analysis.
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The second major change to the survey resulting from the focus groups was the decision
to split the sample into two, in order to capture both investment and curtailment
decisions.

In the initial questionnaire several questions were repeated to capture

investment and curtailment decisions.

This had the effect of lengthening the

questionnaire by two pages and, more of a concern, frustrating respondents. Hence,
based on the findings of the focus groups the decision was made to split the sample of
4000 participants into two and have one questionnaire for 2000 households relating to
investment decisions and the second relating the curtailment decisions delivered to 2000
households. The resulting questionnaires differed only in the wording of Questions 3.8
and 3.9 (as shown in Appendix 12). This solved the problem of how to capture both
outcomes of interest and effectively shortened the questionnaire.

A summary of the changes made to the questionnaires as a result of the focus groups is
provided in Table 3-24 below.
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Table 3-24: Changes made to the questionnaire following focus groups
Changes made to the questionnaire following second round of focus groups*
1

Removed NEP scale replaced with Belief scale

2

Revised and shortened scales being used, in particular attitude scales

3

Revised cover: colour, pictures, paper

4

Revised format of Household decision-making questions.

5

Included some missing info on the info section

6

Added categories that were missing,

7

Discovered how some questions did not pertain to some respondents

8

Revised routing, as majority were missing questions that were important for analysis

9

Explored possible incentives

10

Changed some lists to incorporate missing categories (e.g. influence strategies)

Changes mange to the questionnaire following third round of focus groups
1

Added norms scale to questionnaire

2

Added price behaviour scale, it was missing

3

Changed decision influence strategies question again and decided to have two versions of the
questionnaire.

4

Changed the position of the divorce question and included a statement explaining why the
information was relevant. (it didn’t go over particularly well, but they suggested that explaining
the relevance may help)

5

Combined, son and daughter and added, partners son and partners daughter

6

Changed the Investment question and the response categories as there was some confusion

7

Removed one efficacy scale item (there is really no way my household could reduce the amount
of electricity we consume) because it was ambiguous. That is could mean we have done all we
can or could mean we don’t care

8

Deleted two repeated scale items.

9

New Belief scale was received much better than the NEP

10

Removed one price sensitivity scale item (I will put money into saving electricity because it is a
good investment
*Questionnaire was not examined in first round of focus groups

Survey Implementation
Following the development of the survey instrument, the next area of consideration was
how best to implement the survey. As mentioned above, non-response bias is an aspect
of research that has implications for reliability and validity and is a common problem in
mail surveys (Armstrong and Overton, 1977). A key to reducing non-response bias is to
improve the response rate of the survey (Armstrong and Overton, 1977). A survey
method with proven effectiveness in increasing response rates is Dillman‟s (2000)
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Tailored Design Method (TDM). Using the TDM method it is possible to achieve
response rates between 50-80% (Dillman, 2000). For this reason the ideal in this
project was to implement the survey using a complete application of the TDM. Based
on this method the survey would be conducted in a series of waves, including: an
introductory letter, a questionnaire, a reminder postcard, an additional survey and a final
reminder postcard. However, due to constraints placed on the project by research
partners a full application of the TDM was not possible. Hence, it was decided to
employ as many of the aspect of the TDM as would be allowed, with the aim of
achieving the best response rate possible.

A series of three mailings were allowed. Hence a personalised introductory letter
addressed to a specific customer, a mailing of the questionnaire and a reminder postcard
were used. De Leeux (2008, p. 129) suggests that “personalisation, pre-notifications,
and reminders do have a positive influence in mail and web surveys”. The introductory
letter (shown in Appendix 13), was sent out from the industry partner, introducing the
research, the incentives (discussed in the next paragraph) that would be offered and
explaining that the questionnaire would arrive in a week and providing an opt-out
option for those that were not interested. Following this, a questionnaire (Appendix 12)
was mailed out to all those that did not opt out, with a cover letter that outlined what
was being asked of the respondent, the incentives on offer and how to return the
completed questionnaire (Appendix 14). Finally, three weeks after the questionnaire
mailing, when responses had dropped of sharply, a reminder post card was sent out to
those that had not responded (Appendix 15).

In addition to the three mailings, a number of other measures were used which were
anticipated would improve the response rate. A combination of methods was desirable
as this can help to achieve a greater overall response rate (Phillips and Phillips, 2004).
Again the measures employed were those that were allowed within the constraints of the
project. Firstly, as mentioned above an incentive was provided to encourage response.
Incentives are often suggested as a means of increasing response (Smeeth and Fletcher;
de Vaus, 1995; Phillips and Phillips, 2004) and in this case an individual incentive was
desirable as Dillman (2000) suggests these are most effective; however the industry
partner felt that this did not appear generous enough. For this reason, the incentive used
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was a ticket into a draw for $5000 worth of energy efficiency appliances, of the
winner‟s choice and five runners-up prizes of $100 off the runner-ups‟ electricity bill.
Unfortunately the evidence suggests that prizes of this sort only have a limited impact
on response rates (Dillman, 2000). In addition, real stamps were used on the reply
envelopes as these are a goodwill gesture, which are recognised to increase response
rates (Dillman, 2000). It was also considered that the endorsement of the industry
partner would enhance the response rate to a degree (i.e. mailings were co-branded with
the university and industry partner brands). The respondents were also provided with
an 1800 number should they have any queries. Similarly, the fact that letters were
going out to existing customers of the company was expected to have a small positive
impact on the response rate.

Survey Sampling
In Stage 1 of this research a non-probability sampling technique was used to recruit
focus group participants, in contrast in Stage 2 of the research a probability sampling
technique was applied. A probability sampling technique was considered appropriate as
the aim of Stage 2 was to survey a representative sample of the population of Country
Energy customers. A representative sample would allow for the generalisation of
results to the larger population and consequently inferences could be made about the
population and further predictions made about their behaviour (Lohr, 2008). This was
important for the development of theory and also as it would allow the industry partner
to apply the results of the study. Hence, for these reasons a probability sampling
technique was employed so that every residential electricity consumer belonging to the
industry partner had an equal chance of being selected to participate in the research
(Malhotra et al., 2006)59.

The specific method of sampling chosen was proportional stratified sampling.
Proportional stratified sampling was employed to ensure that each of the organization‟s
regions were represented in the sample and that the representation of each region was
proportion to the size of that region (Malhotra et al., 2006; Lohr, 2008). By sampling in

59

The industry partner conducted the actual sampling, and to ensure the privacy of their customers,
respondents were only identified to researchers using a code number. The advantage of this system was
that the organisation was then prepared to share actual consumption data.
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this way, coverage error was minimised, as all members of the survey population had
known chance of being selected in the sample (Dillman, 2000). As well as minimising
coverage error, it is also important to minimise the amount of sampling error. Sampling
error occurs because information is not collected from every member of the population
and unlike coverage area can be predicted with relative precision (Dillman, 2000).

The goal in the research design was to minimise the sampling error. Dillman (2000)
presents a list of completed sample sizes needed to minimise sampling error. While this
table is used for the purpose of illustration, it does provide a measure by which to
estimate the sample size needed to accurately make predictions about a sampling frame.
As mentioned above, the sampling frame for this research is 800 000 customers (i.e.
households).

Based on Dillman‟s (2000) table, a completed sample of 1066

respondents would be needed to make predictions about a population of 1 000 000
people (or units e.g. households), with a sampling error to within +/-3% of the true
population value. Using this estimate, and in combination with other information about
the study, it was possible to determine the desired sample required to allow for the
generalisation of results. The industry partner specified that a 25% response rate was
considered adequate and therefore in order to achieve the desired completed sample of
1066, an initial sample of at least 426460 was needed to minimise sampling error. Based
on this recommendation and given budget constraints, the industry partner agreed to
fund survey sample of 4000 customers.

As a result, a proportional sample of

participants was drawn from each of the nine regions covered by the organization, in
regional NSW. The sample was drawn from the industry partner‟s database as close to
the date of mailing as possible to ensure that the list was as clean as possible.

Limitations of Questionnaire Design
There were a number of limitations to this research design. Firstly, the questionnaire
was very long at 20 pages, taking approximately 25-30 minutes to complete. Once a
questionnaire is over 12 pages the length can begin to adversely affect the response rate
(Dillman, 2000; de Leeuw, Hox and Dillman, 2008). However, hopefully negating this
effect to a degree is that few of the questions required more than a tick to answer and

60

Calculation for the ideal response rate was (1066 x 4 = 4264)
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efforts had been made to ensure that the questionnaire was as easy to complete as
possible.

While a full Dillman TDM and a subsequent high response rate were

desirable, these were not obtainable within the resource constraints of the project.
Hence, it was anticipated that the response rate may have been a limitation in the data
collection and subsequent analysis. The unanticipated change in the cover design and
the inability to control the content of the design was also considered to be a limitation.
In terms of the content, the number of scale questions included was a limitation as it
lead to respondent fatigue.

Another limitation, in the design and implementation of the survey was the timing of the
mail out, which ran into Christmas. While, a three-month lead-time had been specified
by the industry partner to get the questionnaire into the field, in reality this took six
months and as a result the questionnaire went into the field in mid November, with the
reminder postcard being mailed in December. It is predicted that this timing had a
significant impact on the response rate for the questionnaire, particularly in terms of the
effectiveness of the reminder postcard.
3.4.4 Analysis

The design and implementation of the survey were detailed in the section above. The
data collected using the survey were analysed using a combination of factor analysis, a
number of forms of regression analysis. Each of these quantitative analysis techniques
are now described beginning with factor analysis.

3.4.4.1 Factor Analysis

Factor analysis was employed in this research to identify underlying trends in influence
strategies measured in the data, and to create a parsimonious set of underlying factors
for use in subsequent regression analysis (Coakes and Steed, 2007). The first step in
this factor analysis was to determine how factor analysis could be used to answer the
research questions posed in this research and to identify the variables to be factor
analysed. This analysis technique was used in two ways. Firstly, factor analysis was
used to examine the role of influence strategies in household decision processes (RQ1),
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and in particular to determine if the nine variables measured could be summarised into a
smaller number of strategies. Secondly, the factor scores were used in regression
analysis, i.e. as dependent variables to answer RQ2.

The next step was to evaluate the suitability of the data for factor analysis. The first
measure of the suitability of the data was the level of correlation between the variables.
A correlation matrix was constructed comparing the independent variables (Hair et al.,
2006), and it was determined that there was sufficient correlation in the data set to
conduct a factor analysis with correlations between 0.4 and 0.6 (Malhotra et al., 2006).
The second measure of the suitability of the data was the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
measure of sampling adequacy (Hair et al., 2006; Malhotra et al., 2006). The KMO
measure compares observed and partial correlation coefficients to determine the
magnitude of the correlation in the data (Malhotra et al., 2006). A large KMO statistic
(>0.5) suggests that factor analysis is appropriate.

Having determined that the data were suitable for factor analysis, Principal Component
Analysis was employed to identify a parsimonious number of factors in the data
(Malhotra et al., 2006). The number of underlying variables in the data was determined
by examination of the scree plot (where the curve begins to straighten), eigenvalues of
less than 1.0 were excluded, the percentage of variance in the data explained by each
factor ideally greater than 60% and the communalities were greater than 0.5 (Malhotra
et al., 2006). Finally, an oblimin rotation was performed on the data, with the aim of the
rotation to create simpler and more meaningful factor scores (Hair et al., 2006). The
choice was made to use a direct oblimin or oblique rotation as this did not require a set
of perfectly uncorrelated variables (Malhotra et al., 2006), and as such produced a set of
more realistic factors.

The underlying factors in the data were determined by consideration of the loadings of
each variable onto the factors in the rotated component matrix. Those factors with a
low loading (less than 0.45) were suppressed in the factor analysis, as only variables
that were highly related to the factors were desired (Coakes and Steed, 2007). The
rotation helped ensure that there were no cross-loadings on any of the factors. The
validity of the factor model was determined by reproducing the correlation matrix and
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comparing the observed correlations with the original correlation matrix produced prior
to the factor analysis. The differences between the two correlation matrixes are called
residuals, and the proportion of residuals with values greater than 0.05 indicates the fit
of the model. If the proportion of residuals greater than 0.05 is large, then the fit of the
model should be questioned (Malhotra et al., 2006).

3.4.4.2 Regression Analysis

Regression analysis is “a statistical tool for evaluating the relationship of one or more
dependent variables X1,X2…Xk to a single … dependent variable Y” (Kleinbaum, 2008,
p. 46). Kleinbaum et al (2008) outline a number of possible applications for this
analysis technique, including characterising the relationship between the dependent
variable Y (e.g. consumption) and the independent variables X1,X2…Xk (e.g.
demographic characteristics), while controlling for some other variable C1,C2…Ck, (e.g.
house type). The aim of regression analysis in this study was to characterise the
relationship between a number of dispositional, demographic and situational variables
and the aspects of the decision process; including need recognition, information search
and past and future decision outcomes. Based on its suitability for these applications,
regression analysis was considered appropriate to apply in this research. Further, it was
hoped to distinguish which of the independent variables measured were important for
explaining the aspects of the decision process and could therefore be used in the future
to predict behaviour.

Three different regressions techniques were used in the analysis, ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression, logistic regression and tobit regression. Each of these techniques are
described and discussed in the following discussion, beginning with ordinary least
squares regression.

3.4.4.3 Ordinary Least Squares Regression Analysis

Ordinary least squares regression was used to examine the variables that influence four
continuous dependent variables, that is the four influence strategies that emerge from
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the factor analysis and are discussed in Chapter 5 Section 5.2.4 and 5.5.5. OLS is a
statistical analysis technique that uses two or more independent variables, such as
income or environmental concern, to predict a dependent variable, such as influence
strategies (Allen, 1997). This analysis is based on the development of a line of best fit
that most accurately describes the relationship between the independent (X) and
dependent (Y) variables (Kleinbaum, 2008). The line of best fit is denoted by the
following equation and shown graphically in Figure 3 2.
Y= β 0 + β 1X1 + β 2X2+…+ β kXk + e
Y=
the dependent variable
X=
the independent variables
β0 = the intercept (the value of the dependent variable when all independent variables
equal zero)
β‟s = regression coefficient (explains how much the dependent variable increases
given a unit change in each independent variable)
e=
an error term denoting the difference between the observed value and the line of
best fit
Figure 3-2: Graphical depiction of OLS regression

Linear Regression when β > 0
Y-axis
Y= β 0 + β 1X1 + e

0

X-axis

Adapted from Kleinbaum et al (2008) and Hair et al (2006)

Using the above equation, a multiple regression analysis provides several types of
information about the relationship between independent and dependent variables.
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Firstly, an OLS regression can be used to show that a relationship exists between each
independent variable and the dependent variable; that is, that a change in X does cause a
change in Y (Allen, 1997). Secondly, an OLS regression provides information about the
strength of the relationship, as shown by the regression coefficient β which illustrates
how much the dependent variable Y will change given a unit change in the independent
variable X (Kleinbaum, 2008). Thirdly, the sign of the coefficient β shows the nature of
the relationship between X and Y as either negative or positive. Finally, an OLS
regression analysis allows for the prediction of the change in the dependent variable
given a change in the independent variables (Hair et al., 2006). In sum, OLS regression
analysis provides information about the magnitude, nature and significance of the
relationship between each of the independent variables and the dependent variable (Hair
et al., 2006).
Each of the OLS models was evaluated by analysing their t-tests, F-test and Adjusted R2
values.

When estimating the linear regression model, t-statistics are used to test

significance of estimated coefficients (Malhotra et al., 2006). This test is used to
determine if a linear relationship exists between the dependent variable Y and the
independent variable of interest Xi (Selvanathan et al., 2000). A t-test in regression is
usually a two-tailed test that determines if the analyst should accept or reject the null
hypothesis that the coefficient for a specific variable is zero. If the t-statistic presented
is equal to or greater than 1.96 (for large sample sizes) then we fail to reject the null
hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero and the relationship is deemed
statistically significant at the 5% level (Allen, 1997).

A t-statistic is estimated

individually for each of the independent variables.

In contrast, an F-test provides a measure of the overall significance of the model by
combining all of the t-tests into an individual test. The F-test is superior to the t-test for
estimating the overall significance of the model, as running one test minimises the
incidence of error that will occur with multiple tests (Selvanathan et al., 2000). The Ftest is also superior as it is not affected by any underlying multi-collinearity in the data,
providing a robust measure of the fit of the model (Selvanathan et al., 2000). As
opposed to the t-test, an F-test is a one-tailed test of the null hypothesis, that the entire
model is insignificant. Thus, by using the t-test the significance of each individual
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variable can be determined while the F-test determines the overall significance of the
model.
The final statistic of interest when evaluating the regression model is the Adjusted R2
value of the model. The R2 value, also referred to as the coefficient of determination, is
the measure of the proportion of variance in the dependent variable that is explained by
the independent variables, expressed as a value between zero and one (Hair et al.,
2006). In a multiple regression model, the coefficient of determination can be adjusted
for the number of independent variables in the equation and the sample size, this value
is referred to as the Adjusted R2 value (Hair et al., 2006). This evaluative statistic is
useful for gauging the explanatory power of the model and also for a comparison of
different models, as will be done in this research (Hair et al., 2006).

A linear regression is based on a least squares estimate of the coefficients. In other
words, the best fitting model was chosen based on the one that minimised the distances
between the observed values and the predicted values (Hair et al., 2006). It must be
noted that in order to carry out a linear regression there are a number of assumptions
about the relationship between the independent and dependent variables that should be
met. In particular, the data is assumed to be normally distributed, to be linear, to have a
constant variance among the error terms and to have independently distributed error
terms (Hair et al., 2006; Kleinbaum, 2008).

In addition to OLS regression, logistic regression was used. Three of forms of logistic
regression were employed: binary logit, ordered logit, multinomial logit. These three
methods were chosen as they allowed for the prediction of categorical dependent
variables, where the categories of response were dichotomous, ordinal and nominal.

3.4.4.4 Logistic Regression

Where OLS is used to estimate a continuous dependent variable, logistic regression is
used to estimate categorical dependent variables. The most basic logistic regression is
the binary logit which estimates a dependent variable with a dichotomous dependent
variable.
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Binary Logistic Regression
Binary logistic regression is used to answer RQ2, in particular to estimate two
dependent variables 1) the probability of need recognition and 2) the probability of
information search occurring.

Binary logistic regression is useful for estimating

dichotomous dependent variables which are commonly coded as zero or one (e.g.
variables with yes/no, or male female response categories) (Kleinbaum, 2008); as
shown in Table 3-25.

Table 3-25: Logisitic regressions equations for binary, multinomial and ordinal dependent
variables

Type of Dependent Equation to estimate the Meaning of the symbols used in
Variable
probability of an event
the equations
For each of the equations

e

βxi

Prob (Yi=1) =

1+ eβxi

Binary

X the vector of independent variables
β the regression coefficients
e the exponential function (approx 2.71..)

(Yi = 1 or 0)
(Y=1) signifies event
(Y=0) signifies non-event

Y the dependent variable

1

Prob (Yi=0) =

βx = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2+…. Βixi
(i= the number of independent variables)

1+ eβxi

Prob(Yi=1 or 0) the expected value of the
dependent variable
i the observation/record

Multinomial

eβjxi

Yi = j
(j can be 0, 1, 2)

Prob (Yi = j) =

j

i.e. these categories are
assumed to have no
inherent order

(j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
i.e. j number of categories
with an inherent order

j the value of the dependent variable

eβjxi

In addition to the variables defined above

Ordinal
Yi = j

∑

In addition to the variables defined above

1
Prob (Yi ≥ αj) =

1+ e

[-αj-βx]

j is the index of categories for the dependent
variable
αj indicates that there is a threshold value for
each of the categories of the dependent
variable

Adapted from Greene (1990), Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000), Hair et al (2006), Kleinbaum et al (2008) and Carson (2009)

Binary logistic regression estimates the probability of Y being 1 given X1,X2…Xj.

In

this way a logistic regression differs from an OLS regression where the response can
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fall outside the range of zero or one (Hair et al., 2006). Further, while an OLS
regression equation estimates a line of best fit the logistic regression equation estimates
a logistic curve of best fit between zero and one (Hair et al., 2006). The logistic curve
is illustrated in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Graphical depiction of binary logistic regression

Logistic Regression when β > 0
eβx
1

Prob(Y) =

1+ eβx

0
Adapted from Greene (1993) Kleinbaum et al (2008) and Hair et al (2006)X-axis

The logistic regression also provides information about the independent variables‟
influence on the dependent variable, namely the significance, magnitude and direction
(+/-) of the variables (Hair et al., 2006). The significance denotes the importance of the
variable in explaining variance in the dependent variable, and the direction indicates an
increase or decrease in the predicted probability of the dependent variable occurring.
However, while in linear regression the magnitude of the β coefficient provides an
accurate depiction of the change in the slope of the line, in logistic regression the
change in the slope is dependent on the curve and for this reason the coefficient needs to
be standardised to accurately represent the change in magnitude.

Multinomial Logistic Regression
When there were more than two categories in the dependent variable, ordinal or
multinomial logistic regressions were employed. The equations for each of these types
of logistic regression are shown in Table 3-25. Multinomial regression was used to
predict one decision roles (dependent variable): the decider role. Multinomial logistic
regression was used for this dependent variables as the categories of decision roles did
not have any natural order (i.e. were nominal); this included decision types such as
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husband dominated, wife dominated or joint decisions (Kleinbaum, 2008)61.

A

multinomial regression simultaneously estimates the relationships between the
independent variables and each category in the dependent variable compared to a base
category. For example, where there are three categories of response for the dependent
variable (Y= 0 or 1 or 2) and 0 is the referent category, a multinomial logit regression
estimates the probability that the dependent variable Y equals one compared to it
equalling the base line zero and the probability that the dependent variable Y equals two
compared to it equalling the based line zero (Greene, 1993; Hosmer and Lemeshow,
2000; Carson, 2009).

Ordinal Logistic Regression
Ordinal logistic regression was used to predict three dependent variables: 1) the number
of information sources used, 2) household norms and 3) interest in demand management
programs. Ordered logistic regression was used for these variables as the categories in
the dependent variable are ordinal. That is, the categories in the variable had a natural
order (e.g. carrying out two curtailment behaviours is less than carrying out nine
curtailment behaviours); but were bounded within certain values (i.e. not continuous)
(Kleinbaum, 2008). The equation for the ordinal logistic regression is shown in Table
3-25.

Similar to a multinomial regression, an ordinal regression simultaneously

estimates the relationships between the independent variables for each category of
dependent variable compared to a base category. However because of the order in the
data the ordinal regression estimates the probability of a category and all of the
categories preceding it occurring (e.g. Y=3 equates to Y=1, 2 and 3). That is the
probability that the independent variables predict the dependent variable is category j
and all of the categories before it as opposed to the probability that the independent
variables predict that the dependent variable is greater than category j.

For the logistic regressions, the goodness of fit of the model was assessed by using
pseudo R2 values similar to the Adjusted R2 value used in the linear regression and

61

A multinomial regression can be used to assess both nominal and ordinal dependent variables.
However, using a multinomial regression to estimate an ordinal dependent variable means missing the
opportunity to use inherent information in the natural ordering of the data (Kleinbaum, 2008).
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where available the percentage correct predictions estimated by the model62.

In

addition, the likelihood value was used to estimate the fit of the maximum likelihood
measure. A number of pseudo R2 measures have been developed for logistic regression
to provide a means of assessing the overall fit of the regression models. Two such
measures are the Cox and Snell R2 and the Nagelkerke R2. Both present a value
between zero and one, with higher values indicating a better model fit (Hair et al.,
2006). However, the Cox and Snell Measure is limited in that it can never reach a value
of one (and therefore perfect explanatory power), the Nagelkerke R2 was created for this
reason as it is based on a modification that allows it to reach one (Nagelkerke, 1991)63.
The Nagelkerke R2 is the measure of explanatory power that is utilised in the logistic
regressions in this research (Hair et al., 2006). In addition, as mentioned above the
likelihood value provides an estimate of the fit of the logistic model. This is measured
by finding the value of -2 times the log of the likelihood value; this was referred to as 2LL. The closer the -2LL is to zero the better the fit of the model (Hair et al., 2006).
This value can also be used to estimate a pseudo R2 value.

As opposed to OLS regression, logistic regression is estimated using a maximum
likelihood method. As mentioned, a logistic regression estimates probability and this
method maximises the likelihood that the dependent variable will occur (Hair et al.,
2006). Also, a logistic regression is not bound by the same assumptions as linear
regression, such as the need for a normally distributed data set and constant variance.
Indeed this regression technique was developed to overcome those issues in a data set
(Hair et al., 2006). “It does, however, require that observations be independent and that
the independent variables be linearly related to the logit of the dependent” (Carson,
2009).

Tobit Regression
A Tobit regression is the final form of regression employed in this research, and similar
to the logistic regressions it is based on a maximum likelihood model (Kennedy, 1998).

62

These are recognised to be relative measures of fit rather than absolute measures and their magnitude
depends on the type of model used
63
That is, Nagelkerke‟s R2 divides Cox and Snell‟s R2 by its maximum in order to achieve a measure that
ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore Nagelkerke‟s R2 will normally be higher than the Cox and Snell measure,
but will also tend to run lower than the corresponding OLS R2 (Carson, 2009).
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Tobit regression is employed when the value of the dependent variable is censored
(Kennedy, 1998; Wooldridge, 2006). That is, when the value of the dependent variable
lies between a minimum and/or a maximum value (min value ≤ y*i ≤ max value),
outside of which there are no observed values for the dependent variable (Kennedy,
1998). The form of the model is shown in Table 3-26.
Table 3-26: Tobit regression equation

Type of Dependent
Variable

Equation to estimate the
probability of an event

Meaning of the symbols used in
the equations
For each of the equations
Y the dependent variable

Tobit
(lowest value
<Y<highest value)
Y*i = true value
Yi= observed/reported
value

X the vector of independent variables

yi = 0 if y*i ≤ 0
yi = max value if y*i ≥ max value
yi = y*i if 0< y*i< max value
y*i = β'xi + εi

β the regression coefficients
e the exponential function (approx 2.71..)
βx = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2+…. Βixi
(i= the number of independent variables)

i the observation/record
Max value is the highest value in the dependent
variable

Tobit regression was used in this research to answer part of RQ464 do the characteristics
of the household predict decision outcomes? In particular to examine the relationship
between household characteristics and 1) the number of investments (0≤ y*i ≤15) the
household had carried out in the past or 2) the number of curtailment (0 ≤ y*i ≤ 24)
behaviours that households had carried out in the past. Each of these regression models
was estimated using the Stata software package and the results are reported in Chapter
5, Section 5.7.1, Table 5-20.

Past investment and past curtailment were measured in this research by asking
respondents to tick which of a list of investment or curtailment items they had carried
out or carried out routinely65.

The number of items ticked was counted and the

dependent variable became the number of investment/curtailment items that had been
carried out. As a result there may have been a stacking or lumpiness of the data at the
maximum value. The Tobit regression overcomes this lumpiness in the data by taking

64

RQ4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision outcomes also predict decision
processes?
65
(See Questions 1.6 and 1.7 in the questionnaire in Appendix 11)
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into account the probability that the value of the dependent variable may be outside the
range of the censored data. Tobit regression was considered more appropriate than OLS
because “Tobit, makes expected values of the dependent conditional on the probability
of censoring or sample selection” (Breen, 1996; Carson, 2009). Whereas an OLS model
of this form of dependent variable results in biased estimates (Kennedy, 1998).

Similar to the regression models discussed above, the Tobit output includes information
on the fit of the model (pseudo R2 and -2 log likelihood), and the significance, direction
(+/-) and magnitude of the relationship between the dependent variable and the
independent variables estimated. However Kennedy (1998) cautions that care must be
taken when interpreting the coefficient in a censored model, as it reflects the expected
change in the dependent variable based on a unit change in the independent variable, but
not that actual change, which needs to account for the probability of the dependent
variable falling outside of the observed values of the dependent variable (min value ≤
y*i ≤ max value). That concludes the description of the forms of regression that will be
employed in this thesis.
Prior to concluding this discussion it is worth noting that several of the forms of
regression explained above were used to test the hypotheses proposed in Chapter 2.
Revisiting Chapter 2, the hypotheses focused on the determining if household
characteristics, such as income, education, and age could predict the decision processes
(need recognition, information, influence strategies and decision role) used in the
household.

As has just been discussed, regression analysis is a useful tool for

establishing the relationship between independent variables and a dependent variable of
interest (Kleinbaum 2008) and therefore was considered an appropriate means of
analysis to examine the hypothesized relationships. The types of regression analysis
used to measure each hypothesis are illustrated in Table 3-25. The variation in the type
of regression analysis used is based on changes in the nature of the dependent variables
(e.g. dichotomous vs., continuous or categorical) as explained in the discussion above.
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Table 3-27: Summary of hypotheses and forms of regression used to examine them
N

o

Hypotheses

Method of
Investigation

H1a

H1a: Income is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need
recognition and information search)

Binary Logistic
Regression

H1b

H1b: Income is significantly related to the combination of influence
strategies employed in the household

Ordinary Least Squares
Regression

H1c

H1c: Income is significantly related to the decision role structure in
the household

Multinominal Logit
Regression

H2a

H2a: Education is significantly related to aspects of the CDP (need
recognition, information search and number of sources used)

Binary Logistic
Regression

H2b

H2b: Education is significantly related to the use of influence
strategies

Ordinary Least Squares
Regression

H2c

H2c: Education is significantly related to household decision role
structure

Multinominal Logit
Regression

H3a

H3a: Age is significantly related to the combination of influence
strategies employed in the household

Ordinary Least Squares
Regression

H3b

H3b: Age is significantly related to the decision role structure in the
household

Multinominal Logit
Regression

H4a

H4a: Household composition is significantly related to the use of
influence strategies in the household

Ordinary Least Squares
Regression

H4b

H4b: Household composition is significantly related to the decision
role structure of the household

Multinominal Logit
Regression

H5

H5: Home ownership is significantly related to influence strategies

Ordinary Least Squares
Regression

3.5 Conclusion

In Chapter 3, a two-stage mixed methodology was proposed that combined qualitative
and quantitative research techniques. Qualitative focus groups were used to confirm the
findings of past research, to explore new concepts and to develop a questionnaire for
Stage 2 of the data collection. A quantitative survey was then proposed that was used to
confirm and test the predictive power of the concepts of interest. Finally, the data
analysis techniques that will now be used in Chapter 4 were outlined for each of the
data collection techniques employed.

In the next chapter, the data collected through implementation of the above
methodology is analysed; beginning with a discussion of the focus group findings.
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Chapter 4 Qualitative Analysis

4.1 Introduction
Having described the data collection methods employed in this research, the findings of
the qualitative focus groups are now presented in this chapter. To begin with, the focus
group participants are described to provide an understanding of the sample. Then the
analysis is presented in three sections, consistent with the conceptual model. Firstly, the
findings related to the characteristics of the households are examined, with a particular
focus on dispositional variables.

Secondly, the findings related to the decision

processes employed in the household are explained, including the addition of several
findings to the extant research. Finally, the findings related to decision outcomes are
reviewed, looking at past and predicted future efficiency choices.

Before continuing it is worth noting that the focus groups were also used to pre-test the
questionnaire employed in this research. The results of those pre-tests have already
been reported in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.2, during the discussion of the questionnaire
development and therefore will not be repeated in this chapter.

4.2 Characteristics of Respondents
Nine focus groups were conducted in three locations: Bathurst, Port Macquarie and
Wagga Wagga. A total of 75 people attended the focus groups. As shown in Table 4-1,
the participants ranged in age from 18-77 years, with an average age of 42 years.
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Table 4-1: Characteristics of Focus Group Respondents
Gender

%
Male

29

38.7%

Female

46

61.3%

Range

18-77

Age
Average

42.0

Household Type
Share house/young couples (no
children)

23

30.7%

Households with children

24

32.0%

Empty nest/elderly households

28

37.3%

Bathurst

28

37.3%

Port Macquarie

29

38.7%

Wagga Wagga

18

24.0%

Location

As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2, respondents for each focus group were
chosen using stratified purposive sampling (Patton 1990). Therefore respondents were
not randomly selected but were chosen to provide information rich cases. Each of the
household types of interest was relatively evenly sampled, although there were slightly
more empty nesters represented than participants of other types. Similarly, although
attempts were made to maintain an even proportion, more females (61.3%) than males
(38.7%) attended the focus group discussions.

The aim of collecting focus group data in this research was to answer the research
problem posed in Chapter 2; how are household decisions made in the context of
reducing electricity consumption/increasing efficiency?

In order to address that

problem, three elements of household decision-making were examined: household
characteristics, decision processes and decision outcomes. The analysis in this chapter
will be based on developing current understanding about each of these three areas either
by confirming or disconfirming the findings from past research or by providing new
ideas to consider. Accordingly, a section of this analysis is dedicated to each of these
three areas, beginning with household characteristics.
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4.3 Household Characteristics
In Chapter 2 Section 2.4, a number of household characteristics were predicted to
influence household efficiency decisions.

The aim in analysing the focus group

transcripts was to examine if the findings confirmed those of past studies and also to see
if any additional variables of influence emerged. In particular, focus groups were useful
for gaining insights into the dispositional variables that may influence decisions of this
type. Two types of dispositional variable were of interest in this study: motives and
attitudes.

4.3.1.1 Motives

Four major motives for efficiency based actions, identified in the literature, were
evident in the qualitative analysis: savings, comfort, convenience and environmental
concern.

As predicted in the literature review these motives were not mutually

exclusive; for example a person could be motivated to save money and also to help the
environment. As a result, at times these motives were in competition; respondents
spoke of wanting to save money but also wanting to be comfortable, of wanting to help
the environment but not having the money to do so. In other words, households had to
make trade offs between these motives, and it appeared that these trade offs were often
based on whatever was most easily achieved in the household.

In the following

discussion, the four motives are identified and discussed, in order of the frequency in
which they appeared in the transcripts.

Price Consciousness/Savings
An analysis of the focus group discussions confirmed that saving money was a major
motivation for engaging in both investment and curtailment, and often the bill was the
mechanism for stimulating that motivation. As suggested in the discussion of need
recognition in Section 4.4.1 below, this was especially the case when people received a
larger than expected bill. However, there were times when the bill was not a motivator;
this included when people paid by direct debit and in some households when members
split the bill, such as in the case of share households.
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When there is so many of you it seems easier too because it is split all ways so
obviously a smaller bill size you almost justify doing it (Share house / young
couple no children)
As I said before the cost of it is really not that big an issue for us because we are
pretty smart with it and there are four of us to split the bill (Share house / young
couple no children)
When there is so many of you it seems easier too because it is split all ways so
obviously a smaller bill size you almost justify….not being as observant and
careful as you should be when it comes to your expenditure on electricity and
yeah maybe sacrificing the bill for comfort occasionally (Share house / young
couple no children)
This finding seemed to suggest that it was the need to pay the bill that motivated
behaviour.

It is when you have got the bill and you have got to actually fork out the money
for it (Share house / young couple no children)
Because we don‟t get the bill there is not really a lash back (Share house /
young couple no children)
However, the discussion among respondents indicated that the persistence of savings as
a motivation for efficiency behaviours, stimulated by the arrival of a bill, was often
fleeting.

While the bill was a catalyst for efficiency based response, participants

suggested that over time this motivation fades.

For the period that you are broke after that [the bill] and then you maybe forget
about it (Share house / young couple no children)
For a little while you are more conscious of what you do with that. Generally I
find it wears off eventually (Household with children)
This motivation to become more efficient, i.e. the need to pay the bill, could lead to
either curtailment or investment behaviours or both.

When it comes to trying to save money, whenever we have had to replace items
we have always gone for energy efficient ones not only looking at scaling down
and stopping the overuse of our electrical items (Household with children)
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The barriers to investing in efficiency as a result of a savings motive, such as
availability of resources are demonstrated in the following quotes. The second quote
also alludes to the fact that price is only one of the relevant factors when considering
efficiency choices.
Some families don‟t have $350 to go and do that, particularly people that live in
rentals and all that (Household with children)
You don't buy just on price now you know, you sort of think about other things
too (Empty nest household)
I suppose the other thing is that it comes down to is the capacity to pay at the
end of the day. You know if you are doing it tough you are probably going to
think „Well do I spend an extra $300 on a washing machine to give me a higher
star rating or do I save $300 and spend it on something else (Household with
children)
When it came to major investment decisions, the dialogue suggested that it often came
down to a trade off between long-term versus short-term savings. Some respondents
discussed being motivated to pay more in the short term for an efficient appliance to
achieve long terms savings. Others spoke of having to make a trade off between longterm efficiency and short-term cost.

It is hard to justify the original cost when obviously eventually you will get the
long-term benefits with electricity bills. But when you are going with that
financial figure all you are going to see is a massive difference. You can‟t
actually see the $ sign on the difference. You can‟t say in three years it is going
to pay for itself (Share house / young couple no children)
However, as discussed in the information search section above, some people were not
sure what the long term savings would be and whether they equated to a saving or not.

Does it actually represent the change in energy, like three stars is less than five?
But how much less compared to the cost is? (Share house / young couple no
children).
I think, certainly it would be extremely useful if you were able to get more
reliable information on cost of ownership of appliances, to total cost of
ownership. (Empty nest household)
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Receiving the bill was not the only time that people were motivated by saving. This
also occurred when purchasing appliances or considering efficiency based investments
such as solar hot water systems. It was in discussions about the purchase of investments
that the tradeoffs between different motivations became apparent. For example, some
respondents suggested that they would like to purchase a more efficient appliance to
save money and help the environment but when it came down to it, short term savings
took priority. Trade offs between motives appeared to be a part of the decision-making
process for households and this concept of trade offs is discussed in more detail later in
this chapter.

One factor that appeared to impact on the motivating power of saving money was
reinforcement; if people engaged in curtailment behaviours, but then found that their
bill did not reflect their efforts, this eroded their motivation, as is shown in the
following dialogue from a focus group of households with children.

Well we have tried to do a lot of, we put the bulbs in, we have tried turning
things off …but the bill hasn‟t changed and we are sort of thinking „what else
can we do?‟ Moderator: So what happens when that happens? How do you
feel? Well disappointed. I live on a property and my sister lives in a granny flat
and we pay for her electricity so my husband is paying for her at the moment,
but yeah we are trying to do things but it just doesn‟t seem to be
working.(Households with Children)
As illustrated in the dialogue above, respondents spoke about using trial and error to try
and determine if their actions were making a difference. The measure of their success
was the bill. However due to the billing period being over a number of months this was
not a particularly sensitive measure and often despite best intentions actions didn‟t
always lead to a change in the total of the bill. Respondents recognised that this was
perhaps due to other changes during the billing period, or the persistence of the change,
but this did not diminish their frustration and disappointment at not knowing how to
effect a change.

I freak out a bit every time I get the bill and we mean well and we are always
conscious of what we are doing, but at the same time I am a bit slack and I think
you know if it is raining the clothes will go in the dryer and sometimes when the
bill is a bit big I think „well I have done this and that‟ and I probably haven‟t
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been, yeah. I think after we put our hot water system in we got all that rain and
so it is hard to tell what happens (Household with children)
This occurred for both curtailment and investment options as shown in the quotes
below. Respondents found it disenchanting when they had spent the extra money to
increase efficiency but were unable to determine if their investment was worthwhile.
We are a bit the same actually. We have put in solar hot water and our last one
I thought „oh good I‟m going to see a huge difference‟ and yeah I didn‟t either
(Household with children)
We went and got one of these new wizz bang low-energy things [hot water
system], but I don‟t really believe it is low energy, because it seems every time
you turn the tap on the hot water starts up (Empty nest household).
Alternatively, if the bill was impacted this had a positive effect and people were more
likely to try again:
We have put in a ducted, what do you call them, a split system air conditioner
which has considerably dropped the cost of our heating and cooling in the house
I think by about something like 25% on last year. So that was certainly good, so
it is just a case of when we come to replace things we try to get energy efficient
things. (Household with children)
The frustration at the absence of a sensitive price signal reflected the findings of that of
past efficiency studies (Darby, 2006; Fisher, 2008). Further, it provided additional
support for the usefulness of demand management programs that provide more
immediate price signals through mechanisms such as smart meters that provide in home
price signals.

Hence, consistent with past studies, savings emerged as a major motivator of both
efficiency behaviours and efficiency based purchases. However, for some households
the power of this motivation to maintain the repetitive behaviours necessary for
curtailment behaviours seems to diminish as the time since the last bill was paid
increases. In addition, the ability to act on this motivation is limited by the absence of
detailed price signals.
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Comfort
Often competing with the motivation to save money, was the desire to be comfortable.
Respondents in each of the nine focus groups commented on the motivation to be
comfortable, as evidenced in the following quotes:

I would prefer to be warm than to have a low electricity bill (Share house /
young couple no children)
We want to be warm, you want to get the efficiency of it, you want to be warm
(Empty nest household)
I think trying to keep the balance between thinking about economic, being
economical and being warm in Bathurst. I think it is quite a difficult thing to
keep the balance (Empty nest household)
Also illustrated in these quotes is the trade-off between cost and comfort. Respondents
often spoke about this trade-off, and implicit in their comments was the fact that the
motive to be comfortable had a negative impact on the motivation to save money.
Household members would recount having good intentions of saving money, but in the
heat of summer or the cold of winter the comfort motive would often surpass the need
to save. This is one factor that may account for the declining persistence of the savings
based behaviours, mentioned above. It seemed that at times the savings motivation was
displaced by the desire to be comfortable, as is illustrated in the quote below:

That is something that I do because there is only two of us and in the winter we
kind of hibernate in these two little rooms and because it is not open plan
sometimes I get totally claustrophobic, and I think „Do we have to live like this
in these two pokey little rooms‟ and then I start spreading back out again and I
think „blow it‟ I‟ll put the heaters on (Empty nest household).
However, the threshold at which comfort overrode the savings motive was not the same
for all household members. It was during the analysis of the comfort motivation that
the issue of competing motivations among household members became apparent.

My housemate does that as well. He sits there in the middle of winter in undies
and a singlet. “Put a jumper on mate it is not that cold” (Share house / young
couple no children)
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I argue with my brothers and sisters to turn it off and stuff because I know it is
costing money and stuff and I think the middle two because they don‟t care
about money (Household with children)
This issue of competing motivations was also apparent during discussions about how
decisions are made. Where some household members would be concerned about saving
money, others simply wanted to be comfortable, even if it was costing all of the
household members more.

These findings indicated that the motivation to be

comfortable was a factor the influenced household efficiency decisions as anticipated in
Chapter 2. Further the notion of a trade off between motives supported the proposition
that motives are not mutually exclusive and in fact are at times in competition.

Convenience
Similar to comfort, it appeared that convenience was a factor that motivated household
efficiency decisions. In effect, convenience was another motive that was traded off
against possible savings and the comfort of engaging in behaviours. Convenience could
have both a positive and negative impact on decision outcomes. If something was made
easier or simplified decision-making for household members (i.e. was more
convenient), then this would motivate efficiency actions. One of the most commonly
cited examples of convenience leading to efficiency outcomes was that of the numerous
recent free light bulb initiatives, two of which are referred to below.
He told us to do it, „Mum you have to do this we are getting free light globes do
you want them?‟ „If they are free I‟ll take them.‟ But he was really excited, „We
are getting free light globes and you have to put them in‟…But if he didn‟t come
home, no I‟d be still using normal light globes, I can honestly say that
(Household with children)
If you have the facilities it is going to make it easier…That is why I think the free
light globes have been good; people, kids, nag you. Do this, do this and you
know I think it works. (Agreement)(Household with children)
We had this couple actually … came down door knocking in our area and my
husband said „Oh yes‟ So he actually made an appointment. He did it so that I
would know I would be home during the day and the couple came around and
they actually gave us little booklets, just handy hints on what you can do, you
know. (Household with children)
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These were instances where the convenience of engaging in the behaviour (i.e. being
given the light bulbs at home) motivated actions that may not have otherwise occurred,
showing the potentially positive effects of catering to this motivation.

At the same time, convenience can also be a de-motivating factor. If, for example,
becoming more efficient meant that something became harder, or required more effort
(i.e. was less convenient) household members were less likely to engage in this activity;
in effect this was a barrier to utilizing certain efficiency outcomes. Turning appliances
off at the wall, or not leaving them on standby, was the most frequently used example of
inconvenience, and again competed with other motivations in a household, as shown in
the excerpts below:

It is much harder for things like the telly and so on because it is behind the
cabinet so things like that usually stay on (Household with children)
That is one of the things I am intending to do, but I haven‟t done, it just takes too
much time. The DVD player needs a clock that resets so I don't have to reset
it…I don‟t want to set the clock every time. (Household with children)
Also things with clocks in them, I hate turning off the microwave. I mean it is
just being lazy. It doesn‟t take that much to set the clock (Household with
Children)
I have noticed mum in the last year. She even goes around switching power
points, it is a bit frustrating in the morning when you are in a hurry and you are
trying to put the microwave on (Empty nest household)
She does it yeah I think because they have got the time and they think about it
and they turn everything off at the wall and it drives everyone else crazy. The
boys they leave everything on and she turns them off. So it is not even on standby
and you start thumping things thinking „Why won‟t this work, oh it is turned off
at the wall‟ (Empty nest household)
Hence, although household members were aware of this efficiency option, the
inconvenience of engaging in the behaviour had a negative impact on the choice to
engage in that behaviour. In addition, even if some household members were motivated
to engage in this behaviour, they faced opposition from other household members who
were affected by the choice. Overall, it was evident that convenience was a factor that
influenced household efficiency decisions.
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Environmental Consciousness
Finally, consistent with past studies, it was found that environmental concern was a
motive that influenced efficiency decisions. As the following quotes demonstrate, some
respondents reported environmental concern was a primary motivation for efficiency
behaviours.
I‟m still really good with turning off the lights regardless of the cost of it just to
try and be a little bit kinder to the environment (Share house / young couple no
children)
It [the environment] is definitely a stronger factor to me than the price of it
(Share house / young couple no children)
It is not so much bill motivated, it is more „we will try and save the planet‟ motivated.
Whereas for others, while environmental concern was a motive for action, it was a
secondary consideration that did not have the same ability to stimulate action as the
more proximate motives of savings or comfort.

If there is two products side by side for the same amount of money, you would
get the energy efficient one every time (Household with children)
And it is our money together so of course we are going to try and look after it
and I think not just the money, but we are both just becoming more and more
conscious of environmental issues with it as well (Household with children)
As far as cost goes as well we changed, are changing towards gas heating
because of the kind of heat, the way we use it and two because it is
environmentally friendly because it is natural gas and it produces less emissions
(Empty nest household)
You have got to live even if you, I suppose because we are the parental group, I
suppose there is comfort in there when you have got kids you can‟t, you know
you can‟t have it too cold and you can‟t have it too hot but then you want to be
environmentally conscious at the same time so it is coming up with a balance
(Household with children)
This finding was in keeping with that of Crossley et al (1986), as discussed in Chapter 2
Section 2.4.2.1, that environmental concern was secondary to other motives.

As

discussed with the other motives, the decision to engage in an action to help the natural
environment is often considered in conjunction with savings, comfort and convenience.
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Another point of interest that emerged during the analysis of environmental concern as a
motivation, was the role it played in decision-making.

For some curtailment and

investment decisions environmental concern was a motive that stimulated action. For
example in the purchase of double glazing or insulation. However, it appeared that for
decisions that involved the purchase of appliances, environmental impact was an
evaluative criterion, as opposed to a motive to act, something to be weighed up against
cost, quality and aesthetics, as illustrated in the quotes below.

Yes I did [purchase new appliances], it was never a case of energy efficiency it
was a case of cost, did it fit my budget. My tumble-drier was a gift from my
father as well. It was also a case of things came in silver and what matched the
cupboard things as well. Unfortunately, I must say I don‟t have a great
awareness (Share house / young couple no children)
I think there are going to be some people who are going to buy the cheapest
stuff; I would buy the dearer one, obviously over long term with the bills it
would balance out. But people that are like well I‟ve only got this much cash
(Household with children)
Often respondents referred to evaluating appliances using the star rating. However,
influencing their decision was the fact that people were not entirely sure of what that
measure represented, as mentioned in the discussion of information accuracy in Section
4.4.2 above.

In sum, it was found that a number of competing motivations influence household
efficiency decisions. Some such as comfort and convenience can have a negative
influence on decisions, whereas others such as savings and environmental concern
stimulate efficiency actions in households. It is anticipated that the degree to which
each of these factors influence household efficiency decisions is dependent on the
context within which each decision is being made. The role of motives in household
decisions will be examined in more detail in the quantitative analysis in Chapter 5.
Next a new household characteristic that may influence household decision processes is
identified.
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4.3.1.2 Efficiency Champion

One of the factors that emerged as a contributor to the successful development and
implementation of norms was the “efficiency champion”. The efficiency champion was
someone in the household who was more motivated than other household members to
save electricity, either for financial or environmental reasons or both. Regardless of the
motivation, this person actively initiated, maintained and enforced specific efficiency
behaviours norms within the household. Some respondents referred to this person as an
efficiency “Nazi” as illustrated in the quotes below.
Yeah my housemate… she is a Nazi about turning off the lights and she made all
her housemates turn off the lights and it reduced the bill heaps. (Share house /
young couple no children)
You have always got the flatmate who is the Nazi and you know… (Share house /
young couple no children)
I am a Nazi about turning off the lights, but I don‟t know. The motivation isn‟t
necessarily reducing the bill, it is just I don‟t know if it is a force of habit or
making the world a better place? (Share house / young couple no children)
The use of this evocative term suggested the single minded focus of the efficiency
champion and also the fact that this person was prepared to enforce these standards of
behaviour and, in fact, punish those that did not comply. Feldman (1984) referred to
norms developing from directives handed down from supervisors in organisational
groups; in household decision-making it is suggested that this directive may come from
the “efficiency champion”.

Yeah there is one main driver in our house (Share house / young couple no
children)
I am usually the last one asleep so I go around and turn everything off. I
sometimes get in trouble for being such a nerd about it. Mum and dad are just
like, „Don‟t worry about it, just go to bed‟ (Household with children)
I have gone to the box and turned things off at the box. That is how desperate I
have gotten; they won't turn the computer off and do things. I have actually
walked out and „Ok no power‟ (Household with Children)
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Well my husband was onto it big time because he is the one that does most of
those things on that list. He is the blind monitor and the window monitor and the
door monitor (Empty nest household)
As illustrated in the quotes above, the person adopting the role of efficiency champion
may be a child passionate to make a change, the person responsible for paying the bills
or one member of the household particularly motivated by environmental concerns.
However, it should be noted that the effectiveness of the efficiency champion is at times
limited by their authority within the household, as evident in the second and third quotes
above; this issue of legitimate power is discussed further later in this chapter. The
finding that efficiency champions exist and drive behaviour demonstrates that some
behaviour change is driven by household members who are unwilling to accept certain
behaviours; possibly because of their upbringing, a specific motivation or a critical
incident.
Figure 4-1: Efficiency champion added to the conceptual model
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As a result of this finding, the presence of an efficiency champion was added to the
conceptual model developed in Chapter 2 as a household characteristic that may
influence decision processes. This is shown in Figure 4-1. Also based on these findings
it is hypothesized that the presence of an efficiency champion will be positively related
to the recognition of the need to increase household efficiency and the search for
information, accordingly the following two hypotheses are proposed:

H6a: The presence of an Efficiency Champion in a household will be positively
related to need recognition.
H6b: The presence of an Efficiency Champion in a household will be positively
related to information search.

Accordingly these hypotheses have also been added to the model.

Having discussed the insights from the focus groups that related to household
characteristics, the next step in this analysis is to outline what was found out about
decision processes in the household.

4.4 Decision Processes
The first research question posed in this thesis was what processes do households use to
make decisions? The aim of answering this question was to try an expand on the
limited understanding of decision processes in the existing literature and to attempt to
disentangle what has been characterized as a “muddling through process” in the past
(Park, 1982). Based on the literature three areas of household decision-making theory
were chosen for examination: the consumer decision process (CDP), influence strategies
and decision role structure. A number of findings emerged from the focus groups that
provided additional information about each of these aspects of household decisionmaking. Each of these findings is discussed in the following sections, beginning with
the first two elements of the consumer decision-making process: need recognition and
information search.
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4.4.1 Need Recognition
During the focus group discussion it emerged that approximately five types of
occurrence stimulated need recognition in the context of household electricity efficiency
decisions. These five types of occurrence were: receiving the bill, the influence of
another person, a critical event (e.g. TV or a door knock), a change in life circumstances
(e.g. moving house), or equipment needing replacement.

Receiving a bill that needed paying was one of the most commonly mentioned stimuli
for recognising the need to become more energy efficient, as shown in the quotes
below.

When we received our second electricity bill we realised that we definitely had
to cut down on using a few things (Share house / young couple no children)
It is usually after you have had a scare like with the power bill or you see
something on telly that gives you a bit of a knee-jerk reaction and you think you
should go and do something and then that dwindles off again. Or sometimes you
do just keep the stuff in mind when you do go and buy the new appliances or so
on. Then you remember back and you go energy efficient and so on (Household
with children)
My husband always says „turn the heater down‟; particularly the week after the
bill comes in (Household with Children)
As illustrated in the second quote this could lead to either curtailment or investment
behaviours. Also evident in the discussion was the fact that although the arrival of the
bill did stimulate efficiency behaviours, the persistence of these behaviours diminished
over time, as is evident in the following quote.

I know myself the power bill comes in and I do my big rant and rave and
whatever, but as you said by the end of say the third week I give up (Household
with children)
It should be noted that the arrival of the bill in itself did not stimulate the need; rather it
was the need to pay the bill that had the impact. If the bill arrived but had already been
paid (e.g. through direct debit) it did not stimulate need recognition, as illustrated in the
following two quotes.
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I suppose we don‟t talk about it that much now because we have structured it so
that it is a direct debit payment so we are not faced with literally writing a
cheque…in some respects that is bad, in others it is more convenient because it
is another thing you don‟t have to worry about as a hassle in your life. In other
respects it is bad because we don‟t really appraise the documentation it is just
„it‟s a bill no worries we have got that under control‟ put it away. So in some
respects the efficiencies of payment sort of detracted (sic) from thinking about it
more (Household with children).
Because we don‟t get the bill there is not really a lash back (Share house /
young couple no children)

Another stimulus for need recognition was coming in contact with someone who
influenced behaviour. As shown in the quotes below, respondents mentioned becoming
aware of the need to alter their behaviours as a result being influenced directly in their
household by new members of the household, including partners and partner‟s family.
Others mentioned engaging in behaviours after seeing what friends had done or at the
urging of friends.

When my housemate moved in, she is really energy conscious so that has made
me; she would force me to turn out the lights so now when I walk out of the
room I realise the lights are on (Share household/ Young couple no children)
A friend of ours is into [compact fluorescents], he sells them, so he does a free
demonstration, and then he will install it for nothing, and he‟ll go, “Now you
owe me, because it works” (Empty Nest Household)
Yeah I do because in my house I lock up every night and I am usually the last
one asleep, so I go around and turn everything off. I sometimes get in trouble for
being such a nerd about it. Mum and dad are just like „Don‟t worry about it, just
go to bed‟ but I don‟t know, I get it from my boyfriend‟s family because they‟re a
big family as well and when I started going out with him he started telling me to
turn the lights off so yeah (Household with Children)
Similarly, critical events stimulated need recognition. For example, seeing a program
that had particular resonance such as Al Gore‟s “An Inconvenient Truth” or the arrival
of a community group offering to install free light bulbs were critical events that lead to
need recognition.

You see something on telly that gives you a bit of a knee-jerk reaction and you
think you should go and do something and then that dwindles off again
(Household with Children)
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The only time we have ever really discussed electricity is when we were at work
and decided whether to participate in Earth hour, which we did. We made food
in the dark and that was about it. I don‟t recommend it. Fish and chips (Share
house / young couple no children)
Because we had this couple…actually I think I was at work that time, they just
came down door knocking in our area and P said „oh yes‟. So he actually made
an appointment. He did it so that I would know I would be home during the day
and the couple came around and they actually gave us little booklets, just handy
hints on what you can do you know. (Households with children)
She just got a phone call saying that they‟re going to do this for free [installing
light bulbs] so I said alright (Households with children).
A transitional period in life also emerged as a time when household members
recognised the need to evaluate and possibly increase their efficiency. These included
things like moving to a new house where electricity costs were unknown, building a
new home and having the opportunity to influence the efficiency of the design, and the
arrival or departure of children.

Yeah that is something that we do is have a house warmer during the night so
they [children] can sleep so they don‟t get so cold. Whereas if it was just us I
wouldn‟t (Household with children)
We built probably three years ago and that was, we had sit down and gone
through all the things ...What is most efficient? (Household with children)
I try and contain all the heating in one area and I don‟t worry too much about
the rest of the place because there is only two people there. Not like it was a few
years ago, I find that it works very well (Empty nest).
I am really conscious now, my husband died in November. So I‟m in the house
on my own now, so whereas before we would have a couple of lights on I don‟t
have that now. I just have a lamp in the corner. Sometimes I even turn it off
when I am watching telly so I thought you know (Empty Nest Household)
Yeah I get in trouble, Mum said „god … can you please turn the lights off. You
always leave them on in the bathroom, when you are not in your room turn them
off‟ I have always done it, I just walk out leaving it on. Sometimes I don‟t even
realise I come back in, but now in my own home now I realise more because I
am actually paying for it. I am more aware now then I used to be (Share house /
young couple no children)
It appeared that at these times household members were more cognisant of their
electricity use and potentially more able to make a change. These transitional times also
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influenced the development of household norms, a new aspect of household decision
processes which will be introduced later in Section 4.4.4.

Finally, participants discussed recognising the need to be more efficient when
equipment failed or needed replacement.

It is just a case of when we come to replace things we try to get energy efficient
things (Household with children)
Or sometimes you do just keep the stuff in mind when you do go and buy the new
appliances or so on. Then you remember back and you go energy efficient and
so on (Household with children)
...there are things that if you had the incentive to do it you would do it. But not
going to replace what you have got (Household with children)
We just got a new washing machine because our other one carked it after ten to
fifteen years. I forget how many years, but a long time. And we didn‟t really
realise how much energy it was using, until the statistics were put out with this
one (Empty nest household)
In general, the need recognised as a result of each of the stimuli mentioned above was
the need to increase efficiency. In contrast, the need recognised as a result of equipment
failure/obsolescence, is the need to replace the equipment.

In this context energy

efficiency is one of the evaluative criteria that household members may consider, rather
than the primary problem to be solved. Nevertheless, at this point household members
are potentially more willing to consider purchasing more efficient appliances, than
when they are not in the market. As illustrated in the following quotes:

...there are things that if you had the incentive to do it you would do it. But not
going to replace what you have got (Household with children)
…ours isn‟t broken we thought we will just leave it and we thought if it does
eventually break we will do it [install a solar hot water system] (Household with
children).
In addition, the quirks of equipment can also stimulate need recognition, as
suggested in the quotes below,
Yeah P because it is such a small place you can‟t have everything on, like two
lights on in the one, the kitchen and lounge room bit. They would cut out and
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you would have a power surge, it would stop totally (Share household/young
couple no children)
Because my parents live in a small flat in Wollongong, if you overuse electricity
it cuts out the whole place so it is not really about electricity in general, you are
[just] using too much electricity (Share household/young couple no children)
In these quotes it is evident that at times curtailment is necessary due to the constraints
of the infrastructure in some households, i.e. situational factors.

A content analysis was also conducted on responses to need recognition questions
across household types, similar to the analysis reported in the discussion of motives in
Section 4.3.1.1 above. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure 4-2 below.
While all catalysts were mentioned by each household type (i.e. were not mutually
exclusive), it was found that the most common catalyst for need recognition varied
across household type.

For example, the bill was the most frequently mentioned

catalyst for share households or young couples with children; it was also a common
catalyst for empty nest households. A change in life or circumstances such as children
leaving home or downsizing the home were the most commonly mentioned catalyst for
empty nest or elderly households and an event such as seeing an inconvenient truth o
was most frequently mentioned by households with children. Hence, this provides
some evidence of variation in decision-making across household type, however it only
differentiates in terms of how the need is recognised, not in terms of the role of need
recognition in the decision process. This variation will be examined in more detail in
Chapter 5, Section 5.3.
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Figure 4-2: Content analysis of the catalysts of need recognition across household type
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Hence a variety of factors could lead households to recognise the need to alter their
energy efficiency and the relevance of those needs appears to vary across household
type. Having recognised the need to change, the consumer decision-making process
suggests that a decision-making would then move to search for information about how
to satisfy that need (depending of course on the characteristics of the decision, e.g.
high/low involvement). Accordingly, information search is the focus of the next section
in this analysis.

4.4.2 Information Search
A variety of sources of information about efficiency emerged from the focus groups.
Some of these came from asking the respondents to list the places that they would look
for information, and where they would advise others to look for information; the others
emerged during more general discussion about how decisions were made. For example,
some of the information that arose in the initial focus groups was in response to a
projective question: If you were an advisor where would you tell people to search for
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information? Hence, some of the responses from participants were in the form of
advice. It was the more general discussion that provided the rich information about how
people sought for information, whether or not it was serendipitous, or if they actively
sought out information

The analysis of information search comments that emerged during the focus groups
revealed a number of things.

Firstly, it indicated that some people were actively

involved in information search as part of their decision-making process whereas others
were more passive, using information to inform their decision only if they happened to
come across it. In other words, some respondents suggested that the acquisition of
information was serendipitous, i.e. they were not actively looking for information, but
had come across something that had particular resonance and that stimulated activity.
This is illustrated in the quotes below.

Once when we had a really high bill once they sent us out this little pamphlet
(Share house / young couple no children)
I think also in terms of advertisement ...If you walk into a shop and because they
have that star gauge people are then conscious of that and they will make a
conscious decision because of that. But I think if you walked into a shop and
there was no advertisement as far as how efficient it was. You just pick whatever
one you liked (Household with children)
You see it in the paper, just looking through it and then „oh free money, I just
need to do that, that is interesting, I never thought of that‟ and so yeah.
(Household with children)
In contrast, others spoke of actively "researching"; looking for information and
comparing alternatives (as illustrated in the quotes below). This finding is consistent
with the representation of the consumer decision-making process discussed in the
household decision-making literature by Davis and Rigaux (1974), i.e. that evaluation
of alternatives occurs simultaneously with information search.

This extended

information search and evaluation of alternatives was characteristic of major investment
decisions, and for the more minor investment decision such people were less active.
This is, consistent with the high or low involvement nature of the purchases and the
associated level of risk.
We realised that we would either have to choose either the central heating and
heat the entire house or each having individual heaters but, also learning about
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which heaters cost more. The fan heaters or the bar heaters or the gas ones, I
think the bar ones are more expensive than the fan, I‟m not too sure. we got like
a pamphlet so we could just....A pamphlet from Country Energy to see which one
was cheaper so that we could decide on which ones to use and stuff like that
(Share house / young couple no children)
The internet was probably the biggest thing. We spent hours on it; „I found this
article‟, she came back and „I found this one‟ (Households with children)
Both of us tried to sort of find out and get some information by talking to people
and brochures or whatever and appraising efficiencies. Well not the
efficiencies. This is actually better than that, of course it is better, so we will go
for that. So that is what we have done (Households with children)
Another theme that emerged from the analysis of quotes was that some respondents
tended to use a combination of information sources to inform their decision; this is
evident in the last quote above, and also in the quotes below. Also evident in some of
these quotes is that household members would look for information themselves and then
discuss this information with friends/family before deciding on their intended course of
action. This reliance on social networks and word-of-mouth (WOM) as information
sources suggests the importance of ensuring accurate information is available and the
need to be aware of and correct urban myths.

I suppose a lot of these, when we got the pool and our price went through the
roof. That is when we rang and asked „what else can we do?‟ so a lot of these
things we did after consulting Country Energy and my husband and his mate
having a few wines and going „right, we are going to do this, this and this‟
(Household with children)
Well I think some of it obviously comes from my childhood and my parents and
school and I think the other things like turning onto standby might have been on
television at some points and that is where we became aware of turning things
off at the power point (Households with children)
Also, evident in the last quote above, is the implication that in some instances
household members gradually accumulate information and then apply this information
(perhaps subconsciously) if it becomes relevant/when the need arises. This is consistent
with the quote mentioned earlier in the discussion of need recognition, i.e. “sometimes
you do just keep the stuff in mind when you do go and buy the new appliances or so on.
Then you remember back and you go energy efficient and so on (Household with
children)”. This was consistent with Olshavsky and Granbois (1979) who asserted that
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information processing was often performed with previously acquired and stored
information.

Abundance and accuracy of information was the final theme that emerged from the
focus group discussion. Respondents felt that there was an abundance of information,
which in itself was “overwhelming”, but they were also unsure about what information
was accurate; as shown below, they wanted “proof”, “hard evidence”, “real facts” to
base their decision on. Respondents found it particularly difficult when something that
they thought was a given measure of accuracy, was shown to be falsifiable or perhaps
wrong. This is illustrated in the fifth quote below referring to falsified star ratings.
Another example that came up in the focus groups was the information that there was
mercury in compact fluorescent light bulbs. Often this information emerged in the
popular media and spread through WOM, however respondents wanted to be able to
determine what was accurate information so that they can be better informed when they
seek to evaluate alternative outcomes.
Sometimes it is overwhelming. Too much information, you just don‟t know where
to start. If they give you the starting point it makes a bit of a difference (Share
house / young couple no children)
I think there is also an information overload thing that is happening in society
where people are being told too many things that are too hard to take in and it is
like if you are not economical about your electricity, your grandchildren aren‟t
going to be here because they are all going to be dead (Empty nest household).
Is there something like that has proof that says that the old fridges and stuff like
that compared to the news ones are going to save money over time? Is it
actually worth having a new one to save money on once you have got the new
one? (Share house / young couple no children)
I also think that people really are unaware about the real facts like whether
switching something off at the wall is going to make a difference. I actually think
people need to have some actual hard evidence and facts, even if it was
something that went around, you know to all homes. It is found that this
happens or this happens fluorescent lighting you know something happens that a
lot of us are saying „what uses what?‟ Is the star rating really much difference in
the cost (Share house / young couple no children)
The only problem with that star rating thing is that, not sure if it was A Current
Affair or something, that really cheap reversal cycle air-conditioners were
coming in from overseas they claim that it is only using this much power. When
it comes to Australia it gets a star rating and when they actually test them in
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proper labs and so on it is completely out of order, nothing like it (Households
with children)
As illustrated in the above quotes respondents wanted simple accurate information
backed up with evidence. The comments also illustrate Srinivasan‟s (1993) proposition,
that too much complex information can lead to consumers experiencing information
overload, and therefore to reject the information. In these instances information does
not motivate behaviour; rather consumers may revert to relying upon less threatening,
easier, quicker information which they had collected previously. Or as demonstrated in
one of the quotes above, they may look for someone to help them navigate their way
through the information.

Overall, the evidence from the focus groups suggests that information search activities
range from proactive researching to the use of information gathered in a serendipitous
way, possibly over an extended period of time. Those people that sought information,
tended to use a combination of sources including online searches and recommendations
from friends. They also found the wealth of information available difficult to decipher
at times and were concerned about the accuracy of reports on the efficiency/inefficiency
of appliances. These findings indicate that households may employ information search
strategies at various degrees as a part of their decisions processes, in keeping with the
Engel et al (1978) model. But too much information of varying credibility acted as a
barrier to the success of that search. Next the role of influence strategies in the decision
process is examined.

4.4.3 Influence Strategies
Influence strategies are the tactics that household members use to influence the decision
outcomes (Spiro, 1983; Kirchler, 1993). Six types of influence strategy were drawn
from the literature and included in the model: Bargaining, Authority, Persuasion,
Emotion, Expert and Reward. Of those six, four were evident in the focus group
discussion: Authority, Persuasion, Emotion and Expert. To illustrate their use in the
context of household efficiency, quotes demonstrating the use of each influence
strategies are included in Table 4-2 below.
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Table 4-2: Evidence of the use of influence strategies from the literature
Influence
Strategies

Quotes from focus groups illustrating the use of the influence strategy

Bargaining
Authority

I have this saying that says, “I can have or do anything I want, as long as it’s what my
husband does”. So, I’m usually one who compromises. (Empty Nest Household)

Persuasion

Okay, so something really minor. The heating, in a cold winter, I’m one for closing
curtains and closing blinds, because it goes out the glass. But my husband didn’t get it.
So I’d go over and I’d say put your hand on the glass and feel the cold coming in. So I
actually showed that to him and let him feel it, because I mean, it just never went in, why
you close the curtain (Empty Nest Household)

Emotion

We had disagreements about getting a pool because of the power, because you have to
run a filter….I always get what I want over a period of time, ….it is just a personal thing
that I wanted to have for my children. We have got four kids and they are going to be
home for a long time and…. (I’d say) Well you have expenditure on alcohol and fishing
and these little freebie things and time out and I stay at home I don’t have a job so I just
said to him that money is going to be for 20-30 years that to me is life is wonderful
(Household with Children)

Expert

I mean, he’s been working in the electricity industry for forty years. He’s very conscious
of all the up’s and down’s. (Empty Nest Household)

Reward

So if you use the, we have a box in the centre of our kitchen table and someone it is kind
of like the punishment money box and you have to put so many dollars in here
(Household with Children)

For example, the use of the Authoritarian strategy is clear in the comment from a
member of an empty nest household “I can have or do anything I want, as long as it is
what my husband does (Empty Nest Household). No quotes were found that indicated
the use of Bargaining. Similarly the use of Reward was not evident in the discussions,
however there were some quotes that suggested the use of punishment which Kirchler
(1993) indicated was akin to Reward (in the use of resources to alter the decision
outcomes), a quote demonstrating the use of punishment in this way is included in Table
4-2. Despite their absence in the focus group discussion, these influence strategies
(Bargaining and Reward) were still included in the model for testing in stage 2 of the
research (the quantitative survey), based on their use in the previous literature.

In addition to the pre-existing strategies, three new influence strategies emerged during
the focus groups: Conflict Avoidance, Cooperation and Indifference. The evidence of
these strategies being employed is shown the following discussion. An examination of
the quotes used in this discussion will also illustrate that the use of the new influence
strategies occurred most often during curtailment in the household. Indeed they are
reflective of the repetitive nature of curtailment based efficiency.
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Conflict Avoidance was the first of the new influence strategies identified. There has
been a lot of discussion about this behaviour in the household decision-making
literature (e.g. Park, 1982; Hamilton and Catterall, 2008), however it is not commonly
included in lists of influence strategies. Nevertheless, the comments from the focus
groups indicated that the use of this strategy did play a role in the outcome of decisions
within the house; in particular, it influenced the success or failure of decisions to try and
curtail usage. This is evident in the following quotes:
On a particularly cold day she might put it [the thermostat] up to 24o …like I
said you know she sneaks it up while I‟m not there, but we have made, my
husband and I, have made a conscious effort to try and do it that way.(Empty
Nest Household)
The kids, you flick them on and they flick them off, you flick them on and they
flick them off (household with children)
Well I turn the lights off and then she turns them on (Empty nest household)
I turn it down my husband turns it up, I turn it down he turns it up (Empty nest
household)
These quotes indicate a to-ing and fro-ing in the household, from the wishes of one to
the other. This also perhaps reflects the different priorities of the individuals in the
household and their choice either to act for the good of the group or out of self interest.
Either way, rather than confronting the issue household members simply make a change
to the appliance/equipment, and in doing so engage in conflict avoiding strategies while
still influencing the outcome of a decision.

Another aspect of Conflict Avoidance evident in the discussion was that of just going
along with household members who felt most strongly, either to avoid arguments or
because it was felt that trying to influence the decision was futile. This is demonstrated
in the quotes below:
I just do what I‟m told. There is no point arguing I just do what I‟m told (Share
household/young couple no children)
They make a lot of decisions and …, I just don‟t like getting in fights (Share
house / young couple no children)
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The second influence strategy that emerged from the focus groups was Cooperation.
Again this strategy had been discussed previously in the literature (Hamilton and
Catterall, 2008), but had not been included in the list of influence strategies used in the
household. This strategy was identified in two ways. It was explicitly identified, when
participants were asked what strategy was missing from the list of influence strategies
provided.

Also, this strategy was evident in the decision-making described by

participants, as shown in the following quotes:
I think we both wanted to keep our bill down (Share house / young couple no
children)
Yeah we decided together, he uses the timer religiously whereas I cheat every
now and again when I feel like a long shower (Empty Nest household)
We both agreed on it yeah probably my wife who (holds me to it?) more than I
do (Empty Nest Household)
These quotes illustrate instances where participants reported making the decision
together, or both believed it was important. Even though at times one or the other
household member may have a lapse, overall the choice to curtail was mutual.

The final influence strategy that emerged from the focus groups was Indifference. This
strategy referred to household members not engaging in the decision based on apathy or
a lack of interest, as opposed to avoiding conflict. This is a passive form of influence;
these household members either do not care or cannot be bothered to change, but
despite their indifference they are influencing the outcome of the decision, because they
are limiting the overall ability of the household to curtail usage. The following quotes
provide evidence of this influence strategy in action:

He leaves it on all night, whereas we sort of turn stuff on for like an hour before
go to bed (Share house / young couple no children)
I have got two little terrors who will not turn a light off, two kids can watch four
TVs in four different rooms. The worse thing about is that is the tastics in the
bathroom, even if you go to the toilet or you are in the shower you turn that on
(Household with children)
Like the computer will stay on all day and she will be like „how long has the
computer been on?‟ So she would like to save it but we are a bit lazy (Share
house / young couple no children)
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I would leave the lights on and she was sick of it. She would just walk past and
flick it off (Share house / young couple no children)
I am one of the household members who goes „yeah it is a good idea but so
much effort‟ (Share house / young couple no children)
Yeah I do because in my house I lock up every night and I am usually the last
one asleep. So I go around and turn everything off. I sometimes get in trouble
for being such a nerd about it (Household with children)
Two types of Indifference are evident in these quotes, that of children and that of other
adult household members. The subtle difference in these two types is evident in the
third quote from the bottom which includes the statement “it is a good idea, but so
much effort”.

Parents may be in a better position to influence the behaviour of

indifferent children and may be able to influence their behaviour in the long run. In
contrast, the indifferent adult household member may provide a more difficult
challenge.

Based on these findings, the three additional influence strategies (Conflict Avoidance,
Joint and Indifference) were added to the conceptual model for examination in the
quantitative survey, these are defined in Table 4-3 and shown in Figure 4-3.
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Table 4-3: Spiro's Influence strategies with three new strategies added

Spiro’s (1983) Influence
Strategies

Definition

Expert

One household member has more knowledge/or experience relating to the
specific decision

Authority/Legitimate

Influence is based on the belief that a particular household member should
make the decision (e.g. based on role expectations)

Bargaining

Household members agree to an outcome in a current decision if they can
choose the outcome in a future decision

Reward/Referent

Household members who desire an outcome offer a reward to others if they
also agree to that outcome

Emotional

Household members use emotion laden reactions to influence decision
outcomes

Persuasion

Household members who desire an outcome try to persuade others to go
along with the desired outcome

Conflict Avoidance

Household members who wish to avoid conflict go along with the desired
outcome

Cooperation

All household members agree to a desired outcome

Indifference

One or some household members are indifferent to the proposed change, and
therefore passively limit the ability of the household to achieve the desired
outcome

Adapted from Spiro (1983); definitions altered slightly to suit a broader range of households than only
husbands and wives.
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Figure 4-3: Conceptual model with three influence strategies added
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Composition
Home Ownership
Divorce

H1a
H2c
H6a
H6b

Aspects of the
Consumer Decisionmaking Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Past Efficiency Choices
Influence Strategies

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
Conflict avoidance
Cooperation
Indifference

Decision Role
Structure

Investment
Curtailment

Predicted Future
Efficiency Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Situational Variables
House Size
House Age
House Type

Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

Efficiency Champion

In the next section a new aspect of household decision-making processes, “household
norms” is identified and discussed.

4.4.4 New aspect of household decision-making: Household Norms
One of the key findings to emerge from the focus groups was the identification of a
fourth aspect of the household decision-making process: household norms. This aspect
of decision-making became evident during discussions about efficiency decisions in
households. It must be acknowledged that norms are not an unknown construct and
perhaps intuitively we know that they exist in household decision-making, however
despite this inherent knowledge, as yet household norms have not been used in the
household decision-making literature to explain the decision processes taking place in
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households. In order to prove the absence of this construct, this section begins with a
review of the literature to demonstrate that this is indeed a new aspect of the decision
process to the household decision-making literature.

Then having defined what

household norms are, the discussion turns to evidence from the focus groups that norms
are indeed an important part of household efficiency decisions. In particular, behaviour
based decisions.

Evidence of household norms in past research
A review of the literature reveals that, norms have rarely been used to describe the
decision processes that are taking place within the household. While, social norms have
previously been linked to individual decision-making (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) and
discussed as a factor of influence in household decision-making (Lindbeck, 1997), these
social norms are arguably different to household norms.

These social norms are

exogenous factors that influence households. Arguably, social norms are the norms of a
larger group, of which the household is only one part. Similarly, cultural norms have
been discussed (Davis, 1976) in relation to household decision behaviour, but they also
are considered the norms of a larger group external to the household. Davis (1976) does
briefly mention the articulation of norms as a means of preserving the household group,
however following that brief comment the notion of norms as implicit rules of the
household is not apparent again. Therefore, in addition to the influence of social norms,
within a home household norms are arguably developed, enforced and used to simplify
the decision-making process.

Why the absence of household norms?
There may be a number of possible reasons for the absence of discussion about
household norms in the household decision-making literature. Firstly, as mentioned in
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1, the majority of the research conducted in marketing on
household decision-making has focused on who is making the decision and decision
outcomes, rather than how the decision is being made, or decision-making processes
(e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Commuri and Gentry, 2000). Secondly, much of the
research that has explored how, i.e. the decision-making processes, has explored
influence and conflict resolution strategies (e.g. Gronhoj, 2006). Thirdly, given the
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complexity of household decisions, most studies have focused on explicit decisions,
which are perhaps more easily recalled than trying to unravel unspoken implicit
decision-making strategies, such as the use of household norms. Given the focus of
these studies, it is perhaps the case that researchers have been consumed with other
areas of interest, and as such have not yet considered household norms.

Defining household norms
In a forum on household consumption behaviour held by Advances in Consumer
Research in 1990, Wilson and Park suggested that drawing on theory from the
organizational behaviour literature may be useful in understanding household
consumption behaviour (Burns and Gentry, 1990). In keeping with their suggestion, the
discussion of household norms in this thesis is based on the following definition of
group norms drawn from that literature.
Group norms are the informal rules that groups adopt to regulate and
regularize group members‟ behaviour. Although these norms are infrequently
written down or openly discussed, they often have a powerful, and consistent,
influence on group members‟ behaviour (Feldman, 1984, p. 47).
This definition suggests that norms are often implicit rules of behaviour that help
members of a group, such as a project team, society, or indeed a household to
understand which behaviours are acceptable and unacceptable. Further, as they are
established standards of behaviour for given situations, norms simplify decision-making
processes for group members.

Household Decision-making processes and the use of household
norms
As mentioned previously, the process of decision-making within a household has been
conceptualised in marketing as a muddling through process (Park, 1982) and
characterised by conflict avoidance (Spiro, 1983).

It has been described in the

economics literature as a rational process in which individuals attempt to maximise
desired outcomes (Adamowicz et al., 2005), however, others have argued that the
decision-making process is “…anything but problem-centred rational analysis...”
(Kirchler, 1999, p. 330). Indeed, as Kirchler (1999, p. 330) suggests, it is perhaps the
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case that households only rationalise their decision-making process in hindsight. In
reality, they “need to make decisions continuously and face problems simultaneously
rather than one after the other in a sequential order… [in this complex
environment]…problems are part of an embedded in the routine of everyday life” and as
such households don‟t have the time, energy or resources to face each decision in a
rational manner. Based on this description, it is reasonable to assume that strategies
such as the use of “household norms” that simplify decision-making in this
environment, and limit the need for unnecessary expenditure of time energy and
resources, will be employed.

There is evidence of this simplification process in the literature. For example, Bettman
(1993) suggested that consumers use past decision-making experiences to simplify their
decision-making. Further, Bettman (1993) suggests that in order to simplify decisions,
individuals will make a trade off between accuracy and cognitive effort. It is suggested
that because household decisions occur all the time and can occur simultaneously,
households will employ strategies that simplify decision-making, especially for low
involvement, frequently made, decisions. Referring to Bettman‟s (1993) work, Erasmus
and Boshoff (2003, p. 332) point out that “traditional models of decisions making fail to
acknowledge decision-making strategies that aim to reduce cognitive effort”. Further,
Erasmus and Boshoff (2003) refer to the use of past experiences to pre-determine
appropriate choices in certain decision situations/contexts. Hence, one of the aims of
this thesis is to add to the understanding of household decision-making by developing
an understanding of the role of household norms in the process.

Further evidence is present within the household decision-making literature where there
are references to the use of implicit, unspoken rules in the household that reflect the
existence of household norms. For example, Kirchler (1999, p. 331) refers to “implicit
rather than explicit decision-making…characterised by silent arrangements without
verbal agreement”. Similarly, when describing the first stage of the family decisionmaking process, which they termed “configuration”, Lee and Marshall (1998, p. 89)
referred to the “rules of the game”.

Additionally, Gronhoj (2006) reported that

household members had discussed appropriate water use behaviours with their children
and also the use of interventions if these behaviours where not upheld. The education
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of household members about appropriate behaviours and the enforcement of the
behaviours reported in his study suggest the presence of norms of behaviour within the
household/family unit. Despite this evidence that household norms are present, their
role in the household decision-making process has not been explored.

As suggested above, this oversight may be in part based on the fact that much of the
previous literature has focused on high involvement decisions that are made
infrequently, such as the purchase of a new home, a vacation, a new car, new appliances
or furniture for the household (e.g. Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Kirchler, 1999; Martinez
and Polo, 1999; Belch and Willis, 2001). Indeed, infrequent purchase decisions such as
these are perhaps not conducive to the development of norms to guide behaviour.
While, some studies have looked at more frequently purchase products such as cleaning
products (Davis and Rigaux, 1974), food (Martinez and Polo, 1999) and sweets (Bodur
et al., 2002), none of these have focused on nor discussed the use of household norms in
the decision-making process. As such, it seems that the literature remains undeveloped
in this area, and as a result more research is required.

The inclusion of household norms in discussions of the household decision-making
process would contribute to current understanding in a number of ways. Firstly, it would
help to clarify how decisions are made in households beyond the notion of conflict and
conflict avoidance. Secondly, it is anticipated that household norms are more likely to
take place in everyday, low involvement decisions to alter behaviour as opposed to high
involvement decisions to make a purchase. For example, Gronhoj and Olander (2007,
p. 221) found that environmental decisions are part of “mundane, everyday life
settings”. If this is the case, an examination of norms may provide an explanation for
the differences between the decision processes that occur in different decision contexts
(e.g. purchase versus behaviour).

Thirdly, household norm can be tested across

households without needing the details of specific norms of behaviour from each
household. Finally, if marketers need to alter household behaviours, and household
behaviours are influenced by implicit, unspoken rules in the household, then marketers
can benefit from knowing how these norms influence behaviour and how those norms
can be influenced. Hence, the fourth aspect of household decision-making that will be
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examined in this research is household norms. It is added to the model as shown in
Figure 4-4; now to discuss the findings from the focus groups about household norms.

Figure 4-4: Addition of household norms to the model
Demographic Variables
H1a
H2c
H6a
H6b

Income
Education
Age
Employment Status
Household Composition

Aspects of the
Consumer Decisionmaking Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Home Ownership
Divorce
Past Efficiency Choices
Influence Strategies

Dispositional Variables

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness
Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
Conflict Avoidance
Cooperation
Indifference

Decision Role
Structure

Investment
Curtailment

Predicted Future Efficiency
Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Situational Variables
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

House Size
House Age
House Type

Household Norms

Efficiency Champion

Evidence of the presence of household norms
As a result of the focus groups it was found that household norms do exist and are
employed as a part of household decision-making processes in the context of electricity
consumption and reduction.

There were a number of factors that pointed to the

existence of household norms, including rules about appropriate behaviours, and the
enforcement of these behaviours.

Firstly, in the dialogue it became evident that household norms did exist as respondents
discussed the presence of rules about acceptable/unacceptable behaviours in the
household (in keeping with Feldman‟s (1984) definition shown earlier in this paper).
For example:
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The rule in our house you have a jumper on and if you are still cold then you put
a blanket on and then you can turn the heater on. If you are having people over
you can warm the house up (Share house /young couple no children)
My husband won't let me leave the TV on, like I don't turn it off with the remote,
I have got to turn it off at the telly which I hate (Household with children)
We set our air conditioning to 22 degrees and consciously make sure we don't
go up and again if we are cold then we put a jumper on (Empty nest household)
Each of these statements demonstrated that there were rules of behaviour that all
members of the household were expected to abide by, suggesting that household norms
(standards of acceptable behaviour) are present and are used to simplify household
decision-making. Each of the quotes above suggest the presence of a benchmark, which
establishes appropriate courses of action in certain situations and therefore removes the
need for household members to make a decision about what is or isn‟t appropriate.

Secondly, there were regular references to the enforcement of these rules/household
norms, which also indicated the presence of household norms and their use to regulate
electricity consumption. For example, respondents referred to the use of sanctions for
household members that did not behave in an acceptable manner. These sanctions
encouraged members to alter their consumption behaviour. Examples of these sanctions
included the removal of light bulbs, turning off the hot water and confronting other
household members when they had failed to comply with accepted standards, as shown
in the quotes below.
I get I trouble; she always yells down the house 'are there light fairies in the
house?' Oh I have got to turn the lights off (Share house / young couple no
children)
She is so passionate about it because I think her father, whenever she left the
light bulbs on when she was growing up, her Dad would take the light bulbs out
so that she learnt really young that she had to turn the lights off (Share house /
young couple no children)
This farmer out at Turondale he used to talk about water consumption and stuff
and when his kids came home from Sydney, when they first came home, he
would turn the main (Electricity) off…they soon learnt they had to get out of the
shower all covered in soap because he would time it..(Empty Nest Household)
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These quotes also suggest that there is often one member of the household that takes the
role of enforcing behaviours in households. This is consistent with the idea of an
energy efficiency champion, as has previously been identified by Clancy and
O‟Loughlin (2002) and was discussed earlier in Section 4.3.1.2.

A third finding of interest is also evident in quote three above. That is that norms
established in a person‟s home of origin (family home) may be carried over into other
households that they live in.

This was consistent with Feldman‟s (1984, p. 52)

discussion of the development of group norms where he suggested that norms are
developed through carry over behaviours from past situations.

Feldman (1984)

suggested that in organisations people come into group situations with set expectations.
Similarly in newly formed households, such as share houses; it was found that people
came in with set expectations about acceptable behaviours (norms) in the household.
However, this finding was not exclusive to share household, participants in all of the
focus groups conducted referred to the fact that certain norms in their household were
the result of norms that had developed in their home of origin.

I think people who have that (reducing electricity use through behaviour
changes) in their back ground, because …I think there is a section of society that
copies what their parents did (Household with Children)
I think too if you haven‟t come from a well off family, you are very conscious of
that because it is drummed into you when you are little (Household with
children)
I grew up being fairly frugal, I was trained (Empty Nest Household)
The significance of this finding for marketers trying to influence long term behaviour
change is that behaviours established at home are often carried on in the long term.
Hence, programs that educate children and provide mechanisms for families to establish
good habits with their children may be effective for establishing long term goals. In
fact, the impact of some of these programs was already evident in the following quote.
My children … they're actually telling us how to be more efficient from the
education that they're getting … like coming home and saying 'Oh Mum we have
got free bulbs and we have to get them because we need to save electricity‟
(Household with Children).
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Norms as tools
Further enforcing the finding that norms are developed through carry-over behaviours, a
variety of respondents referred to teaching children behaviours that would become
second nature in the future. This suggested that respondents recognised the value of
establishing household norms early in life so that decisions of that type would become
habitual in the future. Norms as a tool for education were also considered important for
achieving a better environmental quality in the future, as illustrated in the following
quotes.

Educating the kids when it comes to them so that if they do get to the situation
where they do have to conserve energy or conserve money, so they are not
programmed to not leaving everything or just expending waste energy as they
shouldn‟t do (Share house / young couple no children)
I think education is a huge thing…just getting yourself into habits, if you can get
your children into good energy saving habits then that will influence the next
generation (Share house / young couple no children)
If our little kids are being educated on it now it will go down to their children as
well and hopefully, maybe the next generation it will be much better, and if it
can just keep getting better and better, everybody is going to be in a much better
position (Household with children)
I just taught the children if they go to the toilet or whatever I just got them all to
turn the lights off … then becomes automatic (Empty nest household)
As well as the value of using norms to educate future generations, each of these quotes
referred to the notion of developing “habits” or behaviours that became automatic. The
difference between habits and norms lies in the distinction that norms of behaviour are
governed by certain rules (although often informal) which are enforced if those rules are
not abided by; whereas habits refer to “an action or pattern of behaviour that is regular
and repetitive” (Encarta, 2001, p. 644), though not based on rules, or enforced.

Having made this distinction, it is evident in these quotes that norms are used as a tool
to try and change behaviour by developing “good habits” or changing “bad habits”.
This perception of good (or bad) behaviours is evident in the underlined words in the
quotes above. Respondents suggested that by being exposed to specific norms of
behaviour now, children will develop positive habits of behaviour in the future. The
value of this early learning was, in part, based on the notion that changing old habits or
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developing new habits was difficult, especially as respondents got older. It was often
pointed out that over time these desirable behaviours were often hard to maintain and
household members fell back into the previous “habits”.

I think for me it is habit. I have never been taught to do that as a kid so I have
never had to; those are the things that I find hard. It is not that they are hard, I
have just never gotten into the habit. And actually changing the habit that takes
work. (Share house / young couple no children)
I don‟t always make a conscious effort, I just go back to the easiest and the
quickest and the you know whatever works without really stopping and going
„no‟(Household with Children)
My husband was discussing the fact that we should have…a power free night
…and you know what we could do that … it is doable, but it is being disciplined
enough to follow through. (Household with Children)
Hence, while respondents had behavioural intentions and used norms as a tool to
develop habits to achieve these intentions, persistence was often a problem.

The role of critical incidents in developing household norms
Although the urging of the efficiency champion can lead to behavioural change, it is
apparent that household norms also develop based on critical incidents within the
household.

Consistent with the need recognition phase in the consumer decision

process, discussed above in Section 4.3.2.1, these critical incidents were often the way
that the need to alter existing norms was recognised. Accordingly, the arrival of a larger
than expected bill, chatting to another person or watching Al Gore‟s “An Inconvenient
Truth” were recalled in the focus group discussions as a point when it was decided that
action had to be taken to change behaviour in the household. That is, there was a
critical point when the existing norms or status quo were assessed, evaluated and
perhaps changed. This finding suggests that households norms develop and evolve
based on the experiences of the household members. This is a finding supported by
Feldman‟s (1984, p. 52) discussion of group norm development, where he proposed that
norms often develop from critical incidents in the groups‟ history.
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Variation in the development of norms across household type
It was apparent from the discussion in the focus groups that household norms develop
and evolve differently in different kinds of households. It was evident that one of the
factors that influenced the development of these norms in different households was the
presence and recognition of legitimate power in the household (Olson and Rabunsky,
1972). Often the application of household norms was more straightforward in familial
households where it was considered that there was legitimate power to enforce the
accepted forms of behaviour. In contrast, decision-making in share households was
characterised by conflict avoidance and tolerance because of the absence of legitimate
power.
In our household you don't want to say stuff because you‟re not a mother or a
father in it, they're equal. I don't want to say stuff like and be an arsehole (sic)
or overbearing, but you know sometimes you lack that authoritative figure
(Share house / young couple no children)
That is, household members would put up with behaviours that at times were
unacceptable to maintain civility within the household. As respondents commented:
I just do what I‟m told. There is no point arguing, I just do what I‟m told (Share
house / young couple no children).
No not really, if like it is on at the power point I will just go flick it off. There is
no use fighting about it really (Share house / young couple no children).
No use bitching about it really because it didn‟t get you anywhere. You tried to
resolve it as best as you could (Share house / young couple no children)
This is consistent with Feldman‟s (1984) discussion of developing norms to facilitate
the survival of the group. However, focus group participants indicated that at times the
unacceptable behaviour would reach a point where household members would begin to
sanction behaviours, although the success of this sanction was not guaranteed:

If we have a problem with one another about not turning off the lights we just
bitch about it like behind one another‟s backs and when it gets to a critical
point, someone might like have a “hissy fit” and then we just kind of continue in
our own way anyway. … We don't do "You're leaving on all the lights so you
need to make an effort”, we just don't talk to each other. (Share house / young
couple no children).
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In contrast to the conflict avoidance evident in share households, respondents in familial
household frequently commented about parents enforcing acceptable behaviours. As
demonstrated in the following comment: “my dad was always telling us to turn off the
lights to save electricity” (Household with children). Comments such as this were
frequently uttered during the focus groups.

However, the presence of legitimate authority (e.g. parents in the household) did not
necessarily ensure that the desired norms in the household were abided by. A number
of respondents from empty nest households commented on problems with returning
children not abiding by the norms that were present in the house, such as having shorter
showers. (Norms that had perhaps that had evolved in their absence). In addition, a
single parent with older children commented on her frustration at her attempts to
enforce norms being ignored and her attempt to develop a new norm to overcome this
issue.
It does get very frustrating though … I do my big rant and rave and whatever
but as you said by the end of say the third week I give up. I give up following
them around and turning out lights, I give up turning off televisions. I just think,
well bugger it, when the bill comes in they can pay half of it. They‟re working
now and that is how I penalise them now is by saying „You are going to have to
give me an extra $50 in board‟ or whatever towards the power bill. (Household
with children)
Therefore, the findings of the focus groups indicate that household norms are a part of
the decision process that takes part in household decisions. In particular they provide a
means of simplifying choice by having pre-determined “rules” of behaviour. Based on
the evidence above household norms have been added to the conceptual model as
shown in Figure 4-4 and will be examined further in the quantitative stage of this
research.

As a result of this analysis it is hypothesized that households that use norms are more
likely to engage in curtailment behaviours. The evidence of this link is provided in
many of the quotes in the discussion above. Therefore, the following hypothesis is
proposed for testing in the next stage of the research:
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H7: Household norms will be positively related to the number of past efficiency
behaviours (curtailments and investments).
That concludes the discussion of household norms, in the next section focus group
findings relating to decision outcomes are discussed.

4.5 Decision Outcomes
The intention of the focus groups in this research was to gain insights into household
decision-making processes and the types of household characteristics that influence
those decision processes. Hence there was limited time in the moderator‟s outline
dedicated to the examination of decision outcomes. This was also influenced by the fact
that the decision outcomes used were chosen exogenously to this research and therefore
would not change based on the findings of the focus group66. For instance, participants
in the first phase of the focus groups were asked to indicate their preferences for the five
demand management programs that were to be included in the questionnaire, however
after that there was limited discussion of decision outcomes.

Nevertheless, some

findings emerged from the focus groups that provided evidence about the relationship
between decision processes and decision outcomes in the household.

The key finding of interest was the recognition that the process used to make decisions
to curtail electricity use may differ from decisions processes used to invest in energy
efficiency.

Past research in the household decision-making literature (Davis and

Rigaux, 1974; Belch and Willis, 2001; Wilkes and Laverie, 2007) has relied
predominantly on the Engel et al (1978) model of decision-making to explain the stages
of decision-making. In the Engel et al (1978) model households recognise the need to
alter behaviour, search for information to do so, evaluate alternatives and then make a
purchase which they later evaluate.

The discussion of household investments in

efficiency in the focus groups tended to demonstrate this pattern of behaviour:
participants mentioned how they recognised the need to change, where they sought
information, and how they evaluated alternatives etc. In contrast, when discussing
curtailment decisions in the household, participants were more likely to allude to the use

66

These programs were drawn from the Country Energy Demand-Side-Response Strategy, and the past
literature on demand management.
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of more simple decision-making processes such as using household norms. This finding
suggests that in decisions to alter behaviour, rather than make a purchase, households
used norms or implicit rules of behaviour to simplify the decision-making process.

Further, this use of norms in household decisions processes can potentially influence
decision outcomes. To illustrate, the evidence suggested that household members rely
on past experiences to inform their efficiency decisions.

The implication of this

development of norms based on previous learning suggests that often new information
and new efficiency options may not be considered. When faced with the need to
become more efficient, household members refer to what they already know and what
their parents/members of previous households may have done. The disadvantage of this
is that as technologies change, previously efficient behaviours may become outdated.
This is evident in the following quote about the practice of turning off computers
between uses (which due to technological advances is no longer considered necessary to
protect the computer):
I‟d like to and I do turn the TV off and the lights I leave my computer on because
it is better for the computer. I mean really I can afford to pay for a little bit
extra electricity and not blowing the hard drive (Share house/young couple with
no children)
If household members are only using past experience and habit/norms to inform future
behaviour, there is limited opportunity for the assimilation of new, different, and
potentially more efficient behaviours. In other words, significant change may be harder
to achieve as potential options are not considered. However, if this new information
can enter the household from some external source, e.g. through popular media, a new
acquaintance or the addition of a household member with different experiences, this can
lead to new learning, and the evolution of new household norms. This in turn can have
a positive influence on efficiency behaviours within the household. This is illustrated in
the quotes below.

What we have been subjected to in the media has a lot to do with our changing
attitudes and like I know like even me watching the news there is always things
in it about, you know, how life is changing and we have to be more energy
efficient and all this sort of stuff (Household with children)
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I get it from my boyfriend‟s family because they‟re a big family as well and
when I started going out with him he started telling me to turn the lights off
(Household with children)
Hence, while the decision process may not include a deliberate information search,
serendipitous information may inform the development of these „implicit rules of
behaviour”.

Finally, it is predicted that household norms may influence efficiency outcomes in the
home. If a household decides to change and successful enacts that change through the
development of new household norms, this can lead to increased and persistent
efficiency; however if efficiency does not become the accepted norm, efficiency
behaviours are less likely to persist. Therefore, there may be merit in encouraging the
development of good efficiency norms in the household. However, more research into
this construct would be necessary to determine how best to proceed. Some of this
additional information will be provided during the quantitative analysis of household
norms and their relationship between household characteristics and decision outcomes
in Chapter 5, Sections 5.2.3 and 5.5.4.

4.6 Conclusion
That concludes the examination of the findings from the focus groups. In summary, the
findings of the focus groups confirmed the role of the motives and attitudes identified in
the literature, in household decision-making. Further, it was identified that the presence
of an “efficiency champion” in the household may also influence household decisions.
Hence this household characteristic was added to the model.

Evidence was also

presented in Section 4.3.1.1 that interest in investment and curtailment may differ across
household type.

The examination of household decision processes in efficiency

decisions yielded a number of new insights into household decision-making.

For

instance, three new influence strategies (Conflict Avoidance, Joint and Indifference)
were identified and added to the model. Similarly, it was recognised that household
norms are a part of the household decision-making process, particularly in household
decisions to alter behaviour such as curtailment; consequently household norms were
also added to the conceptual model.
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Following the focus groups those relationships proposed in the conceptual model in
Chapter 2 and 4 were examined using the data from the mail survey. The results of that
survey and the subsequent analysis are now described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 Quantitative Analysis
In Chapter 4, the findings of the qualitative focus groups were detailed and a number of
additions were made to the conceptual model. In this chapter, each of the research
questions posed in this research are addressed and in doing so the relationships
portrayed in the conceptual model in Chapter 2 are tested, based on the findings of the
quantitative survey.

After describing the characteristics of the sample, the elements of the model are
discussed in the same way that they emerged from the discussion of the previous
research in the literature review. The analysis begins with an examination of the
decision processes used by households (RQ1).

Next, in order to broaden current

understanding, the processes identified are compared across a variety of household
types (RQ1a) and across two decision types (RQ1b). The analysis then shifts to an
exploratory analysis of the way the characteristics of the household influence decision
processes (RQ2) versus how they influence decision outcomes (RQ3). Finally, the
relationship between household characteristics and decision processes and household
characteristics and decision outcomes are examined (RQ4).

5.1 Characteristics of Respondents
In order to collect the quantitative data, a questionnaire was sent out to a proportional
stratified sample of 4000 Country Energy customers across nine areas in regional New
South Wales. The sample was split into two groups of 2000; one group were asked
about investment decisions and the other curtailment decisions. Overall, a total of 1104
responses were received, resulting in a response rate of 27.6%. Taking out unusable
responses and responses that came in after the competition close date, the final number
of responses used in the analysis was 1074. When compared, the response rate for the
investment sample was slightly higher (n=543 or 27.15%), than the curtailment sample
(n=531 or 26.55%), but not statistically different.
Prior to conducting the analysis, the respondents in the sample were characterised based
on a comparison to the state population. The results of that comparison are shown in
Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1: Characteristics of the respondents in the sample
Characteristic of the Household

Sample

NSW Average

39

38

42%

49%

$1,096

$1,244

Education of Respondent (% > yr12)

66%

55%

Employment Status (fulltime and Part time)

60%

65%

Average age of respondents (Years)
Sex of respondent (% Male)
Household Income ($ per week)

#

# Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
The average age and employment status of respondents was similar to the NSW
average.

Females were slightly overrepresented in the sample, with only 42% of

respondents being male. Overall, respondents to the sample had a higher than average
level of education and income than the average NSW household. This characteristic of
the sample is consistent with the respondents in other research projects in the area of
environmental issues and household efficiency (e.g. Scott et al., 2000; Parker et al.,
2005) and may indicate a level of self selection bias in the sample. Further, as shown in
Figure 5-1 below, renters were significantly over represented in the sample with 43% of
respondents reporting that they rented their home versus the state average of 24%. In
contrast, people who owned their home outright (20%) were under represented in the
sample.
Figure 5-1: Home Ownership

The households represented in the data were classified into six groups. As shown in
Figure 5-2, these included sole person households, single parent households, share
households, couples with and without children and other household types.

When
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compared to the population, some of the household types were over represented while
others were under represented. For example, the number of sole persons, single parents,
share households and couples with no children in the sample was higher than the NSW
average, whereas, couples with children and “other” household types were under
represented. (A Chi-squared analysis revealed a significant difference between the
sample and the population with a test statistic of 115.398 and a p-value of much less
than 1%.
Figure 5-2: Household Types
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Having described the sample that responded to the survey, in the next section the data
are used to try and answer the research questions posed in Chapter 2. Beginning with
RQ1, the first three sections of this chapter deal with the “decision process” elements of
the conceptual model.

5.2 RQ1: What processes do households use to make decisions to
reduce electricity consumption?
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In Chapter 2, three aspects of the household decision process were identified for
examination: the consumer decision-making process (CDP), influence strategies and
decision role structure. In Chapter 4, an additional aspect of the household decisionmaking process, “household norms”, was identified and therefore will also be included
in the examination of which decision processes are used. In this chapter the findings
related to each of those four aspects of household decision-making (shown in Figure 5-3
below) are examined in order to answer RQ1.

Figure 5-3: Aspects of the household decision process examined in this research
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Influence Strategies
Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
Conflict avoidance
Joint
Indifference

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

Household Norms

The first step in this examination was to look at the frequency of responses and to
determine if some decision processes were favoured more that others. In the following
discussion, the occurrence of responses is reviewed for each aspect of the decision
process, thus providing an initial characterisation of responses.

In addition to
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frequencies, factor analysis is also employed to look at patterns within the data. The
first aspect of the decision-making process examined was the CDP.
5.2.1 Aspects of the Consumer Decision Process
Two aspects of the consumer decision process were included in this research, need
recognition and information search.

5.2.1.1 Need Recognition

As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1.1, need recognition is generally accepted as the
beginning point of a decision. This is the point where people recognise a discrepancy
between their current state and a desired state and engage in activities to rectify that
discrepancy. Consistent with this, need recognition was used in this study to indicate
that a decision process had begun. Based on an analysis of frequencies, it was found
that in 58.5% or 618 cases someone in the respondent‟s household had recognised the
need to reduce their electricity consumption.

In the remaining cases, respondents

indicated that they had not recognised a need to alter their consumption and for this
reason they were routed out of the decision-making section of the questionnaire.
Unfortunately, this meant that there were a substantial proportion of the responses that
could not be used in the analysis of decision-making.

In addition to the beginning of a decision process, the frequency of need recognition
also indicated what proportion of the sample had considered altering their electricity
consumption. It was surprising to note that in 41.5% cases, no person in the house had
suggested that the household should attempt to reduce their electricity consumption.
This was an interesting finding, as it identified that a large proportion of people have
not considered attempting to reduce their consumption. A comparison of means using
ANOVA‟s and chi-squared tests revealed significant differences across these two
groups in terms of age, education employment, home ownership, number of children,
and environmental and price sensitive attitudes, the results of these tests are included in
Appendix 16. As such, this represents a group who in terms of demand management
may require an alternate communication strategy based on their buyer readiness state.
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This is an area for further investigation; however as it is beyond the scope of this thesis,
it is not examined further at this point.

A variety of catalysts for need recognition were measured in the survey of households.
As shown in Figure 5-4, „receiving a bill‟ was by far the most common catalyst for
households to recognise the need to reduce their electricity consumption, with 73.6% of
respondents who had recognised a need indicating that this was the reason. Consistent
with past research (Section 2.3.1.1) and the qualitative findings (Section 4.4.1), this
finding indicates that electricity costs are a primary motivation for households to begin
the decision process related to reducing electricity use. Perhaps surprisingly, instead of
comfort or environmental concerns, the next most common catalyst for need recognition
was „habits learned growing up‟ (43.5%). This finding is consistent with the notion of
household norms carrying over from one household to the next, as discussed previously
in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.4. The next most common catalysts refer to media sources
such as environmental programs on TV and advertisements; however when combined
into a general media category, general media becomes the second most common
catalyst for need recognition. This finding is suggestive of the effectiveness of demand
management campaigns employing general media to stimulate changes in behaviour.
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Figure 5-4: Catalysts for need recognition
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Catalyst for need recognition

The categories of need recognition used in this question emerged from the focus groups
and it appears that they capture the most common catalysts for need recognition, with
only 9.8% of the responses falling into the “other category”67. Of those 61 respondents
that indicated the catalyst for change fitted in the other category, 45.9% referred to
social responsibility or stewardship of the environment.

It is important to note that the categories shown in Figure 5-4 were not mutually
exclusive.

Respondents could indicate more than one factor that lead to need

recognition. In fact, about two thirds of respondents selected more than one catalyst for
recognising the need to reduce consumption. This suggests that within one household a
variety of factors may act as catalysts for beginning the decision process.

67

Although, there is evidence to suggest that behaviours specified in an “other category” „will be
substantially under represented relative to items that are mentioned specifically‟ (Bradburn et al., 2004, p.
58).
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Hence, a variety of factors can lead to need recognition or the beginning of a decision
process in a household, the most common of which are the receipt of a bill, exposure to
related general media and habits learned growing up. As mentioned, if people indicated
that they had not recognised the need to alter their consumption, they were routed out of
the decision-making section of the questionnaire.

Therefore the responses to the

following sections are only from those respondents that indicated they had recognised a
need.

5.2.1.2 Information Search

Based on the CDP, once people recognise a need they begin searching for information
about how to satisfy that need (Engel et al., 1978; Erasmus and Boshoff, 2003); hence
information search is the next aspect of the decision-making process examined. Of the
614 respondents that were not routed out of the information search questions, 69.9% or
429 respondents indicated that someone in their household had conducted an
information search. This implies that not everyone that recognised the need to change
engaged in an information search.

Respondents who answered affirmatively to the information search question were asked
to indicate which of the information sources listed were useful when trying to reduce
electricity usage. As shown in Figure 5-5, the responses show that „memory/past
experiences‟ were the most frequently indicated source of information (56.5%); in other
words, most respondents were likely to conduct an internal information search.
However, this was closely followed by searching for information from their „electricity
company‟ (54.6%), and drawing on information gleaned from „TV programs or films‟
(53.7%). In addition, respondents indicated that „pamphlets in the mail‟ (43.7%), the
„internet‟ (39.8%) and „friends‟ (39.3%) were also useful sources of information.
Interestingly, only 4.3% of respondents to this question indicated that „children (<18) in
the household‟ were useful sources of information. This suggests that programs based
on educating children in order to inform their household may not achieve their desired
aim. Further, electricity retailers are well positioned to provide efficiency information
either directly to customers or through main stream media channels like television.
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Again, the list of information sources used in this question were developed in the
qualitative phase of this project. Only 10.2% of respondents indicated that they used
some other source of information. The types of information sources included in the
other category for this question included the respondent‟s occupation or training, other
media, tradespeople, specific literature, and special initiatives or programs.

Also,

similar to need recognition, respondents could tick more than one source of information,
and approximately 75% of respondent indicated that more than one source of
information was useful in their decision process.

Figure 5-5: Information sources used
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Respondents were also asked to specify which information source or sources they had
found most useful, and the frequency of responses to this question are illustrated in
Figure 5-6.

% of Respondents listing the information source as most useful

Figure 5-6: Most useful information source
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Information Sources

The most frequently mentioned „most useful' information source was „the electricity
company‟ (20.3%). Closely following this, the information people found useful was
gleaned from the „internet‟ (18%), „general media‟ (such as advertisements, newspapers
and radio) (17.8%), and pamphlets received in the mail (15.4%). Next, the most useful
sources of information were the Friends/significant others/WOM‟ (8.4%); memory/past
experiences‟ (5.5%) and „the local council‟ (5.3%). Overall, these findings suggested
that when households search for information, they utilise a range of information sources
to inform their decisions.
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In summary, the analysis of frequencies related to information search revealed that
information search is a part of the decision process in approximately two thirds of cases.
Households draw on a variety of information sources and during this process, conduct
both an internal and external search for information, however internal search dominates.
The implication is that people may revert to past behaviours, or information collected
along the way, without actively seeking additional information. This also implies that
marketers will need to engage with consumers to get the message across, rather than
expect consumers to seek out the information. Despite the apparent reliance on past
learning, respondents indicated that a combination of information sources was the most
useful in their decision-making.

Having examined the two aspects of the CDP, the next part of the decision process
examined in the decision role structure of the household. This does not follow the order
in the model, but as the analysis of influence strategies is more complex, it is discussed
last in this section.

5.2.2 Decision Role Structure
As discussed in Chapter 2, decision role structure refers to the characterisation of
decisions based on who participated in making the decision. The definition of decision
role structure in the past has been based on the relative contribution of household
members in making the final decision (based on participation in the each stage of the
decision process) - indicating who dominated the decision overall (if at all). The aim in
capturing this information was to see if the categories previously identified in the
literature (Sharp and Mott, 1956) were evident, and if additional categories of decision
could be found.

Previously, decisions had fallen into the category of joint decisions or decisions
dominated by the husband or wife. However, it was anticipated that more decision
types would be evident in a comparison of household types. An examination of the
survey responses from those people who had recognised a need revealed five main
decision types. The categories that emerged from the data are identified on the vertical
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axis of Figure 5-7; namely: joint decisions, husband dominated decisions, and wife
dominated decisions, De Facto dominated decisions, single parent dominated decisions.
Based on the evidence in past research, it was anticipated that children would be
involved in the decision process. However, there were insufficient responses in this
category for it to be viable; hence for this reason the “other decision type” category was
created and it captured decisions dominated by children in the household or non-related
household members.

Figure 5-7: Decision types evident in survey data
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Joint decisions are the most commonly reported decision type (curtailment decisions
30%, investment decisions 26.6%). De Facto dominated decisions are the next most
common (27% and 24% respectively). Single parent decisions were the most different
across the samples (curtailment 9.3%, investment 14.1%); however there was still not a
statistically significant difference.

Hence, at least two new decision types were
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identified . De Facto Dominated Decisions and Single Parent Dominated Decisions) and
a couple of possible others hinted at for future exploration.

In Figure 5-7, the frequencies of results are shown for both samples, i.e. those asked
about investment decisions and those asked about curtailment decisions. The results
demonstrate that there are some small differences in decision-making types depending
on decision outcomes.

However Chi-squared testing revealed that there are no

significant differences between the samples (i.e. one sample asked about investment, the
other curtailment), as show in Table 5-2 below.

Table 5-2: Chi-squared test of significant differences between samples

Pearson Chi-squared

Value

Asymp. Sig (2-sided)

Joint Decision

0.613

0.434

Husband Dominated

0.000

0.982

Wife Dominated

0.129

0.720

De Facto Dominated

0.501

0.479

Single Parent Dominated

2.438

0.118

Dominated by other household
member

0.002

0.936

Therefore, the findings of this research broaden current understanding by adding a
number of categories to the taxonomy of decision role structure used in previous
research. Accordingly, these additional categories are included in the final model
presented as a result of this research. Thus far the frequencies of responses have been
examined for need recognition, information search and decision role structure; next
household norms are discussed.

5.2.3 Household Norms
As discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.4, household norms emerged from the focus
groups as a possible aspect of the decision-making process used by households. There
was limited research about household norms in decision-making, hence this project
provided an opportunity to examine the role of household norms in the decision process,
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and whether or not it was not possible to generalise the qualitative finding to the
population. For this reason, a multi-item scale to measure these household norms was
developed and included in the quantitative survey. In this section the frequencies of
response to each of the scale items are examined.

Three scale items were used to capture household norms, which were answered on a
five Likert scale. However for the purpose of parsimony and to simplify the discussion,
when reporting frequencies the five categories were collapsed into three i.e. agree,
disagree, and neither agree nor and disagree. The first scale item was, “When it comes
to electricity use some behaviours are just not acceptable”. The aim of this item was to
establish the presence of expected behaviours within households.

The responses

indicated that 85.3% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement,
12.8% of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed and the remaining 1.9% either
disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement. This finding suggested that the
majority of respondents felt that there were expected standards of behaviour when it
came to electricity use.
The second scale item read, “If someone in my household is using electricity in an
unacceptable way someone will speak to them”. The aim of this item was to capture the
use of sanctions in the household. The responses to this item were very similar to the
first item, with only slightly more respondents disagreeing with the statement.
Specifically, 83% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement,
11% neither agreed nor disagreed and the remaining 6% either disagreed or strongly
disagreed with the statement.

This suggests that sanctions were evident in the

households of the majority of respondents.
The third scale item read, “We have rules about electricity use in our household”. The
aim of this item was to capture the presence of accepted rules of behaviour. The
responses to this scale item differed somewhat to the other scale items (a fact that
influences the reliability of the scale, as discussed in later analysis). In contrast to the
items above, only 58.5% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement,
20.8% neither agreed nor disagreed and 20.8% either disagreed or strongly disagreed.
Hence, over half of the respondents indicated that there were rules in their household.
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However, in contrast to the responses to the other items, over a fifth of respondents
suggested that there were not rules about electricity use in their household. This may
indicate that these “rules” of behaviour are not recognised in all households. However,
this finding may also be the result of the wording of the scale item. From the definition
of norms used in this study, these rules are referred to as “unspoken” or “implicit”;
however this was not conveyed in the scale item and may explain the difference
between this item and the other two.

5.2.4 Influence Strategies
The final aspect of the decision process examined in the survey was influence strategies.
As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2, a variety of influence strategies can be
employed in household decisions.

Five influence strategies emerged from the

discussion in Chapter 2: bargaining, authority, persuasion, emotion and expert. In
Chapter 4, a further four influence strategies were added to the model as a result of the
focus groups. In the influence strategy question, respondents who had recognised the
need to alter their energy efficiency were asked to indicate how often each of the nine
influence strategies was used in their household68.

In Figure 5-8 the mean responses to each of the influence strategies (measured on a five
point Likert scale) is shown for each of the samples/decision types (i.e. investment and
curtailment decisions).

68

Due to the routing used in the questionnaire, a little over 50% of respondents were routed out of this
question as they were either from a sole person household or their household had not recognised a need to
alter their consumption.
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Figure 5-8: Influence strategies used in household decisions
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It was evident from the analysis of means that all nine of the strategies included in the
questionnaire were used in household decision-making to varying degrees and relatively
consistently across decision types. Again a Chi-squared analysis was run to determine
if there were any significant differences across the samples. The results, shown in
Figure 5-3, revealed only one significant difference across the two samples (at the
10%), and that was for the application of the persuasion strategy, which was employed
more often in curtailment decisions than in investment decisions.
Table 5-3: Chi-squared analysis of influence strategies across investment and curtailment samples
Pearson Chi-squared

Value

Asymp. Sig (2sided)

Expert

3.761

0.439

Authoritarian

4.393

0.355

Bargaining

3.949

0.413

Reward

5.150

0.272

Emotions

4.663

0.324

Persuasion

7.694

0.103

Conflict Avoidance

2.382

0.666

Cooperation

6.986

0.137

Indifference

5.383

0.250
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Respondents could indicate the use of more than one strategy, and it emerged that some
strategies were more common than others, as shown in Figure 5-8. For example,
cooperation, persuasion and expert based strategies were the most common strategies,
employed in efficiency decisions more than half of the time 69. Conflict avoidance,
authority and indifference were used at least some of the time. The final three strategies
bargaining, reward and emotion were used the least. Given that households could use
more than one influence strategy, it was decided to conduct a factor analysis to identify
if there were any underlying patterns in the use of influence strategies by households.
The results of the factor analysis are now discussed.

5.2.4.1 Factor Analysis

Factor analysis was used to determine if there were underlying constructs that could be
used to summarise the nine influence strategies captured in the survey. The findings of
the factor analysis are shown below in Table 5-4. A principal components factor
analysis was conducted using a direct oblimin or oblique rotation. Based on an analysis
of the scree plot (kinks evident at two and four), the fact that the Eigenvalues were
greater than 1, that 67.7% of total the variance was explained and that the
communalities were all greater than 0.65 it was decided that a four factor solution
provided the best classification of the data. Based on this analysis, the rotated factor
solution shown in Table 5-4 emerged. This solution was considered a satisfactory fit
based on the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (0.753), and the fact
that 55% of the residuals were greater than 0.05 (Hair et al., 2006; Janssens et al.,
2008).

69

5=All of the time, 4= most of the time, 3=half of the time, 2=some of the time, 1=not at all
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Table 5-4: Rotated Factor Solution

Pattern Matrixa
Component
1
2
3
Reward
Emotions
Bargaining
Cooperation
Expert
Authority
Conflict Avoidance
Persuasion
Indifference

Reliabilities
Cronbach α

4

.884
.699

0.66

.600
.813
0.46

.736
.804

n/a
.827
.600

0.52

.570

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations

With the exception of the factor named Authoritarian which only has one item, the
factor analysis presents possible scale items that could be used to measure each of the
four factors /influence strategies in future research (i.e. the highest loading items on
each factor). As discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1.1, Cronbach alpha is a measure of
the internal consistency reliability of a scale, with a value 0.6 generally considered to
indicate sufficient internal consistency (DeVellis, 2003). As shown in Table 5-4, the
highest loading items on the first factor (0.66) had a sufficient level of reliability to be
used as a scale to measure the use of this influence strategy. However, the alpha value
of the remaining scales are marginally below this benchmark, while this is less
problematic in this context as exploratory factor analysis was used to develop constructs
(and hence all items and not just those high loading are used to derive the construct)
rather than indexes, it does suggest that additional items would need to be included if
those items were to be used solely as a scale to measure the third and fourth constructs.

The first factor was made up of three influence strategies: Reward, Emotions, and
Bargaining. Reward refers to influencing the decision by providing a reward and
Emotions refers to the use of an emotional motive or response to influence the decision;
Bargaining refers to influencing the decision by offering to let other household member
to get their way if some future decision. The presence of this factor suggested that
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household decision processes sometimes require people in the household to use factors
external to the desired outcome to influence other household members in the decision
process, hence this factor was called “The Carrot”.

The second factor included Cooperation in decision-making and deference to the
perceived household Expert. Cooperation in decision-making refers to decisions where
all members in the household agreed the change was necessary, suggesting that there
was no need to exert disparate influence in the decisions. The Expert strategy refers to
an influence strategy where one person in the household was considered to know more
than others, so household members relied on that person‟s knowledge. The common
theme between these strategies appeared to be cooperation in the decision process. As
shown in Figure 5-8, in Section 5.2.4, these two strategies were the most frequently
chosen by respondents.

Thus this second factor, which will be referred to as

“Cooperation”, is commonly applied in the context of decision processes related to
household efficiency.

The third factor that emerged had only one item, Authority. This factor refers to
decisions where one member of the household made the decision without consulting the
others and is labelled as “Authoritarian”.

Finally, the fourth factor contained three influence strategies: Persuasion, Conflict
Avoidance and Indifference.

Persuasion refers to influence strategies where the

household members who thought the decision was important tried to persuade the others
using reasoned argument: Conflict Avoidance refers to household members going along
with the person who felt most strongly. Indifference refers to influence strategies when
one household member asks others to make a change, but the other household members
are indifferent or apathetic. The common trend among these influence strategies is that
one/some household members feel strongly and the other household members are not
actively engaging in the decision process. The highest loading factor was conflict
avoidance. This can be said to mirror persuasion: if one person in a household is
attempting to persuade and others are either indifferent or want to avoid conflict. For
this reason, this factor was referred to as “Persuasive/Passive”.
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These findings provide some insight into the decision processes used in households and
in doing so help to answer RQ1. Specifically, they suggest that household decision
processes can include a variety of influence strategies. In the context of household
electricity decisions, joint decisions, decisions deferring to the perceived household
expert and persuasion strategies are the most common. Further, the factor analysis
revealed that underlying the nine factors that emerged during the literature review and
qualitative analysis are four common themes/influence strategies: The Carrot,
Cooperation, Authoritarian and Persuasive/Passive. Based on this analysis, these four
influence strategies will replace the nine shown in the original model and therefore this
element of the model will look as shown in Figure 5-9.

This section was aimed at providing information to help answer RQ1: What processes
do households used to make decisions? A number of findings emerged from this
analysis. For example, when examining the CDP it was found that need recognition had
occurred in 58.5% of households, and that the bill was the most common catalyst for
need recognition followed by habits learned growing up. Just over two thirds (67.9%)
of those who had recognised a need went on to search for information, indicating that
information search is not a part of all household decision processes. Respondents found
a combination of sources the most useful and were more likely to refer to internal
sources than external sources of information. The analysis of decision role structure
revealed a number of new decision roles and suggested that household type impacts on
participation in the decision process. The analysis of influence strategies suggested that
a variety of influence strategies are employed in household efficiency decisions.

As a result of these analyses a number of changes were made to the conceptual model.
These are shown in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9: Amendments to the elements of the Decision Process in the model
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As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the contributions of this research is to broaden current
understanding of household decision-making. In the previous section, we broadened
understanding by identifying a broader taxonomy of decision role structure. In the next
two sections, current understanding will be broadened again, by examining the
application of these decision processes across household types (RQ1a) and across
decision types (RQ1b).

5.3 RQ1a: Do these decision processes vary across household types?
Now that the four areas of the decision-making process have been characterised for
those households that had recognised a need, the next step is to compare them across
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household types to see if households of different composition make decisions
differently. The two aspects of the CDP, need recognition, and information search,
were compared across household types using cross tabulations.

Chi-squared tests

revealed that need recognition (χ2=53.12, p = 0.00) was significantly different across
household types, however information search was not (χ2= 4.47, p = 0.76). Hence, the
incidence of someone in the household suggesting the need to reduce electricity
consumption differed across household types.

However, whether someone in the

household had looked for information about how to reduce electricity did not.

It was not possible to test whether decision roles differed across household types as
there were insufficient respondents in each category to use a chi-squared test.
One-way ANOVA‟s were used to examined whether the use of household norms and
influence strategies differed across the different household types. Household norms
were measured using a combination of the three scale items: Norms 1 referred to the
perception of acceptable and unacceptable electricity behaviours, Norms 2 referred to
sanctions in the household for unacceptable used of electricity and Norms 3 referred to
the presence of rules about electricity use in the household. As can been seen in the
first row of Table 5-5, there was a significant difference across household types in the
use of household norms, at the 10% level. This finding indicates that the use of
household norms does vary according to the composition of household unit.
Table 5-5: One-Way ANOVA comparing household norms across household types

Norms

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7.49 (between groups)

1.82

0.08

1.29

0.25

0.93

0.48

3.32

0.00

4.13 (within groups)
0.76 (between groups)

Norms1

0.59 (within groups)
0.69 (between groups)

Norms2

0.75 (within groups)
3.67 (between groups)

Norms3

1.10 (within groups)

Each of the three items in the norms scale examined a different aspect of household
norms: the perception of appropriate behaviours, sanctions and rules about behaviour.
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Hence, in order to further examine the difference across household types, an ANOVA
was also carried out on the three individual items in the scale. As shown in Table 5-6,
only one item in the scale Norms 3, was significantly different across household types.
The presence of this significant difference suggested that only the presence of rules
about electricity use varied across household types, but the use of sanctions and
perceptions of acceptable behaviour did not.

This is further demonstrated in the

comparison of means across households provided in Table 5-6, where it can be seen that
the presence of rules in a share house is significantly different to the use of household
norms in a single parent household.
Table 5-6: Comparison of means across household types
Household Types
Sole
Person

Single
Parent

Share
House

Married
No
Children

De Facto
No
Children

Married
With
Children

De Facto
With
Children

Other
Household
type

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Norms1

4.24

4.31

4.33

4.18

4.29

4.15

4.06

4.19

Norms2

4.00

4.17

3.89

4.02

4.09

4.12

4.06

4.11

Norms3

3.62

3.78

3.16

3.44

3.39

3.35

3.37

3.45

The Carrot

.04

.14

.00

-.27

.05

.12

.09

-.04

Cooperation

-.15

.13

-.07

.11

.10

-.17

-.23

.18

Authoritarian

.33

.82

-.07

-.32

-.17

.01

-.02

.17

Persuasive/Passive

.39

.21

.09

-.23

-.15

.15

.11

-.03

Negative values for the means of the four influence strategies are the result of the use of factor scores which are centred
around a mean of zero

The types of influence strategies used in household decisions were also compared
across household types.

Consistent with the previous analysis, the four influence

strategies that emerged from the factor analysis were used to represent the types of
influence strategies employed in households. The means for each influence strategy
across household types are shown in Table 5-6, and as shown in Table 5-7, two of the
four influence strategies differed significantly across household types: Authoritarian
and Persuasive/Passive.
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Table 5-7: One-Way ANOVA comparing influence strategies across household types

The Carrot

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1.65 (between groups)

1.66

0.12

1.57

0.14

8.09

0.00*

2.22

0.03*

0.99 (within groups)
1.56 (between groups)

Cooperation

0.99(within groups)
7.36 (between groups)

Authoritarian

0.91 (within groups)
2.18 (between groups)

Persuasion/Passive

0.98 (within groups)

On the basis of the above analysis, some aspects of decision processes do differ across
household types.

In particular, the recognition of a need to alter electricity

consumption, the presence or absence of rules about electricity use and the application
of Authoritarian and Persuasion/Passive influence strategies to alter decision outcomes
are all variables that vary across household types. Thus the answer to RQ1a, about
whether decision processes differ across household types, is that this occurs only for
some elements of the decision process. Having compared decision processes across
household types, the next step in the analysis is to compare decision process across
decision types (purchase versus behaviour change) and therefore to answer RQ1b.

5.4 RQ1b: Do these decision processes vary across decision types
(investment and curtailment)?
Having explored the types of decisions processes employed by households that have
recognised the need to alter their efficiency, the next step in this analysis was to
determine if the decision process differs according to the type of decision that is being
considered, either a purchase (investment) or behaviour change (curtailment). In order
to answer RQ1b, it was necessary to compare the responses from the two samples
captured in the survey.

The difference between the two being that one sample

responded to decision questions based on curtailment and the other responded to
decision questions based on investment (as discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.3.1).
There were two aspects of the decision process that could be compared across the two
samples of respondents: influence strategies and decision role structure.
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Two different techniques were used to compare the samples: independent t-tests and
Chi-squared tests. Independent t-tests were used to compare the influence strategies and
Chi-squared tests were used to compare the decision role structure and response to the
household norms scale items. The results of each of these analyses are now discussed
beginning with the influence strategy t-tests.

5.4.1 Influence Strategies
The aim of this analysis was to determine if the influence strategies used in household
decision-making differed for investment and curtailment decisions. Independent t-tests
were used to compare the responses to four dependent variables across the two samples.
The dependent variables were the four factor scores developed in Section 5.2.4.1: The
Carrot, Cooperation, Authoritarian and Persuasion/Passive.

The results of this

analysis are shown in Table 5-8 below.

Table 5-8: Independent Samples T-test for Influence Strategies
t-test Comparing Means Across Investment and Curtailment Samples
Investment
Sample
Mean

Curtailment
Sample
Mean

t

Sig. (2tailed)

The Carrot

-0.0439

0.0452

1.043

0.297

Cooperation

-0.0223

0.0232

0.484

0.629

Authoritarian

-0.0005

0.0005

0.03

0.976

Persuasive/Passive

-0.0566

0.0589

1.748

0.081*

Equal variances not assumed
The t-tests reveal that there is no significant difference in the use of The Carrot,
Cooperation and Authoritarian as influence strategies across the two samples (i.e.
across investment and curtailment decisions).

However, there is a marginally

significant difference in the mean of the fourth factor, Persuasive/Passive, when the two
samples are compared. This finding indicates that this influence strategy is applied
differently depending on whether the outcome of the decision is investment or
curtailment based. In other words, the application of the Persuasive/Passive influence
strategy varies depending on whether the household is making a decision to alter their
consumption by making a purchase or by changing their behaviour. As seen later in the
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regression analysis, the persuasive/passive variable has a significant negative effect on
the number of curtailments.

So the significant difference demonstrated here is of

concern to marketers, as for curtailments, this influence strategy is used much more
frequently. This suggests a need to discourage the use of this strategy in demand
management

5.4.2 Decision Role Structure
Having compared the influence strategies across the two samples in the above t-tests,
the next step in RQ1b is to compare the frequency of decision role structures (i.e.
husband, wife, De Facto or single parent dominated, joint or other decision type) across
the two samples. Cross tabs were used for this comparison, and the resultant Chisquared tests (Table 5-9) revealed no significant difference in all but one of the
categories (single parent dominated decisions).

Table 5-9: Results of Pearson Chi-squared tests comparing decision roles across the investment and
curtailment samples
2

Investment
Sample mean

Curtailment
Sample mean

χ
Value

Sig

Joint

0.1179

0.1337

0.671

0.413

Husband Dominated

0.0681

0.0678

0.063

0.959

Wife Dominated

0.0479

0.0433

0.153

0.695

De Facto Dominated

0.1068

0.1205

0.534

0.465

Single Parent Dominated

0.0626

0.0414

2.686

0.101***

Other Dominated

0.0405

0.0395

0.011

0.917

Decision Role Structure

The “single parent dominated” category, was marginally significant at the 10% level. It
was anticipated that this may have been due to differences in the composition of the
sample; however a comparison of the sample revealed there were not significant
differences on key demographic variables (age, gender, income, education, employment
and household type). The results of this analysis are shown in Appendix 16. Hence, the
decision roles assumed by single parents differ for decisions to purchase versus
decisions to change behaviour, but they do not differ for any of the other decision role
structures measured.
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In the sections above, the elements of the decision process have been examined and
compared across household types and decision types. In the next sections of this
chapter, the relationships between the three parts of the conceptual model are examined,
as is illustrated in Figure 5-10. First, the relationship between the characteristics of the
household and the decision process (RQ2) is analysed. Then the relationship between
the decision processes and the decision outcomes is explored (RQ3).

Finally, a

comparison is conducted to determine if the variables that predict decision outcomes
also predict decision processes (RQ4). Accordingly, in the next section analysis is
conducted for RQ2.

This section also includes testing the hypotheses proposed in

Chapter 2.
Figure 5-10: Structure of the analysis in the next three sections

RQ2: What is the relationship between household characteristics and decision
processes?
Household
Characteristics

Decision Processes

RQ3: What is the relationship between decision processes and decision outcomes?
Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes

RQ4: Do the variables that predict decision outcomes predict decision processes?
Household
Characteristics

Decision Processes
Versus

Household
Decision Outcomes
Characteristics
5.5 RQ2:
What is the relationship between the characteristics of the

household and decision processes used?
As demonstrated in Figure 5-10, the next step in this analysis is to answer RQ2, by
examining the relationship between the characteristics of the household (demographic,
dispositional and situational), and their influence on the four elements of the decisionmaking process (CDP, decision role structure, influence strategies and household
norms). This is also illustrated in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11: Part of the conceptual model showing the relationships that will be examined in this
section
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Efficiency Champion

A number of regression techniques were used to answer RQ2 including: ordinary least
squares (OLS) and binary and ordinal logistic regression. Regression analysis was
considered to be useful for answering RQ2 as it provided a way to test the significance
of the predicted relationships between the dependent variables of interest in this
research, such as decision processes, and the independent variables that were anticipated
to influence them, such as the characteristics of the household.

In particular, the

regression analysis identified which factors influence household decisions, and the
nature and magnitude of that influence.

Prior to running the regressions, the reliability of the attitude scales was measured using
Cronbach‟s alpha. The scale items and their alpha value are shown in Table 5-10; each
of the scales employed was reliable with an alpha value greater than 0.6.
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Table 5-10: Motive and attitude scale items and scale reliability
Construct

Scale items

Cronbach
Alpha

Price
Conscious
ness

I am not willing to go to extra efforts at home to save money on electricity bills
The time it takes to save money on my electricity bill is usually not worth the effort
I will shop at more than one store to take advantage of lower prices on home
appliances
I am willing to change the way I do things at home to save money
I would never shop at more than one store to find low prices for home appliances
The money saved finding lower prices for appliances is usually not worth the time and
effort

0.77

Home
Comfort

I would prefer our house to be a bearable temperature than to have a low electricity
bill
It’s not worth it at all to sweat in the summer/ shiver in the winter to save electricity
While others might tolerate being too hot/cold, my need for a comfortable temperature
at home is high
I find I can’t relax or work well if the house is too hot/cold
We want to be efficient, but we also want to be comfortable
I will sacrifice the bill for comfort occasionally

0.79

Environme
ntal
Conscious
ness

Environmental pollution affects my health
People who do not take the environment into account try to escape their responsibility
Environmental problems have consequences for my life
I worry about environmental problems
Saving a threatened species is an unnecessary luxury
I can see with my own eyes that the environment is deteriorating
I am optimistic about the quality of the environment in the future
A better environment starts with myself
Environmental problems are a risk for the future of my children
There is too much attention given to climate change
Environmental problems are exaggerated
Too much attention is paid to environmental problems

0.86

Perceived
Efficiency
Knowledge

I don’t understand a lot about household energy efficiency
My friends consider me an expert on energy efficiency
Compared to the average person, I know a lot about household energy efficiency

0.66

Personal
Efficacy

I can’t do anything about climate change
We have little control over the amount of electricity consumed in our household
Reducing our electricity use is not going to make a difference to environmental
problems
Things that I do for the environment can make a difference
Environmental problems are so large that there is really no point trying to solve them
If my household chose to, we could reduce our electricity consumption by altering out
behaviours
If we chose to, we could spend some money and increase the efficiency of our house
I often feel that we are powerless to deal with electricity consumption issues in our
household

0.79

The behavioural scales are also shown here in Table 5-11 to provide a comprehensive
reference list of each of the scales employed in the analysis.
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Table 5-11: Behavioural scale items
Construct

Scale items

Price
Sensitive
Behaviour

We check our electricity bill
We spend money to purchase energy efficient appliances
We try to lower out electricity bill by changing the things that we do
We spend money on our home to reduce our electricity bill

Comfort
Sensitive
Behaviour

We use electricity to keep the temperature in the house about the same all year
We use our air conditioner during the summer
In winter, we run our heater on high as soon as we get up/ get home
We turn our appliances off at the wall
We use the blinds and curtains to regulated the heat in our house
We use a clothes dryer

Environmental
Conscious
Behaviour

I make a conscious effort to reduce our water use
I try to recycle as much as possible of our household waste
I compost whatever rubbish I can
For short trips, I walk/ride the bike instead of taking the car
I buy environmentally friendly products
I use recycled paper products
I buy organic products
I grow vegetables for our own use
I take my own bags when shopping

Household
Norms

When it comes to electricity use some behaviours are just not acceptable
If someone in my household is using electricity use in an unacceptable way someone will speak
to them
We have rules about electricity use in our household

In the following sections the regression models that were run to answer RQ2 are
reported and discussed in terms of their overall fit and the significance of the individual
variables.

Regressions were run for six dependent variables: need recognition,

information search, the number of information sources used, the use of household
norms, the use of the four influence strategies and the decision role structure of the
household. The same twenty three variables (listed in Table 5-12 below) were used to
predict each of the dependent variables.

Due to correlations between the attitudinal and behavioural variables (Shown in
Appendix 17), and the resultant potential for multi-collinearity, one combination of
these variables was chosen to predict each of the dependent variables. This overcame
the issue of multi-collinearity and limited the number of regressions necessary. The
choice of variables was based on a correlation analysis and on preliminary regressions
to determine which combination of variables had the best predictive power and still
included either an attitudinal or behavioural measure of each of the constructs of interest
(i.e. environment, comfort and price). Accordingly, as can be seen in Table 5-12, the
combination of variables decided on was Environmental Beliefs (Attitude), Price
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Sensitive Behaviour and Comfort sensitive behaviour. Efficacy was highly correlated
with a number of variables and therefore was left out of the regression analysis;
however it was most highly correlated with environmental beliefs and therefore it was
anticipated that its effects would be similar to this variable.

As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4, the independent variables were chosen based on
previous research which indicated that they were related to electricity decisions.
However, they had previously been related to the outcomes of decisions (i.e. investment
or curtailment) rather than decision processes. Hence, the findings will indicate if those
factors that influence outcomes also influence the processes that lead to those outcomes.
The models are now discussed in the order they are listed above, beginning with need
recognition.

5.5.1 CDP: Need Recognition Regression
Binary logistic regression was the technique employed to identify the variables that
influence need recognition70 and the results of the analysis of are presented in Table
5-12. This analysis is based on only those people in the sample who indicated they had
recognised a need. The overall fit of the model is indicated by the Nagelkerke R 2
measure. As discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.4.4, this measure is a pseudo R2 which
provides an estimation of the percentage of variance that is explained by the
independent variables in the model, and it should be noted that this measure of variance
will tend to be lower than the corresponding OLS R2 (Carson 2009). As indicated, the
regression model for need recognition achieved a Nagelkerke R2 of 18.6% and 66.9%
correct predictions. Hence, the model does provide some indication of the types of
variables that influence the probability of need recognition; however the level of
explanatory power does suggest that further exploration is needed to ascertain what is
stimulating households to alter their electricity consumption.

70

The dependent variable need recognition was denoted by Y= 0 or 1 where 0= no need recognition and 1
= need recognition
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Table 5-12: Binary Logistic Regression Models for Need Recognition and Information Search
DV's
Constant
Pro-environmental Attitude
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Perceived Efficiency Knowledge
Respondents’ Age
Respondent’s Education
Household Income
Divorce
Sole Person
Share House
Single Parent
De Facto Couple
De Facto Couple with Children
Married Couple with Children
Other Household Type
Renting
Paying off Home
House Size
House Age
House Tenure

Need Recognition

Information Search

-4.353****

-3.086**

(0.905)
0.032***

(1.497)
0.021

(0.011)

(0.017)

0.044*

-0.031

(0.026)
0.104****
(0.026)
0.055
(0.041)
-0.006
(0.005)
0.175****
(0.049)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.045
(0.182)
-0.838***
(0.265)
0.151
(0.402)
-0.101
(0.345)
0.172
(0.290)
0.813**
(0.411)
0.619**
(0.309)
0.001
(0.381)
0.532**
(0.240)
0.498**
(0.229)
0.012
(0.051)
0.005*
(0.003)
-0.004
(0.013)

(0.044)
0.117***
(0.042)
0.148**
(0.067)
0.009
(0.008)
0.161**
(0.082)
0.000
(0.000)
0.213
(0.281)
-1.158
(0.765)
-0.493
(0.551)
-0.050
(0.505)
-0.2931
(0.406)
-0.054
(0.502)
0.344
(0.409)
-0.391
(0.548)
-0.042
(0.414)
-0.420
(0.386)
-0.050
(0.067)
0.005
(0.005)
-0.015
(0.023)
0.463*
(0.255)

Efficiency Champion
2

0.186
Nagelkerke R
66.9%
% Correct Predictions
974.203
-2 log likelihood
(Standard Error in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001

0.191
72.7%
417.998
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Of the variables tested, ten were significantly related to a household having recognised
the need to alter their electricity consumption. Only one of those variables, “sole person
households”, was negatively related to the dependent variable. This finding indicated
that in comparison to married couples without children, the probability of need
recognition decreased if only one person lived in the house. In contrast, couples with
children, either married or de facto, were more likely than married couples without
children to have decided a change was necessary. As shown in Table 5-12, three of the
four dispositional variables (i.e. attitudes and behaviours) measured were related to need
recognition. Specifically, as pro-environmental attitudes and the frequency of comfort
sensitive and price sensitive behaviours increased, the probability of recognising the
need to change electricity consumption in the household also increased. Similarly, the
better educated a person; the more likely they were to have recognised a need to change
consumption. Also, in comparison to those who owned their own home, the probability
of need recognition increased for households that are either renting or paying off their
residence. Finally, as the age of the house increased so did the probability of need
recognition.

An examination of the magnitude of effects in this regression reveals that of the two
behavioural variables that were significant, past price sensitive behaviours (β=0.104)
had the largest effect on need recognition in the household71. Of the household types
that were significantly related to need recognition, sole person households (β = -0.838)
and De Facto couples with children (β = 0.813) had the largest effect on need
recognition.

Despite their similar magnitude, these household types had opposing

influences on need recognition; being a sole person household decreased the likelihood
of need recognition while being a De Facto household increased the chance of need
recognition. Implicit in these findings is the fact that household type explains more
variance in need recognition than any of the other independent variables examined.

Further, those households with only one person are the least likely to consider reducing
their electricity consumption. Shown earlier in this chapter in Figure 5-2, sole person

71

The coefficients in these regressions are unstandardised, therefore it is only possible to discuss the
magnitude of effects for each variable relative to other variables measured using the same metric, e.g.
dummy variables with a metric of 0 or 1.
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households account for approximately 23% of the population sampled. The implication
of this finding is that there is a group of households, accounting for a quarter of the
population, who are considerably less likely than the rest of the population to have
recognised the need to reduce their electricity consumption. As such, these results
reveal a specific segment of the population that could be targeted with a demand
management campaign based on establishing need recognition.

In contrast, when compared to a married couple, a household composed of a De Facto
couple with children had a large positive effect on need recognition. In other words
people living alone were more unlikely that other household types to have recognised
the need to alter their electricity consumption behaviour, whereas De Facto couples with
children were significantly more likely than other household types to have recognised
the need.

These findings provided a number of insights about households where need recognition
had occurred. Firstly, household composition and home ownership does provide some
indication of the probability of deciding to recognise the need to alter electricity
consumption.

In particular, couples with children, or those having the financial

commitment of rent or a mortgage, are more likely to have initiated a decision related to
reducing electricity consumption. This is in keeping with the financial constraints these
households would experience. Secondly, households that are concerned about the state
of the environment, the consequences of environmental impacts on their life and feel
responsible for the environment are more likely to have suggested the need to alter their
consumption. Similarly, households who regularly check their electricity bill, and have
spent money to increase efficiency are likely to have recognised this need. The role of
the efficiency champion in need recognition was not measured in the above regression
as the routing in the questionnaire meant that only those who had recognised a need had
answered the question and hence including this variable was problematic for this
regression. However, the efficiency champion variable is included in each of the
following regressions.
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5.5.2 CDP: Information Search Regression
Following need recognition, information search72 was the next aspect of the decision
process examined. Binary logistic regression was used to estimate the model. The
overall fit of the model was slightly better than the need recognition regressions, with a
Nagelkerke R2 value of 19.1% and 72.7% correct predictions. It is of interest to note
that while only four of the household characteristics were significantly related to this
variable, overall they had greater explanatory power than the eight in the previous
model. These were price sensitive behaviour, perceived knowledge, education and the
presence of an efficiency champion. Frequently carrying out price sensitive behaviours
and a high perceived knowledge of how to reduce electricity consumption were
positively related to the occurrence of someone in the household looking for efficiency
information. Further, the more educated the respondent, the greater the probability that
someone in the household would have sought information to inform their consumption
decision.

Similarly, the presence of a household member who was particularly

passionate about efficiency increased the probability of information search. Due to the
nature of the significant variables in this regression (i.e. all measured using different
metrics) it is not possible to discuss the magnitude of effects in this regression.

5.5.3 CDP: Number of Information Sources
As well as considering the variables that influence whether information search occurs, a
second regression was run to identify the variables that influence the extent of
information search, as indicated by the number of information sources found to be
useful. The number of information sources that a household member used to inform the
decision-making process is the first of the dependent variables that will be estimated
using ordered logistic regression. Similar to the binary logistic regressions run above,
the Nagelkerke R2 value was used to estimate the overall goodness of fit of the model
(see Table 5-15). The independent variables were able to explain 18.6% of the variance
in information sources that were found useful when households made decisions to
reduce electricity use.

72

The dependent variable information search was denoted by Y = 0 or 1, where 0 = no information search
and 1 = information search conducted
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Table 5-13: Ordered Logistic Regression models for the number of information sources and
household norms
Dependent Variables
Pro-environmental Attitude
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Perceived Efficiency Knowledge
Respondent’s Age
Respondent’s Education
Household Income
Divorce
Sole Person
Share House
Single Parent
De Facto Couple
De Facto Couple with Children
Married Couple with Children
Other Household Type
Renting
Paying off Home
House Size
House Age
House Tenure
Efficiency Champion
2

Number of Information
Sources

Household Norms

0.031**
(0.013)
-0.048
(0.035)
0.128****
(0.033)
0.041
(0.051)
0.003
(0.006)
0.103*
(0.063)
-8.016E-7
(2.991E-6)
-0.028
(0.212)
0.302
(0.627)
-0.132
(0.423)
-0.028
(0.380)
0.092
(0.311)
0.288
(0.390)
0.372
(0.299)
0.223
(0.418)
-0.004
(0.312)
-0.228
(0.294)
-0.002
(0.051)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.010
(0.018)
0.715****
(0.205)
0.178

0.066****
(0.013)
-0.058*
(0.035)
0.143****
(0.033)
0.329****
(0.053)
0.011*
(0.006)
-0.062
(0.063)
-6.823E-7
(2.965E-6)
0.161
(0.212)
-0.006
(0.630)
-0.077
(0.420)
0.389
(0.378)
0.249
(0.310)
-0.464
(0.386)
-0.093
(0.297)
-0.311
(0.416)
0.499
(0.312)
0.055
(0.293)
0.045
(0.051)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.046***
(0.019)
0.948****
(0.205)
0.415

Nagelkerke R
(Standard Deviations in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
As the constant is reported for each value of the dependent variable it was not included in this table, for
the sake of parsimony
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Four of the independent variables were again significantly related to the number of
information sources that had been helpful in decision-making.

These were pro-

environmental attitudes, price sensitive behaviour, education and the presence of an
efficiency champion. The more pro-environmental the household, and the more often
they engaged in price sensitive behaviours like spending money to improve efficiency,
the greater the probability that they had found numerous information sources helpful in
their decision-making.
Further, the more educated the respondent was and the presence of an efficiency
champion in the household also increased the number of information sources used in
efficiency decisions. This highlighted the importance of being able to identify this
person in the household. Due to the nature of the significant variables in this regression
(i.e. all measured using different metrics) it is not possible to discuss the magnitude of
effects in this regression. The degree to which household norms are explained by the
independent variables is discussed in the next section.

5.5.4 Household Norms
The use of household norms73 was also examined using ordered logistic regression.
Shown in Table 5-13, the overall fit of the household norm regression model was much
better than the previous models, achieving a Nagelkerke R2 value of 41.5%. Hence, this
model has much better explanatory power than the others examined thus far.

In this regression, seven of the independent variables were significantly related to the
use of household norms.

Specifically, pro-environmental attitudes, price sensitive

behaviours, perceived knowledge, age, tenure in the house and the presence of an
efficiency champion were all positively related to the probability of using household
norms. In addition, one variable, comfort sensitive behaviour, was significant and
negatively related to the use of household norms. Beginning with the attitudinal and
behavioural variables, the results indicated that the more concerned about the
environment the respondent is, the more often price sensitive behaviours are carried out

73

The dependent variable, household norms was denoted by Y= 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 where 1= strongly
disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree.
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and the more the respondent perceived he or she knows about electricity efficiency the
more likely they are to have rules about electricity use and sanctions if those rules are
not upheld. Whereas, the more comfort sensitive the household the less inclined they
were to use norms of behaviour to monitor efficiency.

Further the length of time people had lived in the house (Tenure), the age of the
respondent and the presence of an efficiency champion were also positively related to
the use of household norms in the decision-making process. Specifically, the longer the
members of the household had lived in the house and the older they were the more
likely there were to be implicit rules about electricity use. This may be related to the
development of these implicit rules over time as the members of the household establish
what is and is not acceptable.

In addition, the presence of one person who was

championing the cause of efficiency increased the likelihood of implicit rules about
electricity use in the household and sanctions if those behaviours were not upheld.

A comparison of the magnitude of effects in this regression yields two observations.
Firstly of the two attitudinal variables that were significant perceived efficiency
knowledge (β = 0.329) had approximately five times greater effect on the use of
household norms than pro-environmental attitudes (β = 0.066).

In other words, a

respondent‟s perception of knowledge was more important in the use of household
norms than a pro-environmental attitude. Secondly, of the two past behaviours that
were significantly related to the use of household norms, past price sensitive behaviours
(β = 0.143) had a 2.5 times greater effect on the use of household norms when
compared to past comfort sensitive behaviours (β = -0.058).

5.5.5 Influence Strategies Regression
Ordinary least squares regression was used to identify the variables that are related to
the use of the four different influence strategies in household decision-making (see the
factor analysis in Section 5.2.4.1). The aim of this analysis was to compare the use of
influence strategies in both investment and curtailment decisions, by running
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regressions on two samples of respondents74. In one sample, respondents were asked to
think about an investment decision (a purchase) when answering the question, whereas
in the second sample respondents were asked to think about a curtailment (a behaviour)
based decision. The same independent variables are employed as in the regressions
above, reflecting the conceptual model.

Prior to reporting the regressions on each of the samples, a Chow test was conducted to
determine if there were any significant differences in the regression coefficients for each
of the samples (Chapter 3 Section 3.4.4.3). The aim was to test the hypothesis that
some or all of the regression coefficients were different in the two samples.

It was found that there were no significant differences across the samples. That is, there
was no significant difference in which household characteristics were related to the use
of influence strategies in investment or curtailment decisions. On the basis of this test,
the decision was made to rerun the regression on the entire sample and only report four
regression models (one for each influence strategy) rather than eight. The results of
these regression models are shown in Table 5-14.
The four regression models estimated for the influence strategies75 are illustrated in
Table 5-14. The overall fit of the four models is indicated by the Adjusted R2 value,
shown in the last row of the table. As shown, two of the models performed poorly with
relatively low Adjusted R2 values: The Carrot (R2=7.8%) and Persuasive/Passive
(R2=3%). In contrast, the models estimating the other two dependent variables had
somewhat better explanatory power: Cooperation (R2=22.9) and Authoritarian (R2 =
20.1%).

74

One factor analysis was carried out on the entire sample.
The dependent variables The Carrot, Cooperation, Authoritarian and Persuasive/Passive, were drawn
from the factor scores created in the analysis in Section 5.2.4.1.
75
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Table 5-14: Ordinary least squares regression of household characteristics on influence strategies
Dependent Variables
Constant

Pro-environmental Attitude
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Perceived Efficiency
Knowledge
Respondent’s Age
Respondent’s Education
Household Income
Divorce
Sole Person
Share House
Single Parent
De Facto Couple
De Facto Couple with
Children
Married Couple with Children
Other Household Type
Renting
Paying off Home
House Size
House Age
House Tenure
Efficiency Champion
Adjusted R

2

The Carrot

Cooperation

Authoritarian

Persuasive/Passive

-0.433
(-0.711)
0.083
(1.553)
-0.019
(0.753)
-0.002
(-0.037)
-0.137**
(-2.358)
0.057
(1.069)
-0.032
(-0.537)
0.097
(1.501)
0.078
(1.470)
0.092*
(1.749)
0.039*
(0.664)
0.115*
(1.782)
0.123*
(1.849)
0.065
(1.020)
0.163***
(2.401)
0.021
(0.358)
0.105
(1.254)
0.014
(0.181)
-0.092
(-1.576)
-0.008
(-0.144)
0.042
(0.714)
0.243****
(4.369)
0.078

-1.703***
(-3.026)
0.164****
(3.352)
-0.115*
(-2.130)
0.231****
(4.195)
0.115**
(2.176)
0.026
(0.530)
-0.098*
(-1.818)
-0.032
(-0.542)
-0.017
(-0.342)
0.031
(0.634)
-0.057
(-1.072)
-0.012
(-0.194)
-0.032
(-0.528)
-0.107*
(-1.839)
-0.027
(-0.437)
0.068
(1.260)
0.059
(0.769)
0.061
(0.834)
-0.052
(-0.979)
0.056
(1.157)
-0.022
(-0.411)
0.122**
(2.399)
0.229

0.719
(1.282)
0.044
(0.374)
-0.003
(-0.057)
-0.051
(-0.907)
-0.075
(-1.393)
0.079
(1.599)
-0.286****
(-5.204)
-0.025
(-0.407)
0.136***
(2.746)
0.146***
(2.975)
0.015
(0.282)
0.268****
(4.439)
0.055
(0.885)
0.040
(0.671)
0.072
(1.146)
0.122**
(2.220)
-0.087
(-1.117)
0.027
(0.363)
-0.019
(-0.343)
-0.079
(-1.604)
0.088
(1.609)
0.001
(0.012)
0.201

-0.637
(-1.048)
0.128**
(2.342)
-0.016
(-0.272)
-0.020
(-0.324)
-0.086
(-1.452)
0.019
(0.345)
0.044
(0.743)
0.025
(0.377)
0.028
(0.506)
-0.021
(-0.385)
0.106*
(1.775)
0.167***
(2.506)
0.094
(1.376)
0.154**
(2.376)
0.220***
(3.155)
0.056
(0.919)
-0.141
(-1.631)
-0.100
(-1.224)
-0.061
(-1.024)
-0.008
(-0.142)
-0.009
(-0.149)
0.151****
(2.653)
0.030

(t-statistic in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
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A closer inspection of the models in Table 5-14 reveals that not one of the independent
variables was significant in all four of the regressions. However, the presence of an
efficiency champion was significant in three of the four models. This variable was
positively related to the use of The Carrot, Cooperation and Persuasive/Passive
strategies to influence efficiency decisions.

Similarly, household composition

collectively (as indicated by the different household types) was significant in all of the
regression models. Of particular interest to this research is the fact that different
household types were significantly related to different influence strategies. Sole person
households, share households, single parent households and de facto couples were more
likely that married couples to use The Carrot in decision-making. De Facto couples
were more likely than married couples to employ the Cooperation strategy. Sole person
household, single parent households and “other” households were more likely than
married couples to use an Authoritarian strategy to influence efficiency decisions.
Whereas single parents, married couples with children and De Facto couples with
children were more likely than married couples to employ the Persuasive/Passive
strategy.

As ordinary least squares regression was used in this analysis and standardised
coefficients were reported so it is possible to directly compare the coefficients in this
regression to determine which of the independent variables had the greatest magnitude
of effects. In general the magnitude of effects of the significant variables in these
regressions was relatively low, with no variable having a greater coefficient than β =
0.286. Interestingly, the variable with the largest effect varied across each of the
influence strategies. For instance, the presence of an efficiency champion (β = 0.243)
had the greatest effect on the use of The Carrot to influence decisions, past price
sensitive behaviours (β = 0.231) had the largest effect on the use of Cooperation in the
decision-making. Education (β = -0.286) and single parent households (β = 0.268) had
the largest effect the use of the Authoritarian strategy. While a household composed of
a married couple with children had the largest impact of any of the significant variables
on the use of the Persuasive/Passive strategy. This finding demonstrated that the each
of the influence strategies is the result of differing factors in the household.
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Overall, these regressions indicate that different household types may employ different
influence strategies in their decision-making. However, given the explanatory power of
these models, more research is required to more accurately identify the types of
household characteristics that predict the use of influence strategies in household
decisions. In the previous sections, the regression models used to predict aspects of the
consumer decision process (need recognition and information search), household norms,
and influence strategies have been reported and discussed. The final aspect of the
decision process to examine for RQ2, is how household characteristics are related to the
household decision role structure.

5.5.6 Decision Role Structure Regression
Multinomial logit (MNL) regression was used to examine the relationship between the
characteristics of the household and the household‟s decision role structure.
Multinomial logit regression is used when the dependent variable is categorical and
nominal. As such, during the regression the independent variables (e.g. age income etc)
are regressed against each of the categories in the dependent variable with one category,
in this case “joint decisions”, used as a reference category.

Due to the nature of the MNL, each regression leads to a large amount of output. Thus
for the sake of parsimony, only two regressions are reported in this analysis. That is,
household characteristics versus decision role structure76 in the final decision stage of
an investment decision and household characteristics versus decision role structure in
the final decision stage of a curtailment decision. Additionally, unlike the previous
regressions, household types were not included in the list of independent variables, as
the categories of household types were too closely correlated with the decision roles
being examined (e.g. single parent household vs. single parent dominated decision).
Instead, the number of household members was included as a measure of household
composition. This had the added advantage of reducing the number of independent
variables in the model from 22 to 15, as shown in Table 5-15.

76

In this instance the dependent variable Y is a categorical variable with no inherent order, decision role
structure. Y= husband dominated, wife dominated, de facto dominated, single parent dominated or other
household dominated decisions
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Overall, the two regression models (Table 5-15 and Table 5-16) had a much greater
explanatory power than any of the other regression models that have been discussed
above. The Nagelkerke Adjusted R2 value for the curtailment sample was 60.1% and
for the investment sample was 65.5%.

Another noticeable trend across the two

regression models was that almost all of the significant variables had a negative impact
on decision role structure when compared to the reference category (Joint decisions)77.
For example, the higher the education of the respondent in both samples, the lower the
probability that the decision would be dominated by a De Facto partner. Having looked
at the models in general, next each is examined in more detail.

The first of the regressions examined the decision role structure of households deciding
to increase their efficiency by altering their behaviour (curtailing), as shown in Table
5-15. No variables were significantly related to husbands dominating the decision. In
other words, none of the independent variables examined significantly predict husband
dominated over joint decisions. Education was significantly related to three decision
roles, as education increased, the probability that the decision was dominated by a wife,
De Facto or single parent decreased, when compared to joint decision.

77

With the exception of age and house size in single parent dominated curtailment decisions and age in
investment decisions.
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Table 5-15: Results of Multinomial logit regression for decision role structure in curtailment
decisions

Dependent Variables

Intercept
Pro-environmental
Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive
Behaviour
Price Sensitive
Behaviour
Perceived Efficiency
Knowledge
Respondent’s Age
Respondent’s
Education
Divorce
Household Income
Number of Household
Members
House Age

House Tenure

House Size
Renting

Paying off Home
Efficiency Champion
Nagelkerke R

2

-2 log likelihood

Husband
Dominated

Wife
Dominated

De Facto
Dominated

Single Parent
Dominated

Other
Household
Member
Dominated

-5.406

1.753

10.109***

24.570****

6.778

(-3.65)

(-4.05)

(-3.291)

(-7.718)

(-4.865)

0.033

-0.012

-0.001

-0.145**

-0.015

(0.043)

(0.046)

(0.036)

(0.075)

(0.051)

0.083

-0.047

-0.233**

-0.456**

-0.162

(0.122)

(0.132)

(0.103)

(0.228)

(0.146)

0.016

-0.158

-0.265***

-0.117

-0.082

(0.109)

(0.119)

(0.104)

(0.197)

(0.140)

0.135

0.272

0.136

-0.420

0.057

(0.146)

(0.200)

(0.150)

(0.301)

(0.234)

-0.003

0.002

0.007

0.071**

0.034

(0.018)

(0.021)

(0.016)

(0.036)

(0.024)

-0.311

-0.523**

-0.659****

-0.603**

-0.100

(0.194)

(0.224)

(0.182)

(0.292)

(0.275)

-0.570

-0.395

0.476

1.625

-1.017

(0.619)

(0.720)

(0.611)

(1.140)

(1.024)

9.360E-6

6.650E-6

1.883E-5**

-6.241E-5**

-3.567E-6

(8.054E-6)

(9.424E-6)

(8.237E-6)

(2.675E-5)

(1.096E-5)

0.258

0.194

-0.428*

0.392

-0.386

(0.220)

(0.302)

(0.26)

(0.446)

(0.466)

0.007

0.000

0.012

-0.063**

-0.003

(0.009)

(0.011)

(0.008)

(0.029)

(0.014)

0.004

-0.050

-0.370***

-0.402

-0.055

(0.056)

(0.062)

(0.158)

(0.304)

(0.092)

0.164

0.078

-0.355**

0.774*

-0.477

(0.173)

(0.200)

(0.183)

(0.418)

(0.297)

-0.157

-1.703

0.926

0.504

-0.637

(0.927)

(1.183)

(0.919)

(1.593)

(1.195)

-0.733

-0.916

-0.300

-1.932

-0.992

(0.845)

(0.896)

(0.871)

(1.736)

(1.092)

0.132

-0.411

-0.368

-1.352

-1.325*

(0.576)

(0.686)

(0.524)

(1.136)

(0.779)

0.601
408.360

(Standard Error in Brackets) Reference category is "Joint" *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
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Similarly, comfort sensitivity and income were also negatively related to De Facto
partners or single parents dominating the decisions. Other variables that negatively
influenced the participation of De Facto partners in curtailment decisions included:
price sensitivity, the number of household members, the amount of time they had lived
in the house (tenure) and the size of their house. Whereas, the participation of single
parents was positively influenced by their age and the size of their house and negatively
influenced by the age of their house and pro-environmental attitudes. That is, the older
the single parent and the larger their house the more likely they were to dominate the
decision, rather than to make it jointly, but the older their house and the more proenvironmental they were the lower the probability that they would dominate the
decision. Finally, the presence of an efficiency champion had a negative impact on the
“other household members‟ dominating the decision compared to joint decisions.

The second regression examined the variables that influenced the decision role structure
of households deciding to increase their efficiency by making a purchase. Unlike the
previous regression, at least one of the independent variables was significantly related to
all of the categories in the dependent variable, as shown in Table 5-16. Also unlike the
previous regressions, the variables that influenced participation in investment decisions
were more consistent. For instance, price sensitive behaviour was negatively related to
participation for all but one decision role type (single parents). This indicated that as
price sensitivity increased the probability that an investment decision was made jointly
increased. Pro-environmental behaviour decreased the likelihood a decision would be
dominated by an “other” household member. House size was negatively related to
wives, De Facto partners and “other” household members dominating the decision,
whereas income influenced wives and single parents. Age had a positive impact on
“other” dominated decisions. Finally, knowledge negatively influenced husband and
De Facto domination of the decision while education negatively influenced husband and
De Facto domination of decision-making when compared to joint decisions.
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Table 5-16: Results of Multinomial logit regression for decision role structure in investment
decisions
Husband
Dominated

Wife
Dominated

De Facto
Dominated

Single Parent
Dominated

Other
Household
Member
Dominated

6.778*

4.147

11.032**

3.768

13.441**

(-3.368)

(-4.452)

(-3.557)

(-3.838)

(-4.785)

-0.018

0.002

-0.004

-0.003

-0.097

(0.038)

(0.051)

(0.040)

(0.046)

(0.055)

0.007

0.116

0.081

-0.055

-0.082

(0.106)

(0.131)

(0.102)

(0.114)

(0.157)

Price Sensitive
Behaviour

-0.183*

-0.394**

-0.197*

-0.058

-0.302*

(0.090)

(0.128)

(0.095)

(0.117)

(0.150)

Perceived Efficiency
Knowledge

-0.325*

0.089

-0.289

-0.123

0.063

(0.157)

(0.194)

(0.157)

(0.187)

(0.271)

0.015

0.019

-0.003

0.025

0.050

(0.018)

(0.025)

(0.020)

(0.022)

(0.029)

-0.320

-0.163

-0.486*

-0.166

0.125

(0.193)

(0.248)

(0.188)

(0.201)

(0.262)

-0.125

-0.313

-0.488

-0.353

-1.417

(0.850)

(0.764)

(0.612)

(0.680)

(1.024)

9.072E-6

2.305E-5*

1.292E-5

-3.980E-5**

-1.689E-5

(8.128E-6)

(1.075E-5)

(8.928E-6)

(1.459E-5)

(1.631E-5)

-0.248

-0.030

-0.410

0.158

-0.882

(0.244)

(0.294)

(0.276)

(0.268)

(0.588)

0.005

-0.002

0.002

0.009

-0.038

(0.009)

(0.011)

(0.010)

(0.010)

(0.027)

-0.049

-0.058

-0.083

-0.056

0.025

(0.047)

(0.054)

(0.059)

(0.077)

(0.073)

-0.019

-0.504*

-0.749***

-0.141

-0.922**

(0.122)

(0.250)

(0.206)

(0.208)

(0.316)

-0.737

-0.995

0.333

1.415

2.285

(0.893)

(1.065)

(1.006)

(1.081)

(1.800)

0.031

-1.000

0.791

1.112

0.719

(0.715)

(0.924)

(0.907)

(1.044)

(1.709)

0.557

0.255

0.860

-0.517

0.611

(0.627)

(0.753)

(0.632)

(0.774)

(1.006)

Dependent Variables

Intercept
Pro-environmental
Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive
Behaviour

Respondent’s Age
Respondent’s
Education
Divorce
Household Income
Number of
Household Members
House Age
House Tenure
House Size
Renting
Paying off Home
Efficiency Champion
Nagelkerke R

2

-2 log likelihood

0.655
391.985

(Standard Error in Brackets) Reference category is "Joint" *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
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In comparison to curtailment decisions, a less diverse range of independent variables
influenced investment decisions. Five variables were found to significantly influence
participation in investment decisions (Table 5-16), while nine variables were found to
significantly influence curtailment decisions (Table 5-16). Four of those variables were
common to both investment and curtailment decisions: past price sensitive behaviours,
education, income and house size. The only variable that influenced investment that did
not influence curtailment was perceived efficiency knowledge. Specifically, as the
respondents perceived efficiency knowledge increased the likelihood that a decision to
invest in efficiency would be husband dominated decreased.

In addition to those

variables mentioned above, another five variables were found to significantly influence
participation in curtailment decisions: past comfort sensitive behaviours, age, the
number of people who had lived in the household and the length of time they had been
in their specific dwelling, as well as the age of the house. Despite the presence of
additional significant variables in the curtailment regressions, the independent variables
were able to explain more of the variance in investment, as discussed above.

In general, the regressions revealed that both investment and curtailment decisions were
more likely to be made jointly than dominated by one member of the household. The
exceptions to this rule were as follows: increasing household income increased the
likelihood that the wife would dominate investment decision, and the likelihood that a
De facto partner would dominate a curtailment decision. Further, in a single parent
household as respondents‟ aged and the size of the house increased a single parent was
more likely to dominate the decision.78

The aim of running these regressions was to answer the RO2: “what is the relationship
between household characteristics and decision processes?

The finding of these

regressions indicated that a number of household characteristics are related to who
participates in the final decision stage of investment and curtailment decisions.

78

A log likelihood ratio test was conducted to determine whether the curtailment and investment models
were statistically different. The testing produced a Chi-squared value of 98.372. With 75 degrees of
freedom, the p-value for this test is 0.04. Hence the two models are statistically different at the 5%
significance level therefore it was appropriate to estimate and report separate models for the Investment
and Curtailment samples.
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Specifically, the types of variables that influence participation appear to differ across
the decisions types (RQ1b).

In the previous sections, regression analyses have been employed to determine which
household characteristics influence the four aspects of the household decision process,
and in doing so to answer RQ2. In general, the results of these analyses revealed that
the household characteristics chosen were useful for estimating the probability of who
participated in making the final decision to invest or curtail (i.e. decision role structure)
and the use of household norms in decision-making.

Some of the household

characteristics used were appropriate for predicting need recognition, information
search and the number of sources used in info search and for predicting the use of two
of the influence strategies (Cooperation and Authoritarian). However, they had little
predictive power when examining the remaining influence strategies (The Carrot and
Persuasive/Passive).

This aspect of this research constitutes an exploration into the relationship between a
broad range of household characteristics and household decision process (RQ2). The
results of the analysis provide an initial understanding of the household characteristics
that do and don‟t influence various aspects of the decision-making process and therefore
the results inform current understanding.

5.6 RQ3: What is the relationship between household decision
processes and decision outcomes?
The third research question in this research asked, what is the relationship between
decision processes and decision outcomes? In order to answer this question, regression
analysis is used again. In contrast to the regressions above, where the elements of the
decision process were dependent variables, in these analyses they become the
independent variables used to predict the outcomes of decisions. As shown on the right
hand side of Figure 5-12 below, two types of outcome were examined: 1) past
efficiency decisions and 2) predicted future efficiency choices.

In the following

discussion, two tobit regressions are first used to examine the relationships between the
independent variables and investment and then curtailment.

Then, five ordinal
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regressions were conducted to examine the relationship between the independent
variables and each of the predicted future choices.

Figure 5-12: Relationships of interest between decision process and decision outcomes
Aspects of the Consumer
Decision-making Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
Past Efficiency Choices
Influence Strategies
The Carrot
Cooperation
Authoritarian
Persuasive/Passive

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated
De Facto Dominated
Single Parent Dominated
Other Dominated

Investment
Curtailment

Predicted Future Efficiency
Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Household Norms

To begin, the relationship between decision processes and past efficiency behaviours
was examined.

Past efficiency behaviours were measured by asking household

members to indicate how many of the 15 investment and 24 curtailment behaviours79
listed they engaged in (see Questions 1.6 and 1.7 on pages 4 and 5 of the questionnaire
in Appendix 12). The nature of the dependent variables meant that a tobit regression
(also known as a censored regression model) was necessary, as the responses fell within

79

The value of the dependent was denoted as follows: For investment 0≤ y*i ≤15 where y*i is the number
of investments (between 0 and 15) the household had carried out in the past. For curtailment 0 ≤ y*i ≤ 24
where y*i is the number of curtailment behaviours (between 0 and 24) that the households routinely
carried out.
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a censored range of numbers (e.g. 0-24 curtailment behaviours and 0-15 investment
behaviours)80. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 5-17 below.

Table 5-17: Results of the tobit regression of decision processes versus past decision outcomes
Dependent Variables

Number of Investments

-0.480
(-0.350)
0.860
Need Recognition
(0.880)
0.996**
Information Search
(3.170)
-0.233
Influence Strategy 1 (The Carrot)
(-1.480)
0.321*
Influence Strategy 2 (Cooperation)
(2.110)
-0.067
Influence Strategy 3 (Authoritarian)
(0.430)
-0.116
Influence Strategy 4 (Persuasive/Passive)
(0.465)
0.568
Husband Dominated Decision
(1.250)
-0.993
Wife Dominated Decision
(-1.890)
-1.163**
De Facto Dominated Decision
(-3.070)
-1.753**
Single Parent Dominated Decision
(-3.130)
-2.434***
Other Dominated Decision
(-4.150)
0.311***
Household Norms
(4.000)
2
Pseudo R
0.0342
-2 log likelihood
-1168.371
(t-statistic in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
Constant

Number of Curtailments
-0.480
(-0.350)
1.621
(1.190)
0.717*
(2.070)
-0.006*
(-0.040)
0.201*
(1.160)
-0.111**
(0.640)
-0.304*
(-1.700)
0.847
(1.640)
-0.257
(-0.043)
-0.956**
(-2.360)
-1.242*
(-1.980)
-1.615**
(-2.620)
0.343***
(4.060)
0.029
-866.1778

As shown in Table 5-17, seven of the twelve independent variables were significantly
related to the number of investment decisions a household had engaged in previously.
Specifically, information search, the use of cooperation, four types of decision role
structure (De Facto dominated, single parent dominated wife dominated and other
dominated) and household norms were significantly related to the number of investment

80

The frequency of investment and curtailment behaviours carried out by respondents is shown in
Appendix 18.
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behaviours. These findings showed that at least part of each of the four decision
processes measured was significantly related to past decision outcomes and therefore
established a link between that the way decisions are made, and the outcomes of those
decisions. Of the relationships, the link between household norms (the new construct
from the focus groups) and investment decisions was the most significant (p>0.001),
indicating that the presence of implicit rules of efficiency behaviour in the household
was related to the efficiency choices households made.
An examination of the magnitude of effects81 for this regression reveals that “other
dominated decisions” (β = -2.434) (with joint being the missing category) had the
greatest negative effect of the decision role types that were significantly related to the
number of investments a household had carried out in the past.

Nine of the twelve independent variables measured were related to the number of
curtailment behaviours routinely conducted in the household. As shown in Table 5-17
the significant variables were as follows: information search, the use of all influence
strategies (The Carrot, Cooperation, Authoritarian and Persuasive/Passive), the same
three types of decision role structure as investment (De Facto dominated, single parent
dominated and other dominated), and household norms. Again the relationship with
norms was the most significant; this was perhaps more expected for curtailment
decisions which require ongoing/repetitive behaviour.

Similar to the investment

regression, these results demonstrate a link between each of the aspects of decisionmaking examined and the past outcomes of decision in the household. Overall, the
results of these two regressions suggest that the answer to RQ3 is that decision
processes influence decision outcomes.

The magnitude of effects is able to be discussed for two types of decision processes in
the curtailment regression: influence strategies and decision role structure. All of the
influence strategies were significantly related to the number of curtailments that were
routinely carried out in households.

Of those influence strategies, the use of the

81

The coefficients in these regressions are unstandardised, therefore it is only possible to discuss the
magnitude of effects for each variable relative to other variables measured using the same metric, e.g.
dummy variables with a metric of 0 or 1.
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Persuasive/Passive strategy had the greatest impact on the quantity of curtailment. Of
the decision role types that were significant “Other dominated decisions” had the
greatest negative impact on curtailment.

Next, the same independent variables are regressed against predicted future choices.
Predicted future choices were examined by asking respondents to indicate their interest
in five efficiency programs that may be run in the future82. This included, Program 1 a
home energy audit, Program 2 smart metering, Program 3 a remote load control
program, Program 4 a subsidy for retro fits and Program 5 a program for voluntary load
shedding83. Ordinal regression was used to examine the relationship between decision
processes and predicted future choices. The results of the five regression models (one
for each efficiency program) are illustrated in Table 5-18. Similar to past behaviours,
the Nagelkerke R2 values are low (ranging from 5.4 - 7.7%); however again it is the
presence of significant relationships that is of particular interest in this analysis.

Overall, few aspects of decision-making were significantly related to predicted future
choices. Information search was marginally related to interest in a home energy audit
and subsidies. That is, if respondents had engaged in information search they were
more likely to be interested in participating in a home energy audit or a subsidy in the
future. The use of influence strategies was related to the audit (Authoritarian), smart
metering (Cooperation and Persuasive/Passive), remote load control (Cooperation and
Persuasive/Passive), subsidies (Cooperation), and voluntary reduction (Cooperation).
Finally, two forms of decision role structure were significantly related to interest in a
program; specifically husband dominated decisions (Smart Metering) and “other”
dominated decisions (Voluntary load reduction programs). The results demonstrated
that the aspects of the decision process measured had only a limited ability to explain
variance in predicted future choices. These findings may be a result of the fact that the
aspects of the decision processes were measured in general and were not specific to a
certain decision. Nevertheless they do demonstrate that there are some links between
the way decisions are made and future programs of interest. The limited number of

82

The dependent variables, Programs 1-5 were denoted by Y= 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 where 1= strongly disagree,
2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree.
83
These are explained in more detail on pages 14-16 in the questionnaire in Appendix 11
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significant variables limits the ability to discuss the magnitude of effects in the
regressions.

Table 5-18: Ordinal regression of decision processes versus predicted future efficiency choices

Dependent Variables

Home
Energy Audit

Smart
Metering

Remote Load
Control

Subsidies

-0.508
0.584
-0.255
0.264
(0.613)
(0.576)
(0.627)
(0.578)
0.381**
0.142
0.311
0.471**
Information Search
(0.188)
(0.181)
(0.216)
(0.199)
0.053
0.021
-0.006
-0.040
Influence Strategy 1
(The Carrot)
(0.093)
(0.091)
(0.105)
(0.101)
0.140
0.185**
0.180*
0.240**
Influence Strategy 2
(Cooperation)
(0.092)
(0.088)
(0.107)
(0.099)
-0.161*
-0.116
-0.035
-0.053
Influence Strategy 3
(Authoritarian)
(0.094)
(0.088)
(0.106)
(0.098)
0.144
0.245***
0.410****
-0.130
Influence Strategy 4
(Persuasive/Passive)
(0.095)
(0.092)
(0.109)
(0.100)
0.244
0.456*
0.073
-0.073
Husband Dominated
Decision
(0.274)
(0.266)
(0.312)
(0.288)
0.389
-0.055
-0.093
-0.158
Wife Dominated
Decision
(0.310)
(0.301)
(0.338)
(0.329)
0.290
0.294
-0.114
-0.289
De Facto Dominated
Decision
(0.225)
(0.218)
(0.256)
(0.241)
0.333
-0.025
-0.641
0.027
Single Parent
Dominated Decision
(0.333)
(0.319)
(0.402)
(0.357)
0.169
0.218
0.456
-0.204
Other Dominated
Decision
(0.349)
(0.330)
(0.380)
(0.353)
0.006
0.055
0.006
0.011
Household Norms
(0.046)
(0.045)
(0.051)
(0.049)
2
Nagelkerke R
0.034
0.055
0.077
0.052
-2 log likelihood
1273.495
1482.277
1033.875
1247.986
(Standard Error in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
Need Recognition

Voluntary
Load
Reduction
0.152
(0.607)
0.164
(0.183)
0.020
(0.092)
0.164*
(0.089)
-0.047
(0.089)
0.099
(0.091)
-0.321
(0.262)
-0.137
(0.301)
0.327
(0.220)
-0.235
(0.321)
0.795**
(0.034)
0.057
(0.045)
0.051
1476.597

Up to this point analyses have been conducted to examine the relationship between
household characteristics and decision processes, and decision processes and decision
outcomes. In the next section, the ability of decision processes to predict decision
outcomes is compared to the ability of household characteristics to predict decision
outcomes. The purpose of this analysis is to test the assumption in Chapter 2 Section
2.4, that household characteristics that are related to decision outcomes may also be
related to the decision processes that lead to those outcomes (i.e. RQ4).
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5.6.1 Analysis of the hypotheses proposed in Chapter 2
It is now possible to address each of the hypotheses examined in Chapter 2. Therefore,
before moving on to a discussion of RQ4, the results of those tests are summarised.
When the relationships between household characteristics and decision processes were
identified in Chapter 2, a number of relationships were hypothesized, based on the
findings of past research. These hypotheses are shown in Table 5-19 below. The
results of these tests are drawn from the regression analyses conducted above.

In total, fourteen hypotheses were proposed and eleven of those were successfully tested
(H4b, H6a and H6b not tested, see Table 5-19). Four of the hypothesised relationships
were not supported (H1a, H1b, H3a, H5). In particular income was not significantly
related to need recognition or information search, and neither age, income, nor home
ownership was significantly related to the use of influence strategies. Five of the
anticipated relationships were partially supported (H1c, H2b, H2c, H3b, H4a). That is,
the demographic variables were related to one/some of the types of influence strategies
or decision roles, but not all. For example, education was related to the use of the
Authoritarian influence strategy whereas household composition was related to the use
of cooperation to influence decisions. Similarly, income was significantly related to the
De Facto dominated, or single parent dominated decision role structure, education was
related to wife dominated, de-facto dominated and single parent dominated decision
role structures. Finally, two hypotheses were fully supported (H2a and H7); that is
education was significantly related to need recognition, information search and the
number of information sources used in decision-making and household norms were
significantly related to the number of past curtailments and investments carried out in
the household.

Overall the results of these hypotheses tests suggest that there are some links between
the demographic characteristics of the household and the decision processes used.
Where some of the past findings were supported, other anticipated relationships were
not apparent.
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Table 5-19: Results of hypothesis tests
Hypotheses
H1a: Income is significantly related to aspects of the
CDP (need recognition and information search)
H1b: Income is significantly related to the
combination of influence strategies employed in the
household
H1c: Income is significantly related to the decision
role structure in the household
H2a: Education is significantly related to aspects of
the CDP (need recognition, information search and
number of sources used)

Outcome
Not supported

Not supported
Partially supported:
Income is significantly related to use of De Facto
dominated or single parent dominated decisions
Supported
Education is significantly related to need
recognition, information search and the number of
sources used

H2b: Education is significantly related to the use of
influence strategies

Partially supported:
Education is significantly related to the use of the
Authoritarian strategy to influence decisions

H2c: Education is significantly related to household
decision role structure

Partially supported:
Education is significantly related to the use of wife
dominated, De Facto dominated, and single
parent dominated decisions

H3a: Age is significantly related to the combination of
influence strategies employed in the household

Not supported

H3b: Age is significantly related to the decision role
structure in the household

Partially supported
Age is significantly related to the use of single
parent dominated decisions

H4a: Household composition is significantly related
to the use of influence strategies in the household

Partially supported:
Household composition is significantly related to
the use of cooperation in decisions

H4b: Household composition is significantly related
to the decision role structure of the household

Unable to test due to similarity in household
composition and decision role structure

H5: Home ownership is significantly related to
influence strategies

Not supported

H6a: The presence of an Efficiency Champion in a
household will be positively related to need
recognition

Unable to accurately test as only those people
who have recognised a need answered this
question

H6b: The presence of an Efficiency Champion in a
household will be positively related to information
search

Unable to accurately test as only those people
who have recognised a need answered this
question

H7:Household norms will be positively related to the
number of past efficiency behaviours (curtailments
and investments)

Supported for curtailments and investments

Having looked at the relationship between household characteristics and decision
processes, the next step in this analysis is to examine the relationship between decision
processes and decision outcomes, and in doing so to answer RQ4.
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5.7 RQ4: Do the characteristics of the household that predict decision
outcomes also predict decision processes?
One of the assumptions made in Chapter 2, in the absence of available data, was that
household characteristics that have been related to decision outcomes may also be
related to decision processes. The purpose of this section is to assess the accuracy of
that assumption. In order to do so, the results of the analysis for RQ2 will be compared
to additional regression analyses examining the relationship between household
characteristics and decision outcomes. The regressions relationships examined in these
regression are shown in the amended model below Figure 5-13 and the results of the
additional analyses are shown in Table 5-20 and Table 5-21.

Specifically one

regression will examine the relationship between the independent variables and
investment and curtailment and the other will examined the relationship between the
independent variables and predicted future choices.

Figure 5-13: Model of the additional relationships examined in this section
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Composition
Home Ownership
Divorce

Past Efficiency Choices
Investment
Curtailment

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness
Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Situational Variables

Predicted Future
Efficiency Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

House Size
House Age
House Type

Efficiency Champion
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5.7.1 Household Characteristics versus Past Decision Outcomes

Tobit regression analysis was used to examine which variables were predictive of past
investment and curtailment behaviours.

The household characteristics measured

explained 12.1% of the variance in investment behaviours and 5.3% of the variance in
curtailment behaviours. The findings indicated that the variables used were much better
at explaining the frequency of past investments as opposed to the frequency of
curtailment behaviours.

As shown in Table 5-20, eight variables were significantly related to investment and
curtailment. Five variables, price sensitive behaviours, perceived efficiency knowledge,
divorce, share households and tenure in the house, were consistently significant across
the two models and therefore related to both of the types of efficiency behaviour. Other
variables that were significantly related to past investment were: perceived efficiency
knowledge, education, de facto couple households and renting a home. Three of these
variables (education, de facto couple households and renting) were negatively related to
investment. Renters have less incentive to invest as they are investing in another
person‟s home (as illustrated in previous research (e.g. Ferguson, 1993; Sardianou,
2005)), and when compared to married couples, it is suggested that De Facto couples
may be less inclined to invest given the absence of a firm relationship commitment.
The finding that education was negatively related to investment was surprising and
needs further investigation, although, as discussed in Chapter 2, past research about this
relationship had been inconclusive.

This may reflect the nature of the dependent

variable used in this analysis which is a count of investments and curtailments, an
analysis of the nature of the investments conducted may reveal more about the
relationship between education and investment.
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Table 5-20: Tobit regression models for past investment and curtailment behaviours
Dependent Variables
Constant
Pro-environmental Attitude
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Perceived Efficiency Knowledge
Respondent’s Age
Respondent’s Education
Household Income
Divorce
Sole Person
Share House
Single Parent
De Facto Couple
De Facto Couple with Children
Married Couple with Children
Other Household Type
Renting
Paying off Home
House Size
House Age
House Tenure
Efficiency Champion
Pseudo R

2

Investment

Curtailment

0.818
(0.370)
0.008
(0.330)
-0.112
(-1.610)
0.353****
(5.600)
0.198*
(1.980)
0.000
(0.002)
-0.337***
(-2.750)
-0.000
(-0.120)
1.251***
(3.130)
-0.066
(0.060)
-0.165***
(-2.680)
-0.144
(-1.000)
-0.479**
(-2.360)
-0.030
(-0.690)
-0.003
(-0.110)
-0.170
(-0.210)
-2.485****
(-4.130)
-0.116
(-0.210)
0.009
(0.100)
-0.006
(-0.920)
0.076**
(2.280)
0.239
(0.060)

10.081****
(4.970)
0.015
(0.610)
-0.031
(-0.480)
0.328****
(0.042)
0.168*
(1.820)
-0.014
(-1.290)
-0.190
(-1.660)
-0.000
(-1.410)
0.653*
(1.680)
-1.499*
(-1.300)
-0.125**
(-2.440)
-0.215
(-1.560)
-0.277
(-1.460)
-0.010
(-0.240)
-0.010
(-0.240)
-0448
(-0.590)
0.425
(0.740)
0.121
(0.220)
0.173
(1.840)
-0.000
(-0.040)
0.076**
(2.240)
0.976***
(2.650)

0.1207
- 2 log likelihood
-629.70679
(t-statistic in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001

0.0527
-980.43389

While education was negatively related to investment, perceived knowledge about
household efficiency was positively related to the number of investments the household
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had made in the past. Similarly, and also surprising was the fact that divorce was
positively related to the number of investments and curtailments in the household. That
is, if someone in the household had been divorced, the household was likely to have
carried out more investment and curtailment based efficiency behaviours in the past.
This finding is of particular interest as it suggests the impact of divorce on decision
outcomes is positive; hence from the perspective of both the efficiency and household
decision-making literature it is worth further investigation. Two additional variables
were related to the number of curtailments routinely carried out in the house: share
households and the presence of an efficiency champion. As anticipated from the focus
groups, the presence of someone in the house who feels passionate about energy was
positively related to the number of past curtailment behaviours. It is interesting to note
that environmental attitudes were not significantly related to the quantity of past
investment or curtailment decisions. This seems to reinforce the idea in Chapter 2,
Section 2.4.2.1 that environmental concern is a secondary consideration.

A comparison of the significant variables across the two regressions reveals some
differences in the household characteristics that influence investment and curtailment
behaviours. The only variable that is related to curtailment that does not influence
investment is the presence of an efficiency champion. This finding is consistent with
the repetitive nature of curtailment behaviours and indicates the importance of a
champion to curtailment behaviours in the household.

In contrast, a number of

variables are related only to the number of investment behaviours a household has
engaged in.

In particular education, De Facto households and renting are each

household characteristics that tend to reduce the number of investments.

It is

anticipated that this is because each of these characteristics create barriers to investing
in efficiency. For instance, people are unlikely to invest in the efficiency of a house that
they do not own. Hence, when examined across the two efficiency types it becomes
apparent that some household characteristics are related to efficiency behaviours in
general, whereas others are specific to the choice of efficiency behaviour (i.e.
investment or curtailment).
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In the next section the same variables are compared with respondents‟ interest in five
possible efficiency programs which may be run in the future, to determine the effect of
these variables on predicting future decisions.

5.7.2 Household Characteristics versus Predicted Future Decision Outcomes

The ability of the independent variables to predict anticipated future choices was
slightly better than that of past decisions. These regression models were estimated
using and ordinal regression and the Nagelkerke R2 values of the models ranged from
12.5% to 18.9% as shown in Table 5-21.

Dispositional variables were related to predicted future choices.

Unlike past

behaviours, pro-environmental attitudes were positively related to all of the predicted
future efficiency choices (as shown in Table 5-21).

When compared to the past

behaviour regressions, these findings give an indication of the role of environmental
concern in these decisions: that is, that when considering a future action, environmental
considerations are relevant, however when the actual choices are made (as demonstrated
by past behaviours) environmental considerations become superseded by other
considerations such as price sensitivity. Another finding from the future behaviour
regressions is that frequency of comfort sensitive behaviours was positively related to
interest in the home energy audit, smart metering and the remote load control program.
This finding makes sense as those three programs require the least output from the
household member (at least until they decide to implement the advice from the audit) as
they are based on someone else either providing information or controlling the
electricity. Price sensitivity behaviours were also positively related to a home energy
audit.
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Table 5-21: Ordered logit regression for predicted future efficiency choices
Dependent Variables

Home
Energy Audit

Smart
Metering

Remote
Load Control

Subsidies

0.052****
0.077****
0.035**
0.040***
(0.014)
(0.014)
(0.016)
(0.014)
0.088***
0.061*
0.085**
0.004
Comfort Sensitive
Behaviour
(0.036)
(0.034)
(0.041)
(0.037)
0.089***
0.035
0.023
0.026
Price Sensitive
Behaviour
(0.034)
(0.032)
(0.037)
(0.036)
-0.061
0.015
0.037
-0.007
Perceived Efficiency
Knowledge
(0.053)
(0.052)
(0.058)
(0.056)
0.000
-0.016**
-0.008
-0.007
Respondent’s Age
(0.009)
(0.008)
(0.010)
(0.009)
0.047
0.181***
0.094
0.240****
Respondent’s
Education
(0.065)
(0.062)
(0.072)
(0.069)
0.242
0.241
0.029
0.273
Divorce
(0.231)
(0.222)
(0.266)
(0.243)
5.978E-6**
1.686E-6
3.047E-6
4.884E-7
Household Income
(3.024E-6)
(2.925E-6)
(3.381E-6)
(3.130E-6)
-1.022
-0.477
1.133
0.479
Sole Person
(0.872)
(0.663)
(0.838)
(0.807)
0.055*
0.025
0.053
0.026
Share House
(0.031)
(0.028)
(0.035)
(0.031)
0.203*
0.127
0.123
0.158*
Single Parent
(0.080)
(0.076)
(0.093)
(0.083)
0.184*
0.137
0.140
0.096
De Facto Couple
(0.115)
(0.110)
(0.135)
(0.120)
0.049
0.056**
0.048*
0.038
De Facto Couple with
Children
(0.025)
(0.024)
(0.028)
(0.025)
0.031*
0.034**
0.041**
0.025
Married Couple with
Children
(0.017)
(0.017)
(0.020)
(0.018)
0.486
0.474
1.233***
0.286
Other Household Type
(0.437)
(0.414)
(0.488)
(0.449)
0.389
-0.021
0.146
-0.606
Renting
(0.349)
(0.326)
(0.407)
(0.0371)
0.605*
-0.125
0.386
0.018*
Paying off Home
(0.316)
(0.296)
(0.361)
(0.325)
-0.033
0.086
-0.133*
0.066
House Size
(0.053)
(0.053)
(0.074)
(0.067)
0.001
0.001
0.004
0.007
House Age
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.004)
(0.004)
-0.006
-0.028
-0.018
-0.033
House Tenure
(0.020)
(0.018)
(0.022)
(0.020)
0.185
0.211
0.487
0.249
Efficiency Champion
(0.209)
(0.202)
(0.252)
(0.226)
2
Nagelkerke R
0.145
0.189
0.125
0.139
(Standard Error in Brackets) *p>0.10, ** p>0.05, ***p>0.01, **** p>0.001
Pro-environmental
Attitude

Voluntary
Load
Reduction
0.058****
(0.013)
0.024
(0.033)
0.007
(0.032)
0.046
(0.051)
-0.015*
(0.061)
0.114*
(0.061)
0.377
(0.218)
-3.893E-7*
(2.890E-7)
0.381
(0.653)
0.065**
(0.028)
0.063
(0.075)
0.199
(0.109)
0.053**
(0.024)
0.011
(0.017)
0.506
(0.410)
0.214
(0.322)
0.058
(0.295)
0.071
(0.051)
0.000
(0.003)
-0.007
(0.018)
0.185
(0.199)
0.130
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Demographic variables were related to interest in efficiency programs but varied across
programs.

For instance, as income increased, interest in the home energy audit

increased. Older, more educated respondents were more interested in metering and
voluntary load reduction and the higher their education the more interested respondents
were in a subsidy. When compared to the dummy variable, married couples, household
types were also significantly related to interest in all of the efficiency programs and
although interest varied across programs. In particular, relative to married couples,
share households, single parent households, and de facto and married couples with
children were most likely to be interested in the audit. Also, when compared to married
couples, de facto couples were most interested in metering or voluntary load reduction,
while de facto couples with children were interested in audits, metering, remote load
control and voluntary load reduction (all but subsidies). Married couples with children
were also interested in the audit, metering, and the remote load control program. Other
household types were also interested in remote load control and share households were
interested in voluntary load reduction. Only single parent households were significantly
related to interest in subsidies.

Finally, house size was related to interest in the remote load control program and paying
off a home was positively related to interest in an audit and subsidies. Overall, these
regressions indicated that marketers may be able to use dispositional and demographic
variables, in particular household type, to distinguish between groups interested in
different programs.

Having established which of the household characteristics are related to decision
processes, it is now possible to make a comparison between the household
characteristics that predict decision outcomes and the household characteristics that
predict decision processes and in doing so to answer RQ4. As shown in Table 5-22, all
but one of the household characteristics (house tenure) that were significantly related to
decision outcomes was related to decision processes. This suggested that the answer to
RQ4: Do the variables that predict decision outcomes predict decision processes, is yes,
which affirms the assumption made in Chapter 2. However, this also raises the question
about which household characteristics have direct effects on decision outcomes and
which are mediated by the decision processes in the household. A question which will
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need to be examined in future analysis. That concludes the regression analyses for this
chapter.
Table 5-22: Household characteristics significantly related to decision outcomes versus those
significantly related to decision processes

Household characteristics related to decision
outcomes

Household characteristics related to decision
processes.

Pro-environmental Behaviour

Pro-environmental Behaviour

Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Price Sensitive Behaviour

Price Sensitive Behaviour

Perceived Efficiency Knowledge

Perceived Efficiency Knowledge

Respondent’s Age

Respondent’s Age

Respondent’s Education

Respondent’s Education

Divorce

Divorce

Household Income

Household Income

Home Ownership

Home Ownership

Household Type

Household Type

House Age

House Age

-

House Tenure

House Size

House Size

Efficiency Champion

Efficiency Champion

5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, a number of bivariate and multivariate techniques were employed to
answer the research questions that form the basis of this thesis. The result of this
analysis is the broadening of understanding of the relationships between household
characteristics, household decision processes and past and predicted future outcomes.

Following the characterisation of the sample, the first step in this analysis was to
examine the responses to questions about the four elements of the household decisionmaking process: the CDP, decision role structure, influence strategies and household
norms (RQ1). This examination produced a number of findings. First, when examining
the aspects of the CDP, it was found that in over half of the cases households had
recognised the need to alter electricity consumption in their household. This left 41.2%
of respondents who did not consider this was necessary. Of those respondents who had
recognised a need, just over two thirds sought information to inform their efficiency
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decision-making process, and the most commonly used sources of information were
memory/past experiences, followed by their electricity company.

Second, two categories were added to the extant taxonomy of decision role structure.
The resultant categories were: joint decisions, husband dominated decisions, and wife
dominated decisions, and additionally De Facto dominated decisions, and single parent
dominated decisions. Third, the results of the analysis showed that household norms
were used as a part of the decision process. Specifically, the majority of respondents
reported that there were expected standards of electricity use behaviour, and that
sanctions would be employed if those standards were not upheld.

Finally, an

examination of nine influence strategies using factor analysis revealed four underlying
strategies: The Carrot, Cooperation, Authoritarian, and Persuasive/Passive.

The second step in this analysis was to compare these elements of the decision process
across household types (RQ1a) and across decision types (RQ1b). Some aspects of
household decision-making differed across household types. For instance, it was found
that need recognition differed across household types but information search did not.
Further, rules about electricity use did vary across household types but standards of
behaviour and sanctions for upholding that behaviour did not. In addition, the use of
Authoritarian and Persuasive/Passive influence strategies differed significantly across
household types, however the use of The Carrot and Cooperation did not. Only two
elements of the decision process could be compared across decision types: influence
strategies and decision role structure. Overall, there was little difference in influence
strategies and decision role structure across the two decision types. Decision role
structure differed only marginally across decision types in single parent dominated
decisions, and the application of the Persuasive/Passive influence strategy was
significantly different in decisions to invest versus decisions to curtail.

Having examined the use of these decision processes, the third step in the analysis was
to explore the relationship between household characteristics and decision processes
(RQ2). This was done using a variety of regression techniques, including: ordinary
least squares, binary logit, multinomial logit, ordered logit and tobit. A broad summary
of the results of these regressions is shown in Table 5-23 below. In particular, an X is
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used to demonstrate if a significant relationship was found between the dependent and
categories of independent variables examined in the research.

Table 5-23: Summary of Regression Results for RQ2

Need Recognition
Information Search
No of Information
Sources
Household Norms
Decision Role structure
(Investment)
Decision Role Structure
(Curtailment)
The Carrot
Cooperation
Authoritarian
Persuasive/Passive

Demographic

Attitudinal

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

Situational

Behavioural

Efficiency
Champion

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

As shown in the table, demographic variables in the regressions were significant in
seven out of the ten regressions conducted. The demographic characteristics of the
household were not significantly related to the number of information sources used,
household norms or cooperation.

Attitudinal variables (at least pro-environmental

attitudes or perceived efficiency knowledge) were significantly related to decision
processes in eight out of the ten regressions. They were not significantly related to the
number of information sources used or to the use of the Authoritarian strategy.
Situational variables were rarely significant in the regressions; the only aspects of the
decision process that they significantly influenced were household norm and
curtailment decisions.

Past behaviours (i.e. price sensitive and comfort sensitive

behaviours) were also significant in seven out of ten regressions. They were not
significant in the use of three influence strategies: Cooperation, Authoritarian and
Persuasive/Passive. Finally, the presence of an efficiency champion was significantly
related to the number of information sources used and the use of household norms and
all but one of the influence strategies (i.e. Authoritarian). Hence, overall the results
suggest that the characteristics of the household do influence the decision processes that
take part within that household (RQ2).
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The third step in the analysis was to examine the relationship between decision
processes and decision outcomes (RQ3). Again the results of regression analyses are
summarised in Table 5-24 below.

Table 5-24: Summary of Regression Results for RQ3
Past Behaviours
Past
Investment

Past
Curtailment

Information
Search

x

x

Household
Norms
Husband
Dominated
Decision
Wife Dominated
Decisions
De Facto
Dominated
Decisions
Single Parent
Dominated
Decisions

x

x

x

x

x

x

Other Dominated
Decisions

x

x

Predicted Future Behaviours
Audit

Smart
Metering

Remote
Load
Control

Subsides

Voluntary
load
Reduction

Need
Recognition

Authoritarian

x

X

x

The Carrot
Cooperation

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Persuasive
x
x
/Passive
NB In this table the results from the two samples were aggregated. That is, a significant value for either
investment or curtailment indicated a significant relationship with efficiency decisions in general

An analysis of the significant variables, as shown in Table 5-24, indicates that more of
the household decision processes are related to past investment and curtailment
behaviours than to future interest in demand management programs. In fact, only a few
of the elements of the decision-making process were related to future decisions.

The final step in the analysis was to examine the extent to which those variables that
predicted decision processes also predicted decision outcomes, and in doing so to
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answer RQ4.

The outcome of this analysis was that all but one of the variables

measured (Household tenure) was significantly related to both decision outcomes and
decision processes, as demonstrated in Table 5-22. Hence the answer to RQ4: Do the
variables that predict decision outcomes predict decision processes, is yes, which
affirms the assumption made in Chapter 2. That concludes the summary of the findings
in this chapter.

In the next chapter, all of the elements of this thesis will be brought together. After
revisiting the need for this research and the research problem, and describing the thesis,
the theoretical and practical contributions of the project will be detailed. Following
that, the limitations and areas for further research will be outlined and the thesis
concluded.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

6.1 Overview of this thesis

Researchers have long recognised the importance of understanding how household
decisions are made (Davis, 1976). However, despite the recognition of this need early
in the research (Davis, 1976), relatively little is known about the household decisionmaking process. The aim of this research was to attempt to unravel the household
decision-making process a little further.

The dearth of information about how decisions are made is partly due to the complexity
of the interactions between household members, and the difficulty in accurately
measuring and comprehending the motives and actions of the players in each decision.
Developing this understanding of how decisions are made is further complicated by the
fact that different contexts and products appear to produce different results (Erasmus
and Boshoff, 2003). However, it is apparent that in the search for the truth about the
complex interactions in each individual household, researchers have become focused on
the details and have lost sight of the importance being able to directly apply the findings
of their research to marketing practice. As is indicated by Ward (2005, p. 9), “while
researchers have long been interested in how families arrive at purchase decisions, it has
not been until recently that researchers have attempted to relate their findings to
marketing strategy”. This is further evidenced in the small sample sizes of many
studies, studies which while providing a depth of information cannot readily be
generalized and therefore applied in practice. Accordingly, there is arguably still a need
to understand trends in behaviour across households, how these trends influence
consumption and purchase behaviour (Erasmus, Boshoff and Rousseau, 2001), and how
that information can inform marketing practice.

This is especially so in the case of marketers who are faced with the problem of trying
to reduce or control the demand for their product, such as those in the electricity
industry. These marketers are not necessarily interested in which household member
got their own way in a decision, in household a on street b. Rather, these managers
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need information that will help them to manage the consumption of their product in
order to meet operational and regulatory demands. An understanding of household
decision-making can be useful in this context, if 1) aspects of the decision-making
process can be linked to more accessible information, such as the demographic,
situational and dispositional characteristics of the household, 2) if researchers can
identify underlying trends and frameworks of behaviour across households (rather than
trying to ascertain the truth in each household), 3) if there are aspects of the decisionmaking process that can be linked to behaviour, and that marketers can therefore
leverage to influence consumption and purchase behaviours and, 4) finally, if it can be
established that households that differ in their decision processes also differ in their
preferences (as this could inform segmentation of the market). Therefore, the research
question was posed: How are household decisions made to reduce electricity
consumption/increase efficiency?

In Chapter 2, the current understanding of household decision-making processes was
examined and three elements of household decision-making theory were identified for
investigation: the Consumer Decision Process (CPD), Influence Strategies and Decision
Role Structure (RQ1). In particular, it was decided to examine if these aspects of
household decision-making differed across household types (RQ1a) and across decision
types (RQ1b), if the characteristics of the household influenced these element of
household decisions processes (RQ3) and finally, the nature of the relationship between
decision processes and decision outcomes (RQ4). The initial investigation into these
research questions began with the extant research in the household decision-making and
efficiency literatures and lead to the development of the conceptual model shown
below. This conceptual model (Figure 6-1 below) depicts the relationship between
household characteristics (left), decision processes (middle), and decision outcomes
(right).
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Figure 6-1: Conceptual Model in Chapter 2
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Employment Status
Household Composition

H1a
H2c

Aspects of the
Consumer
Decision-making
Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Home Ownership
Divorce

Past Efficiency Choices

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert

Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Situational Variables

\

Influence
Strategies

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role
Structure

Investment
Curtailment

Predicted Future
Efficiency Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

House Size
House Age
House Type

A two-stage mixed method research design was outlined in Chapter 3. This consisted of
a qualitative stage to develop an understanding of household decision-making processes
and a quantitative stage which would allow for the prediction of household decisionmaking processes and outcomes, based on knowledge of household characteristics.
Focus groups were chosen to develop an understanding of household efficiency
decisions in regional NSW. These focus groups, served three purposes: 1) to gauge the
accuracy of the findings from past research in the new context, 2) to identify any new
concepts that may need to be included in the model, and 3) to assist in the development
of a questionnaire. The findings of the later were included in Chapter 3 during the
discussion of questionnaire design.

Next, a mail survey was chosen to collect

information which would assist in predicting the relationship between household
characteristics, decision processes and decision outcomes. The purpose of the mail
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survey was to: 1) confirm/disconfirm the findings of past research, and 2) to test the
generalisability of the new concepts that had emerged from the focus groups: household
norms and energy efficiency champion.

Having outlined the methodology in Chapter 3, the results of the focus groups were
reported in Chapter 4. A number of findings emerged from the focus groups. This
resulted in a number of changes to the conceptual model. Firstly, household norms
were identified as a part of the household decision-making process and hence were
added to the decision processes in the model. Secondly, it was recognised that the
presence of an efficiency champion in a household influenced efficiency decisions,
hence the presence of an efficiency champion was included as a characteristic of the
household and added the model. Thirdly, a number of additional influence strategies
were added to the list drawn from the literature. Finally, the motivational variables
were removed from the model as there were too many overlapping scales in the
questionnaire. The resultant conceptual model is shown in Figure 6-2 below, and this is
the model that was examined in Chapter 5.
Figure 6-2: Conceptual Model in Chapter 4
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Employment Status
Household Composition

H1a
H2c
H6a
H6b

Aspects of the
Consumer Decisionmaking Process
Need Recognition
Information Search

Home Ownership
Divorce
Past Efficiency Choices
Influence Strategies

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Investment
Curtailment

Bargaining
Authority
Persuasion
Reward
Emotion
Expert
Conflict Avoidance
Cooperation
Indifference

Predicted Future Efficiency
Choices
Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction

Decision Role
Structure

Situational Variables
House Size
House Age
House Type

Efficiency Champion

Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated

H7a

Household Norms
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The results of the quantitative analysis were reported in Chapter 5.

Following a

characterisation of the sample, analysis was conducted to address each of the research
questions

First, the findings about the decision process were described (RQ1) using bivariate
statistics and factor analysis. Factor analysis was conducted to examine the use of
influence strategies and the presence of underlying factors. Then these findings were
compared across household types (RQ1a) and decision types (RQ1b), using a
combination of cross tabulations and Chi-squared analysis. Overall, some differences
were found across decision types and household types, for example the use of
household norms differed across household types.
Figure 6-3: Conceptual Model in Chapter 5
Demographic Variables
Income
Education
Age
Household Composition
Home Ownership
Divorce

H1a
H2c
H6a
H6b

Aspects of the
Consumer Decisionmaking Process
Need Recognition
Information Search
Past Efficiency Choices
Investment
Curtailment

Dispositional Variables
Price Consciousness/Savings
Home Comfort
Environmental Consciousness

H1b
H2a
H3a
H4a
H5

Perceived Efficacy
Perceived Knowledge
Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Price Sensitive Behaviour
Comfort Sensitive Behaviour

Situational Variables
House Size
House Age
House Type

Influence Strategies
The Carrot
Cooperation
Authoritarian
Persuasive/Passive
Predicted Future
Efficiency Choices

H1c
H2b
H3b
H4b

Decision Role Structure
Joint
Husband Dominated
Wife Dominated
De Facto Dominated
Single Parent Dominated
Other Dominated

Home Energy Audit
Smart Metering
Remote Load Control
Subsidies
Voluntary Load Reduction
H7

Household Norms
Efficiency Champion
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A number of amendments were made to the conceptual model as a result of the
analyses. In particular, the nine original influence strategies were reduced to the four
factors identified in the analysis of RQ1, and several new categories were added to the
taxonomy of decision role structure. These changes are shown in Figure 6-3, and this
version of the model was used for the subsequent analyses.

The relationship between household characteristics and decision processes were
investigated (RQ2) using a series of regression analyses. The findings revealed that
characteristics of the household do influence each of the elements of the decision
process examined.

Next, the relationship between decision process and decision

outcomes was examined (RQ3) also using regression. Some links were found between
decision processes and decision outcomes, but the results of the models suggested the
need for further investigation of these links. After examining the link between decision
processes and decision outcomes, a comparison was made between the household
characteristics that predict decision processes and the variables that predict decision
outcomes (RQ4). This comparison revealed that the household characteristics that
predict decision processes also predict decision outcomes (with the exception of house
tenure). It was also found that the household characteristics measured were better at
explaining the variance in decision outcomes then decision processes.

The above constitutes a brief summary of this thesis up to this point. The remainder of
this chapter is dedicated to drawing together all of the findings of this project and
combining them to provide an answer to the overarching research problem that was the
basis of this project, i.e. how are household decisions made to reduce electricity
consumption/increase efficiency?

These findings are also now situated within the

extant research and the contributions of this thesis detailed. Further, the implications of
these findings for theory, policy and practice are detailed and the limitations of the
research acknowledged, followed by suggestions for future research.

In the next section, each of the research questions is revisited, and the findings and
contributions of this research related to each are discussed. Then, at the end of this
section, the overall research problem is addressed.
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6.2 Key Findings: Contributions to the literature
The aim of this thesis was to develop an understanding of household decisions to reduce
electricity consumption or increase electricity efficiency. To develop this understanding
it was necessary to explore the decision processes used in households and the
antecedents and consequences of those decision processes.

In particular, how the

characteristics of the household influences decision processes and how decision
processes influence decision outcomes. Past research from the household decisionmaking and household efficiency literatures was examined to inform this understanding.
As shown in Figure 6-4 below, the household decision-making literature provided some
information about the decision processes employed in households and who achieved
their desired decision outcomes.

In addition, the efficiency literature provided an

understanding of the relationship between household characteristics and decision
outcomes. Combined, the information from these two areas of literature informed the
research problem, by providing an understanding of the relationship between household
characteristics, decision process and decision outcomes.

Figure 6-4: Illustration of how this research builds on past research in the household decisionmaking and efficiency literatures (repeated from Chapter 2)

Areas of understanding commonly examined in the Household Decision-making
literature.
Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes

Relationship between variables commonly examined in the Efficiency Literature
Household
Characteristics

Decision Outcomes

Relationship between variables from both literatures examined in this research
Household
Characteristics

Decision Processes

Decision Outcomes
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Decision processes were examined first as they were central to addressing the research
problem. In Chapter 2, three areas of the household decision-making literature were
identified as needing further development. Firstly, there was little knowledge about
how household decisions were made, especially in the context of household efficiency.
Secondly, research was required to broaden that knowledge across household types and
thirdly, to broaden that knowledge across decision types. Given the need for further
development in these areas it was decided to examine, the role of need recognition,
information search, influence strategies and decision role structure in household
electricity decisions.

6.2.1 Consumer decision process
Previous researchers in household decision-making had borrowed the “consumer
decision process” (CDP) from studies of individual decision-making (e.g. Davis and
Rigaux, 1974; Belch et al., 1985; Holdert and Antonides, 1997; Lee and Marshall,
1998; Martinez and Polo, 1999; Belch and Willis, 2002; Levy and Lee, 2004; Wilkes
and Laverie, 2007). They have employed this model to examine the degree and nature
of household member participation in each stage of the process based on the assumption
that the model was appropriate for describing household decision processes (Davis,
1976). However, few researchers had actually examined whether or not this model was
appropriate in the context of electricity demand management. Erasmus and Boshoff
(2003) were an exception. Using qualitative research they provided evidence that some
of the decision stages in the original consumer decision process were indeed present in
the household decision process. Although consistent with early researchers who had
originally tried to expand this model for the household context (e.g. Sheth, 1974), they
found that the model of individual decision-making did not quite capture the complexity
of household decisions. In this research, two elements of the CDP, need recognition
and information search, were examined in detail, to develop a more detailed
understanding of the role of these two aspects of the CDP in household decisionmaking.
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6.2.1.1 Need Recognition

The first aspect of the CDP examined was need recognition. Need recognition, was
employed to delineate a starting point for the decision process. As discussed in Chapter
2, Section 2.3.1.1, there is relatively little known about the role of need recognition in
household decision processes. This is despite evidence that suggests that marketers may
be able to influence purchase intentions (predicted future choices) by influencing need
recognition (e.g. Bruner and Pomazal, 1988; Marell et al., 2009). The intention in this
research was to explore the role of need recognition in household decisions, in
particular by identifying the catalysts of need recognition and further exploring the
relationship between household characteristics and need recognition, and need
recognition and decision outcomes.

A list of seven context specific catalysts for need recognition were identified in the
focus groups and subsequently included in the survey. This list of catalysts can inform
marketing practice by identifying the events that stimulate need recognition and
therefore times when households may be more open to marketing communication. In
addition to determining how a need was recognised, need recognition was examined in
relation to household characteristics and decision outcomes. During the examination of
household characteristics for those households who had recognised a need, it was
demonstrated that demographics (education, household type and home ownership),
attitudes (pro-environmental), and past behaviours (price sensitive) were all linked to
need recognition in the household. The findings of this research supported the findings
of Brush, Clemes and Gan (1997), who had previously identified a link between
attitudes, behaviours and need recognition in individual decision-making. While the
contexts for these two studies differ markedly, they both suggest that the characteristics
of the consumer influence need recognition.

In contrast, no relationships were found between need recognition and past efficiency
behaviours or predicted future choices. This finding is inconsistent with past research
(i.e. Bruner and Pomazal, 1988; Marell et al., 2009), which indicates a link between
need recognition and purchase intentions. Although, Prothero et al (2011) do comment
on the gap in sustainability research between intentions and actions, suggesting that
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there may be factors mediating the relationship between need recognition and decision
outcomes. Nevertheless, this finding suggests the need for further examination of the
link between decision processes and decision outcomes.

However, it may be a

reflection of the proximity between the need recognition question and the questions
relating to past and predicted future decision outcomes in this research. That is, the
need recognition measure used in this research was not directly linked to the question
regarding past or predicted future outcomes, unlike the measures employed by Bruner
and Pomazal (1988) and Marell et al (2009).

An additional unexpected finding of interest was the significant proportion of
respondents that had not recognised the need to alter their electricity consumption.
Specifically, of the 1104 households that responded to the survey, 58.5% had
recognised the need to alter their efficiency. A statistical comparison of the two groups
revealed that the group that had recognised a need were significantly different to those
that had not in both their demographic and attitudinal characteristics. This finding is of
interest to marketers attempting to manage electricity demand, as it identifies two
different groups with varying “readiness states” amongst the population, when it comes
to household electricity efficiency. As a result, there is an apparent need for at least two
different types of demand management strategy in the market and a need for research
into how best to approach these two different groups of consumers.

In addition, the absence of a significant link between need recognition and decision
outcomes indicates the importance of marketing that both stimulates need recognition
and advocates the desired outcome for households to choose. In other words marketers
need to make sure they capitalise on the need recognition stimulated by marketing
communication and provide mechanisms to translate that into action.

6.2.1.2 Information Search

Information search was the second aspect of the consumer decision process examined in
this research. Past research has shown that an understanding of the information search
stage of decision-making can inform marketing practice, as different sources are used in
different ways (e.g. Steenkamp and Gielens, 1992; Waller et al., 2007). In this research,
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it was found that information search did not occur in 30.1% of decisions84. This finding
supported the common finding in past research that in some decision contexts steps in
the CDP will be missed, such as in the case of habitual / routine responses (e.g. Punj
and Brookes, 2002; Solomon, 2007). This may also provide some understanding of
why researchers have found a gap between consumer statements of intention and action
(Prothero et al., 2011).

Past research has shown that an understanding of the channels of information
households use in their electricity decisions may be helpful for marketers (e.g. Martinez
and Polo, 1999). In this research it was found that those households that did search for
information used a variety of internal and external information sources, with the
electricity company, the internet and general media, considered the most useful sources
when making efficiency decisions. Adding to the understanding of information search
in household efficiency decisions, three household characteristics were found to
influence information search: price sensitive behaviour, perceived efficiency knowledge
and the respondent‟s level of education. Further, it was found that households that had
conducted information search were more likely to have conducted more investment and
curtailment actions in the past and were more interested in participating in home energy
audits and subsidies. Hence, of interest to marketing practitioners in the context of
household efficiency, there was a distinct link between information search activities and
efficiency-based outcomes.

In an examination of the CDP, this research identified the need to investigate the role of
need recognition and information search in household decisions to increase efficiency.
The findings advance household decision making theory by providing a more detailed
understanding of these two stages in the household decision making process. It is
established that household characteristics can be used to predict need recognition and
information search behaviours and the specific variables of influence are identified.
The findings also highlight significant differences between those that recognise a need
and those that don‟t and illustrate that need recognition in itself does not lead to

84

Respondents were asked to include internal information search (i.e. memories or past experiences),
hence the 30.1% who did not search for information had not conducted either an external or internal
information search.
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decision outcomes. In contrast, searching for information can be linked to decision
outcomes and therefore is perhaps a better indicator of action than need recognition.

6.2.2 Influence Strategies
Influence strategies were the second element of the household decision-making process
examined in this project. Researchers in the past have used lists of influence strategies
to examine household member participation in conflicts in household decisions (e.g.
Wind, 1976; Corfman and Lehmann, 1987; Qualls, 1988; Foxman et al., 1989;
Corfman, 1991; Kirchler, 1999; Ward, 2005).

In addition, researchers like Spiro

(1983), Kim and Lee (1996), Lee and Collins (2000) and Ward (2005) have begun to
explore the way influence strategies are used in decision processes and the factors that
influence their use. For example, Spiro (1983) found a link between influence strategies
and the demographic characteristics of the household. Kim and Lee (1996) built on
these findings, demonstrating that in addition to demographics, attitudes are also linked
to the use of influence strategies. These results lead Lee and Collins (2000) to suggest
the possibility of segmenting households based on their use of influence strategies.
Further, Ward (2005) examined the use of influence strategies and demonstrated that the
application of influence strategies depended on the context of the decision (i.e. differing
across category decisions versus within category decisions).

The results of this thesis contribute to the understanding of influence strategies in a
number of ways. The first contribution of this research was the identification of four
underlying influence strategies (The Carrot, Authoritarian, Cooperation and
Persuasive/Passive).

To begin with, a commonly employed list of six influence

strategies (Spiro, 1983) was chosen from the literature.

This list has been used

frequently in the past, but was limited by its focus on conflicts in decisions. In other
words, it didn‟t include categories that accounted for decisions where there were no
conflicts, despite the recognition in the literature that not all decisions are characterised
by conflict (Commuri and Gentry, 2000; Hamilton and Catterall, 2008). Therefore, in
order to develop the taxonomy, three additional categories were added to the list: joint
decisions, conflict avoidance and indifference. The extension of the list to incorporate
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decisions with and without conflict was the first contribution to the understanding of
influence strategies.

The next step was to examine the responses and to determine if the list of influence
strategies could be refined to a more parsimonious list. This is in keeping with the
findings of past research, where researchers such as, Makgosa and Kang (2009) have
alluded to the presence of underlying factors in the extant taxonomies. A factor analysis
revealed four underlying factors in the data: The Carrot, Cooperation, Authoritarian
and Persuasive/Passive. This form of analysis had been conducted before; for example
Kim and Lee (1996) began with a list of 33 strategies, which they reduced using factor
analysis to a group of six strategies not dissimilar to Spiro‟s (1983). However, due to
the small sample sizes in these studies, Spiro (1983) had 196 observations, and Kim and
Lee (1996) had 103 observations, and Ward (2005) had 122 observations, the past
findings were not able to be generalised to the larger population. The result of this
research is a parsimonious list of influence strategies which incorporate decisions where
there is not conflict and can be generalised to the broader population. Further, this list
can be applied to all household types, not just households comprised of couples. As
such the resultant list is one that can be more readily used to characterise decision
processes in households.

The second contribution to the understanding of influence strategies in household
decisions was a more detailed examination of the links between household
characteristics and influence strategies, and influence strategies and decision outcomes.
The later was particularly relevant for establishing the relevance of this knowledge for
marketing practice. As Lee and Collins (2000, p. 1195) have suggested, “understanding
choice and influence processes provides marketers with the opportunity to shape brand
choice and consumer behaviour”. In the past Spiro (1983) and Kim and Lee (1996) had
established that some demographic and attitudinal variables could be linked to influence
strategies.

In this research it was found that pro-environmental attitudes, comfort sensitive
behaviours, perceived efficiency knowledge, education, divorce, household type, and
the presence of an efficiency champion in the household could all be linked to the
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frequency of use of influence strategies in the household. In addition, there was some
evidence that certain influence strategies could be linked to decision outcomes. The use
of Cooperation was significantly linked to the number of investments carried out in the
past, and The Carrot, Cooperation, and Authoritarian strategies were significantly
related to the number of curtailments that the household carries out routinely. These
findings build on the understanding of previous research by expanding the knowledge
of the types of variables that are related to the use of influence strategies.

This

information should be of particular interest to marketers who need to influence
behaviour-based decisions.

Furthermore, at least two influence strategies were significantly related to household
preferences for efficiency programs. Cooperation and Persuasive/Passive strategies
were related to household preferences for smart metering, remote load control programs
and subsidies. This provides practical information for electricity retailers about the way
households have made decisions about their efficiency behaviours and their efficiency
preferences for the future.

In their examination of influence strategies, a number of researchers have attempted to
segment the market using influence strategies. Spiro (1983) clustered couples based on
the way they employed influence strategies (e.g. the names of the clusters used
included: light influencer, subtle influencer, emotional influencer or heavy influencer),
whereas Kim and Lee (1996) clustered couples based on the mix of influence strategies
they employed (e.g. their cluster names included compromising couple, dogmatic
couple or wife driven couple). Both of these studies profiled their clusters based on
demographic and attitudinal variables. While Spiro (1983) found some significant
differences across clusters in terms of these variables, Kim and Lee (1996) found
limited differences. Further the absence of links to behaviour limited the practical
application of these findings.

This research identifies a number of additional variables that can be used to predict the
use of influence strategies in household efficiency decisions. This information shows
that decision-making varies across households and that this variation may link to the
types of decision outcomes that those households choose. This reiterates the potential
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for using influence strategies to segment the market for demand management strategies.
Further, the results showed that some influence strategies had a positive influence on
decision outcomes. Organisations may not be able to identify which household uses
which strategy, but they may be able to promote ideal influence strategies in household
decision-making and in doing so influence household efficiency behaviours.

Having outlined the contributions to the extant knowledge of influence strategies in
household decision-making, the next section is focused on the contributions this
research has made to the current understanding of decision role structure in household
decisions.

6.2.3 Decision role structure
Decision role structure was the third element of household decision-making examined
in this research. This framework provides a description of member participation in the
household decision process(Wolfe, 1959; Davis and Rigaux, 1974). Knowledge of the
decision role structure employed in households provides an understanding of how
household members interact in the decision process and adds to the overall
characterisation of the decisions process. In their meta-analysis of household decisionmaking, Commuri and Gentry (2000, p. 19) highlighted the importance of this
framework to this area of literature, suggesting that it could form the basis for a “much
needed theory of … decision-making”.

However, if the decision role structure

framework is to be the basis of an overall theory, it is important to ensure that it more
fully captures the variety of household types represented in the population (as discussed
in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2).

A number of researchers have examined decision role structure in a contemporary
setting. In at least three of these studies, the researchers have espoused the need to
bring the theory up to date with current trends in household type (i.e. Belch and Willis,
2002; Nandu, Hu and Bai, 2006; Razzouk et al., 2007).

In order to do so, the

researchers (Belch and Willis, 2002; Razzouk et al., 2007) have replicated previous
research by Davis and Rigaux (1974) and Gadis et al (1986) and compared their
findings with those of the previous studies.

In this way, they have been able to
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demonstrate changes in decision role structure over time. Despite their intentions, these
papers have only sampled married or De Facto couples and have not broadened their
focus to incorporate additional household types. Indeed, even the most recent study of
this type conducted by Kim et al (2010) maintained the existing taxonomy and applied
it to the context of investigation (i.e. festival tourism) The other way researchers have
tried to extend this taxonomy is by recognising that children should also be included in
the categorisation as they influence household decisions (e.g. Holdert and Antonides,
1997; Kim et al., 2010). However, these studies have yet to present an extended
categorisation. It is suggested that one of the reasons researchers have yet to extend the
classification is due to the focus on achieving a consensus in reports in the household
about who participates in the decision. As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.3, this
focus on consensus stifles the ability to broaden the scope of research to incorporate
differing household types. Hence, despite the recognised need for an examination of
differing household types, the original decision role taxonomy still dominates research.

The first contribution of this research to the understanding of decision role structure in
household decision-making is the addition of three different household types to the
original taxonomy: De Facto dominated, single parent dominated, other dominated.
The second contribution is the finding that children do not appear to be instrumental in
the final stage of investment or curtailment decisions in the context of electricity
demand management.

Third, supporting Lee and Collins (2000), joint decisions

emerged as the dominant household decision-making structure. Fourth, decision role
structure is examined across household types (without intra household consensus) and
common trends in decision-making do emerge across the sample. Finally, consistent
with the other elements of the decision process examined, relationships are identified
between household characteristics and decision role structure and decision role
structure, and decisions outcomes. Each of these contributions is now discussed in
more detail.

The three categories added to the original taxonomy of decision role structure were De
Facto dominated, single parent dominated, and other dominated decision types. Unlike
past research which examined responses across three stages of the decision process (e.g.
Belch and Willis, 2002; Razzouk et al., 2007), in this research only the final decision
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was examined in the analysis85. This removed the complication of examining multiple
household members across multiple stages of decision-making. The results provided an
examination and extension of one aspect of decision role structure, across a number of
household types. A further examination of the results at a later date would indicate if
that extension of the taxonomy could be tested across more decision stages. Based on
the evidence of past research (e.g. Holdert and Antonides, 1997; Thomson et al., 2007;
Kim et al., 2010) it was anticipated that a fourth category based on children
participating in the decision process may be identified. However, in contrast to past
research a son / daughter dominated category did not emerge in the final stage of
household decisions to invest or curtail.

Much of the past research suggests that

children act as influencers in decisions (e.g. Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Thomson et al.,
2007) rather than deciders; hence, further research may find that children are
participating in earlier stages of efficiency decisions.

Evidence from the past literature suggests that rather than a decision dominated by one
household member, joint decisions are becoming more prevalent (Lee and Collins,
2000). This trend was also evident in this research. As shown in Chapter 5, Figure 5-7,
joint decisions were the most commonly reported decision role structure in efficiency
decisions. Overall, it was demonstrated that there are a range of decision role structures
across the population and these need to be taken into consideration when developing
marketing communications for households and suggests the potential to segment the
market on this basis, in keeping with the sentiment of Davis and Rigaux (1974) and
Hempel (1974).

Supporting this notion, a number of demographic variables were significantly related to
decision role structure in the household. Past comfort and price based behaviours,
education, income, and age influenced the use of different decision role categories. In
addition, the length of time household members had lived in their house and the size of
their house were also related to decision role structure. Decision role structure was
associated with decision outcomes.

It was significantly related to the number of

85

For this reason, neither the syncratic nor the autonomic categories were included in the discussion.
This was also influenced by the limited number of decisions examined in this research (two) in contrast to
the 26 examined by Razzouk et al (2007) and the seven examined in detail by Belch and Willis (2002).
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investments and curtailments a household had engaged in, and one link was found
between decision role structure and predicted future decision outcomes. Hence, this
research provided evidence that the type of decision role structure employed in the
house can be predicted using demographic, situational and dispositional variables.
Different decision role structures also appear to be linked to past efficiency decisions,
however the link to future preferences is less clear. These findings indicate that similar
to influence strategies, decision role structure could be used to segment the market as
suggested by Hempel (1974). Further, this research advanced current understanding by
updating the model of decision role structure for use in a contemporary setting.

6.2.4 Addition of a new area of theory
In addition to the extension of the theories mentioned above, another contribution of
this research is the identification of an additional aspect of household decision-making:
household norms. As discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.4, household norms emerged
as part of the efficiency decision process during the focus groups. An examination of
the literature at that point revealed that household norms had not been used to explain
decision processes in the household decision-making literature.

However, the

recognition that household norms play a part in household decision-making, clarified
some aspects of the “muddling through process” that researchers have referred to in the
past (Park, 1982; Commuri and Gentry, 2000). Households face a plethora of decisions
everyday, and the establishment of informal rules of behaviour, such as household
norms, is one way to simplify the decision-making process. Though not mentioned in
past research, a number of studies indicated that a decision simplification mechanism
such as this may take part in decision processes (e.g. Lee and Marshall, 1998; Kirchler,
1999; Gronhoj, 2006).

As well as identifying household norms in the focus groups, the multi-method nature of
this research meant that the use of household norms could also be examined across a
generalisable sample of the population. This lead to a number of interesting results and
these confirmed the use of norms in household decision-making processes.

First,

implicit rules of behaviour and sanctions were suggested as indicators of the presence of
norms. Over 80% of respondents agreed that there are acceptable behaviours in their
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household and that sanctions will be enforced if those behaviours are not upheld.
Second, five variables were found to predict household norms: pro-environmental
attitudes, price sensitive behaviours, perceived efficiency knowledge, house tenure and
the presence of an efficiency champion. Hence not only were norms used in the
decision process, but their use could be predicted and the explanatory power of the
regression model estimating norms was relatively high.

Third, the presence of

household norms was found to substantially increase the incidence of past investment
and curtailment (H7) behaviours. Indeed, household norms had a much bigger effect on
past decision outcomes than almost any other variable. However, they were not related
to predicted future choices of demand management strategy.

In sum, a contribution of this research is the identification of a new element of
household decision-making, and the examination of that aspect of decision-making
across a representative sample of the population.

That examination revealed that

household norms are present in household decisions, are predictable and can be linked
with past efficiency behaviours. Households develop implicit rules of behaviour that
influence their efficiency choices, and based on the evidence of the focus groups
household members can continue using these norms of behaviour when they transition
from one household to the next. The implication of this finding for marketers is that if
they can influence household norms, they may be able to engender long-term behaviour
change.

For example, through the use of communication such as an education

campaign, social marketers may be able to instigate the development of desirable
behaviours early in life that may have long term impacts on electricity consumption.

From the discussion in Chapter 4 and above it is evident that the role of legitimate
power in the household to enforce norms and conflict avoidance are two factors that
govern the evolution of norms in different household types.

However, given the

exploratory nature of this qualitative research, more work still needs to be conducted to
try and unravel the development of household norms and the way in which this
development differs across household types.

In summary, the results of this research advanced household decision making theory in
a number of ways. First, they demonstrated a new application for existing theories of
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household decision-making. This area of theory had fallen out of use, but this research
showed that it can provide valuable insights into household efficiency behaviours and
potentially other forms of pro-environmental behaviour.

Second, three areas of

household decision-making theory were investigated and updated to suit contemporary
use.

Third, antecedents to the three aspects of the decision-making process were

identified and then tested to determine the degree to which they explained variance in
each of the decision processes, a variety of predictive variables were identified. Fourth,
the relationship between the three aspects of the decision processes and decision
outcomes was explored and it was revealed that some aspects of decision making are
predictive of the types of outcome chosen. Fifth, a new aspect of household decision
making (household norms) and a new role in the household (efficiency champion) were
found and shown to be important for explaining household choices.

6.2.5 Bringing theories together in one study
A further contribution of this research is the examination of a number of aspects of
household decision-making in one study. Past studies have largely examined each
element of household decisions in detail, but in isolation. By collecting data about a
variety of aspects of decision-making from each household in one study: need
recognition, information search, decision role structure, influence strategies, and
household norms, it is possible to develop an understanding of how all of these pieces
fit together to provide a picture of household decision-making. Instead of knowing only
who makes the decision in a household, research of the type in this thesis allows the
researcher to build a more complete picture of the decision processes in households by
combining knowledge of who is making the decision, if and how they are searching for
information, how decisions are influenced and whether or not household norms are
being employed to simplify decision-making. Collectively this information provides a
much richer portrait of household decision-making than has been provided in the past
and in doing so helps to unravel the black box that is the household consumption unit86.
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This has rarely been done in past research. One of the few examples of researchers combining these
elements of decision-making is that of Lee and Collins (2000, p. 1195). They began to aggregate the
extant knowledge, when they examined influence strategies and decision role structure in their research,
arguing that “research of the type taken here is necessarily formative”.
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In addition, the combination of the understanding of the household‟s decision-making
processes with information about household characteristics, and past and predicted
future decisions, provides marketing researchers and practitioners alike with a
multidimensional view of the household unit. This affords the marketer a greater range
of choices when attempting to engage with or influence their consumers. Hence, this
research provides a more comprehensive view of the household as a consumer, and in
particular, how household decisions are made to reduce electricity consumption.

6.2.6 Context
Another contribution of this work is the examination of household decision-making in a
unique context (i.e. household electricity use) which allows for the broadening of
household decision-making research into non-familial households. Past research in this
area has been limited by the fact that only certain decisions are made as a household
unit, and more often than not these are only made in households comprised of families.
Due to its ubiquitous nature, the context of electricity consumption overcomes this
constraint. Further, the use of household decision making theory to focus on efficiency
in this research highlights the possibilities for conducting research of this sort for other
social marketing causes that transcend household type, such as pro-environmental
awareness/actions, green power initiatives, water saving campaigns or health based
education programs.

6.3 Key findings: Contributions to policy and practice
The findings of this research can contribute to policy development and marketing
practice in a number of ways. Firstly the examination of each of the elements of the
household decision-making process can inform the development of communication
strategies. For instance, the examination of need recognition revealed two distinct
groups of consumers, those who do recognise the need to alter their electricity
consumption and those that do not. By understanding the differences between these
groups it becomes apparent that the communication strategies aimed at each will need to
have different aims, i.e. stimulating awareness versus stimulating information search.
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Further, the results suggest that need recognition is not significantly linked to efficiency
outcomes.

For this reason, communication strategies to stimulate awareness in

households also need to include a call to action.87

In addition, the findings of this research also suggest the importance of considering who
in the household the information should be targeted towards.

For instance, the

examination of decision role structure revealed that household efficiency decisions are
commonly made jointly. Furthermore, the examination of influence strategies revealed
that decisions that involve cooperation in the decision-making process are related to an
increase in both past and predicted future efficiency outcomes. When combined this
information indicates that marketing communication should be directed to all members
of the household and should encourage households to make decisions about energy
efficiency together.

Secondly, the results of this research identified two forms of demand management that
households were particularly interested in (smart meters and voluntary load reduction),
which is of relevance to those attempting to manage electricity demand (e.g. electricity
retailers). Specifically, five types of demand management strategy were examined in
this research (home energy audits, smart metering, remote load control, subsidies and
voluntary load reduction). Each program was assessed in terms of consumers‟ interest
in the program and their willingness to commit to being contacted about the program.
The results of this analysis revealed that two forms of demand management, in home
smart meters and voluntary load reduction, were the most popular programs amongst
respondents. While the smart meter technology has been recognised in past research
and by COAG (Crossley, 2006), the use of voluntary load reduction schemes has largely
been restricted to industrial consumers. This is due to the fact that one household
cannot shed a significant load of electricity. However, as Earth Hour has demonstrated,
if this can be achieved in aggregate across a significant number of households it has
substantial load shedding potential.

87

This information has already been used to inform decision-making for the industry partner in this
project, in the development of a grant for the Smart Grid, Smart Cities project made available by the
Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts and by the Department of Climate Change to
inform their efficiency task force.
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6.4 Limitations
Household decisions by their nature are complex, and therefore developing a method of
research that can best capture the household decision process is difficult. There is an
ongoing dialogue in the literature about the most appropriate means of capturing
information and commonly researchers suggest that it is important to sample more than
one household member in order to accurately examine household decision-making
(Davis, 1976; Commuri and Gentry, 2000). Hence, the choice to sample only one
household member is potentially a limitation of this research. However, sampling a
number of household members has lead to a number of constraints in past research.
Firstly, through necessity it has led to a field of research built on small sample sizes, as
illustrated in Appendix 2. While this has lead to a depth of information, it has lead to
research outcomes that are difficult for marketers to apply. Secondly, researchers have
been striving to understand the truth of what is occurring in households by triangulating
reports from various household members.

However, given findings of differing

perspectives among household members (Park, 1982) and changes over time (Commuri
and Gentry, 2000), the establishment of a truth is perhaps fleeting, if at all achievable.
Therefore, while sampling only one household member is a limitation of this research, it
overcomes the constraints of past research and allows for a broader understanding of
household decision-making.

There were a number of limitations to the questionnaire design in this research. Firstly,
the questionnaire was long at 20 pages and required approximately 25-30 minutes to
complete. Once a questionnaire is over 12 pages the length can begin to adversely
affect the response rate (Dillman, 2000; de Leeuw et al., 2008). However, hopefully
negating this effect to a degree, few of the questions required more than a tick in the
box to answer and all efforts had been made to ensure that it was as easy to complete as
possible.

While a full Dillman Tailored Design Method and a subsequently high

response rate were desirable, these were not possible given the requirements of the
industry partner. Hence, it was anticipated that the response rate may have been a
limitation in the data collection and subsequent analysis. The unanticipated change in
the cover design and the inability to control the content of the design was also
considered a limitation; careful choices were made about cover design to avoid
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stereotyping households. Unfortunately the cover design approved by the industry
partner was developed in house and was stereotypical and green which may have
suggested an environmental bias, even though the green was similar to the branding of
the company. In terms of the content, the number of scale questions included was a
limitation as it could have lead to respondent fatigue.

Another limitation in the implementation of the survey was the timing of the mail out,
which ran into Christmas. While a three-month lead-time had been specified by the
industry partner to get the questionnaire into the field, this took six months and as a
result the questionnaire went into the field in mid-November, with the reminder
postcard being mailed in mid-December. It is expected that this timing had an impact
on the response rate for the questionnaire, as it was badly timed and which would have
affected the usefulness of the reminder postcard. Further the sample, while statistically
significant, only took in consumers in regional NSW, therefore limiting the ability to
extrapolate the findings of this research to households in major metropolitan centres.

Also, a limitation of the analysis of situational variables is the absence of building
construction from the examination. The way a house is constructed has implications for
the potential efficiency of the household, including considerations such as the materials
used, design, and workmanship. However, due to its multi dimensional nature this
variable was considered too complex to include in the discussion and based on the large
number of variables in the model and the need for parsimony in the questionnaire this
was excluded.

A limitation of the analysis reported in this thesis is the absence of an examination of
two way interactions in the regressions analyses. While, they may be present, two-way
interactions in the independent variables were assumed away, in order to limit the
complexity of the analysis.
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6.5 Future Research
A number of future research projects have been suggested throughout this thesis.
Firstly, it is suggested that a more detailed examination is undertaken of those that have
recognised a need to alter their energy consumption versus those who have not. The
aim of this research would be to characterise the key differences between consumers
who feel that efficiency is necessary and those that do not, and to identify how these
groups may need to be communicated to differently for the purposes of demand
management. For instance, communication trying to build awareness may be wasted on
those households that have already recognised the need to become more efficient.
Similarly, a second area of research would be to look at the buyer readiness states of
consumers in each of the market segments identified (such as awareness, knowledge,
liking, preference, conviction, or purchase) (Lavidge and Steiner, 1961) and then to
examine communication tailored to move the members of each segment closer to
making the desired purchase or behaviour change decision.

Thirdly, a comparison could be conducted between the influence strategy based
segmentation outlined in this research and other more traditional bases of segmentation;
such as attitudes, motives, or behaviours. The purpose of this comparison would be to
determine which form of segmentation is most appropriate for use in the context of
demand management.

It would also provide information about the practicality of

applying a segmentation analysis based on an aspect of household decision-making. In
doing so, this research would serve to address one of the common complaints about
segmentation analysis; that is the implementation gap (Sausen, Tomczak and Herrmann,
2005), or the failure of much of the segmentation research to successfully translate into
implementable marketing strategies.

Fourthly, more development of the household norms construct is needed and the most
appropriate measure of this construct needs to be examined. While the construct was
identified in this research, resulting in some information about its role in household
decisions, further examination is required. For instance, the scale used to measure
household norms in this research requires development. In addition, a review of the
knowledge of norms from other areas of research such as psychology and group theory
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would also inform the establishment of a more robust theory about these norms and
their application in the household decision-making process.

Fifthly, in this research household decision-making processes were examined across
two decision types: decisions to make a purchase/investment and decisions to change
behaviour/curtailment. Given that examination of the differences across these decision
types is largely absent from the literature (with the exception of the findings of this
thesis), further research of this type would be informative as it could assist in a more
targeted approach when developing marketing communication strategies tailored to
stimulate purchase or behaviour change. This would be useful for marketers in the
efficiency context, but also those in social marketing aiming to alter or manage
consumer behaviours.

In addition, a number of further research projects could be conducted in the area of
electricity efficiency.

In this thesis broad decision outcomes (investment and

curtailment) were examined. However, a more detailed examination of household
preferences for efficiency including alternative energy sources would be informative.
In particular, it would be interesting to identify the evaluative criteria that households
are using when trying to choose between the various efficiency choices available to
them.

Further demand management programs could be examined in terms of

household‟s willingness to pay for the different efficiency options. Finally, the role of
convenience in efficiency decisions requires further examination; it was not included in
this research for the sake of parsimony in an already heavily laden survey instrument,
however the findings of the focus groups suggest that convenience is a
consideration/motivation in efficiency decisions.

6.6 Conclusion
When this research began, relatively little was known about household decisions to
engage in electricity efficiency.

Because of this study, there is now a greater

understanding of the types of household characteristics that influence both decision
processes and decision outcomes. There is also a broader knowledge of the way
households apply influence strategies, their decision role structure and the catalysts of
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need recognition and information search. In addition, the recognition that household
norms form a part of the household decision-making process adds some clarity to the
muddling through process of household decisions. Finally, this research has provided
an understanding of household preferences for future efficiency initiatives. Therefore,
this thesis has lead to a more comprehensive understanding of household decisionmaking and efficiency choices.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Investment versus Curtailment
„[T]here are virtually hundreds of actions people can take to save energy in the home…‟
(Ritchie and McDougall, 1985, p. 17) and many of these have been explored in the literature in
a variety of contexts.

Early researchers, Stern and Gardner (1981) suggested that these

efficiency behaviours fell into two psychologically different categories, which the authors
referred to as investment

88

and curtailment. The first, investment refers to the adoption of

more energy efficient technologies, such as installing insulation or more energy efficient light
globes.

Investment behaviours result in the household experiencing the same or greater

benefit, for less energy use. In contrast, curtailment refers to decreasing the use of existing
consumption of energy by engaging in actions, such as hanging out the washing instead of
using the clothes drier and keeping doors and curtains shut during hot days. This dichotomy of
investment versus curtailment, proposed, by Stern and Gardner (1981), formed the basis of
many of the subsequent categorisations of efficiency actions in the literature, as illustrated in
Table A1.

Building on the work of Stern and Gardner (1981), a number of researchers have suggested
possible additional categories of behaviours that should be added to the original taxonomy;
these are illustrated in the „other‟ column of Table A1 (Kempton et al., 1984; Ritchie and
McDougall, 1985; Poortinga et al., 2003). These categories have included „management‟89
(Kempton et al., 1984), „maintenance‟90 (1985) and „shifts in consumption‟91 (Poortinga et al.,
2003) However, while researchers have proposed and tested these additional categories, it is
not clear that they accurately represent a third category of behaviour. Rather, it is suggested
that these additions actually constitute actions that fall within a spectrum of behaviours
captured by the original two categories.

88

While Stern and Gardner (1981) referred to this variable as efficiency most often they also called it
investment; for the sake of clarity when discussing energy efficiency, the variable will be referred to as
investment.
89
Management refers repetitive actions to conserve energy while still maintaining the same level of service from
energy use (e.g. turning lights off in empty rooms, lowering the thermostat in the evenings (Scott et al., 2000).
90
„Maintenance‟ refers to ensuring operating efficiency of equipment. Ritchie and McDougal (Ritchie and
McDougall, 1985).
91
Shifts in the consumption‟ refers to the use of indirect electricity from actions such as buying green house
flowers (Poortinga et al., 2003).
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Table A1: Categories of energy efficient behaviour

Barr, Gilg and Ford
(2005) p.1425-1426

Behavioural, less intensive use
of products

Long term alterations to the
structure of the home and
inclued internal changes that will
require financial and normally
technical resources to be
utilised

These behaviours are related to
the everyday habitual element of
an individuals lifestyle as they
undertake daily activities
(actions we do without thinking)

Maintenance
related behaviour

Technical

Maintenance Management

One time expenditure of capital
to upgrade the energy efficiency
of the house structure (eg
insulation) or the purchase of
more energy efficieny
equipment

Ongoing pattern of behaviour
like management but differs in
that it involves a reduced level
of service or an increased
workload in order to use less
energy (eg, lowering the
thermostat when the house is
unoccupied, or hanging out
clothes instead of using the
clothes drier)

Management

Continuous behaviours reducing
usage by modifying living
patterns (turning the thermostat
down)

Title in
paper

Sifts in
Consumption

Curtailment

Poortinga, Steg,
Vlek and Wiersma
(2003) p.51-52

Usage Related
Behaviour

Scott, Parker and
Rowlands (2000)
p.75

Curtailment

One time behaviours, reducing
consumption through structural
changes to the home (eg
insulation)

curtailment

Ritchie and
McDougall (1985)
p.17

(eg. give up air conditioner)

Curtailment

(eg insulation)

Different use of
products

Kempton, Harris,
Keith and Weihl
(1984) p.429

The day-to-day usage if
appliances in the home and the
home itself. It is the frequency,
duration and intensity of use

Habitual Action

Refers to the consideration of
the energy attribute in the
purchase of consumer durables
(stove, refrigerator, air
conditioning and heating…) one
time investment in energy
saving

Investment

Van Raaij and
Verhallen (1983)
p.42,44-45

Decrease the use of existing
energy systems

Improving
energy
efficiency of
products

Adoption of more energy
efficient technologies
(experiencing the same or
greater benefit for less energy
use)

Stern and Gardner
(1981) p.334

Purchasing
Behaviours

Efficiency
(investment)

Curtailment

Purchase related
behaviours

Title in
paper

Investment

Investment

efficiency
(investment)

Title in
paper

Other

Relation to
past papers

Behaviours to maintain the in
Cites Stern
home heating system and
and
appliances. This includes
Gardner
servicing, small repairs and
1981
small home improvements

(eg thermostat set back when
house vacant)

Cites Stern
and
Gardner
1981

Ensuring operating efficiency
of equipment

Cites Stern
and
Gardner
1981

Repetitive actions to conserve
energy while still maintaining
the same level of service from
Cites
energy use (eg turning lights Kempton et
off in empty rooms, lowering
al 1984
the thermostat in the
evenings)

Refers to reduction in indirect
energy use (ie not buying
hydroponic flowers

Cites Stern
and
Gardner
1981

Cites Van
Raaij and
Verhallen
1983 and
Black et al
1985

As illustrated in Figure a1, it is suggested that a household‟s choice of investment and
curtailment behaviours occur on a spectrum of extremes from major to minor actions. These
(major-minor) actions are differentiated in terms of the levels of sacrifice or benefit, financial
or behavioural commitment, their impact on efficiency and the degree to which households are
constrained in pursuing these actions92 (e.g. Stern and Gardner, 1981; Van Raaij and
Verhallen, 1983; Black et al., 1985; Stern and Oskamp, 1987; Scott et al., 2000; Poortinga,
Steg and Vlek, 2004; Barr et al., 2005). To illustrate, at one end of the spectrum, a household
may invest in energy efficiency by purchasing energy efficient light bulbs or at the other end of
the spectrum, by upgrading the insulation in their dwelling. While they are both investment
behaviours, the benefits, financial commitment required and impact on energy efficient are

92

Specifically, the more significant the behaviour, the more constrained it is by variables such as resources, the
amount of effort required, home ownership (Stern and Oskamp, 1987).
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very different, as are the resource constraints. Gardner and Stern (1996) illustrated that the
more the behaviour (investment or curtailment) moves from minor to major the more barriers
there are to behaviour.
An examination of each of the activities within the “other” category in Table A1, reveals that
arguably they can be considered to involve either investment or curtailment behaviours. For
example, Kempton et al‟s (1984) „management‟ behaviours can be considered minor
curtailment behaviours. They are not substantively different, they merely require less sacrifice
on the part of the household members, less behavioural commitment and have a lower impact
on efficiency then other curtailment behaviours. Similarly, other variables in the literature,
such as „maintenance‟ or „shifts in consumption‟ can be categorised as either investment or
curtailment behaviours. Therefore, from a review of the literature it is suggested that the
investment/curtailment dichotomy discussed by Stern and Gardner (1981) presents an
appropriate categorisation of the types of energy efficient actions that can be undertaken in the
household.

Figure A1: Spectrum of investment and curtailment behaviour

Major perceived benefits
Major financial commitment
Major impact on energy
Major Constraints

Investment

E.g. Insulation

E.g. light bulbs

Major
Major perceived sacrifice
Major behavioural commitment
Major impact on energy use
Major Constraints
E.g. no air conditioning

Minor perceived benefits
Minor financial commitment
Minor impact on energy use
Minor Constraints

Minor

Curtailment

Minor perceived sacrifice
Minor behavioural commitment
Minor impact on energy use
Minor Constraints
E.g. shut doors and curtains

As well as the differences identified in Figure A1, a number of other distinctions have been
made between investment and curtailment based behaviours which have been highlighted in
the literature. For example, these behaviours differ in terms of whether they refer to a short
term, one-off behaviours (investment) or long term repetitive behaviour change (curtailment)
(Stern and Gardner, 1981).

Investment is perceived to be comfort increasing whereas
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curtailment is considered comfort reducing (Stern and Gardner, 1981; Scott et al., 2000;
Poortinga et al., 2003). Further, investment relates to the technical efficiency of the equipment
whereas curtailment is related to the behavioural efficiency of the household members (Black
et al., 1985; Stern and Oskamp, 1987). These differences illustrated in Table A2, demonstrate
that investment and curtailment represent distinct behaviours, consequently they require
different levels/types of resources and their adoption may result from different decisionmaking processes. Hence, they may be relevant to different types of households and as a result
influencing these behaviours may require different strategies. For this reason, it is important to
develop an understanding of the types of variables that influence each of these behaviours.
Table A2: Difference between investment and curtailment behaviours

1
2
3
4
5

Investment

Curtailment

Short term/ one off behaviour

Long Term/ sustained behaviour change

Comfort increasing
Financial commitment

Comfort reducing
Behavioural commitment

Efficiency of equipment/house
Constrained by financial resources and home
ownership
High Involvement (Purchase related)

Efficiency of household members
Constrained by effort required and motivation to
persist
Low involvement (Habitual)

6
Adapted from Stern and Gardner, (1981); Van Raaij and Verhallen, (1983); Black et al., (1985); Stern and
Oskamp, (1987); Scott et al., (2000); Poortinga et al., (2004); Barr et al., (2005)
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Appendix 2: Sample Sizes in Household Efficiency Literature

Much of the research in the area of household decision-making has been focused on exploring
what is happening within households. As a result, the findings have been based on small
sample sizes, multiple participants from each household, as shown in Table A3.
Consequently, research has yielded a variety of interesting but ultimately ungeneralisable
results. For example, researchers have examined who makes the final decision (Sharp and
Mott, 1956; Wolgast, 1958; Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Belch et al., 1985; Belch and Willis,
2001), who influences the decisions (Ferber and Lee, 1974; Spiro, 1983; Qualls, 1984; Kim
and Lee, 1996), and who gets their way in the decision (Wind, 1976; Park, 1982; Ward,
2006). In addition, researchers have examined how household members interact to achieve an
outcome, by looking at things like power (Wolfe, 1959; Olson and Rabunsky, 1972; Howard
et al., 1986; Webster and Reiss, 2001; Ward, 2005), communication (Granbois, 1963;
Menasco and Curry, 1989; Gronhoj, 2006), conflict (Burns and Granbois, 1977; Park, 1982;
Qualls, 1988; Menasco and Curry, 1989; Kirchler et al., 2001; Ward, 2006), gender (Green
and Cunningham, 1975; Ward, 2006; Gronhoj and Olander, 2007) and sex role orientation
(Schaninger and Danko, 1982; Olshavsky and King, 1984; Qualls, 1984; Qualls, 1987). All
of these studies have produced interesting findings, nonetheless the fact that the findings are
often not representative means that it is difficult for marketers to utilise the information. As
Livette (Livette, 2007, p. 243) states “relatively few generalisations for consumer behaviour
can be offered about the decision process”.

This intra household focus on who gets their way has lead to an overemphasis on the
importance of establishing what has actually happened in each household. However research
has demonstrated that the view of the household decision-making process in each household
can vary depending on who in the household is asked to report on the process. The focus on
determining the truth of how decisions are made in every household, and in every decision is
a task that in reality is difficult and impractical to achieve. The differing motivations,
experiences, and goals of household members complicated by relational factors such as
power, communication, and historical events suggest that the truth will only ever be
imperfectly apprehensible.

Hence, rather than focusing on trying to capture the detail,

researchers need to unravel the underlying frameworks/decision processes that occur in the
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population, factors that are common to sub groups and use that information to inform
marketing practice.
Table A3: Examples of sample sizes in household decision-making literature
Author

Date

Sharp and Mott

1956

n=749

Wolgast

1958

n= 1000

Davis

1970

n=97 Couples

Davis

1971

n=77 Couples

Olson and Rabunsky

1972

n=17 Couples

Cunningham and Green

1974

n=248

Davis and Rigaux

1974

n=73 Couples

Ferber and Lee

1974

n=30 Couples

Hempel

1974

n=317 Couples

Green and Cunningham

1975

n=257

Munsinger, Weber and Hansen

1975

n=137 Couples

Moschis and Moore

1979

n=734

Szybillo, Sosaine and Tenebein

1979

n=127

Filiatrault and Ritchie

1980

n=270 Couples

Park

1982

n=48 Couples

Rosen and Granbois

1983

n=82 Couples

Spiro

1983

n=98 Couples

Reilly, Eroglu, Machiet and Omura

1984

n=2915

Belch, Belch and Ceresino

1985

n= 260 (h&w +child>13)

Corfman and Lehman

1987

n=77 Couples

Qualls

1987

n=89 Couples

Foster and Olshavsky

1989

n=56 Families (h&w +child)

Menasco and Curry

1989

n=67 Couples

Kirchler

1993

n=252 Couples

Kim and Lee

1996

n=103 Couples

Holdert and Antonides

1997

n=77 Families (h&w +child)

Palan and Wilkes

1997

n=100 Families (h&w +child)

Lee and Marshall

1998

n= 113 Families

Ruth and Commuri

1998

n=37 Couples

Arora and Allenby

1999

n=69 Couples

Martinez and Polo

1999

n=600 Couples

Lee and Collins

2000

n=89 Families

Webster and Reiss

2001

n=100 Couples

Bodur, Arora and Aribarg

2002

n=117 parent teacher dyads

Erasmus and Boshoff

2003

n = 82 Couples

Verma and Kapoor

2003

n=313 families with 3,4,5 members

Levy and Lee

2004

n = 9 (real estate agents)

Ward

2006

n=61 Couples

Gronhoj and Olander

2007

n=101 families (h&w +child)

Thomson, Laing and McKee

2007

n=20 families (h&w +child)

Wilkes and Laverie

2007

n= 35 Couples
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Appendix 3: Time Line of Studies in the Household Decision-making Literature

As is illustrated in Figure A2 below, many of the seminal studies into household decisionmaking were conducted in the 1970‟s. The data in the table

93

is based on a citation analysis

of 50 papers which lead to a list of 175 papers related to household decision-making. Shown
in the circled area, the tallest peaks represent the most commonly cited articles. The studies
were conducted by researchers such as Davis (1970; 1971; 1976), Ferber and Lee (1974),
Cunningham and Green (1974), Sheth (1974) and Musinger, Weber and Hansen (1975), who
were “trying to dispel the „mythical idea‟ that 85% of every family dollar is spent by women”
(Davis, 1976, p. 242). The aim of the researchers in general was to determine who in the
household was responsible for allocating the dollars spent in the household and should
therefore be targeted by marketers.

93

In the table, the articles published in the household decision-making literature are denoted by the year in which
they were published (i.e. the y axis) and the peaks (x axis) show how many times each of those articles were
cited.
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Figure A2: Number of times articles are cited by year of publication

Appendix 4: Belief in “the problem”: energy crisis or climate change
The first attitudinal variable commonly cited in the efficiency literature is the respondent‟s
belief that there is a problem that needs fixing through increasing efficiency in the home.
„The problem‟ has changed over time; in the initial efficiency research (1970-80s) the primary
rationale for reducing energy consumption was concern about the energy crisis (Stern and
Kirkpatrick, 1977; Seligman et al., 1979); more recently, climate change appears to be the
more salient concern in the media and in the literature. In fact, „the problem‟ has been a
driver of the research in the efficiency context, with there being „…a cycle of rising and
falling concern due to energy related national events and the volume of media coverage they
attract…‟ (Rosa, Machlis and Keating, 1988, p. 165). Researchers have examined both
consumer perceptions of the legitimacy of the problem and consumers‟ beliefs that they are
responsible for the problem (either for causing it or for fixing it).

A number of researchers have identified the legitimacy of the energy problem as a construct
in their research (Seligman et al., 1979; Olsen, 1983; Samuelson and Beik, 1991; Sardianou,
2005). Some found that belief in „the problem‟ was an underlying attitudinal construct which
emerged from a factor analysis of attitudinal questions (Seligman et al., 1979; Olsen, 1983;
Samuelson and Beik, 1991). But, when Seligman et al (1979) examined the link between this
attitude and behaviour, they did not find a significant link to behaviour. Yet, in another study,
by Olsen (1983) it was found that the acceptance of strategies aimed at energy conservation
was correlated with the perceived seriousness of „the problem‟. Consistent with this finding,
a more recent study found that “consumers‟ belief about their contribution to environmental
problems is a strong predictor of the number of energy conservation actions stated”
(Sardianou, 2005, p. 19).

The majority of these studies therefore demonstrate that the

legitimacy of the energy problem is linked to what people say they are willing to do but the
link between this attitude and actual behaviour has been harder to establish.

Although it has not been linked directly to revealed behaviour, this attitudinal variable may
nonetheless be useful in attempting to differentiate the response of market segments to
different DM strategies. In addition to Olsen (1983) and Sardianou (2005), evidence of this
potential is provided by Samuelson and Biek (1991) who found that belief in the energy
problem/crisis was related to a number of demographic variables (education, age, ethnicity,
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occupation and income), some of which have been directly linked to investment and
curtailment behaviours. Also, examining general pro-environmental behaviours, Meinhold
and Malkus (2005) found that pro-environmental attitudes were significantly related to proenvironmental behaviours.

Hence, pro-environmental beliefs were also included in the

model.
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Appendix 5: Other measures of environmental consciousness

Fransson and Garling (1999) reviewed three environmental concern measures which were
developed in the 1970‟s: the NEP, the Ecological Attitude Scale (EAS) and the
Environmental Concern Scale (ECS). The EAS Scale was considered to be too long to be
useful in this study (i.e. shortened version has 45 items). The ECS was also long (16 items)
and was similar to the NEP in that it overlapped between belief and concern. For these
reasons these scales were not considered for measuring environmental concern. In addition to
the NEP, EAS and ECS, two alternative scales emerged as a result of a literature search, and
as the items in these scales are related to the respondent‟s concern about specific
environmental problems, as shown in Table A4, these were analysed to determine their
suitability for use in this project.
Table A4: Environmental Concern Scales
Author

Scale

Ellen et al 1991

Environmental Concern
(5 point Likert scale)

Environmental problems are not affecting my life personally
Environmental problems are exaggerated, because in the long run things balance out
I have too many obligations to take an active part in an environmental organisation
I can think of many things I’d rather do than work toward improving the environment
Concern about the environment

Bang et al 2000

(6 item scale unconcerned - very concerned)

How concerned are you about the environment (air, water and land use)?
How concerned are you about pollution?
How concerned are you about water and air pollution in your city (area)?
How concerned are you about water usage in your city (area)?
How concerned are you about the environment when you are making purchase?
The electricity company should use less expensive energy even if the cheap energy
may increase environmental pollution (R)

Employed by Ellen et al (1991), in a study of how consumers‟ beliefs motivate
environmentally conscious behaviours, the first scale consisted of a four-items used to test
environmental concern. As shown in Table A5, this scale has low reliability score (α=0.58),
however it did have demonstrated discriminant validity, as shown by Ellen et al (1991) using
chi-squared tests. The second scale by Bang, Ellinger, Hadjimarcou and Traichal (2000) was
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used in the context of renewable electricity and achieved a Cronbach alpha of 0.87. This
alpha value confirms the reliability of the scale and is suggestive of its convergent validity;
however no formal measures of face, convergent, or discriminant validity were reported.
However, neither of these scales were considered to outperform the NEP scale. In contrast,
the Bang et al (2000) scale had good reliability, it had previously been used in the context of
environmentally conscious behaviours, and so despite its limited validity testing it was
decided to examine this scale in contrast to the NEP scale for use in this research to measure
environment consciousness
Table A5: Performance measures for environmental concern scales

Author

Reliability

Validity

Context
(applied)

Context (method)

Ellen et al 1991

Discriminant validity of this scale was

α = 0.58

demonstrated using a comparison of the

Measuring

Telephone survey

Chi-squared scores of a fixed scale

Perceived

(combined scale), versus a free scale

consumer

Analysed using

(individual scales) using CFA

effectiveness in

CFA, multivariate

however the authors questioned the

motivating

and univariate

convergent validity of the scale (stating

environmentall

stats and

that "it is possible that neither indicator is

y conscious

MANCOVA and

uni-dimensional" p.108) this finding was

behaviours

ANOVA

also suggested in the low alpha score

Bang et al 2000

Mail Survey

Not reported, however the high α value
α = 0.87

suggests the convergent validity of the
scale.

item-to total
Renewable

statistics

Electricity

examined t- tests
to test for
significant
differences
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Appendix 6: Summary of the scale items used in the questionnaire
Table A6: Amended Scales
Construct

Scale items

Price
Consciousness

I am not willing to go to extra efforts at home to save money on electricity bills
The time it takes to save money on my electricity bill is usually not worth the effort
I will shop at more than one store to take advantage of lower prices on home appliances
I am willing to change the way I do things at home to save money
I would never shop at more than one store to find low prices for home appliances
The money saved finding lower prices for appliances is usually not worth the time and effort

Home Comfort

I would prefer our house to be a bearable temperature than to have a low electricity bill
It’s not worth it at all to sweat in the summer/ shiver in the winter to save electricity
While others might tolerate being too hot/cold, my need for a comfortable temperature at home is high
I find I can’t relax or work well if the house is too hot/cold
I will sacrifice the bill for comfort occasionally

Environmental
Consciousness

Environmental pollution affects my health
People who do not take the environment into account try to escape their responsibility
Environmental problems have consequences for my life
I worry about environmental problems
Saving a threatened species is an unnecessary luxury
I can see with my own eyes that the environment is deteriorating
I am optimistic about the quality of the environment in the future
A better environment starts with myself
Environmental problems are a risk for the future of my children
There is too much attention given to climate change
Environmental problems are exaggerated
Too much attention is paid to environmental problems

Perceived
Efficiency
Knowledge

I don’t understand a lot about household energy efficiency
My friends consider me an expert on energy efficiency
Compared to the average person, I know a lot about household energy efficiency

Personal
Efficacy

I can’t do anything about climate change
We have little control over the amount of electricity consumed in our household
Reducing our electricity use is not going to make a difference to environmental problems
Things that I do for the environment can make a difference
Environmental problems are so large that there is really no point trying to solve them
If my household chose to, we could reduce our electricity consumption by altering out behaviours
If we chose to, we could spend some money and increase the efficiency of our house
I often feel that we are powerless to deal with electricity consumption issues in our household

Price Sensitive
Behaviour

Comfort
Sensitive
Behaviour

We check our electricity bill
We spend money to purchase energy efficient appliances
We try to lower out electricity bill by changing the things that we do
We spend money on our home to reduce our electricity bill
We use electricity to keep the temperature in the house about the same all year
We use our air conditioner during the summer
In winter, we run our heater on high as soon as we get up/ get home
We turn our appliances off at the wall
We use the blinds and curtains to regulated the heat in our house
We use a clothes dryer

Environmental
Conscious
Behaviour

I make a conscious effort to reduce our water use
I try to recycle as much as possible of our household waste
I compost whatever rubbish I can
For short trips, I walk/ride the bike instead of taking the car
I buy environmentally friendly products
I use recycled paper products
I buy organic products
I grow vegetables for our own use
I take my own bags when shopping

Household
Norms

When it comes to electricity use some behaviours are just not acceptable
If someone in my household is using electricity use in an unacceptable way someone will
speak to them
We have rules about electricity use in our household

Items shown in bold have been added in this research
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Appendix 7: Discussion of Efficacy
Specific to energy conservation actions, a number of studies have demonstrated that personal
efficacy emerges as a significant variable for predicting energy efficiency behaviours
(Seligman et al., 1978; Samuelson and Beik, 1991; Scott et al., 2000). But, when this
influence on actual consumption behaviours is assessed, the findings are less consistent. For
example, Seligman et al (1978) initially found that households with low beliefs in their ability
to alleviate the energy crisis used more energy than households with a stronger sense of
personal efficacy. The authors reported that „…a person could be quite convinced of the
reality of the national energy crisis and still not take steps to conserve, because he would
consider his energy savings irrelevant to the aggregate consumption pattern‟ (Seligman et al.,
1978). Despite the limitations of their study, these authors provided evidence that there may
be a relationship between personal efficacy and electricity consumption behaviours.
However, when they replicated their research with a second slightly larger sample94, Seligman
et al (1978) found that personal efficacy was no longer significantly related to behaviour.
Scott et al (2000) also predicted that self efficacy may influence investment and curtailment
type behaviours. These researchers measured personal efficacy by asking consumers to state
their agreement/disagreement with the following statement: „Even if everyone tried to
conserve energy at home, it would not make a big impact on energy use in Canada‟ (Scott et
al., 2000, p. 76). Eighty four percent of respondents either disagreed or strongly disagreed
with this statement, suggesting that they felt they could make a difference. However, no
significant relationship was found when this attitude was compared to self reported
investment and curtailment behaviours.

94

These findings were from a sample of only 56 houses. When this study was replicated with 69 additional
houses (Seligman et al., 1979) this factor was not found to be significant.
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Appendix 8: Moderator’s Guides
Table A7: Moderator Guides for Focus Groups Phase 1

Focus Group Phase 1
Icebreaker
Each participant to introduce themselves and provide a bit of information
e.g. Name, number and ages of your children and what you like to do on Saturdays
(Icebreaker exercise)
Introduction
What is a focus group?
A group discussion where your interaction is of interest, we would like to hear
differences of opinion as well as things that you have in common, it is important not to judge
people’s responses and to feel free to contribute.
Topic of today’s discussion (Energy efficiency)
This research is being conducted in cooperation with Country Energy and
CSU as a part of my PhD Research
Outline the plan for the evening/group
Begin with house keeping i.e. info sheet and consent forms read through each and get
signatures
Tape Recording
Restrooms and Food
Question 1
Tell me about electricity use in your home
Is it something that you think about/discuss often
Has it tended to increase?
Have you tried to reduce it?
What has been your experience?
Is reducing electricity use something that you find that you are interested in? Do you think it is
important? Why? Why not?
Are there things about reducing electricity use that are important to you?... Any others…
Question 2
Rapport building and development and discussion of concepts
Suppose that you were appointed by an electricity company to visit households to
advise them on how to reduce energy use.
What would you advise them to do?
If they were a young share house
If they were a family with primary school children
If they were an elderly couple
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Suppose that you were chatting with a friend about how to reduce energy use in their
home, would you advise them differently?
List responses
Then ask participants to rank them in terms of things they have tried/effectiveness most
least/ hardest /easiest/
Question 3
Based on the types of energy efficient behaviours listed above;
(investment/curtailment)
Which of these behaviours do you consider easy to achieve?
What enables you to do them easily?
Which do you consider more difficult?
Are there things that prevent you from doing these?
What would enable you to do them more easily?
Question 4
While you were in your advisory role, if someone asked you where they could find more
information about each of these activities what would you tell them?
E.g. investment behaviours and curtailment behaviours
Question 5
Can you describe a situation when you would be most likely to undertake the
behaviours we have listed above /chosen (choose a couple that represent invest and
curtail).
Are there times when you are more interested in undertaking each of these activities?
Is your interest constant?
Does it change?
What has stimulated motivated you/or would motivate/stimulate you to undertake this
behaviour?
Do you think everyone is interested in reducing energy use? Why/ why not
Why might some people not be interested in reducing energy use?
Who would be most likely to make purchases to increase the efficiency of their house?
Who would be least likely?
(if they only mention age/ income, hold these constant and ask about the types of people)
Who would be most likely to alter their electricity consumption by altering their
behaviour?
Who would be least likely?
Question 6

Think about the last time that you made a change to alter your electricity use (e.g.
bought a new appliance or decided to reduce your air conditioner use)
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Tell us about what happened; What did you do?
What lead you to do it and why was it important
(What was the trigger/catalyst for the change, if any?)
(Ask for different examples and if they discuss an investment example ask about a curtailment
example)
How did you find out about ways to reduce your electricity usage?
Was it something that you decided as an individual or did you discuss it with family members?
Did you consider different options for reducing your electricity use?
If yes? How did you decide between these?
Did everyone agree on the decision?
If they didn't agree how did you go about making the decision?
What do you think influenced the decision? How did you achieve resolution?
Did everyone in the household engage in the behaviour (curtailment) once decided
upon?
Can you now describe a time when you decided not to go ahead with an attempt to
reduce your electricity usage
Question 7 (Only if we have time)
Brainstorming question
Given our discussion so far what types of strategies do you think could be put into
place?
Would you be willing to turn off your electricity at certain times to save peak load generators
being turned on? (e.g. for an hour on a given day)
Under what circumstances would you be willing?
If you were paid an incentive/reward?
Would you be willing to allow Country Energy to switch your heater/air con, on/off remotely
(e.g. 1 hour before you came home and then 10 minutes in the hour)
If you could over ride the system?,
If you could not over ride the system?
Would you be interested in someone coming into your house and giving you advice about how
to increase your energy efficiency?
Would you be willing to pay someone to do this?
Do you think that you would engage in the changes suggested?
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Would you upgrade your fridge/air con/heater to a more energy efficient model if there was an
incentive to do so? E.g. a rebate/discount?
Do you think this would be a useful way to increase the efficiency of
electricity consumption

Table A8: Moderator Guide Phase 2

Focus groups 2 and 3
Introduction
What is a focus group?
Group discussion where your interaction is of interest, we would like to hear differences of opinion as
well as things that you have in common, it is important not to judge peoples responses. We want this
to be an
Topic of today’s discussion (Questionnaire)
Outline the plan for the evening/group (complete questionnaire and then discuss)
Tape Recording/Video Recording
Restrooms and Food
Consent form
Icebreaker
Each participant to introduce themselves and provide a bit of info e.g. how long you have lived in
Wagga
Part 1
Tell us about electricity use in your home
Has it tended to increase/have you tried to reduce your usage?
What has been your experience?
Do you make decisions about electricity use?
Is it something that you think about/discuss often
Part 2
Can you each please fill in the questionnaire in front of you, (it will take about 30 minutes, there is no
hurry take your time to work through it)
If there is anything that you don't understand/don't like/do like/wouldn't answer, please write this on
the questionnaire as you go through. We will have a chat about it after
Part 2
What was your overall impression of the questionnaire?
in one word?
If too long, how much do you think it should be reduced?
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Anything you didn't understand or found confusing?
Anything that was hard or took a long time to answer?
Anything you didn't like?
Anywhere that you needed more information?
Were questions and instructions easily understood and not ambiguous?
Could you provide accurate information and do so quickly?
Are there other questions that you think need to be asked?
Did you think anything was missing? Categories/ concepts/words (e.g. for questions 1.7/1.8, 3.9)
Were there any parts that you skipped over, did not read fully, or found like you would skip if you
were doing this at home?
Was the survey interesting to complete?
When you look at the cover what do you see? (did you like/dislike it)
Would the cover letter encourage you to complete the survey?
Would the cover encourage you to complete the survey?
Incentive
Pen in the mail
Stamps in the mail
Entry into a draw to win appliances
Part 3
Go through the questionnaire page by page
Did you understand?
Hard to answer?
Easy to answer?
Options missing that you would have liked to have/needed?
Part 4
Focus on household decision-making section
Do these categories capture what would happen in your household?
If I were to ask other members in your household would the answer in the same way?
Is this the way decisions happen in your household?

Any other comments
Anything that annoyed/worried you?
How did you feel when you had completed the questionnaire?
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Appendix 9: Information for Scouts Recruiting for Focus Groups
Focus Group Organisation
These focus groups are being conducted as part of a PhD research project being
conducted at Charles Sturt University and in Partnership with Country Energy
The aim of the project is to explore ways to increase household energy efficiency,
which fit in with household needs and wants.
Instructions for recruitment

For recruiting, we would like to find a well connected person who can get a range of
participants together, preferably not all from the same network of people. Each person
recruiting can recruit for any of the 3 focus groups; just have to make sure that they specify
the correct date for each. If people you were able to do this for us we would be able to pay
you $250.


We need to recruit 10-12 people for each of the three focus groups
Each Focus Group needs to have a specific type of participant




Focus group 1 = young couples with no children or people living in share houses
Focus group 2 = households with dependent children
Focus group 3 = empty nest household (either children have left home or older
people who have not had children)

It is important that participants are from a range of socio-economic/educational
backgrounds

Where possible, it is important that respondents in the one focus group don’t
know one another (i.e. not two people from the same household/group of friends/family)

When recruiting, please advise that the discussion group will go for about two hours
and respondent will be asked to discuss “household electricity use”. Tell them that the
research is being conducted by Charles Sturt University and Country Energy as part of a
research doctorate

Advise participants that they will be given $50 for coming along to the focus group
and also they will be given a light meal/refreshments while at the focus group.

If a person says yes to participating we need to get their address and give them a
letter with the details of the event (I will have these printed and sent out, as I receive the
details)

Then one week prior to the group I will send each person a reminder letter, re
confirming the time and location of the focus group, (hence the need for addresses).
(Chances are some people might be recruited in the week proceeding the focus groups, in
which case we will only give them the first letter)
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Appendix 10: Chi-square results for sample comparison
Table A9: Comparison of household characteristics across the investment and curtailment samples

Household
Characteristics

Value

df

Sig

Age

73.71

71

0.39

Gender

1.39

1

0.238

Income

11.26

11

0.422

Education

6.18

6

0.403

Employment

5.65

5

0.342

Household type

12.2

15

0.664
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Appendix 11: Questionnaire Design
“The quality of the data becomes heavily influenced by the questionnaire format” (Bradburn
et al., 2004, p. 283). As a result, the questionnaire should be formatted to meet the needs of
the respondent first and foremost. Meeting these needs requires the careful consideration of
the appearance and format of the document, the order and flow of the questions and the ease
of providing a response (Bradburn et al., 2004; de Leeuw et al., 2008). Further, according to
Dillman (2000), the aim of questionnaire design is to 1) reduce non-response and 2) to reduce
measurement error.

Questionnaire design was carefully considered in this project. The elements considered
included the format (e.g. booklet) and size, the cover and use of a cover letter; the trade off
between white space and the length of the document; the ordering of questions and the use of
instructions, and routing questions (Dillman, 2000; Bradburn et al., 2004; de Leeuw et al.,
2008). In keeping with the desire to create a user-friendly document, focus group participants
were asked to comment on not only the content but also the design of the questionnaire.

Specifically, an A4 booklet, printed in portrait was used;. A slightly smaller booklet was
considered as it was felt that a 20-page A4 booklet might be too daunting for respondents.
But as the desired size fell between two standard sizes (i.e. A5 and A4), it was more
expensive to print and hence A4 booklet was used. However, Dillman (2000) reported that
there was little if any empirical evidence that smaller booklets increased response rates.

Much thought and planning went into the design of the questionnaire cover, and numerous
drafts were developed and tested in Phase 2 focus groups. The aims in designing the cover
were to create a visually appealing the cover to engage the respondent, to encourage them to
open the booklet and to covey the nature of the inquiry without creating biases. However, in
the end the cover of the questionnaire was determined by the industry partner in this project
and hence control over the design of the cover was limited95. The final cover is shown on the
Questionnaire in Appendix 11.

95

This decision was made after the focus group testing had been completed. In order to gauge the impact of this
cover on responses a brief survey about the cover was conducted using an email survey snowballing sampling
technique. Fifteen responses were collected and overall the response to the cover was positive, with 10/15 of
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The aim for the inside of the booklet was to create to create a simple consistent format that
guided the respondent from section, to question, to instruction, to response. Each of these
aspects was delineated using the same font in different styles e.g. changing the size, weight
and style of the text. These choices were made in an attempt to follow Dillman‟s (2000)
principles of design, which included: consistency, similarity, simplicity, regularity and
symmetry. For that reason, each section was defined using a heading in a grey shaded box;
this heading provided an indication of the contents of the section e.g. your home, electricity
use in general etc. A question number, in a dark shaded block, defined each question and
helped the respondent to feel they were progressing through the questionnaire (Bradburn et
al., 2004). To differentiate the question from the instructions and response items the question
text was typed in bold and was in a larger font. If needed important words/phrases in the text
were underlined. When needed, instructions were provided with the question (Dillman, 2000)
in a smaller font in italics. Response categories were in a smaller font than the question and
in a lighter shade of text (Dillman, 2000).

In order to convey clarity and simplicity, the use of white space was important. However
given the number of questions in this research, a trade-off had to be made between the use of
while space and the length of the document. White space was given priority where possible.
For example, the majority of questions posed in the questionnaire required the respondent to
tick a box, or circle a number. To assist with the illusion of white space, where tick boxes
were required no shading was used. However, when banks of questions were presented which
required a response on a Likert scale, shading was used to provide a vertical distinction
between response items and in doing so to reduce the effort on the part of the respondent.
(This is illustrated repeatedly in Part 2 of the questionnaire in Appendix 11). The aim in doing
so is to ease the cognitive burden on the respondent (Bradburn et al., 2004).

The ordering of the questions was important, as the questions needed to capture attention and
encourage respondents to continue progressing through the questionnaire. They needed to
begin in a way that was relevant an interesting and yet not too difficult. Dillman (2000)
referred to a questionnaire as similar to a conversation, which evolves. Consistent with this

respondents indicating the cover would encourage them to open the survey. Also, the cover evoked electricity
use for 13/15 respondents. Negative comments included stereotyping, pushing green, and not liking the back of
the child‟s head. Despite the absence of variation in the household type and ethnicity, the cover was relatively
well received.
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analogy, Part 1 of the questionnaire contained simple but relevant introduction questions
about the respondent‟s house and appliances, questions that allowed the respondent to
characterise their situation. Then in Part 2, building on the rapport developed, respondents
were asked questions about their opinions of electricity use in general.

The questions

included in Part 2 were the most likely to fatigue respondents as it contained a series of scale
questions. For this reason, they were included relatively early in the instrument and finished
with the statement “That‟s the last of those ” to provide some relief and encourage the
respondent to continue on.

The questions in Part 3 referred to decisions made in the household. The first question in this
section was used to determine if the respondent had made an efficiency related decision in the
past. If they had not they were routed directly to the next section (i.e. Part 4). Part 4 captured
participant interest in future decisions. Finally, in Part 5 respondents were asked to provide
demographic information. Demographic information, such as income, is often considered
personal and is information respondents are reluctant to give, however when placed at the end
of the questionnaire the contents of the questionnaire are no longer unknown, and the
respondent has made an investment in completing the majority of the questionnaire and as a
result they are often more willing to provide this information (Dillman, 2000; Bradburn et al.,
2004; de Leeuw and Hox, 2008).
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Appendix 12: Questionnaire

There were two versions of the questionnaire used; these differed only in Q3.8 and Q3.9. The
questionnaire included has the investment version of Q3.8 and Q3.9, the curtailment version
of these questions is included immediately after in this appendix.
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Appendix 13: Introductory Letter
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Appendix 14: Cover Letter
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Appendix 15: Postcard
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Appendix 16: Need recognition versus no need recognition
Table A10: Comparison of those that have recognised the need to increase efficiency versus those who
have not
Have recognised
need to reduce
consumption

Have NOT recognised
need to reduce
consumption

Significance F stat /
2
χ

Past Investments

4.1

3.6

6.788***

Past Curtailments

15.5

15.5

ns

Home Energy Audit

2.2

2.0

23.013***

Smart Metering

3.4

2.7

63.905***

Remote Load Control

2.2

1.8

28.117***

Subsidies

2.8

2.2

44.997***

Voluntary Load Reduction

3.2

2.6

38.598***

Decision Outcomes

* 10%, ** 5%, *** 1%
Past investments /14
Past curtailments /24
DSM programs on a scale of 1-5,
1= Not at all interested, 2= Some interest, 3=Interested, 4=Strong Interest, 5=Definitely Interested

Table A11: Comparison of those that have recognised the need to increase efficiency versus those who
have not

Household Characteristics
Age
Income
Number of Children
Unemployed
Employed
Retired
Year 12 or less
Greater than Year 12
Renting
Own Home

Have recognised
need to reduce
consumption

Have NOT recognised
need to reduce
consumption

38 yrs
$60 234
0.712
7.4%
68.90%
16.50%
27.70%
68.10%
40.80%
55.50%

40 yrs
$52 997
0.42
8.2%
62.40%
25.10%
40.80%
56.90%
43.70%
52.40%

Significance f stat /
χ2
3.068 (sig at 10%)
21.506**
24.428***
12.816 **

21.916***
10.913**

* 10%, ** 5%, *** 1%
Employed = full time, part time, casual
Greater than year 12 = tafe, apprenticeship, Undergrad, postgratudate
Own home = own outright and paying off
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Appendix 17: Correlations between attitudinal and behavioural variables
Table A12: Correlation analysis

Correlations

Comfort
Attitude

Price
Attitude

Enviro
Attitude

Efficacy
Attitude

Comfort
Sensitive
Behaviour
Enviro
Sensitive
Behaviour
Price
Sensitive
Behaviour

Pearson
Correlation

-.187

1074

.000
1074

.000
1074

1

.561

1074

.000
1074

.000
1074

1

.723

1074

.000
1074

.000
1074

1

-.163

1074

.000
1074

.000
1074

1

-.422

1074

.000
1074

.000
1074

1

.511

1074

.000
1074

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation

-.187

**

.000
1074
-.194

**

.000
1074
-.231

**

.000
1074
.394

**

.000
1074
-.334

**

.000
1074
-.224

**

.561

**

.000
1074
.658

**

.000
1074
-.192

**

.000
1074
.283

**

.000
1074
.305

**

.000
.000
N
1074
1074
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Sig. (2-tailed)

Price
Sensitive
Behaviour

1

-.194

.723

**

**

**

.000
1074
-.152

**

.000
1074
.310

**

.000
1074
.206

**

.000
1074

Efficacy
Attitude

Enviro
Sensitive
Behaviour

Price
Attitude
**

Enviro
Attitude

Comfort
Sensitive
Behaviour

Comfort
Attitude

-.231

**

.000
1074
.658

**

**

-.163

**

.000
1074
.258

**

.000
1074
.220

**

.000
1074

.394

**

.000
1074
-.192

**

.000
1074
-.152

-.422

**

**

**

.000
1074
-.296

**

.000
1074

-.334

**

.000
1074
.283

**

.000
1074
.310

**

.000
1074
.258

.511

**

**

-.224

.000
1074
.305

**

.000
1074
.206

**

.000
1074
.220

**

.000
1074
-.296

**

.000
1074

**

**

**

1
1074
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Appendix 18: Frequency of Investment and Curtailment behaviours
Figure A3: Frequency of Curtailments
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Figure A4: Frequency of Investments
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